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Girls may “run the world,” as Beyoncé so memorably put it, but all too 
often they do so behind the scenes; women’s accomplishments still don’t get 
the attention they deserve in the book world or any other quarter of the media. 
Women’s History Month was established in 1987 to draw more attention to 
the subject. (It was preceded, from 1982 to 1986, by Women’s History Week—
enough said.) It’s a worthwhile prod for schools and libraries—and magazines 
like this one—to devote more time to women in history, but the idea that the 
subject deserves just one month of the year is, frankly, inadequate. 

Fortunately, 2021 is already brimming with excellent books about women’s 
lives, work, and influence. Here are four especially noteworthy titles:

Janice P. Nimura’s The Doctors Blackwell: How 
Two Pioneering Sisters Brought Medicine to Women and 

Women to Medicine (Norton, Jan. 19) recounts the story of Elizabeth Black-
well, the first American woman to receive a medical degree (1849) and 
later the founder, with sister Emily (also a doctor), of the first hospital 
staffed exclusively by women. This book, which our reviewer calls a “riv-
eting dual biography…that reads like a work of historical fiction,” sheds 
light on these trailblazers while rendering them as complicated, three-
dimensional figures.

Among the many revelations of last year’s National Book Award–win-
ning biography of Malcolm X, The Dead Are Arising, were the political 
beliefs and activism of Malcolm’s parents and their role in shaping his 
own. Now Louise Little shares the spotlight with Alberta King and Ber-
dis Baldwin in The Three Mothers: How the Mothers of Martin Luther King, 
Jr., Malcolm X, and James Baldwin Shaped a Nation (Flatiron Books, Feb. 
2). Author Anna Malaika Tubbs writes, with evident passion, “I am tired 
of Black women being hidden. I am tired of us not being recognized, I am tired of being erased.” In 
shining a spotlight on these three figures, Tubbs offers what our reviewer calls a “refreshing, well-
researched contribution to Black women’s history.”

Black women in music—and the Black women critics who wrote about 
their work—are the subject of Daphne A. Brooks’ exciting critical study 
Liner Notes for the Revolution: The Intellectual Life of Black Feminist Sound 
(Belknap/Harvard Univ., Feb. 23). Among the artists discussed here: Ma 
Rainey, Nina Simone, Eartha Kitt, Odetta, Aretha Franklin, Whitney 
Houston, Lauryn Hill, and Beyoncé along with writers such as Zora Neale 
Hurston, Lorraine Hansberry, and jazz historian Rosetta Reitz. This is 
heady stuff from a professor of African American studies at Yale—densely 
academic in places yet always animated by sharp insights about Black music 
and Black feminism. Kirkus calls it a “sui generis and essential work on 
Black music culture.” Best of all, there’s a Spotify playlist to accompany it. 

The title of Jennifer Keishin Armstrong’s new book is itself pro-
vocative: When Women Invented Television: The Untold Story of the Female 
Powerhouses Who Pioneered the Way We Watch Today (Harper/HarperCollins, 
March 23). The case Armstrong (Seinfeldia) makes is persuasive, as she 

examines the contributions of Gertrude Berg, creator of a popular radio series–turned–TV comedy 
about a Jewish family in the Bronx; Irna Phillips, who likewise shepherded the soap opera Guiding 
Light from radio to the small screen; Betty White (yes, that Betty White), who wrote, produced, and 
starred in her own talk show and comedy series before later fame; and Hazel Scott, a jazz pianist and 
civil rights activist who hosted an evening variety show but was blacklisted during the McCarthy 
era. Our reviewer calls it an “engaging and well-documented recognition of four women’s significant 
impact on the emerging TV medium.”

Now can we just agree to celebrate women’s history all year long?
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THE ARSONISTS’ CITY 
Alyan, Hala
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
(464 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Mar. 9, 2021
978-0-358-12655-3  

Alyan’s riveting novel, set in America 
and the Middle East, brims with overlap-
ping memories of secrets, betrayals, and 
loyalties within a seemingly assimilated 
Syrian Lebanese American family.

In 1978, young Palestinian Zakaria is assassinated in a refu-
gee camp in Beirut, the victim of a factional revenge killing dur-
ing Lebanon’s civil war. Weeks before, Zakaria had betrayed his 
best friend, Lebanese Idris, with Idris’ Syrian girlfriend, Mazna. 
Spelled out in the first pages, these facts will haunt the novel as 
their impact on members of the Nasr family comes to light. Cut 
to present-day California, where cardiac surgeon Idris Nasr lives 
with Mazna, whom he married not long after Zakaria’s death. 
Their three grown children, born and raised in America, take 
their parents’ perpetually rocky 40-year marriage for granted. 
And as they first avoid, then succumb to Mazna’s entreaties 
to convene in Beirut—supposedly to hold a memorial service 
for Idris’ recently deceased father but really to protest against 
Idris’ selling the ancestral home he’s just inherited—all three 
are hiding problems from their parents. In Brooklyn, almost 
40-year-old microbiologist Ava suspects her WASP husband is 
having an affair; in Austin, Mimi, 32, has cheated on his long-
suffering girlfriend and been dumped by the band he started; 
almost 30-year-old Naj, an internationally famous singer/musi-
cian, has yet to tell her parents she’s gay. Meanwhile, Mazna, 
whose passions for Zakaria and her aborted career as an actress 
have never died, has spent her marriage betraying and being 
betrayed by Idris, depending upon yet resenting him. And Idris, 
a man of privileged self-importance and some charm, is perhaps 
more self-aware than his family realizes. Palestinian American 
psychologist and writer Alyan is masterful at clarifying the 
complicated sociopolitical realities surrounding Lebanon’s and 
Syria’s intertwined histories in terms of class, caste, colonialism, 
and tribalism. But even more masterful here—as in Salt Houses 
(2017), which portrayed the Palestinian diaspora through four 
generations of a single family—is her laserlike focus on her 
multifaceted characters in big and small moments that come 
together to create a singular family.

Painful and joyous, sad and funny—impossible to put 
down.

fiction
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HONEY GIRL
Rogers, Morgan
Park Row Books (304 pp.)
$16.99 paper  |  Feb. 23, 
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978-0-7783-1102-7
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EVERYTHING LIKE 
BEFORE 
Stories
Askildsen, Kjell
Trans. by Kinsella, Seán
Archipelago (275 pp.) 
$21.00 paper  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-939810-94-6  

These three dozen stories and 
vignettes by the venerable Norwegian writer range from bleak 
to darkly comic.

Born in 1929, Askildsen has written novels but is better 
known for his short fiction, often described as minimalist. The 
work gathered here, which includes five pieces from Selected Sto-
ries (2014), features mainly spare prose exploring the distances 
and conflicts between people linked by blood, marriage, or cir-
cumstance. Behind the petty friction chafing a husband and 
wife at their vacation home in “A Lovely Spot,” something sim-
mers, waiting to boil over. Elsewhere, two elderly men sharing a 

park bench eventually discover a vital connection and perhaps 
the source of the narrator’s “miserable life.” A son, home visit-
ing, tries to understand his long estrangement from his father 
but concludes that “we’re doomed to torment each other.” In a 
kind of mirror image of that story, the long, complex “Mardon’s 
Night” describes a man’s strained reunion with his son in anx-
ious thoughts and pained memories. The collection’s title story 
unravels destructive patterns in a marriage: A couple on vaca-
tion in Greece come to blows after heavy drinking and the wife’s 
flirtation with a stranger. “When you’re drunk,” the husband 
says, “you invariably walk all over me.” The book ends with 
11 stories from the collection Thomas F’s Final Notes to the Pub-
lic (1983), which are mostly vignettes featuring an elderly man 
finding points of interest or amusement amid the depredations 
of advanced age. The exception is “Carl Lange,” a 32-page psy-
chologically acute Simenon-esque cat-and-mouse tale in which 
a man copes with a persistent police inspector. Like “Mardon’s 
Night,” it shows Askildsen also has a strong nonminimalist side.

This is a fine craftsman who offers lighter moments amid 
the Nordic gloom and an unrelenting intelligence.
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“This is a fine craftsman who offers lighter moments amid 
the Nordic gloom and an unrelenting intelligence.”

everything like before



When Netflix released Bridgerton, its first script-
ed show produced by Shondaland, on Christmas Day, 
many viewers were surprised to discover it was adapt-
ed from an eight-book romance series by author Ju-
lia Quinn. The show has just been renewed for a sec-
ond season, and Bridgerton’s milkshake is bringing 
new readers to the romance yard. The first book of 
Quinn’s series, The Duke and I, is atop both the New 
York Times and USA Today bestseller lists, and other 
titles aren’t far behind. 

Quinn’s Bridgerton series is an exemplar for learn-
ing the structure of a romance novel and the rhythm 
of a series. The books are classic Regency romanc-
es, set during the brief period (1811-1820) when the 
prince regent ruled England for his mentally ill fa-
ther, King George III. The eponymous Bridgerton 
clan has eight children named in alphabetical order: 
Anthony, Benedict, Colin, Daphne, Eloise, Francesca, 
Gregory, and Hyacinth. The family is a well-respect-
ed and well-liked part of British aristocracy, the “ton.” 
The glittering ballrooms of Mayfair are the back-
drop to each sibling’s story of life on London’s mar-
riage mart. There is no requirement that you read a 
romance series in order, so this column won’t deal 
with the series chronologically. It’s 2021, and we’re all 
about the chaos. 

Just as solving a crime is the plot of every episode 
of Law & Order, falling in love is the plot of every 
romance novel. Quinn’s books generally fall into the 

“situational plotting” category: a change in a charac-
ter’s circumstances or setting sparks a romance into 
being. In The Viscount Who Loved Me (2000), An-
thony decides it’s time to marry and has his eye on 

Edwina Sheffield; her sole 
virtue is being “a diamond 
of the first water,” or the 
most beautiful girl of the 
Season. He invites Edwi-
na and her family to the 
country, intending to offer 
for her hand, but discov-
ers a strong, magnetic at-
traction to Edwina’s sister, 
Kate. While his mind tells 
him he should want Edwi-
na, his heart wants Kate. 
The situation is a recipe 
for sharp, sparkling ban-
ter—one of the hallmarks of Quinn’s style, displayed 
to perfection in what is arguably the best book of the 
series. Is there anything more delicious than some-
thing you’ve forbidden yourself? 

Romance is about feelings, and the circum-
stances and situation will foreshadow the emotional 
rocks upon which the characters, and by extension 
the readers, are about to wreck themselves. When He 
Was Wicked (2004) places Francesca in a happy mar-
riage to John, Earl of Kilmartin. John’s first cous-
in Michael Stirling has been in love with Francesca 
since he first met her—on her wedding day to John. 
When John suddenly dies only a few years into their 
marriage, Francesca is a widow at 22, and Michael 
inherits the title. Francesca and Michael shouldn’t 
want each other, but they do. While Anthony’s situ-
ation of falling in love with 
the wrong person creates 
an energetic romance full 
of fireworks, the premise 
of Francesca’s book gener-
ates a completely different 
emotional experience for 
readers, one suffused with 
guilt, pining, and yearning.

A fundamental romance 
truth is that interesting 
secondary characters will 
eventually star in their 
own books as main char-
acters. The novel Romanc-
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ROMANCE  |  Jennifer Prokop

A Reader’s Guide to the 
Novels Behind Bridgerton
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ing Mister Bridgerton (2002) opens with Lady Danbury 
offering 1,000 pounds to whomever unmasks Lady 
Whistledown. Viewers of Bridgerton’s first season will 
already know the identity of Lady Whistledown, but 
it isn’t revealed to readers until this fourth book in the 
series. Romance novelists cleverly plant the seeds for 
future pairings, and Penelope’s unrequited crush on 
Colin is well established early in the series. For many 
a romance fan, Colin and Penelope’s romance was the 
original OTP, or “one true pairing.” Unfortunately, their 
romance is overshadowed by the Whistledown reveal. 
Penelope’s vigorous defense of her life’s work is stirring, 
but it’s depressing to see her spend so much time mas-
saging Colin’s ego about his own writing endeavors.

Every long-standing romance series rein-
vents itself. Lady Whistledown’s columns were the 
framing device for the first four books of the series, 
and her retirement changes the tenor of the books. 
Quinn continues to highlight the importance of the 
written word in the lives of her characters. It’s in His 
Kiss (2005) features Hyacinth falling in love with 
Lady Danbury’s grandson Gareth St. Clair as they 
translate his grandmother’s diary. To Sir Phillip, With 
Love (2003) tells the story of Eloise’s long-secret cor-
respondence with her dead cousin’s husband. To Sir 
Phillip might interest fans of the show looking for 
hints about Marina’s future. In the books, Marina is a 
long-dead Bridgerton cousin with a tragic past while 
Bridgerton’s Marina is a Featherington cousin with an 
uncertain future. Perhaps Marina’s and Eloise’s sto-
ries might be entangled in an interesting way on fu-
ture seasons of the television show, which would be a 
major departure from the books.

A happily-ever-after is the ironclad promise 
of every romance novel. On the Way to the Wedding 
(2006) is the last novel in 
the original series, with 
youngest son Gregory re-
alizing too late that Lucy 
Abernathy is the woman he 
wants to marry; wacky hi-
jinks ensue. The best part 
of being immersed in a 
long series is the way read-
ers are treated to glimpses 
of previous couples. Quinn 
herself seems to love the 
Bridgertons as much as her 
readers do, adding first and 
second epilogues for each 
story, wrapping up loose 
ends, and giving glimpses of happy marriages and the 
resulting children. Her most recent book, First Comes 
Scandal, is a prequel set in the late 1700s, with brief 

appearances by Anthony and Benedict as toddlers. A 
complete series full of happily-ever-afters is what ro-
mance readers are looking for, and Quinn delivers. 

Historical romance often says more about the 
year it was written than it does about the year it 
takes place. Quinn’s series, like many decades-old ro-
mances, has elements that might be controversial for 
today’s readers. Every character is White, cisgender, 
and heterosexual. The color-conscious casting origi-
nated with Shondaland, which might surprise readers 
picking up the Netflix tie-
in edition only to discover 
that Simon is a White man 
with “icy blue” eyes. Franc-
esca’s hero is a literal colo-
nizer, having spent time in 
India “implementing laws 
and policies that actually 
changed the lives of men.” 
Moreover, the treatment 
of consent also dates The 
Duke and I (2000). In the 
weeks before the show’s 
release, romance readers 
speculated on social me-
dia about how the novel’s most controversial scene 
would be handled: Daphne sexually assaults her new 
husband after realizing he’s been practicing a form of 
rudimentary birth control without her knowledge. 
In the book, Daphne’s choices are appalling—she 
seizes the opportunity to conceive when Simon is 
too drunk to consent. It’s impossible to predict how 
new readers will respond, but for me the scene ren-
ders the entire book unreadable.

Kirkus first started reviewing romance novels in 
2012, and the past decade has seen increased coverage 
of the genre everywhere from NPR to the New York 
Times. Netflix’s Bridgerton has launched a thousand 
think pieces and already accelerated mainstream ac-
ceptance. Yes, romance is having a moment, but it’s 
bittersweet for the most popular representation of 
our genre to be based on a series of books from two 
decades ago. I want more readers, more Netflix deals, 
and more romance coverage, but it would be nice 
to do more than defend who we were back then. I 
would love to celebrate where we are now.

Jennifer Prokop co-hosts the romance podcast Fated Mates. 
Follow her on Twitter @JenReadsRomance.
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A GOOD MOTHER
Bazelon, Lara
Hanover Square Press (368 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  May 11, 2021
978-1-335-91609-9  

In journalist and law professor 
Bazelon’s tense fiction debut, a young 
woman goes on trial for the stabbing 
murder of her soldier husband.

Hard-charging Los Angeles federal 
public defense attorney Abby Rosenberg 

is due to give birth any time now, but her new case already has 
her hooked. Nineteen-year-old Luz Rivera Hollis was taken 
into custody at a U.S. Air Force base in Germany and sent back 
to LA after supposedly stabbing her husband, Sgt. Travis Hollis, 
to death. Luz has been charged with first-degree murder, but 
Abby isn’t quite sure that her client grasps the gravity of the sit-
uation; all she cares about is getting to be with her 2-month-old 
daughter, Cristina. Abby manages to get the judge to set bail and 

release Luz to her grandmother, and then she’s off on maternity 
leave. Abby’s new baby son is a delight, but she chafes at the 
monotony of sleepless nights and feedings, and she angers her 
partner, Nic Mulvaney, by announcing that she wants to go back 
to work early. She’s not about to hand over control of Luz’s case 
to Will Ellet, a wet-behind-the-ears former JAG attorney with 
19th-century views on womanhood, but she does have to part-
ner with him, and he makes it crystal clear what he thinks of 
her decision to come back early. As Abby and Will prepare the 
enigmatic Luz for trial, their personal lives begin to fall apart. 
Bazelon knows her way around a courtroom and unfolds one 
surprise after another while deftly exploring motherhood and 
the often crushing expectations that come with raising a fam-
ily, not to mention the condescending treatment of women in a 
largely male workplace. Abby sees herself in Luz, who is willing 
to do anything to protect her little girl, but was her action self-
defense or coldblooded murder?

A taut, nail-biting courtroom drama.
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FRIENDS AND DARK SHAPES
Bedford, Kavita
Europa Editions (192 pp.) 
$17.00 paper  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-60945-664-1  

A young journalist details her life in 
a rapidly gentrifying Sydney suburb of 
Redfern.

The narrator in Bedford’s debut 
novel is approaching 30, sharing a house 
with a group of friends who are, like her, 
second-generation Australians. (The nar-

rator is “half-Indian, half-Anglo” and complains that she is mis-
taken for a Spanish tourist; her housemates’ families hail from 
Cambodia and Palestine.) At the novel’s beginning, the three 
are looking for a housemate, someone to join in their booze-
fueled philosophical conversations or their late-night art gallery 
strolls, stealing free wine and cheese from wealthy gentrifiers. 
The fourth housemate, a musician the gang calls Bowerbird, 
moves in one spring, as the narrator reels in the aftermath of 
losing her father, something that sets her slightly apart from her 
friends, who have not yet experienced such losses. (“Grief oozes 
from the pores and radiates outward, so people catch the scent 
on you,” the narrator opines.) The novel spans the period of a 
year, moving from spring to spring as the housemates wander 
the city and negotiate their relationships with each other, with 
their families, with partners, and, most of all, with the city that 
grows more and more beloved to them even as it transforms 
nearly beyond recognition. Bedford’s own background is in 
both anthropology and journalism, and those are the genres that 
the book most resembles; the narrator can never stop stepping 
back and observing with a coolly ethnographic eye, whether 
she is visiting a local shoe repair shop and conversing with the 
Lebanese immigrants there or sweatily dancing in a converted 
church with strangers. As a slice of life from a young millennial 
in Australia’s most multicultural city, the book is engaging; as a 
novel, it doesn’t hang together. 

A captivating setting that stands in the way of a singular 
story.

LAND OF BIG NUMBERS 
Chen, Te-Ping
Mariner/Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt (256 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Feb 2, 2021
978-0-358-27255-7

An astonishing collection of stories 
about life in contemporary China by a 
Chinese American writer.

Chen, a reporter for the Wall Street 
Journal, has an eye for the wry, poignant 

detail in her fiction debut: Elderly men who meet in the park 
to play chess bring their pet birds along, hanging the birdcages 
from tree branches while they play. Most of the stories are 

set in China. In one, a young girl who works in a flower shop 
becomes dangerously interested in one of her customers. In 
another, an older man in a remote village tries to build a robot 
and, later, an airplane. Whether her characters are women 
or men, young or old, Chen displays a remarkable ability to 
inhabit their minds. She is gentle and understanding with 
her characters so that their choices, desires, and regrets open 
up, petal-like, in story after story. Often, in the background 
or off to the side, a hint of violence will make itself known: A 
young man’s twin sister is arrested and beaten by the police; a 
woman’s abusive ex-boyfriend appears without warning, and 
she remembers his old penchant for harming animals. A young 
man borrows money to invest in the stock market, and as his 
hopes begin to plummet, he learns the details of his father’s 
traumatic past. Again and again, Chen reveals herself to be 
a writer of extraordinary subtlety. Details accrue one by one, 
and as each story reaches its inevitable conclusion, a sense 
emerges that things could have gone no other way. Still, there’s 
nothing precious or overly neat here. Chen’s stories speak to 
both the granular mundanities of her characters’ lives and to 
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“Chen’s stories are both subtle and rich, moving and wry, 
and in their poignancy, they seem boundless.”

land of big numbers



the larger cultural, historical, and economic spheres that they 
inhabit. She is a tremendous talent.

Chen’s stories are both subtle and rich, moving and wry, 
and in their poignancy, they seem boundless.

REMOTE SYMPATHY
Chidgey, Catherine
Europa Editions (464 pp.) 
$26.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-60945-627-6  

The perspectives of perpetrators, 
victim, and bystanders evoke the horrors 
of the Buchenwald concentration camp.

Noted New Zealand author Chidgey’s 
latest is a lengthy, well-researched 
addition to the already sizable shelf of 
Holocaust fiction. Dr. Lenard Weber is 

a Mischling, only part Jewish, but he ends up at Buchenwald, 

having been summoned there by Sturmbannführer Dietrich 
Hahn. Hahn’s role at the camp is administrative officer—over-
seeing budgets, plumbing, etc. The inmates are less than human 
to him but not so his wife, Greta, with whom he lives in a luxury 
villa. When Greta develops ovarian cancer, Dietrich will try any 
medical resource, which leads him to Weber, inventor of the 
Sympathetic Vitaliser, a machine designed to destroy cancer-
ous tumors. Weber narrates his story in 1946, via letters written 
to his daughter, who’s in the Theresienstadt ghetto; Dietrich’s 
account dates from the 1950s; Greta’s “imaginary diary” takes 
her from 1943 to 1945; and a fourth narrative voice emanates 
from 1,000 citizens of Weimar, whose awareness of the vast 
camp nearby is filtered through propaganda, self-interest, and 
delusion. Packed with precise details about the camp, German 
culture, the Nazi machine, and much more, the novel offers a 
sober reflection on a country seized by dehumanizing insan-
ity, corrupted by lies and cruelty. Yet the characterization is 
predictable, especially when it comes to Dietrich, a familiar 
blend of Aryan orderliness, contempt, and deception. Greta 
senses the abyss on her doorstep but averts her eyes. Weber is a 
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sympathetic lens through which the worst of the suffering may 
be glimpsed. And the Weimar citizens embody denial, disgust, 
and disbelief. As the war wraps up, deliverance for one survivor 
contrasts with guiltless acceptance by the German community.

This serious effort to evoke the crucible of German fas-
cism proves less effective at conveying emotional resonance.

THE LAST THING HE TOLD ME
Dave, Laura
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.) 
$11.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-5011-7134-5  

When a devoted husband and father 
disappears, his wife and daughter set out 
to find him.

Hannah Hall is deeply in love with 
her husband of one year, Owen Michaels. 
She’s also determined to win over his 

16-year-old daughter, Bailey, who has made it very clear that 
she’s not thrilled with her new stepmother. Despite the drama, 
the family is mostly a happy one. They live in a lovely houseboat 
in Sausalito; Hannah is a woodturner whose handmade furni-
ture brings in high-dollar clientele; and Owen works for The 
Shop, a successful tech firm. Their lives are shattered, however, 
when Hannah receives a note saying “Protect her” and can’t reach 
Owen by phone. Then there’s the bag full of cash Bailey finds in 
her school locker and the shocking news that The Shop’s CEO 
has been taken into custody. Hannah learns that the FBI has 
been investigating the firm for about a year regarding some hot 
new software they took to market before it was fully functional, 
falsifying their financial statements. Hannah refuses to believe 
her husband is involved in the fraud, and a U.S. marshal assigned 
to the case claims Owen isn’t a suspect. Hannah doesn’t know 
whom to trust, though, and she and Bailey resolve to root out 
the clues that might lead to Owen. They must also learn to trust 
one another. Hannah’s narrative alternates past and present, 
detailing her early days with Owen alongside her current hunt 
for him, and author Dave throws in a touch of danger and a few 
surprises. But what really drives the story is the evolving nature 
of Hannah and Bailey’s relationship, which is by turns poignant 
and frustrating but always realistic.

Light on suspense but still a solid page-turner.

A PERFECT CEMETERY 
Falco, Federico
Trans. by Croft, Jennifer
Charco Press (175 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-9162-7786-1  

A collection of mordant and finely 
crafted stories in which characters lose 
their faith, fall headlong into romantic 
obsession, and challenge the strains of 
familial obligation.

Set in the Córdoba mountains of Argentina, the five sto-
ries comprising Falco’s English language debut are straight-
forward in plot and yet unfold with narrative richness and 
ambition, depicting a landscape that is as vivid and alive as 
the characters who inhabit it. The collection opens with “The 
Hares,” which follows a man—called only “the king of the 
hares”—who has abandoned the mores of civilization to live 
in the forest; there, he manages to barely subsist on hares and 
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“Expansive and ingeniously crafted—an unforgettable collection.”
a perfect cemetery
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goods stolen from the townspeople until he is found by the 
wife he left behind. In “Silvi and Her Dark Night,” a young girl 
renounces Christianity to both her family and the local priest, 
though she quickly stumbles into a deep and impossible infat-
uation with a Latter-day Saint missionary who reminds her of 
a village boy whose slow death she had witnessed in the local 
hospital. The title story introduces Victor Bagiardelli, a fas-
tidious architect who is hired to construct the ideal cemetery 
in a small town whose parsimonious denizens are aggressively 
against the idea. And in “Woodland Life,” an elderly man loses 
his home in the deep woods to a development company and 
attempts to marry off his middle-age daughter to any man who 
is willing to take both of them in. Sharp, natural, and often 
humorous dialogue is rendered expertly through translator 
Croft’s finely tuned ear to colloquial Argentinian Spanish, and 
places are described with a richness that evokes the protago-
nists’ psychological depths, recalling the stories of Juan Rulfo 
and Julio Cortázar. For instance, in the collection’s final story, 

“The River,” a widow contemplates her neighbor’s odd famil-
ial dynamics and memories of her late husband when she sees 

a woman running naked through her neighbor’s yard in the 
midst of a snowstorm.

Expansive and ingeniously crafted—an unforgettable 
collection.

SWIMMING BACK TO 
TROUT RIVER 
Feng, Linda Rui
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.) 
$26.00  |  May 11, 2021
978-1-982129-39-2  

Against the backdrop of China’s Cul-
tural Revolution, a husband and wife are 
afraid to share their deepest longings and 
regrets.

Debut novelist Feng writes within 
the context of two Chinese concepts: yuanfen and zaohua. 
As explained in a chapter called “The Improviser’s Guide to 
Untranslatable Words,” yuanfen concerns the relationship 
between two people “brought together in ways large or small, 
for a few minutes or for decades,” while zaohua encapsulates the 
insignificance of the individual in “the makings and transmu-
tations” of a world “indifferent to human pain.” When Cassia 
and Momo meet in 1973, they both avoid sharing the yuanfen 
experiences that have already deeply marked them. While an 
engineering student in Beijing in the ’60s, Momo was deeply 
influenced by a young violinist. Dawn—who goes on to follow 
her unforeseeable trajectory in a parallel subplot—introduced 
Momo to music. Although his commitment to proletariat 
ideals at the time conflicted with Dawn’s commitment to art, 
music will remain crucial to him in ways he can’t explain to 
Cassia. Meanwhile, Cassia’s belief in yuanfen and zaohua has 
been sharpened by a trauma she is too ashamed to share with 
Momo: When she was 23, she witnessed the gruesome death of 
the young man she loved when he fell from a fifth story window 
while being interrogated by revolutionary vanguard members. 
Based on their pasts, Cassia and Momo react differently to their 
daughter Junie, who was born without legs beneath her knees. 
Ever optimistic Momo dotes on Junie while pessimistic Cas-
sia’s love is tinged with guilt and a sense of zaohua. Momo goes 
to America for grad school in 1981, and Cassia follows several 
years later, leaving Junie with her paternal grandparents, who 
give her the nurturing Cassia knows she can’t. With disarmingly 
quiet prose, Feng digs beneath Cassia’s and Momo’s reluctance 
to mine their emotional depths as they struggle to grasp their 
individual experiences as well as their fractured relationship.

Filled with tragedy yet touched with life-affirming passion.
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Talia Hibbert is a romance prodigy. After self-pub-
lishing 10 books during her last year of college, she re-
alized she had what it took to write full time. A few 
months—and several books—later, she was signed by 
Avon for her warm, exuberant Brown Sisters series of 
romantic comedies. In the final installment, Act Your 
Age, Eve Brown (Avon, March 9), impulsive Eve finds 
herself working as the cook at a bed-and-breakfast in 
England’s Lake District because she hit the owner, Ja-
cob, with her car and broke his arm following a disas-
trous job interview. As our starred review says, “Hib-
bert has a gift for writing truly funny dialogue and gen-
uinely tender emotional moments. Full of heart and 
humor, this is a sexy, satisfying end to a beloved series.” 
Hibbert spoke over Zoom from her home in Notting-
ham, England; the conversation has been edited for 
length and clarity.

The Brown sisters are Black, and your other charac-
ters come from many different backgrounds. Eve 
and Jacob both have autism, and Eve’s sister Chloe 
has fibromyalgia—both experiences you share. Why 
is it important to you to have all these elements in 
your books?
There have been a lot of times—especially when I 
was younger and I could only get romance from the 
library because I wasn’t supposed to be reading it, so I 
couldn’t ask my mother to buy it for me—when I had 
a very limited range of books to choose from. And as a 
result, I was never reading people who reminded me of 
myself. And sometimes they would say negative things, 
and I’d be like, Oh, you’re talking about me. So I defi-
nitely wanted to write romance novels that captured 
the experience I had when I was able to buy my own 
books and choose to read ones that did reflect myself. 
I’d think, Oh, this is all the joy of romance with the joy of 
being represented as well. That was always a really special 
experience for me, so I wanted to contribute to that 
with my books. And then also, when you’re marginal-
ized in more than one or two ways, people act like you 
can’t possibly exist, or like your existence is some kind 
of gimmick. Or like you’re being obnoxious for being 
Black and disabled at the same time, or whatever. So 
it’s always important to me to show that actually, no, 
it’s completely normal for people to be many different 
things at once. Because that’s the life I live in. It re-
flects a lot of people I know. And so I just want to put 
my perception of the real world into my books.

You published your first romance when you were just 
21. How did you get into writing romance?
I started reading romance when I was 12. I discovered it 
by accident at my local library, and then I was hooked. 
I’d always wanted to be a writer, just because I loved 
reading so much—it seemed like the natural thing to 
do. But it wasn’t until I seriously thought, OK, I need to 

As the novelist wraps up her bestselling Brown Sisters series, she 
reflects on the joys of romance—and representation
BY LAURIE MUCHNICK

Talia H
ibbert
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actually get a job. I was in the last year of my degree, and 
I knew that I needed to try something before I grad-
uated and was kind of thrust into the working world. 
Writing seemed the obvious thing, and automatically I 
knew that I would need to write romance just because 
that was what I love the most.

You were trying to avoid getting a job?
Yeah, exactly. Because I have a disability and I had had 
jobs and experienced firsthand how difficult it is to get 
a job when you’re disabled. And I was like, OK, best- case 
scenario would be working for myself, though obviously, 
that’s very risky. I was living at home while I was at uni-
versity, and I had my student loan, and my grandmother 
had passed away and left me some money. So I was like, 
This is the best position I’m ever going to be in. I’ll just give 
it a go. And I started writing romance novellas and self-
publishing them. I just kept going.

So you started writing while you were still in college?
I published my first book in August before my last 
year. I was sort of triggered by my grandmother pass-
ing away on Aug. 27. She was inspirational to me, a big 
figure in my life. So that was what made me take these 
thoughts I’d been having and be like, OK, we’re doing 
it. So that’s when I started writing. It was a very short 
book, and I did it all in a bit of a panicked rush.

Your grandmother died on Aug. 27th and you published 
your first book in August? That’s like four days later.
Well, that book was only 20,000 words. Took me a day 
to write it.

You published a lot of books in that first year, right?
I think I published 10 books in that first year. Not all of 
them were full-length novels. I started small and then 
with every book I got a bit bigger as I became more 
confident. So there are novellas, then some category-
length novels, about 50,000 words, and then some full-
length novels. I was trying to release a book a month 
because I’d read somewhere that that was great for in-
creasing your readership, and I was kind of desperate 
to make it work in this one year that I’d given myself. 
And because I was studying at the time, it was actually 
great for writing because I never wanted to do what I 
was supposed to be doing so I was going to write in-
stead.

Now that you’ve had three books published by Avon, 
are you still planning to self-publish, too?
I really like self-publishing, so I definitely intend to 
keep doing it. I feel like some of my ideas are more 

suited to self-publishing, and some of them are best 
for traditional publishing. But I like being able to just 
get a weird idea and put it together how I want to and 
throw it out and be like, If you’re into this, go for it.

What’s the difference between a self-publishing idea 
and an Avon idea?
I feel like Avon and a lot of big publishing houses want 
stories with plot and hooks and things like that, which 
I completely understand. Sometimes I just want to 
write a book that’s 100% vibes. And my editor at Avon 
would be like, What’s happening here? What’s the point of 
this? Can we get some stakes? And with some books I’m 
happy to do that, but with other books I’m like, No 
stakes. 

All your books are contemporary romances. Do you 
ever think about writing a historical or some other 
subgenre?
I’ve written one paranormal novella, which was a Hal-
loween book—it was literally just a celebration of Hal-
loween by sticking a werewolf in there, but I really en-
joyed it, so I’ve decided to turn that into a series. I do 
like the idea of writing paranormal, and I love fantasy 
romance like Tasha Suri—she writes great fantasy ro-
mance novels. She’s British, too—yay. I would love to 
give that a try.

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor. Act Your Age, Eve 
Brown received a starred review in the Feb. 15, 2021, issue.
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THE PENGUIN BOOK OF 
THE MODERN AMERICAN 
SHORT STORY
Ed. by Freeman, John
Penguin Press (496 pp.) 
$28.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-984877-80-2  

A well-selected anthology of short 
fiction, ranging from long to flash, repre-
senting the last half-century.

Former Granta editor Freeman 
writes in his introduction that where the 1960s were once 
seen as a fulcrum of the short story form, the succeeding 
decade has “begun to seem like one of the most fertile peri-
ods of American life.” Certainly that was a time when writing 
by members of marginalized communities, post-apocalyptic 
science fiction, and politically engaged reexaminations of 
history came to the fore. All these strands are represented in 
Freeman’s collection, which begins with Toni Cade Bambara, 

a writer not heard from often enough, whose “The Lesson,” 
from 1972, finds a group of Black children inside F.A.O. 
Schwarz under the aegis of a well-meaning college gradu-
ate who has returned to the neighborhood. The narrator, 
beholding a $35 clown doll (that would be about $220 today), 
imagines asking for the money from her mother: “ ‘You 
wanna who that cost what?’ she’d say, cocking her head to the 
side to get a better view of the hole in my head.” The exotic 
field trip yields one lesson for the children: “White folks 
crazy.” Certainly you’d think so on reading Grace Paley’s “A 
Conversation With My Father,” with its story within a story 
of a boy who has become addicted to drugs in “the fist of ado-
lescence” and whose mother, not wishing him to feel isolated, 
joins him in junkiedom. Andrew Holleran evokes the rav-
ages of the AIDS epidemic in “The Penthouse,” a long story 
from 1999 that is full of ghosts but scores the comic aperçu 
that because sex is off the table, “it seemed as if that was all 
there was to do in New York: eat in public.” George Saunders 
packs a story into 392 words; finally recognized as a literary 
writer, Stephen King turns in a characteristically spooky tale; 
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and the closing stories, from Ted Chiang and Lauren Groff, 
speak to impending extinction, death, and fear.

A fresh gathering that highlights the work of mostly well-
known story writers through their lesser-known works.

CHOOSE ME
Gerritsen, Tess & Braver, Gary
Thomas & Mercer (334 pp.) 
$17.98  |  Jul. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2615-4  

In their first collaboration, veterans 
Gerritsen and Braver unfold a painful, 
and painfully familiar, fable of adultery 
and its fatal consequences.

The tale begins with the death of 
one of its principals: Commonwealth 

University senior Taryn Moore, whose ruined body is found 
on the sidewalk five floors beneath her Boston apartment. 
Detective Frances Loomis, who catches the case, wonders why 
Taryn, a beautiful, accomplished student who worked her way 
up from her mother’s hardscrabble Maine household to be 
offered admission to Commonwealth, would have ended her 
life. Apart from some backbiting by jealous students, the only 
flaw Frankie can find in Taryn’s litany of accomplishments is 
her recent breakup with Liam Reilly, the hometown boyfriend 
who’d joined her at Commonwealth. A series of alternating 
chapters, however, gradually reveal the grand passion in Taryn’s 
life: her attachment to professor Jack Dorian, whose course 
in star-crossed lovers she’s internalized to a dangerous degree. 
Even as she’s pressing worshipful fellow student Cody Atwood 
to shadow Liam and tell her what he’s been up to (no bomb-
shells there), Taryn’s falling under the spell of her charismatic 
teacher, who’s feeling neglected because of the long hours his 
wife spends at Mount Auburn Hospital. The revelation that 
both his wife and his student are pregnant sends Jack spiraling 
into despair just as Frankie, back in the present, is absorbing the 
same news in the context of Taryn’s death.

The fate of this modern-day Heloise and Abelard unfolds 
with minimum surprise but maximum impact.

THE FLUTIST OF ARNHEM
A Story of Operation 
Market Garden
Gil, Antonio
Illus. by author
Dead Reckoning/Naval Institute Press 
(152 pp.) 
$24.95 paper  |  May 19, 2021
978-1-68247-463-1  

Gil’s graphic novel provides a detailed 
look at a massive World War II operation, 

from the planning and logistics to the blood and guts required to 
see it through.

British spy John Hewson has gathered crucial intelligence 
that could help turn the tide of the war, but delivering it from 
behind enemy lines won’t be easy, even with the Nazis preoc-
cupied by Operation Market Garden, an immense Allied effort 
to break the stalemate on the European front and bring the 
war to a close. Gil gives us pulse-pounding escapes from the 
Germans’ tightening noose, stealthy assassinations of enemy 
combatants, and explosive firefights that test a soldier’s mettle. 
He also gives us pages of dense exposition that situate the dra-
matic moments in the larger context of the war but also bring 
the narrative to a crawl as the reader slogs through panels plas-
tered with text. The book presents itself as Hewson’s story, but 
muddying that focus and robbing some personal moments of 
their punch are frequent shifts in perspective—from Hewson 
to the Germans chasing him to a company of British soldiers 
to Dwight D. Eisenhower himself, not to mention periodic 
jumps to omniscient narration that fill in backstory and detail 
troop movements and tactics. One wishes Gil could’ve woven 
the history and context more naturally into the narrative rather 
than inserting the recurring infodumps. The art is compellingly 

“The fate of this modern-day Heloise and Abelard unfolds 
with minimum surprise but maximum impact.”

choose me
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realistic, with excellent attention given to facial expressions 
and anatomy as well as to the machinery of war. The colors and 
lines have a thick, clumpy quality that, combined with the real-
ism of the images, lends the work a digital, rotoscoped feel. The 
action is intense and the violence is brutal without being gory.

Unbalanced narrative but striking art—best for fans of 
minutiae.

MONKEY BOY 
Goldman, Francisco
Grove (336 pp.) 
$27.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-8021-5767-6  

During a five-day visit to his home-
town of Boston, a writer attempts to 
fit together the pieces of his own past, 
his mother’s, and that of her native 
Guatemala.

“I wish I could remember every single second of my entire 
life so far, in full 3-D Technicolor and surround sound, and at 
every past scene re-inhabit myself exactly as I was.” This is 
the yearning of Francisco Goldberg, Goldman’s fictional alter 
ego in an autobiographical novel that touches on some of the 
same ground as his magical, prizewinning debut, The Long 
Night of White Chickens (1992). Frankie, as he was called in his 
youth (along with Monkey Boy and other unpleasantries), has 
returned to Boston to have dinner with a high school girlfriend, 
occasioning an avalanche of memories of his classmates’ rac-
ism, his father’s violence, and his breach with his only sister but 
also sweeter recollections of his relationships with the series 
of young Guatemalan women who were sent by his Abuelita to 
help his mother around the house. He arranges to meet with 
two of them and pays several visits to his mother at her nursing 
home, a tin of her favorite French butter cookies in hand. They 
play a very lenient bilingual version of Scrabble as he wheedles 
out long-missing details about her ancestry, her marriage, other 
men in her past. His Mamita may not have the memory she 
once did, but that’s not the only reason she hesitates. She’s 
read that first novel of his, too. “This is why I never want to 
tell you anything, because you take just a little thread of truth 
and pull on it and out comes a made-up story.” Goldman’s—or 
Goldberg’s?—immersive, restless narrative style expertly plays 
the rhythms of thought and remembrance, weaving in his past 
and current romances, his investigation of and published work 
on Guatemalan terror, ultimately the quest for a whole made of 
so many halves: half Jewish, half Catholic, half American, half 
Guatemalan, half White, half Latino....

The warmth and humanity of Goldman’s storytelling are 
impossible to resist.

OTHER PEOPLE’S CHILDREN
Hoffmann, R.J.
Simon & Schuster (384 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-982159-09-2  

A well-to-do Chicagoland couple’s 
dreams of having a child are finally ful-
filled when a barely scraping by teen 
picks them as the parents-to-be of her 
unborn child. But after the baby arrives 
and joins her new family, things become 

much more complicated.
How far would you go to keep your family together? After 

a number of miscarriages, Gail and Jon Durbin are willing to 
put it all on the line to keep their newborn, Maya, with them. 
The fact that her teen birth mother, Carli, can’t sign the final 
consent form for the adoption until 72 hours past the birth is 
a detail that they do not pay enough attention to, particularly 
in light of the ferocity of Carli’s mother, Marla, in the hospital 
when she meets Maya and realizes she is losing her first grand-
child to strangers. But family is everything, and after an idyl-
lic few days Gail simply cannot comprehend a world where her 
daughter—her and Jon’s daughter—can simply be taken away. 





This book deals with weighty, emotional relationships. What 
makes a mother? A family? Debut author Hoffmann has done a 
good job of looking at the unseemly corners as well as the bright 
spots of married and family life—the fights, the anger, the love, 
the willingness to put it all on the line to support the person you 
love when they fall down, and the damage that you can cause 
with your own failings. So often books elide the consequences 
of fictional characters’ illegal choices. Kudos to Hoffmann for 
holding his characters to account for their choices and actions 
while still leaving the reader with a hopeful ending.

A can’t-put-it-down novel that will live in readers’ thoughts 
long after they finish reading.

MOTHER MAY I
Jackson, Joshilyn
Morrow/HarperCollins (336 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-06-285534-3  

A woman is compelled to commit 
murder in order to save her kidnapped 
baby.

Bree may not have planned every 
detail of her life—such as, surprise! her 
infant son, Robert—but she’s pretty con-

tent with what she has: two older daughters who dote on the 
baby; a loving husband, Trey, with a profitable, stable job; all the 
trappings of an upper-class life. Having grown up without much 
money or stability, she knows all too well how one cannot take 
such gifts for granted. When she’s haunted one day by several 
sightings of a creepy old lady, she writes it off as anxiety due 
to lack of sleep. Later, safe behind the walls of her daughters’ 
private school, she is horrified to turn around and find Robert 
missing. A note makes it clear that he has been taken by this 
same old woman. The woman’s motivation is murky at first, but 
her request is clear: Bree must help her take revenge on one of 
Trey’s colleagues, a notorious womanizer, by slipping him some 
drugged alcohol—or her baby will die. Caught in this devil’s bar-
gain, Bree does as she asks, and the man dies a terrible death. 
Soon, it becomes apparent that he is not the only one in the old 
woman’s sights: She wants to punish those responsible for hurt-
ing her own daughter many years ago, and she has evidence that 
Trey was involved. Bree must do everything she can to save her 
baby while also, with the help of a handsome neighbor, investi-
gating her husband’s past, knowing that time is ticking away for 
Robert and for the truth about what happened one night, long 
ago, between two fraternity boys, a girl, and the third boy who 
witnessed the crime. Despite the rather melodramatic, hard-to-
believe premise, the tension is skillfully built.

A thriller with a sharp #MeToo edge that examines how 
“one wild night” can have terrible consequences.

THE WOMAN WITH THE 
BLUE STAR
Jenoff, Pam
Park Row Books (352 pp.) 
$17.99 paper  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-778-38938-5  

In Nazi-occupied Kraków, a friend-
ship between two young women, one 
Jewish and one Polish, alters the desti-
nies of both.

The present-day prologue introduces 
an unidentified 70-something woman who is visiting Poland, 
trying to work up the nerve to make contact with a 90-ish 
Kraków resident. The novel proper alternates the first-person 
narratives of Sadie Gault and Ella Stepanek, both 19. A mass 
deportation of Kraków’s Jews in 1943 drives Sadie’s father to 
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“A thriller with a sharp #MeToo edge that examines how 
“one wild night” can have terrible consequences.”

mother may i



take desperate measures to avoid the camps. With the help of 
Pawel, a Polish sewer worker, Sadie and her parents escape into 
Kraków’s sewer tunnels, but Sadie’s father drowns along the way. 
To avoid capture, Sadie and her mother—who’s pregnant—must 
hide in a small chamber inside the sewer system along with the 
Rosenbergs, a more devout family. Meanwhile, Ella’s father 
died defending Poland, and her stepmother, Ana, is now wel-
coming German officers to Ella’s family home (where she lives 
at Ana’s sufferance). Then one day, walking through a market, 
Ella spots Sadie through a grate, and they make eye contact. She 
returns the next day, and gradually the acquaintance between 
the young women warms into friendship. Sewer living gets even 
more challenging when Pawel, sole source of food and sup-
plies, is arrested. Ella, aided by her resistance fighter boyfriend, 
smuggles food to the refugees. Sadie and young Saul Rosen-
berg overcome their religious differences and fall in love. After 
Sadie’s mother gives birth, the infant’s wails force the fugitives 
to make a terrible choice. All these well-drawn characters have 
too few options, which they debate endlessly and repetitiously. 
The description of how the sewer dwellers exist for months in a 

small, bare, filthy space is sketchy. The book’s timeline can feel 
vague—the main action is happening in 1943, but the historical 
circumstances suggest 1944. There are continuity glitches. At 
the beginning of the book, Ella notes that her father left no will, 
but much later, the will turns up with no comment. Contempo-
rary parlance creeps in: “we can do this,” “a few months tops.” 
Still, there are gripping scenes, particularly toward the end, and 
a poignant epilogue.

Powerful but in need of a polish.
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KIN 
Jergović, Miljenko
Trans. by Valentino, Russell Scott
Archipelago (500 pp.) 
$25.00 paper  |  May 11, 2021
978-1-939810-52-6  

 Vast, generous-spirited story of fam-
ily across the face of the 20th century in 
the turbulent Balkans.

“Around the subject of my elder uncle there was silence.” So 
writes the prolific Bosnia-born Croatian journalist, novelist, 
and poet Jergović at the beginning of this epic. That silence, 
born of an accident of history and bloodlines, surrounds much 
of his family in this blend of memoir and fiction. (It is seldom 
clear where fact shades into invention.) The uncle’s maternal 
grandfather, Jergović’s great-grandfather, was an ethnic Ger-
man who spoke only German to his children, and although 
his Croatian and Slovene sons-in-law spoke German fluently, 
he spoke to them only in their languages. Fastidious about his 

Germanness and the difference of others, that great-grandfa-
ther nonetheless stood alongside Jews, Turks, Croatians, Hun-
garians, Bulgarians, and all the other diverse people who made 
up the population of Sarajevo; during World War II, when those 
ethnic distinctions were made matters of life and death, he 
sheltered his neighbors from the Croatian fascists, the Ustaše, 

“not primarily because he was a good and unselfish man, but 
because they were an important part of his own world.” In short, 
Opapa couldn’t imagine a monocultural life. Jergović himself, 
old enough to remember life in socialist Yugoslavia before it 
splintered in civil war, recounts being breastfed at birth by “an 
unknown Muslim woman,” further evidence of universality 
in a time of ethnic hatred. Jergović’s pages are peppered with 
walk-ons from Bosnian, Serbian, and Croatian history, such as a 
feared interrogator who, after retiring, “had a small house with 
a large garden full of roses, which he cared for himself, breeding 
some and buying others from various parts of the world.” Even 
monsters, it seems, are susceptible to beauty. There is beauty 
aplenty, and ample monstrosity, in Jergović’s account, as well 
as many moments of mystery: a beekeeper’s coded journal, the 
alpenglow that surrounds Sarajevo as surely as a besieging army, 
the “living torment” that is existence, all come under Jergović’s 
empathetic eye.

A masterwork of modern European letters that should 
earn the author a wide readership outside his homeland.

CAUL BABY
Jerkins, Morgan
Harper (352 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-06-287308-8  

A first novel with fertility on its mind.
The book opens in 1998 with a dire 

prediction for the luckless and pregnant 
Laila, a brownstone-dwelling member of 
the Harlem bourgeoisie. Her dismal his-
tory near ordains it: “Some of the fetuses 

grew, saw the dents of their past siblings in her womb, and 
joined them in the ether.” Laila will end up having a book-length 
conversation with these spirits after she bloodily and publicly 
loses this pregnancy, then her mind. Her architect husband 
skulks away. Laila blames the Melancons, a notorious family of 
women up from Louisiana way. They refused to sell her a piece 
of caul, the amniotic membrane that encloses a gestating fetus. 
(Folk medicine links the caul to healing and protection.) The 
Melancons know how to fuse these membranes to their new-
borns’ bodies and cut away chunks as the child grows, always 
for a hefty price—mostly for White people. As the family line 
sputters, the Melancons luck into the clandestine adoption of 
a serene infant with a perfect, intact caul. The child’s teenage 
mother, Amara, names her Hallow and hands her off to an inter-
mediary, eyes instead on her path through Columbia and Yale. 
The twist arrives two decades later as Amara, now a Manhattan 
assistant district attorney, seeks to prosecute the reviled and 
grasping Melancons only to meet her doppelgänger, a grown 

“A masterwork of modern European letters that should earn 
the author a wide readership outside his homeland.”

kin
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Hallow. Cultural critic and essayist Jerkins, author of This Will 
Be My Undoing (2018), is drawn to questions of gender, family, 
identity, race, and belonging. The trouble lies in her leap to fic-
tion. This novel sinks under the weight of clunky melodrama, 
a river of tears, an awkward bloom of adverbs, and a plot so 
far-fetched that interior logic collapses. Readers keen for the 
indelible links among Black generations would do better with 
Margaret Wilkerson Sexton’s The Revisioners (2019) or any of 
Toni Morrison’s novels.

An intriguing idea for magical realism in Harlem delivers 
too little of either.

TOURING THE LAND OF 
THE DEAD
Kashimada, Maki
Trans. by Trowell, Haydn
Europa Editions (144 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-60945-651-1  

This pair of novellas, ably translated 
from the Japanese by Trowell, marks the 
English-language debut of celebrated 
author Kashimada.

In the first novella, Touring the Land 
of the Dead, a delicate, layered exploration of family, trauma, 
and memory, Natsuko and her husband, Taichi, board a train 
to a luxury seaside resort–turned–“cheap health retreat.” Her 
wealthy grandparents frequented the resort on long-ago sum-
mer vacations with her mother, and Natsuko also visited the 
spot in its better days with her own parents, before her father 
was struck by a fatal disease that plunged the family into a pov-
erty Natsuko’s feckless mother could never imagine—much less 
work—her way out of. The trip is their first since Taichi became 
ill with a progressive neurological disorder not long after they 
married, leaving Natsuko to support them with her part-time 
job at a child care center. At the humbled hotel, “the past...
[creeps] up on the present,” rooting Natsuko in place as her 
mind’s eye gazes back to the 8 mm films of her mother danc-
ing as a child with her grandparents in the hotel’s once-elegant, 
now empty salon. Natsuko contemplates how her mother’s and 
brother’s entitlement has only grown through their own dimin-
ishment, how they’ve exploited Natusko and Taichi to fortify 
their denial, and revisiting these memories opens Natsuko to 
a new understanding of her obligations, affections, and what 
might yet be possible. The second novella, Ninety-Nine Kisses, is 
told through Nanako, the youngest of four sisters who live with 
their mother in one of Tokyo’s Shitamachi, its older, tradition-
ally less affluent and less fashionable neighborhoods. When “a 
pretentious-looking outsider” lands in the area, apparently 
looking for inspiration as an aspiring filmmaker and, Nanako 
suspects, easy pickings among the neighborhood girls, the elder 
three sisters vie for his attention. But for Nanako, he holds no 
interest, and she’s equally uninterested in what she sees as arti-
ficial divisions of class, worth, and the self. Sexually obsessed 
with her sisters, she views herself as inseparable from them, 
four parts of a single body. While this story links thematically 
to Touring the Land of the Dead through its portrayal of a family 
in unglamorous circumstances, uncertainty in one’s sense of self, 
and aberrant manifestations of familial bonds, it doesn’t quite 
rise to its rarefied level. 

An intriguing introduction to a significant voice in con-
temporary Japanese fiction.
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THE PLOT
Korelitz, Jean Hanff
Celadon Books (336 pp.) 
$24.99  |  May 11, 2021
978-1-250-79076-7  

A washed-up novelist finds bestsell-
ing success with a story purloined from 
an arrogant student. What could possi-
bly go wrong?

Pretty much everything in Korelitz’s 
satisfyingly twisty thriller. But at first, 

when Jacob Finch Bonner learns about the sudden death of Evan 
Parker, the jerk who’d swaggered into his office at a 10th-rate low-
residency MFA program and shared the outrageous plot premise 
that was going to make him rich and famous, it seems as though 
taking the idea and making it his own is perfectly safe. Three years 
later, the resulting novel, Crib, has sold 2 million copies in nine 
months, and Jake has met wonderful Anna Williams, the program 
director of a radio show he visits while on tour in Seattle. But then 
he gets an email from TalentedTom@gmail.com proclaiming, “You 

are a thief,” and his new life threatens to unravel. Korelitz teas-
ingly alternates the story of Jake’s desperate quest to find out who 
this anonymous accuser is and how he knows about Evan’s idea 
with chapters from Crib—just enough to stoke curiosity about 
what exactly this fabulous plot device is. Alert readers will guess 
some of the twists in advance as Jake follows the trail to Evan’s 
family home in Vermont and slowly realizes Evan didn’t invent 
this shocking story but lifted it from the real life of someone who 
is very, very angry about it; Korelitz plays fair and plants clues 
throughout. But only the shrewdest will anticipate the jaw-drop-
ping final revelation. (Hint: Think about those Talented Mr. Ripley 
references.) Korelitz, who demonstrated in Admission (2009) and 
You Should Have Known (2014) that she knows how to blend sus-
pense with complex character studies, falls a little short on the 
character end here; Jake is a sympathetic but slightly bland pro-
tagonist, and Anna has the only other fully developed personality. 
No one will care as the story hurtles toward the creepy climax, in 
the best tradition of Patricia Highsmith and other chroniclers of 
the human psyche’s darkest depths.

Gripping and thoroughly unsettling: This one will be fly-
ing off the shelves.

“Gripping and thoroughly unsettling:  
This one will be flying off the shelves.”

the plot
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LOCAL WOMAN MISSING
Kubica, Mary
Park Row Books (352 pp.) 
$27.99  |  May 18, 2021
978-0-778-38944-6  

What should be a rare horror—a 
woman gone missing—becomes a pat-
tern in Kubica’s latest thriller.

One night, a young mother goes for a 
run. She never comes home. A few weeks 
later, the body of Meredith, another 

missing woman, is found with a self-inflicted knife wound; the 
only clue about the fate of her still-missing 6-year-old daughter, 
Delilah, is a note that reads, “You’ll never find her. Don’t even try.” 
Eleven years later, a girl escapes from a basement where she’s 
been held captive and severely abused; she reports that she is 
Delilah. Kubica alternates between chapters in the present nar-
rated by Delilah’s younger brother, Leo, now 15 and resentful 
of the hold Delilah’s disappearance and Meredith’s death have 

had on his father, and chapters from 11 years earlier, narrated 
by Meredith and her neighbor Kate. Meredith begins receiv-
ing texts that threaten to expose her and tear her life apart; she 
struggles to keep them, and her anxiety, from her family as she 
goes through the motions of teaching yoga and working as a 
doula. One client in particular worries her; Meredith fears her 
husband might be abusing her, and she’s also unhappy with the 
way the woman’s obstetrician treats her. So this novel is both 
a mystery about what led to Meredith’s death and Delilah’s 
imprisonment and the story of what Delilah’s return might 
mean to her family and all their well-meaning neighbors. Some-
one is not who they seem; someone has been keeping secrets 
for 11 long years. The chapters complement one another like 
a patchwork quilt, slowly revealing the rotten heart of a mur-
derer amid a number of misdirections. The main problem: As it 
becomes clear whodunit, there’s no true groundwork laid for us 
to believe that this person would behave at all the way they do.

More like a con than a truly satisfying psychological 
mystery.

ALL GIRLS
Layden, Emily
St. Martin’s (320 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-2502-7089-4  

The students at an elite all-girls 
boarding school in Connecticut deal 
with the exposure of a sexual abuser on 
campus.

Each chapter is told from a different 
perspective, presenting a broad range of 

empathetic and undaunted portraits of Atwater students. The 
novel begins on the first day of school in the fall of 2015—nota-
bly prior to the #MeToo movement—with a sinister descrip-
tion of the northwest Connecticut setting: “This is where 
teenagers wrap themselves around telephone poles.” Someone 
has placed signs along the country roads leading to the pristine 
and cloistered school saying “A Rapist Works Here.” Parents are 
alarmed, students are curious, the administration falters. Ques-
tions of young women’s sexual agency, of power and abuse, are 
explored from a variety of student perspectives. Each chapter 
centers on a different girl, taking the reader through various 
grade levels, clubs, traditions, and friend groups on campus. As 
the year unfolds, the identity of the abuser is revealed, and it 
becomes clear that the school has been turning a purposeful 
blind eye to the scandal for decades. The reader could feel lost 
in the sea of characters, but chapter titles like “Orientation,” 

“Prom,” and “Commencement” offer clear signposts to the pas-
sage of time, helping the book feel like a novel rather than a 
short story collection. Diving into the unprocessed underworld 
of adolescence, Layden creates space for a conversation—albeit 
cloistered—about feminism and the unsung difficulties of sur-
viving in a male-dominated world.

Intelligent, evocative, and empathetic.
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AN APPRENTICESHIP, OR THE 
BOOK OF PLEASURES
Lispector, Clarice
Trans. by Tobler, Stefan
New Directions (176 pp.) 
$22.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-8112-3061-2  

A love story—of sorts—by one of 
Brazil’s finest writers.

This slim but intense volume is 
known as one of Lispector’s most acces-

sible, or straightforward. If you’re new to her oeuvre, that might 
strike you as something of a joke: There is very little—if any-
thing—in this novel that is actually “straightforward.” The plot, 
such as it is, involves a man and a woman—Lóri and the aptly 
named Ulisses—who love each other but can’t be together. Any-
way, not yet. First, Lóri has a journey of sorts to complete: “The 
way I want you to be mine,” Ulisses tells her, “will only happen 
when you also want it the same way. And that will take time 
because you haven’t discovered whatever you need to discover.” 

So what does Lóri need to discover? The existentialists might have 
described it as a way to live authentically. Lispector writes: “The 
thing the human being aspires to most is to become a human 
being.” The novel, then, traces the story of Lóri’s becoming, 
which—with only a few exceptions—is an entirely inner journey. 
Those exceptions—an early morning swim, a few nights out for 
drinks with Ulisses, a cocktail party—don’t give the reader all 
that much to go on. By far the greatest portion of the book is 
taken up with long, lyrical, philosophical passages, intermittently 
punctuated, that describe the subtle shifts in Lóri’s thinking. 
These passages can feel overblown: “Had moments gone by or 
three thousand years? Moments according to the clock by which 
time is divided, three thousand years according to what Lóri felt 
when with heavy anguish, all dressed and made up, she reached 
the window.” No doubt the novel is a crucial addition to Lispec-
tor’s English-language body of work; still, it’ll likely leave more 
than one reader yearning for something more earth-bound.

Lyrical, ponderous, and dense, Lispector’s latest also feels 
overblown.

ARBORESCENT
Lynch, Marc Herman
Arsenal Pulp Press (208 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-55152-831-1  

A whimsical triptych of stories about 
Canadian outcasts in the midst of very 
personal transformations.

Where to start with this inspired take 
on magical realism? Maybe it’s location, 

as the primary characters are all denizens of Cambrian Court, 
an apartment complex in an unnamed Canadian metropolis, 
but the action is largely confined to their inner worlds. No lie—
it’s pretty weird, but debut novelist Lynch, a first-generation 
French Chinese immigrant living in Calgary, demonstrates a 
phenomenal command of language. Here’s one character at rest, 
finally: “The undersides of his eyelids felt like the end of the 
world. Like legitimacy.” There isn’t exactly a plot; it’s mostly the 
exploits of three searchers looking for enlightenment and find-
ing it in strange ways. Nohlan Buckles, whose father is intro-
duced in a superfluous intro, is an unsatisfied young man on the 
verge of blindness who is...turning into a tree. “We’re finding it 
increasingly difficult to be reasonable, so I’m becoming a tree,” 
says Nohlan, whose fate seems better than clerking at the dying 
cybercafe where he works. “A tree is always an answer, because 
it is a beginning. I think.” Hachiko Yoshimoto works in the the-
ater, performing the art of Kabuki, but finds herself possessed 
by the spirit of Oiwa, the spirit she knows as “the ghost of life,” 
a role she continues to inhabit even when bad things happen. 
Psychic Celine, a strange but prescient neighbor of Nohlan’s, 
tries to help, but it seems that everybody is fated for strange 
paths, despite resistance. There’s Nohlan, spitting branches 
and growing leaves, who accepts his destiny. You’ll have to reach 
the end to find out Hachi’s fate, but it’s as unusual as Nohlan’s. 
Lastly, there’s Zadie Chan, suffering under the twin pressures 
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of her mother’s dominance and figuring out her own sexuality, 
who eventually finds she contains multitudes, quite literally.

With shades of Rivka Galchen and Charles Yu, this debut 
has hints of greater things to come.

A HOSTILE STATE
Magson, Adrian
Severn House (256 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-7278-5027-0  

A compromised CIA agent makes a 
dangerous trek west while his stateside 
handler searches for answers.

In Lebanon, CIA deep cover specialist 
Marc Portman barely escapes an attack by 
an unsteady sniper. Acting quickly, Port-
man, who narrates his chapters in a gritty 

first-person, skillfully takes out his would-be Russian assassin and 
is rewarded by finding a picture of himself on the corpse. At that 

point, the tale embarks on a round-the-world circuit from Beirut 
to Moscow, where Konstantin Basalayev expresses frustration 
at the failed mission, to Langley, Virginia, where Portman’s CIA 
handler, Brian Callahan, expresses frustration that he’s the only 
one concerned with Portman’s safety. Portman’s rescue in Leba-
non has come from a most unlikely source: middle-aged British 
operative Isobel Hunt, formerly with MI6, now an independent 
contractor with Her Majesty’s Foreign, Commonwealth & Devel-
opment Office. Just as she scoops up Portman and drives him to a 
safe house in a hijacked jeep, the maverick Isobel also hijacks and 
galvanizes Magson’s conventional plot and familiar characters. 
And Magson knows it: He credits “the real Isobel Hunt” in his 
acknowledgements. Sadly, after getting Portman safely to Cyprus, 
Isobel exits the story. In her place, Portman connects with CIA 
agent Lindsay Citera, but a key question nags Callahan: Who’s 
the CIA mole endangering Portman’s life? Writing with a crisp 
authority that’s both familiar and involving, Magson builds ten-
sion steadily. This author of three action series should consider a 
spinoff for the singular Ms. Hunt. 

A solid cat-and-mouse thriller with a refreshing breakout 
character. y
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“A solid cat-and-mouse thriller with a 
refreshing breakout character.”

a hostile state
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COUNT THE WAYS 
Maynard, Joyce
Morrow/HarperCollins 
(464 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 25, 2021
978-0-06-239827-7  

Since she was once a homeless 
orphan, Eleanor’s chaotic, joyous family 
and farm mean everything to her. And 
then....

How much pain and loss can one per-
son take? How can you end up evicted from a world you built 
yourself? How can doing the right thing backfire totally? In her 
10th novel, Maynard vividly imagines a scenario that answers 
these questions with hard-won wisdom, patiently leading her 
protagonist and her readers through the valley of bitterness 
and isolation to what lies on the other side. When she is just 
16, Eleanor’s alcoholic, self-involved parents are killed in a car 
crash. At boarding school, she comforts herself by creating 

picture books about an orphan who travels the world; these 
sell to a publisher, and by the time she’s a sophomore in col-
lege, she has enough money to drop out, drive into the coun-
tryside, and buy a farm. “It looked like a house where people 
who loved each other had lived,” she thinks. If you build it, they 
will come—right? Nonetheless, several years go by in solitude, 
and not without additional tragedy. At last, she meets Cam, the 
handsome, redheaded woodworker who will give her three chil-
dren they both adore. But even as Eleanor revels in motherhood 
with every cell of her being, her glue gun, and her pie pan, she 
knows fate cannot be trusted. “If anything really terrible ever 
happened to one of our children, I couldn’t survive,” she tells 
her husband. Could loving her children too much be her down-
fall? she worries. When an accident that her husband could have 
prevented changes their lives, she will find out. She will find out 
how, in your grief, you can drive away the people you love most. 
And she will find out, slowly, what you can do about that. The 
novel bites off a lot—a Brett Kavanaugh–inspired storyline, a 
domestic abuse situation, a trans child, Eleanor’s career—and 
manages to resolve them all, in some cases a bit hastily.

Maynard creates a world rich and real enough to hold the 
pain she fills it with.

HIGHWAY BLUE
McFarlane, Ailsa
Hogarth/Crown (192 pp.) 
$26.00  |  May 18, 2021
978-0-593-22911-8  

A young couple goes on the run in 
this retro road novel.

Anne Marie was only 19 when she 
married Cal, an electric, slippery man 
who “was good at talking” and left her 
without warning a year after their wed-

ding. When he reappears again more than two years later ask-
ing for help paying off a debt, she can’t help him. But her life 
becomes entangled with his once more when they find them-
selves in a violent altercation with a man attempting to collect 
on Cal’s debt and accidentally kill him. Anne Marie and Cal 
are forced to flee the town of San Padua and hitchhike down 
the coast. On their journey, they rely on the help of an eclectic 
group of strangers and reopen the wounds of their unresolved 
relationship. McFarlane, at 23, is not much older than her pro-
tagonist, and she is an undeniably talented writer: Though her 
prose is often affectless, her descriptive passages can be strik-
ing. “In San Padua you can never get the ocean out of your 
brain”; on the road, Anne Marie and Cal see “dead armadillos 
in the ditches and sometimes at night flashing white rumps of 
deer.” But it’s hard not to feel that McFarlane’s talent might 
have been better served by taking more time to incubate. The 
novel suffers from the anxiety of influence: McFarlane’s very 
serious young characters feel not like members of Gen Z but 
instead transplants from the 20th-century American novels by 
which she has clearly been inspired. And though she refers to 
solar power and cellphones, she bypasses practical realities of 
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life in the 21st century, including politics and social media, ren-
dering this novel curiously inert.

A limited first effort from an author to watch.

THE ROOFTOP PARTY
Meister, Ellen
Harlequin MIRA (384 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  May 25, 2021
978-0-778-30951-2  

A TV host rushes to solve a murder 
case, afraid that she could be the killer.

Dana Barry didn’t dream of being 
a Shopping Channel host—she always 
wanted to be an actress. But when roles 
are hard to come by, she accepts a host-

ing gig and finds out that she’s actually great at selling hand-
bags, jewelry, and loungewear. The channel is struggling, and 
she thinks pivoting to skin care would be a surefire path to 

success. But when she attempts to pitch the idea to the com-
pany’s lecherous CEO at a booze-filled party on the roof, he’s 
only interested in her. Turning him down is the last thing Dana 
remembers clearly—she blacks out, and when she comes to, the 
CEO is dead. Someone clearly pushed him off the roof, and no 
one knows who did it. Dana’s homicide detective boyfriend, Ari, 
is on the case, but he can’t share any confidential info with her. 
Dana starts to wonder if she could be the murderer—after all, 
she has no idea what happened after she blacked out. Desperate 
to clear her name, Dana launches herself into a secret murder 
investigation using her Shopping Channel connections and her 
own sleuthing abilities. Will she be able to keep her job, save 
her relationship, and prove her innocence at the same time? 
Meister creates an engaging mystery in the unique setting of the 
home shopping world. It’s as fun to watch Dana piece together 
the clues as it is to see the behind-the-scenes details of her life 
as a TV host. Dana juggles a relationship, family drama, and a 
high-profile job, making her likable and easy to root for. Meister 
imbues her (and many other characters) with a quick wit and 
plenty of laughworthy lines. While the murderer’s big reveal 
isn’t quite as satisfying as it could have been, the journey to get 
there is entertaining enough that it doesn’t really matter. 

Perfect for readers who like their mysteries light on the 
murder but heavy on the humor.

NIVES
Naspini, Sacha
Trans. by Botsford, Clarissa
Europa Editions (144 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-60945-666-5  

A recently widowed Italian farm wife 
spends a long night on the phone with 
her local veterinarian.

With its dependence on dialogue and 
rising tension as revelations about the 

characters’ pasts build toward a present-moment crisis, Naspi-
ni’s short novel feels like a two-character play. The usually resil-
ient 66-year-old Nives falls into despair when her husband of 
many years dies unexpectedly. Rebuffing a suggestion to leave 
the farm and move in with her daughter’s family in France, Nives 
suffers debilitating loneliness until she brings Giacomina, a 
chicken, into the house for company. Then Giacomina becomes 
paralyzed, and panicky Nives calls old acquaintance Loriano 
Bottai for veterinary advice. Once Bottai’s wife, Donatella, 
rouses the alcoholic vet and goes to bed, Nives and Bottai settle 
in to what becomes a verbal marathon. Their argument about 
the chicken’s condition leads to banter about Donatella’s snor-
ing, so loud Nives can hear it over the phone. When Bottai men-
tions that his upstairs neighbor, Pagliuchi, hears Donatella too, 
the banter becomes gossip about Pagliuchi’s long-ago youthful 
affair with Rosa, a girl who threw herself from the church belfry. 
Nives ponders what it must be like for Pagliuchi, “living with 
death on [his] conscience,” but reveals that she, as well as Dona-
tella, had problematic relationships as an adolescent with both 
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Pagliuchi and Rosa. While Nives talks in concrete terms about 
Rosa’s ghost cursing them, Bottai sees Rosa as a metaphor for 

“that thing we all have, which sometimes keeps us awake at 
night”—a night Bottai and Nives are sharing as they bring up 
one “Rosa” after another whom they hurt or were hurt by. The 
two are by turns friendly and hostile, with each revelation shift-
ing who dominates the conversation. Then, midway through, 
Nives declares that part of her was “massacred” more than 30 
years ago, and it becomes clear that Nives and Bottai are each 
other’s main “Rosas,” cursed with love, resentment, vengeance, 
cowardice, and guilt.

A slim, sharply pointed knife of a novel.

JUST MY LUCK
Parks, Adele
Harlequin MIRA (384 pp.) 
$17.99 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-7783-3173-5  

When a middle-class British fam-
ily wins the lottery, the money causes 
more problems than anyone could have 
imagined.

For 15 years, Lexi and Jake Green-
wood have been best friends with the 

Pearsons and the Heathcotes. Together these couples have 
raised children, traveled, shopped, enjoyed weekly dinner par-
ties, and imagined each other more like family than friends. 
They also play the lottery together every week. Lexi collects 
the money and buys the ticket, always choosing the same set 
of numbers. But one week, this tight group has a falling out. 
Patrick Pearson declares the lottery “common” and says he’s 
tired of participating in their syndicate. He wants out, and the 
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“A thrilling and suspenseful story about how money 
can bring out the very worst in all of us.”

just my luck
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Heathcotes follow suit. Lo and behold, one week later, Lexi 
buys the winning ticket, and now she and Jake have no inten-
tion of sharing the money. Instead, Jake begins buying himself 
and their teenage children everything they’ve ever wanted. Lexi, 
who works for an organization providing services to the needy, 
would much rather donate large portions of the winnings. As 
the Greenwoods battle over how to spend the money, the Pear-
sons and Heathcotes learn of the win and come out swinging. 
As the story unfolds and the friends vie for the money, damag-
ing secrets emerge and characters begin double-crossing each 
other at every opportunity. Money brings out the worst of each 
of the players in this dark tale, as people grow increasingly bold 
in fighting for a cut of the winnings. Although Lexi is the lead, 
the narrative is told from the perspectives of many characters, 
including Jake; their daughter, Emily; family friends; and even 
a homeless client of Lexi’s. Jumping among many characters 
and time frames results in a narrative that sometimes feels 
choppy and disjointed, and between physical beatings, hostage 
situations, murder, and adultery, there’s so much action that it 
can feel unrealistic. Even so, each individual chapter is so well 

crafted and engaging that the story’s intrigue and suspense con-
tinue to build, and the characters’ emotions ring true and evoca-
tive throughout.

A thrilling and suspenseful story about how money can 
bring out the very worst in all of us.

HONEY GIRL 
Rogers, Morgan
Park Row Books (304 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-7783-1102-7  

What happens in Vegas follows two 
women home.

Grace Porter, newly minted Ph.D. in 
astronomy, has done everything right—
that is to say, she’s done everything 
according to her father’s plan, and “a 

Porter always does their best.” As a Black woman in a predomi-
nantly White field, she’s had to, so when her friends take her 
to Las Vegas to celebrate, it’s not a shock that she abandons 
her lifetime of discipline for just one night of fun. The shock 
comes the next morning, when, gripped by her hangover, she 
realizes she got married the night before, and the woman she 
married is already on her way back to New York City. Grace and 
her friends want to learn more about her new wife, Yuki Yama-
moto, and Grace gets to know her through her late-night radio 
show out of Brooklyn and old-fashioned phone calls. Before 
long, she does the second impulsive thing of her life. Frustrated 
by the bias she’s encountering in her job search, she moves out 
East to take a break from her perfect plans and get to know 
Yuki and see if their marriage is worth keeping. But now that 
she’s started pushing back against the rigid confines of her life, 
feelings kept tightly locked away are beginning to appear. And 
for all their attraction to each other, Grace might be carrying 
too much unresolved pain and confusion to make their mar-
riage work out. This novel, Rogers’ debut, may not strictly be 
a romance, but it will strongly appeal to readers of the genre. 
For all the sweet charm of the blossoming love between Grace 
and Yuki, the book is especially notable for its celebration of 
friendship, especially in queer communities, and for exploring 
the many ways relationships can be meaningful and intimate 
beyond romance. Both Grace and Yuki have diverse, tightly 
woven groups of friends who buoy and ground them, and the 
richness of these relationships is the true core of the story. 
Romance fans will appreciate the happily-ever-after of it all, 
with a rewardingly emotional conclusion, but this is a book 
with true crossover appeal as well.

A strong romantic fiction debut that will appeal to readers 
looking for a story of true love via self-discovery.
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CITY OF A THOUSAND GATES
Sacks, Rebecca
Harper (400 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06301-147-2  

The lives of a diverse cast of charac-
ters intertwine against the backdrop of 
violence and bitter conflict in Israel and 
Palestine.

Jerusalem, the “city of a thousand 
gates,” is also a city of a thousand expe-

riences of occupation; in Sacks’ debut, she has seemingly set 
herself the ambitious goal of representing as many of these 
experiences as possible. As they reel from twinned acts of 
violence—a 14-year-old Israeli girl in a settlement stabbed 
to death, a 14-year-old Palestinian boy beaten into a coma—
various inhabitants and visitors in this contested region go 
about their daily lives, dealing with the usual complexities of 
friendship, desire, and marriage on top of the sensationalized 

politics that envelop them. The novel shifts among the per-
spectives of more than a dozen characters: Arab Palestinians 
living in Israel proper and in the occupied territories, Israeli 
Jews of various political orientations, American Jews with 
complicated and divergent relationships to Zionism, a Ger-
man journalist trying to make her name by writing about it all. 
Sacks’ prose is evocative and often a pleasure to read, but her 
narrative sacrifices depth for the sake of breadth. Her dogged 
attempt to show the multifacetedness of this extraordinarily 
fraught conflict and humanize its players is admirable in the-
ory but sometimes ineffective in execution. In her attempt to 
humanize the media circus that so often attends news cover-
age of Israel and Palestine, she actually ends up flattening it, 
as each character’s narrative feels increasingly like a counter-
point to another equally subjective narrative, a mere means to 
a didactic end. While some characters, such as Emily and Vera, 
are rich and complex, others veer into caricature, reading like 
boxes the author felt obligated to check rather than authen-
tic, artful creations. With its tit-for-tat violence and carefully 
varied cast of characters, the novel projects an oversimple 
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“A promising talent in service of an admirable goal 
resulting in a disappointingly didactic novel.”

city of a thousand gates
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thesis that Israelis and Palestinians (as well as those with other 
stakes in the conflict) are both victims and perpetrators, both 
participants and observers in cycles of hatred and violence. 
The extension of that thesis is the treacly trope that if these 
parties could simply understand one another better, the con-
flict would be solved. To her credit, Sacks attempts to preempt 
some of the critiques commonly leveled at such narratives—
for instance, she makes clear the imbalance of power in a fight 
between occupier and occupied—but even the inclusion of 
these important nuances feels inevitably formulaic. Sacks is 
a gifted prose stylist, but the stunning loveliness of large por-
tions of her debut is unfortunately obscured by its formulaic 
both-sides-ism.

A promising talent in service of an admirable goal resulting 
in a disappointingly didactic novel.

ARIADNE
Saint, Jennifer 
Flatiron Books (320 pp.) 
$26.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-250-77358-6  

A debut novelist retells timeless tales 
from a feminine perspective.

Classical mythology endures—at least 
in part—because of its malleability. Ancient 
Near Eastern cultures borrowed one 
another’s deities and transformed them to 

meet their own needs. Poets, playwrights, and painters have been 
creating their own iterations of the Olympian gods for thousands 
of years. One of the difficulties of working with familiar figures and 
well-known tropes is making them fresh. Writers crafting long-
form narratives face the additional challenge of putting flesh on 
archetypes. In choosing to give a voice to a woman plagued by 
awful men—her father, King Minos; her first love, the hero The-
seus; Dionysus, the god of wine—Saint succeeds in presenting a 
distinctive version of Ariadne. The author doesn’t quite deliver 
on making her protagonist—or anyone else in this novel—real. 
One issue is Saint’s prose style. She uses formal, stilted language 
that is, perhaps, supposed to create a sense of antiquity but 
instead just feels unnatural. There is more telling than showing, 
and characters launch into soliloquies that might make sense in 
a Greek tragedy but are out of place here. On the whole, Saint 
is writing in a mode that is neither realist nor fantasy but an 
awkward place in between. For example, as she offers a detailed 
depiction of the infancy and development of the Minotaur—
Ariadne’s half brother—the monster ceases to be horrifying and 
instead becomes slightly ridiculous. The reader has leisure to 
ask such questions as why, since cows are herbivores, a creature 
with the head of a bull would enjoy a diet of human flesh. Worse, 
though, is that Saint manages to make Dionysus—a god who 
inspired bloodthirsty frenzies in his drunken followers—boring. 
Ariadne becomes his bride soon after she’s dumped by Theseus. 
After a few years, Ariadne and Dionysus are staying together for 
the kids and hoping that a couples vacation to Athens will spice 
things up.

Ambitious but uninspiring.

THE COMPANY
Spencer, Sally
Severn House (272 pp.) 
$29.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-7278-9094-8  

A publisher battles to overcome a 
cascading barrage of losses.

When Rob Conroy’s grandfather 
Charlie started his furniture company 
after the war, he remembered one thing 
from his military service: Always estab-

lish a clear chain of command. As Conroy Enterprises grew 
and diversified, he parceled out the day-to-day management 
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of various divisions to whomever he thought would run them 
best while keeping control of the corporation tightly in his own 
hands. He gave Rob’s brother, John, Mid-Cheshire Mechani-
cal, a maintenance company that provides enough salary and 
prestige to suit John’s ambitious wife, Lydia. And he saved 
Cormorant Publishing, a small independent press, for Rob, an 
Oxford graduate. With the help of a blockbuster first novel 
from the unknown Andy McBride, Cormorant enjoys modest 
success. But after Rob’s brother, father, and uncle are all killed 
in a car crash on their way to an acquisition meeting with West-
ern Haulage, Rob has to fight his cousin to maintain control of 
his press because the line of succession in his grandfather’s will 
leaves control of the family empire to his Uncle Tony, and on 
Tony’s death, to his son, Philip. Losing most of his family is just 
the latest blow for Rob, whose college girlfriend, Jill, was killed 
during their first summer together. As he heals from the car 
crash, he’s preparing for another loss: Marie O’Hara, the first 
woman he’s been attracted to since Jill, has dropped out of sight. 
But Chief Inspector Owen Flint has more bad news for his old 
friend Rob: The crash was no accident, and there’s every reason 

to believe that whoever cut the brake lines on the car will come 
back for the survivors.

Spencer nicely balances family drama with old-fashioned 
detection.  

PLEASURE PALACE
New and Selected Stories
Thurm, Marian
Delphinium (300 pp.) 
$19.00 paper  |  May 25, 2021
1-953002-04-8  

Marriage doesn’t work, people are 
selfish and cranky, fate is ruthless—and 
Thurm is watching. 

In 15 stories dated from 1979 to 2021, 
arranged in not-quite-chronological order, 

Thurm’s unsparing, ironic sensibility and killer eye for detail fall 
on couples and families in varying degrees of disrepair. Almost 
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“How about we stop treating each other like this so 
this excellent author can write happier stories?”

pleasure palace
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every significant character is divorced or heading for a breakup, 
widowed, or dumped on the way to the altar. The “pleasure pal-
ace” of the title story is a gigantic, luxurious master bath planned 
by a young couple just before they receive the cancer diagnosis 
that will make it a room for one. The two newest stories, appear-
ing for the first time here, are among the bleakest. “Banished” 
(2021) shows the terrible cruelty of a grown daughter to her 
widowed father when he brings his new girlfriend to her 40th 
birthday party. In “End. of. Story.” (2020) it’s not enough for 
the narrator to have a father with dementia and a mother going 
blind—his long-loved wife announces she’s having an affair, and 
even his therapist is more concerned with her own problems 
than his. The last line of this story, and indeed the whole book, 
will shock you as much as if it really happened. Though her view 
of things is almost unremittingly dark, Thurm is always ready 
with a wisecrack to take the edge off. In “Personal Correspon-
dence,” a newly single, barely coping young father responds to a 
poster in the laundry room from a grad student in his building 
who offers to write letters for other people, thank-you notes and 
the like. As this situation heaps one humiliation after another on 

the protagonist, who seems to be a literary agent, he meets with a 
client. Having informed him that “Your color’s ghastly and there 
are these big pouches under your eyes,” she goes on to ask him to 
choose between her ideas for her next book. “ ‘So,’ Kristine said, 
‘Ritalin or incest, what do you think?’ ” 

How about we stop treating each other like this so this 
excellent author can write happier stories?

THE FINAL REVIVAL OF 
OPAL & NEV
Walton, Dawnie
37 Ink/Simon & Schuster (368 pp.) 
$23.99  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-982140-16-8  

A fictional history of a 1970s Black 
rock singer with a complicated past.

Sunny has just been named the new 
editor-in-chief of the storied music 
magazine Aural—the first Black person 

and woman to hold the position—when a scoop falls into her 
lap. It’s 2015, and Opal Jewel, “the ebony-skinned provocateur, 
the fashion rebel, the singer/screecher/Afro-Punk ancestor,” is 
contemplating a reunion tour with her old musical partner, Nev 
Charles, an Englishman who’s since embarked on a successful 
solo career; Opal herself hasn’t performed live in more than 25 
years. Sunny begins writing a book—this book, an oral history of 
Opal and Nev’s brief but iconic collaboration during the early 

’70s—and focuses particularly on the disastrous 1971 concert in 
which a racist mob kills Opal and Nev’s drummer, a Black man 
named Jimmy Curtis. Sunny’s interest in the story is more than 
merely professional: Curtis, she discloses in an “Editor’s Note” 
at the very beginning of the book, was her father—and Opal 
his mistress while Sunny’s mother was married to Curtis and 
pregnant with her. Nevertheless, the first section of the book 
bears all the hallmarks of a rigorously reported work of journal-
ism. Sunny interviews everyone from the label’s receptionist to 
Opal’s stylist and stitches together quotes to form a multifac-
eted narrative of Opal and Nev’s rise. But as Sunny reconstructs 
the events leading up to her father’s death, she hears something 
that changes the story she thought she knew—and forces her 
to shed her protective, professional shell. Debut author Walton 
wields the oral history form with easy skill, using its suggestion 
of conversation and potential for humor to give her characters 
personality. “But also Virgil sold reefer. Everybody loves the 
reefer man,” Sunny quotes Opal saying about her stylist. Imme-
diately after: “VIRGIL LAFLEUR: I styled ladies’ hair. That’s 
how I paid my bills. I don’t know what she’s told you.” And the 
author adeptly captures the particular tenor of discussions of 
race in the early ’70s (Opal’s destruction of a Confederate flag 
sets off the fateful riot) and in the age of memes: The creator of 
one Opal GIF, Sunny muses, “understood the culture and the 
language and this current moment of Black exasperation, and 
was nodding to the eerie relevance of Opal Jewel in them.”

An intelligently executed love letter to Black female 
empowerment and the world of rock music.
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FLAT WHITE
Balzo, Sandra
Severn House (208 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-7278-9057-3  

An internet romance goes horribly 
wrong.

You might think that the name of 
their coffee shop, Uncommon Grounds, 
was some kind of cruel joke rather than 
just a tired pun, since co-owners Maggie 

Thorsen and Sarah Kingston seem to have no shared concerns 
and spend all day every day sniping at one another. Having 
Christy Wrigley, the neat-freak piano teacher from across the 
street, fill in for their barista, Amy, who’s vacationing in Europe, 

does nothing to lower the emotional temperature. In fact, 
Christy could have proved a lightning rod for the bickering part-
ners’ wrath, since she’s been dating Sarah’s step-cousin Ronny 
Eisvogel, currently in prison for trying to murder Maggie. But 
the two of them focus instead on Christy’s obsession with scrub-
bing the condiment cart and her annoying yellow rubber gloves. 
Things don’t get any better when, midscrub, Christy reveals 
she’s dumped Ronny for globe-trotting Barry Margraves. Since 
she met her new beloved on a dating site, he’s showered her with 
gifts, including a diamond tennis bracelet from Tiffany’s. Christy 
expects Barry to come see her any day now, engagement solitaire 
in hand, for their first in-person meeting. But his arrival is a huge 
letdown. First, Barry is squashed like a bug by a snowplow thought-
lessly left running outside the shop while its driver used the rest-
room. Second, Barry turns out to be married. When she comes to 
town to claim Barry’s flattened body, Helena Margraves bumps the 
conflict up yet another notch, claiming that Christy not only stole 
her man, but raided their joint bank account. The ingenious solu-
tion to the puzzle almost gets lost in the ensuing catfight

For those who value conflict for its own sake.
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“For those who value conflict for its own sake.”
flat white
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THE ART OF BETRAYAL
Berry, Connie
Crooked Lane (336 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-64385-594-3  

An American antiques dealer becomes 
involved in yet another murder across the 
pond.

Kate Hamilton is running an antiques 
shop for Ivor Tweedy, a friend in Long 
Barston, Suffolk, who’s recovering from 

surgery. When a woman walks in to sell an extremely valuable 
Chinese funerary jar, Kate’s psychic gift for knowing when an 
antique is real immediately kicks in. Evelyn Villiers’ plan to 
offer more of her late husband’s valuable and well-documented 
collection soon leads to theft, betrayal, and murder. As Kate 
researches Evelyn’s background, she learns that her husband 
died 18 years ago and that Evelyn blames his death on their 
daughter, Lucy, who was about to run off with the family’s 
strikingly handsome chauffeur. Disaster strikes when Evelyn is 
stabbed on the day of the village May Fair and the pot is stolen, 
leaving Ivor on the hook for a large sum. Kate has continued 
her romance with DI Tom Mallory, whom she helped solve sev-
eral other crimes. Her expertise comes in handy when both the 
police and Evelyn’s solicitor ask Kate to do an inventory of Eve-
lyn’s belongings. Oddly, the house is in poor shape; Evelyn had 
been living in a small, bare room and was rarely seen outside; 
and many of the valuable objects are missing. Past and present 
collide in a tricky case in which large sums of money provide 
ample motive for murder.

A delight for lovers of antiques and complicated mysteries 
with a touch of romance.

SECRET MISCHIEF
Blake, Robin
Severn House (256 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-7278-9070-2  

Coroner Titus Cragg and his friend 
Dr. Luke Fidelis can’t agree about a series 
of puzzling deaths in April 1746.

Farmer Giggleswick calls Cragg to 
the village of Ormskirk when his pig 
Geoffrey is murdered. Although the pig 

has certainly been shot, Cragg explains there’s nothing he can 
do about it. But he can do something when Giggleswick is also 
shot to death soon afterward, even if he’s too late to save the 
complainant’s life. Fidelis determines that the farmer was shot 
twice, once in the knee from a distance, then fatally at close 
range. Looking for a motive, they visit the farmer’s man of busi-
ness, lawyer Ambrose Parr, whose claim that his client was in 
debt despite his prosperous farm puzzles Cragg and Fidelis 
until Cragg discovers that the farmer was one of seven people 
in a last-heir-standing tontine, several of whom are already dead. 

All the tontine’s members were friends in their youth whose 
ways have since parted. Cragg suggests to Frances Dolland that 
she and the other still-living members of the tontine may be in 
danger. Frances’ estranged husband, who’s living under a false 
name, is arrested and released by the judge, who’s also his uncle 
and father-in-law. When tontine member Isabella Pettifer dies 
in a suspicious accident, Fidelis’ suspicions focus on a former 
prostitute who worked for Isabella, but Cragg’s determined to 
look elsewhere.

A convoluted mystery combines with a searing indictment 
of a corrupt legal system.

BONE RATTLE
Cameron, Marc
Kensington (456 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-4967-3208-8  

A deputy U.S. marshal stationed in 
Alaska is challenged by a handful of seri-
ous cases and a complicated home life.

When a big archaeological dig grinds 
to an abrupt halt at the discovery of a rat-
tle that could be worth half a million dol-

lars, the handful of men on hand debate their next move, wary of 
upsetting their boss, Harold Grimsson, or his dangerous right-
hand man, Dollarhyde. Grimsson, who owns the Valkyrie Mine 
Holdings, is on his private island south of Juneau being warned 
by two corrupt state senators that he’s in danger of being con-
nected to the criminal Hernandez brothers, currently on trial 
for financial fraud. Little do the senators know that Grimsson 
murdered his first wife or that Dollarhyde killed the dig site 
employee who wanted to halt the operation. While all this is 
unfolding, Supervisory Deputy U.S. Marshals Arliss Cutter and 
Lola Teariki are hauling in some grittier perps. Their takedown 
of drug dealer Jarome Pringle and his stripper girlfriend blos-
soms into a tense chase and a major bust with several more 
arrests. Other cops deal with a body on a frigid gravel beach. 
Cutter’s home life is going through some growing pains. After 
four marriages, he’s now helping his late brother’s widow, Mim, 
raise snarky twin teenagers and harboring sad memories from 
his past. Dollarhyde’s thirst for violence seems unquenchable. 
Cameron’s colorful procedural has epic scope; each change of 
setting seems to bring a new set of characters and a new subplot 
with its own wrinkles. Plot threads sprawl and tangle with the 
abandon of a soap opera. Until the tale settles down to focus on 
premier villain Grimsson, keeping it all straight is a challenge.

Cameron’s energetic potboiler could draw readers in—or 
exhaust them.
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DEVIL IN THE DETAIL
Cross, A.J. 
Severn House (240 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-7278-9037-5  

A crime run in the West Midlands 
of England culminates in a murder that 
leaves the police scrambling when the 
clues don’t add up.

A series of six attacks on cars in Bir-
mingham escalates when the latest vic-
tim is shot and her husband killed. Molly 

and Michael Lawrence were over the moon in their determina-
tion to share their joy about Molly’s pregnancy with their fam-
ily, but on their way back home, something goes terribly wrong 
when their Mercedes is attacked in what looks like a carjack-
ing turned bad. Molly, disoriented by the attack, remembers 
few details when Police Constable Chloe Judd interviews her 
at the hospital. DI Bernard Watts, who wants to balance being 

sensitive to Molly with solving a case that’s now being played 
up by media outlets, suggests bringing in criminologist Dr. Will 
Traynor to help make sense of the crime. Watts knows that his 
boss, Superintendent Brophy, is reluctant to have Traynor on 
the case, but what choice does he have when the clues about 
Michael’s murder seem inconsistent with the pattern of the 
earlier attacks? Sure enough, Traynor’s insights lead the depart-
ment to a conclusion far more sinister than any of the charac-
ters had imagined, though canny readers will have guessed it 
early on. 

Though the absence of twists may disappoint seasoned 
fans, all can share the fun of watching the detectives get there.
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“Though the absence of twists may disappoint seasoned fans, all 
can share the fun of watching the detectives get there.”

devil in the detail
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BIG LITTLE SPIES
Davis, Krista
Berkley (304 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-451-49170-1  

Murder returns for a seventh time to 
the Sugar Maple Inn. And this time it’s 
not only humans who are in danger.

Holly Miller and her grandmother 
Liesel Miller have done their best to 
make Wagtail, Virginia, the preeminent 
vacation destination for pet owners. The 

visit of four leaders of the Wagtail Animal Guardians branch in 
Raleigh, who’ve all brought their cats and dogs for Holly’s oddly 
named No Place Like Home Gala, is a perfect showcase for the 
inn’s pet-friendly policies. Yet the most important animal is 
one who’s missing: Judge Grant Barlow’s dog, Fritz, who’s been 
taken, Holly’s friend Rose Richardson is convinced, as part of a 
campaign of harassment and intimidation that’s been going on 
since the judge’s wife, Theona, died six months ago and Wallace 
McDade, the drunk driver who ran down their daughter, Bobbie, 
was released from prison. Soon after the irascible judge’s house-
keeper, Dovie Dickerson, hires pet detective Seth Bertenshaw 
to find the missing pooch, Fritz does indeed turn up—standing 
over the body of Seth, who Sgt. Dave Quinlan reveals has been 
poisoned with aconite. Could Seth have been involved in the 
death of Bobbie Barlow? And could Brenda McDade, one of 
the visiting WAG delegation, have any connection to Wallace 
McDade? Fainthearted readers are warned that “the publisher 
is not responsible for any adverse reactions to the recipes con-
tained in this book.”

Detailed descriptions of clothes and meals; 10 recipes, 
some for people, some for pets; and a surprisingly intricate 
puzzle.

TELL ME THE TRUTH
Farrell, Matthew
Thomas & Mercer (345 pp.)
$15.95 paper  |  Jun. 22, 2021
978-1-5420-2261-3  

Murder turns a pitiless spotlight on 
yet another perfect suburban family.

Noel Moore knows that the story 
he tells investigator Susan Adler of the 
New York State Police, about coming 
home from a business trip in Florida to 
be greeted by his wife Mindy’s horrified 

discovery of the dead body of their daughter, Jennifer, stabbed 
to death in the woods behind their house, is full of lies. So 
does Noel and Mindy’s 13-year-old son, Charlie, who consid-
ers himself personally responsible for the death of his sister 
just weeks before she was to leave for Duke University. Mindy, 
at first hysterical, then sedated, is unable to be questioned for 
days, but if she could talk, and if the family’s bulldog attorney, 

Charlotte Walsh, allowed her to talk, she’d probably lie her head 
off, too. Forensics specialist Liam Dwyer, who’s worked with 
Susan before, confides in her: “Something’s not right. I can feel 
it. That family is off.” He doesn’t know the half of it. Before 
the final twist, the investigation will have blackened the repu-
tations of Jen’s ex-boyfriend; Charlie’s best friend, who “was 
obsessed” with Jen; Mindy’s deeply religious sister; her pastor; 
and every member of Jen’s immediate family. The results are 
schematic—you can almost count the pages till the next shift to 
a new suspect—but undeniably effective.

If all these layers of fathomless domestic intrigue sound 
unbelievable, well, count your blessings.

LEMON DROP DEAD
Flower, Amanda
Kensington (304 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-4967-2204-1  

A small Ohio town where both 
Amish and “English” people live attracts 
tourists, babies, and killers.

Bailey King is not Amish, but the 
grandmother with whom she runs Swiss-
men Sweets is, so she has a foot in both 

camps in Harvest. She also has a cable television show filmed in 
New York and a busy boyfriend in Deputy Aiden Brody, whom 
she’s helped solve several murder cases. Long ago, when her 
assistant, Emily Keim, was a teenager, the girl’s family forced 
her to give up a baby she bore out of wedlock. Now that Emi-
ly’s pregnant again, her friends decide to have a baby shower, 
something Esther Esh, Emily’s grumpy sister, would never 
have thought of on her own. Soon after a stranger approaches 
Emily and says she’s looking forward to Emily’s baby meeting 
her older sibling, the stranger’s found dead in the family pret-
zel shop Esther runs. Bailey knows that she must investigate 
to protect Emily. A threatening letter from Esther that Aiden 
finds on the body identifies the stranger as Rosemary Weiss, 
from nearby Wooster. Although Bailey’s shaken by a job offer 
Aiden’s received from Ohio’s Bureau of Criminal Investiga-
tion, which would take him away from Harvest, she soldiers on. 
Tracking down Emily’s daughter, Hannah, is the easy part of her 
quest for the truth. The hard part is choosing the most likely 
suspect from among the many Rosemary’s past provides before 
the guilty party strikes again.

Quirky characters add depth to a romantic mystery that 
explores cultural divides.
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WHAT THE DEVIL KNOWS
Harris, C.S.
Berkley (336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-10266-4  

An aristocrat investigates a murder at 
the opposite end of British society.

Bow Street Magistrate Sir Henry 
Lovejoy asks Sebastian St. Cyr and his 
wife, Hero, no strangers to murder, for 
help in a dangerous and politically sensi-

tive case: the murder of Magistrate Sir Edwin Pym. Three years 
after the notorious 1811 Ratcliffe Highway killings, Pym has 
been brutally murdered in the same way, his head bashed in and 
his throat cut. Although a suspect to the earlier killings was duly 
arrested and hanged himself in prison, this latest outrage indi-
cates that either the authorities had the wrong man or there’s a 
copycat at work. Sebastian—who’s the son-in-law of the pow-
erful Lord Jarvis and heir to a dukedom despite not being the 

natural son of the duke—doesn’t know who his real father is 
and is desperate to track down the mother who deserted him, 
recently spotted on the continent. When more killings follow, 
Sebastian seeks and finds connections between sailors and the 
owners of public houses in the rough area near the docks. He’s 
shocked by the depth of depravity the wealthy will sink to in 
order to enhance their fortunes. Convinced that the suspect 
who killed himself was innocent, he labors to connect the mur-
ders, many of which may have been committed to cover up the 
original crimes, searching for a motive while narrowly escaping 
several attempts on his own life.

An intricate puzzle, based on a series of real-life murders, 
that indicts social injustices that continue to this day.
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“An intricate puzzle, based on a series of real-life murders, 
that indicts social injustices that continue to this day.”

what the devil knows
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A FATAL FIRST NIGHT
Kalb, Kathleen Marple
Kensington (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-4967-2724-4  

Death stalks an opera company.
Ella Shane, an Irish Jewish New 

Yorker well known for her success in 
male roles, is appearing as Edward V in 
the brilliant new opera The Princes in 
the Tower. Although women don’t have 

much freedom in 1899, Ella is determined to keep hers even if 
her determination endangers her romance with Gilbert Saint 
Aubyn, Duke of Leith, with whom sparks have flown ever 
since they met while solving the murder of his cousin. Within 
the opera company, which is run by several of Ella’s friends 
and relatives from the Lower East Side, her cousin Tommy is 
especially protective of her reputation. When Albert Reuter, 
the singer playing Richard III, is arrested for murder, Detec-
tive Riley, another of Ella’s cousins, catches the case. No matter 
what, of course, the show must go on. Gil’s sudden appearance 
in New York on mysterious business gives Ella much to discuss 
with her best friend, newspaper reporter Hetty MacNaughten, 
who’s covering the sensational murder trial of Amelie Van Vleet. 
While Gil goes about his business, Ella considers the costs of 
marriage for an independent woman who wants to continue her 
career. Gil finds a way to prove Albert innocent, but the trouble 
still haunting the theater forces Ella and Gil to play detective 
again.

Romance, engaging characters, and a timely exploration of 
marriage and freedom make up for the meager mystery.

THE CURSE OF THE 
CHERRY PIE
Meade, Amy Patricia
Severn House (224 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-7278-9055-9  

A cooking contest becomes a matter 
of life and death for a cafe owner who’s 
also an amateur detective.

Tish Tarragon attends a funeral along 
with boyfriend Schuyler Thompson and 

a group of her besties to support widowed Celestine Rufus, 
Tish’s friend and employee. Schuyler, who’s running for mayor 
of Hobson’s Glen, Virginia, can’t linger for the funeral lunch 
at Tish’s Cookin’ the Books, but obnoxious new sheriff Wade 
Lightbody barges in, trashes the reputation of former Sheriff 
Reade, who left suddenly, and makes it abundantly clear that 
he disapproves of Tish’s sleuthing successes. Discouraged but 
unbowed, Tish decides to enter the Virginia Commonwealth 
Bake-Off in Celestine’s place in hopes of winning the prize 
money for her. Her savory and showstopper bake plans are 
well received, but her selection of cherry pie is met with horror 

because two former contestants who also chose cherry pie died 
suddenly. Tish is nearly electrocuted when someone frays the 
cord on her mixer, and she receives threatening notes that only 
make her more determined to investigate. Now that the same 
person has won the contest for three years running, there are 
plenty of accusations of favoritism. Luckily, Reade’s officers, 
who remain loyal to him, help Tish dig up information about 
the other contestants. Schuyler’s complaints about Tish’s lack 
of support for his ambitions while he belittles hers leave her 
frazzled. Luckily, both old college buds and new friends support 
her efforts and watch her back.

Foodies will enjoy the cooking tips along with a tricky 
mystery and hints of romance to come.

MEAN AND SHELLFISH
Myers, Tamar
Severn House (224 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-7278-8929-4  

Gabe, a retired Jewish physician, is 
married to Magdalena, a conservative 
Mennonite woman, and while they may 
have their differences, they both agree 
Magdalena has serious detective chops.

Magdalena Portulacca Yoder Rosen’s 
PennDutch Inn in Hernia, Pennsylvania, makes big bucks serv-
ing up plain rooms and fattening food and charging guests extra 
if they help with chores like mucking out the barn. Now that 
she and Gabe have one daughter studying pre-med and a clever 
5-year-old, the only fly in the ointment is Gabe’s mother, Ida 
Rosen, whose Jewish-mama act is unbelievably over-the-top. 
When Ida invites Miriam, her niece from Australia, to stay at 
the inn, she sets a dangerous chain of events in motion. Miriam, 
who’s used a wheelchair ever since a crocodile bit her leg off, 
immediately bonds with Magdalena’s sister, Susannah, who was 
just released from prison after plotting with her boyfriend to 
kill Magdalena. Meanwhile, Police Chief Toy, who often teams 
up with Magdalena (whose wealth pays his salary) to solve mur-
ders in Hernia, reports that two people have been found dead 
in a dumpster. Worried about the discovery’s possible impact 
on the Billy Goat Gruff Festival, a cash cow that draws visitors 
from a wide area, Magdalena calls on Gabe and her friends for 
help and soon becomes the killer’s next target.

Depending on your sense of humor, you’ll find Magda-
lena’s cross-cultural adventures hilariously funny or totally 
meshuggeneh.
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PHANTOMS & FELONIES
Ness, Lucy
Berkley (288 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-984806-79-6  

Yet another fundraiser ends in mur-
der most foul in the second installment 
of Ness’ Haunted Mansion series.

Upon her death, Gladys Donovan 
left Ohio’s Portage Path Women’s Club 
$100,000 to renovate their new home, 
the Dennison mansion. Though her ges-

ture was generous, it wasn’t nearly enough. So PPWC business 
manager Avery Morgan has arranged a staging of hot-tempered 
anger management counselor Fabian LaGrande’s play, Death at 
the Crimson Dahlia, to raise some more money. What the event 
mainly raises is hackles, tempers, and the risk of arrest after 
PPWC stalwart Valentina Hanover’s husband, Bob, a wealthy 
and indulgent banker, is discovered stabbed to death with 
Avery’s unexpectedly visiting aunt, medium Rosemary Walsh, 
bending over his corpse. Even though Valentina was clearly 
crazy about Bob, Sgt. Oz Alterman, Avery’s not-quite-boyfriend, 
puts her together with Rosemary at the top of his suspect list, 
where they’re soon displaced by Toby Hanover, Bob’s first wife, 
who attended the soiree wearing exactly the same dress as Val-
entina, and Malva Richards, a server who obligingly confesses 
to the murder. Surprisingly, Avery gets precious little help from 
Clemmie Bow, the salty spirit of a murdered flapper who’s taken 
up residence in the place. Instead, the most helpful apparition 
is that of Bob himself, conjured in a seance very shortly before 
Avery suddenly realizes who the guilty party is.

A brightly written mystery that’s creakier than the 
haunted Dennison mansion and gives its resident ghost all 
too little to do.

THE DEAD LETTER
Regester, Seeley
Poisoned Pen (336 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-4642-1497-4  

A title with a strong claim to be 
America’s very first detective novel, first 
published in 1866, returns to print again.

As Leslie S. Klinger’s lucid introduc-
tion indicates, Regester is one of the 
many pseudonyms used by Metta Victo-

ria Fuller Victor (1831-1885), a fabulously prolific dime novelist 
whose sagas combined adventure, crime, sensation, and the 
supernatural in varying proportions. But the conventions of 
this tale are very much those of the formal detective story. After 
a prologue showing how Richard Redfield, a clerk in the dead 
letter office, is electrified when he opens and reads a cryptic 
undelivered letter, Regester flashes back two years to the fatal 
stabbing of Henry Moreland. The victim’s fiancee, Eleanor 

Argyll, can’t help suspecting Redfield of the crime although, or 
because, he’s practically one of the family: a law student who 
works in the chambers of her father, Blankville attorney John 
Argyll, and happens to be sweet on Eleanor himself. Although 
the first clues implicate not Redfield but young seamstress 
Leesy Sullivan, Argyll, upon discovering that he’s been robbed 
of $2,000, asks Redfield to engage Mr. Burton, a noted detec-
tive, to look into the crimes. Burton follows the trail of the 
killer downstate to Manhattan, out west, and, with remarkable 
abruptness, to Acapulco before he identifies both the miscre-
ant who stabbed Henry Moreland to death and the even more 
despicable client who hired the murderer. Conscientious, intui-
tive Burton, who prides himself on his ability to “feel the pres-
ence of criminals,” is no threat to Sherlock Holmes or even 
Ebenezer Gryce, and the only readers fooled by the solution 
will be those expecting twists that never arrive.

A document of unquestioned historical importance that 
only the most devoted genre fans will read for fun.

CITY OF DARK CORNERS
Talton, Jon
Poisoned Pen (256 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  May 11, 2021
978-1-4642-1325-0  

Talton continues his project of 
embroidering Arizona’s criminal history 
by digging into the depths of 1933.

“Crime was down in the Great 
Depression,” private eye Gene Ham-
mons keeps hearing. But not for Gene, 

who was drummed out of the Phoenix Police Department by 
his dogged attempts to link the murders for which Winnie Ruth 
Judd was convicted to an accomplice who went free. Shortly 
after his brother, Don, a charming drug addict who’s still on the 
force, calls on him for help with a dismembered female corpse 
found at the side of the railroad tracks, Gene gets a telegram 
from mining magnate Ezra Thayer offering him a retainer to 
find his 19-year-old daughter Carrie, who’s gone missing from 
Arizona State Teachers College. Could the body be that of Car-
rie Thayer? No, it couldn’t, because septuagenarian Thayer, who 
maintains that he never sent such a telegram, doesn’t have a 
teenage daughter. Though Gene doesn’t know who the victim 
is or why he got the phony job offer, he’s certain the murder is 
connected to two similar and very recent dismemberings and 
almost equally certain that the crimes are connected to both 
up-and-coming mobster Gus Greenbaum and at least one of 
Gene’s old colleagues, who emit such a powerful stench of cor-
ruption that it’s hard to single out the perp. As if the throat-slit-
tings that follow and Gene’s recollections of the University Park 
Strangler four years earlier don’t darken the sunny landscape 
enough, Gene also realizes that the late Carrie Thayer, whoever 
she was, was no innocent.

Authentic Depression-era atmosphere with maybe a few 
too many murders and real-life walk-ons.
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“Authentic Depression-era atmosphere with maybe a 
few too many murders and real-life walk-ons.”

city of dark corners
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MURDER ON WALL STREET
Thompson, Victoria
Berkley (336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-984-80577-5  

A married detective duo’s latest 
inquiry takes them to every stratum of 
society, from the very top to the very 
dregs.

Sarah Malloy, a midwife from a soci-
ety family, has married Frank, a former 
police officer who inherited a great deal 

of money but works as a private detective to stave off boredom. 
Sarah has helped arrange a marriage between Jack Robinson and 
pregnant society lady Jocelyn, whose parents sent her to Sarah’s 
clinic after she was raped in hopes of hiding the birth. Jack, who 
dabbles in illegal activities, hires Frank to look into the murder 
of Jocelyn’s rapist, Hayden Norcross, the worthless scion of a 
wealthy family of investment bankers, before the police start 
looking too closely at Jack himself. Since the assault, Hayden 
had been forced to marry Violet Andriessen, whom he had also 
raped and treated abominably, creating suspects in her brother 
and father, although her parents seem more concerned about 
society’s judgment than the legal system’s. While Frank min-
gles with the upper class with his well-connected father-in-law, 
Sarah and her mother pick up gossip that indicates that Hayden 
was even more depraved than they knew. Hayden’s mother, des-
perate for a grandchild, takes Violet under her wing while the 
two families squabble about her dowry, which her bridegroom 
spent. After Hayden’s father becomes the next victim, Sarah, 
Frank and their crime-solving helpers must use their every skill 
to untangle a skein of lies and deceit.

The charms and horrors of early-20th-century New York 
on full display.

DEADLY DELIGHTS
Walker, Laura Jensen
Crooked Lane (320 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-64385-592-9  

A cooking contest goes kaput when 
the lecherous head judge is dispatched. 

Teddie St. John loves sharing her 
baked goods with others. So, naturally, 
she’s determined to win the Lake Potawa-
tomi Bake-Off championship this year 

even though she also loves sharing tips with her competitors, 
who really put the friendly in friendly competition. But all that 
friendliness can’t make up for the ick factor of bake-off judge 
Lester Morris’ overfriendliness. Les thinks he’s Wisconsin’s 
answer to Paul Hollywood, but the only thing the two have in 
common is their age. Teddie isn’t about to let Les distract her 
from showing off her prize cherry pie, but she loses that choice 
when Les is found dead in the competition tent with Teddie’s 

family heirloom rolling pin conveniently by his side as the likely 
murder weapon. Now Teddie has to delve into Les’ yucky life to 
find out who else won’t miss him too much and might even be 
the murderer. Ably assisted by her best buds, Char Jorgensen 
and Sharon Hansen, Teddie resolves to get to the bottom of 
things immediately. Well, right after she figures out what’s been 
going on with her mother, who seems to be having an affair with 
a married man. No! Teddie and her mom have never been close, 
so Teddie’s got to dig in secret. This may be a case where truth 
is stranger than fiction. 

Simple, with sweet treats like Wisconsin’s Cozy Kringle, 
but with a couple of neat twists.

MRS. MORRIS AND 
THE SORCERESS
Wilton, Traci
Kensington (320 pp.) 
$8.99 paper  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-4967-3303-0  

A beautiful woman who can hyp-
notize her targets with her eyes pushes 
someone to resort to murder.

When widowed Charlene Morris 
bought a large mansion in Salem, Massa-

chusetts, as a B&B, she never imagined herself as a sleuth. But 
the house came with Jack, a handsome resident ghost, whom 
she’s found a congenial partner in crime-solving. Now that it’s 
the Fourth of July, Charlene has brought her guests to see an 
outdoor performance of Salem’s Rebels, starring the stunning 
Madison Boswell, who’s shot dead before their eyes. Despite 
Jack’s jealousy, Charlene is attracted to Detective Sam Holden, 
whose mutual attraction doesn’t extend to welcoming her as a 
professional colleague. Research and chats with cast members 
reveal that Madison was hated by a large number of people, 
including the wife of the theater group’s director, who’d fallen 
for his beguiling star. Madison’s lies about her brother to her 
wealthy Boston family alienated them from their son, who’s 
doing very well on his own but has no reason to love his sister. 
She also spent time in Hollywood, where she became engaged 
to a top-notch agent whom she dumped when his connections 
proved insufficient to make the untalented Madison into a star. 
With so many suspects, Charlene faces the difficult task of iden-
tifying a killer willing to kill again.

A paranormal sleuth enhances a complex mystery filled 
with local color and romance.
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DAY ZERO 
Cargill, C. Robert
Harper Voyager (304 pp.) 
$27.99  |  May 18, 2021
978-0-06-240580-7  

A robot purchased to act as a small 
boy’s bodyguard and nanny finds himself 
torn between sides in a world war pitting 
AI against humanity.

Minutes after a terrorist attack 
destroys the world’s first city for free 

robots, the U.S. government mandates the forceful shutdown 
of all AI, and a mysterious software update disables the univer-
sal programming that prevents bots from harming humans. As 
the world burns around him, Pounce, a fluffy robot designed 
to look like a stuffed tiger, escorts his newly orphaned 8-year-
old charge, Ezra, across a grim landscape full of bots that want 
the boy dead. Through Pounce’s detailed account of the days 
that follow, which he spends protecting Ezra using a combat-
optimized “Mama Bear” mode, Cargill explores philosophies of 
duty, morality, and free will. All the while, the furry bodyguard 
remains preoccupied with one basic question: Does he truly 
love Ezra, or has he just been programmed to do so? Although 
the bot’s conversations with the boy occasionally take a reduc-
tionist approach—as in the moment when Pounce informs his 
charge that “All thinking things deserve pity and understand-
ing”—the book never grows rote or heavy-handed, and choice 
quips from Ezra such as “What good is it surviving the end of 
the world if there are still stupid rules about what grown-ups 
can do and kids can’t?” punch through frequently to lighten the 
mood. Veteran SF fans will spot shades of Isaac Asimov, whose 
Laws of Robotics appear early on, as well as the novel’s dedica-
tee, Harlan Ellison, but Cargill never lets homage stand in the 
way of good storytelling. 

Slapping a fresh coat of paint on a few age-old science-fic-
tion tropes makes for a delightful read.

TRAFIK 
Ducornet, Rikki
Coffee House (128 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-56689-606-1  

Odd-couple asteroid miners Quiver 
and Mic—a manufactured human and 
her artificial companion—explore the 
post-Earth universe in this surrealist SF 
tour de force.

Quiver is a “transitional prototype...gestated in a dynamic 
carbon envelope” back on the moon. Mostly human but for the 
small detail of her chemical incubation, she nevertheless feels 
an acute sense of alienation. Mic, her fully robot AI companion, 
has been programmed both in the science of interstellar “rare 
mineral reconnaissance” and in the art of soothing Quiver when 
she “flips her fuses.” Mic is also highly schooled in the cultural 
mores of the gone Earth, erased in “a cascade of catastrophes” 
which flung the remnants of the human race to Elsewhere, 
where they attempt to regroup. Via frequent data-dumps from 
Side Wheel, a virtual database of all things terrestrial, Mic has 
trained himself as a geisha, memorized the entire discography 
of “diva[s] from the distant past” like FKA twigs or Nicki Minaj, 
and developed a deeply erotic obsession with all things Al Pac-
ino. Meanwhile, Quiver spends her time in The Lights—their 
spaceship’s version of Star Trek’s holodeck—immersed in a Jung-
ian Eden that is co-inhabited by a mysterious redheaded woman. 
When an argument between the two miners escalates into 
name-calling (“ ‘You forking self-righteous GIZMO!’ [Quiver] 
shrieks….‘You maddening THINGAMABOB’ ”), Mic comes to 
a realization about his own selfhood. In the resulting existen-
tial backwash, the two badly bungle a rare mineral retrieval. At 
this, Mic and Quiver decide to go rogue and set a course for the 
planet Trafik, a fabled place of intergalactic free spirits where 
all their fantasies (even the Al Pacino ones) just may come true. 
What follows is a winsome space picaresque in which surreal-
ity piles upon surreality as the ill-matched soul mates navigate 
the unknown universe in their search for identity, belonging, 
and the sensual pleasures of the flesh, even if that flesh is actu-
ally machine. A longtime master of the extraordinary sentence, 
Ducornet has outdone herself here, blending SF’s penchant for 
invented jargon with her own queer linguistic egalitarianism in 
which all adjectives describe all nouns (even such unlikely cou-
plings as “profiterole lasers”) in a primordial soup of possibility. 
This slender book captivates with its ferocious curiosity, quick 
wit, and ultimately tender generosity.

Carried along by the bumptious rollick of its language, this 
tale is full of sound and fury, signifying literally everything.

THE TANGLEROOT 
PALACE 
Stories
Liu, Marjorie
Tachyon (256 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  Jun. 15, 2021
978-1-61696-352-1  

A collection of short stories explor-
ing the emotional complexity, diverse 
physicality, and layered sexuality of 
resourceful women.

In “Sympathy for the Bones,” Clora is old Ruth’s unwilling 
apprentice witch in Kentucky, forced to murder men with hoo-
doo magic or surrender her soul. Having lost her family, Clora 
longs to know what it feels like to love and be loved, even as 
she plans her escape. Another kind of escape is brewing in “The 
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“Carried along by the bumptious rollick of its language, this tale 
is full of sound and fury, signifying literally everything.”

trafik
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Briar and the Rose,” a retelling of “Sleeping Beauty,” only this 
time the charming prince is a brown warrior-woman who must 
walk the dangerous line between freeing the woman she’s come 
to love and her duty to her mistress —the sorceress who inhab-
its Rose’s body six days out of seven. In “Call Her Savage,” a 
striking magical alternate history, ex–Lady Marshall Xīng Mac-
Namara—who comes from New China, on the Pacifica coast of 
an America allied with its Native peoples—must kill her former 
lover Maude in order to stop the Redcoats from colonizing the 
world. Rounding out the collection are a story about Amish 
vampires and a secret marriage in a plague-ridden future that 
gingerly explores trauma and strength; a gay wannabe-super-
villain looking for a superhero to love him in a story that asks 
what true vulnerability can awaken; and a princess, determined 
to forge her own path through sentient trees and evil queens, 
who wrestles with how to remain true to duty, heart, and mind. 
Within each tale, author Liu gives a masterclass in the art of sto-
rytelling. She doesn’t waste a word or a comma, nor does she 
miss an opportunity to dive into what makes us human, no mat-
ter who we are or who we love. In the title novella, the protago-
nist learns that “some trees are bark and root, and some trees 
have soul and teeth.” So, too, will readers find that Liu’s writing 
is all “soul and teeth.” Neither will release them quickly.

The only drawback to these seven stories is that readers 
will want far more time in each world.

SORROWLAND
Solomon, Rivers
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux 
(368 pp.) 
$27.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-374-26677-6  

A Lambda Award–winning writer 
explores America’s dark history of bru-
talizing Black bodies in their latest work 
of speculative fiction.

Vern is a young woman raising her 
twin babies in a forest, dressing them in the hides of animals 
she’s hunted and hiding them away in makeshift shelters. Vern 
is being followed by ghosts and stalked by someone who butch-
ers animals and dresses them in infants’ clothes. Both are con-
nected to the Black separatist commune from which Vern has 
escaped. As a parasite takes over her body, Vern develops super-
human powers and begins to suspect that she is a test subject 
being used by the United States government. There’s a lot going 
on here—perhaps too much. The novel starts out strong; the 
portion of the narrative in which Vern and her children are fend-
ing for themselves in the wilderness has the feel of folklore, and 
the idea that she is haunted by the experience of her ancestors is 
evocative. As Solomon moves further into the realms of science 
fiction, though, their voice loses much of its force. This is sur-
prising given the quality of the worldbuilding in An Unkindness 
of Ghosts (2017), a dystopian tale set on a giant spaceship. The 
problem isn’t that the notion that Vern is part of a secret exper-
iment conducted on Black people is implausible—Solomon 

references both the Tuskegee Study and the work of James Mar-
ion Sims, a 19th-century gynecologist who practiced new tech-
niques on enslaved women. The problem is that the concept 
that drives the plot for half the novel is barely developed. With 
almost no evidence, Vern intuits that she is part of a shocking 
conspiracy, and, from that point, readers are supposed to take 
this as a given. Instead of building a compelling case, Solomon 
wrestles fantastic tropes into shapes that fit the frame they’ve 
created without effectively supporting it. 

The fictional universe Solomon constructs here is inad-
equate to the real-world issues they are exploring.

PROJECT HAIL MARY 
Weir, Andy
Ballantine (496 pp.) 
$28.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-593-13520-4  

Weir’s latest is a page-turning inter-
stellar thrill ride that follows a junior 
high school teacher–turned–reluctant 
astronaut at the center of a desperate 
mission to save humankind from a loom-
ing extinction event.

Ryland Grace was a once-promising molecular biologist who 
wrote a controversial academic paper contesting the assump-
tion that life requires liquid water. Now disgraced, he works 
as a junior high science teacher in San Francisco. His previous 
theories, however, make him the perfect researcher for a multi-
national task force that’s trying to understand how and why the 
sun is suddenly dimming at an alarming rate. A barely detectable 
line of light that rises from the sun’s north pole and curves toward 
Venus is inexplicably draining the star of power. According to 
scientists, an “instant ice age” is all but inevitable within a few 
decades. All the other stars in proximity to the sun seem to be 
suffering with the same affliction—except Tau Ceti. An unwill-
ing last-minute replacement as part of a three-person mission 
heading to Tau Ceti in hopes of finding an answer, Ryland finds 
himself awakening from an induced coma on the spaceship with 
two dead crewmates and a spotty memory. With time running 
out for humankind, he discovers an alien spacecraft in the vicin-
ity of his ship with a strange traveler on a similar quest. Although 
hard scientific speculation fuels the storyline, the real power lies 
in the many jaw-dropping plot twists, the relentless tension, and 
the extraordinary dynamic between Ryland and the alien (whom 
he nicknames Rocky because of its carapace of oxidized minerals 
and metallic alloy bones). Readers may find themselves consum-
ing this emotionally intense and thematically profound novel in 
one stay-up-all-night-until-your-eyes-bleed sitting.

An unforgettable story of survival and the power of friend-
ship—nothing short of a science-fiction masterwork.
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TALK BOOKISH TO ME
Bromley, Kate
Graydon House (320 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  May 25, 2021
978-1-525-80643-8  

A romance author’s personal life is 
suddenly as turbulent as those of her 
characters when her first love reappears.

Kara Sullivan is surrounded by love. 
She’s a novelist who has written five 
super successful historical romances 

(and two less-successful contemporaries). Her sister, Jen, is 
pregnant with her first child, and her best friend, Cristina, is 
days away from getting married to her fiance, Jason. Sure, Kara 
has recently broken up with her boyfriend, and she hasn’t been 
inspired to write much of the new novel that’s due to her pub-
lisher any day now, just before she leaves on a six-month trip to 
Italy. But she’s content to watch love in her peripheral vision 
for now. That is, until she’s surprised to see Ryan Thompson 
at a party Cristina throws a week before her wedding. Ryan 
was her first love, and their tumultuous relationship ended in 
heartbreak so shattering that she hasn’t seen or spoken to him 
once in the 10 years since. Now it turns out that Ryan is one 
of Jason’s groomsmen. After she lets Cristina talk her into a 
double date, Kara finds that the pattern of fighting and flirting 
she and Ryan fall into isn’t only confusing—it’s finally inspir-
ing her to write. Though it’s hard to believe Kara can’t write 
a single word without being near Ryan—especially consider-
ing that she’s published seven novels in the decade since they 
broke up—she invites him to stay with her when he and his 
dog, Duke, are kicked out of their hotel. As they spend quality 
time in close quarters, secrets past and present come to light, 
and soon their relationship is more complicated than ever. In 
her debut novel, Bromley takes time to dive deeply into the 
complexities of Kara and Ryan’s story, building a believable 
foundation for a rekindled romance.

A sweet look at what it really takes to get to happily-ever-after.

HOW TO CATCH A DUKE 
Burrowes, Grace
Forever (368 pp.) 
$6.99 paper  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5387-5383-5 

A woman inquiry agent seeks assis-
tance from a ducal heir and winds up fall-
ing in love.

Formidable and imposing Abigail 
Abbott is in danger after a marquess 
requested she hand over some letters 
and she refused. She turns to clever 

Lord Stephen Wentworth, heir to the Duke of Walden, 

requesting he help fake her death so she can escape harm’s 
way. Stephen instead proposes a courtship of convenience. 
Because of his title, she would be protected with him as an ally. 
As they spend time together to ensure her safety, they reveal 
truths about their pasts, explore their physical desires for each 
other, and uncover more mysteries regarding the letters and 
the people interested in them. This installment in the Rogues 
to Riches series features familiar faces and Burrowes’ superb 
writing. Despite Abigail’s circumstances, the story has little 
conflict until some late twists amp up the drama. The pace 
is mostly unhurried, sometimes overly so. Abigail and Ste-
phen genuinely like each other throughout the book, so the 
romance itself feels quite low stakes, even with their differ-
ences in station and morals—Abigail is an anti-violence lapsed 
Quaker while Stephen designs guns. Stephen uses canes to 
walk due to an injury in his youth, and this disability is deftly 
handled. Additionally, his candor regarding past trysts, with 
both women and men, is refreshing. Secrets and mysteries add 
some intrigue, but it’s the strength of the adept and captivat-
ing leads that carries the story. 

Slow yet satisfying.

LOVE AT FIRST
Clayborn, Kate
Kensington (320 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-4967-2519-6  

A wronged childhood, a potential 
youthful romance derailed by the actions 
of adults, and a hard-won love.

Will Sterling is an overworked doc-
tor in Chicago who has carved out a 
functional life despite his lingering grief 

over the way his late parents neglected him when he was a child. 
When he inherits an apartment from an uncle who also aban-
doned him when he was in need, he’s determined to get rid of it 
and the bad memories it carries as quickly as possible. But there 
is one good memory associated with the place: Years ago, the 
only time he ever visited his uncle, he caught a blurred and fleet-
ing glimpse of a girl around his own age on a terrace upstairs, 
and his teenage heart came alive. Now Nora DeAngelo Clarke 
has come back into his orbit, though she has no idea they’ve 
ever crossed paths before. Web designer Nora, who’s inherited 
her beloved grandmother’s apartment, is ready to battle this 
stranger who threatens to change the character of the close-
knit apartment building, her small haven, and the lives of its 
residents by renting out his new apartment on Airbnb. But 
underneath the righteousness is her own grief about adults 
who let her down and an anxiety-laced desire for the stability 
that the building and her found family there represents. Her 
initial scheme to sabotage Will’s plans gradually folds as their 
chemistry crackles and they slowly reveal their fragile selves to 
each other. Clayborn dwells on the gap between her characters’ 
bruised inner lives and their public faces, and the novel is shad-
owed by that melancholy, making for a Mary Balogh–style love 

“Slow yet satisfying.”
how to catch a duke
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story. The quirky characters who could obstruct—but eventu-
ally aid—Will and Nora’s journey to coupledom do much to 
lighten the mood.

The comforting rewrite of Romeo and Juliet you didn’t know 
you needed.

THE INTIMACY EXPERIMENT
Danan, Rosie
Berkley (336 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-10162-9  

A rabbi hoping to increase atten-
dance at his synagogue asks a former 
sex worker to host a lecture series called 

“Modern Intimacy.”
Ethan Cohen’s Los Angeles shul 

might be struggling to stay afloat, but he 
loves his work and the people in his congregation. Although the 
board hired him to make changes, they are uncomfortable with 
the nontraditional programming he uses to attract new mem-
bers. Naomi Grant is a former porn star and now co–CEO of 
Shameless, a web platform of instructional materials to help 
people have healthier sex lives. Naomi’s unorthodox back-
ground has made it difficult to find an educational institution 
willing to let her teach in-person adult sex education classes. 
When Ethan meets Naomi at a professional conference, he 
asks if she would be willing to teach an eight-week seminar at 
his synagogue. Naomi seizes the opportunity; she hasn’t been 
to synagogue since her bat mitzvah and has been longing to 
reconnect with Judaism. Ethan and Naomi’s love story explic-
itly follows the arc of the Modern Intimacy lecture series, but 
the pacing suffers as a result. Their romance is full of stops and 
starts, driven by Danan’s choice to have an external structure 
rather than organic character growth move the plot. Threads 
are introduced, dropped, and then reappear suddenly. Several 
times, Naomi and Ethan reveal their emotional states by lec-
turing to an audience, even if the other isn’t present. It’s ironic 
that characters committed to intimacy disclose their feelings in 
long speeches instead of showing them through action or direct 
communication with their partner; consequently, their relation-
ship feels flat and underdeveloped. The exploration of faith and 
identity will likely appeal to contemporary romance readers 
looking for a full-bodied, nuanced treatment of religion that is 
also nonjudgmental and sex-positive.

An interesting pairing is poorly served by uneven pacing 
and excessive monologuing.

LIFE’S TOO SHORT 
Jimenez, Abby
Forever (384 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-5387-1566-6  

When neighbors become so much 
more, it changes the trajectory of their 
lives forever.

Vanessa Price may have only a year 
left to live. She inherited a gene that 
gives her a 50% risk of contracting amy-

otrophic lateral sclerosis, the fatal disease that afflicted her 
grandmother, her mother, and her older sister, Melanie. She’s 
dedicated her adult life to enjoying each moment like it’s her 
last, traveling the world and using the funds from her popu-
lar YouTube channel to donate to ALS research. Vanessa’s not 
looking to be tied down by this disease, her dysfunctional fam-
ily—or a romantic relationship. But when her half sister, Anna-
bel, descends into drug abuse and drops her infant daughter 
on Vanessa’s doorstep, she has no choice but to stick around 
in Minnesota for the first time in years. Luckily, she’s got a hot 
next-door neighbor, and he’s knocking on her door at 4 a.m. 
When Adrian Copeland helps Vanessa with a screaming baby, 
he doesn’t expect to get wrapped up in her universe so quickly. 
But they start seeing each other every day, and he finds himself 
falling for her. The problem? She’s made it clear that she doesn’t 
date. And when Vanessa reveals that she’s been displaying symp-
toms of early-onset ALS, they both must decide what they really 
want out of life. Jimenez has become known for books such as 
The Happily-Ever After Playlist (2020) that blend tragicomedy 
with romance, and she tackles many big issues here—mortality, 
drug abuse, mental illness—with tact. But the plot gets tedious 
as the mystery of Vanessa’s prognosis drags on. Some readers 
may also balk at the instant connection between the two main 
characters, who share everything from house keys to child care 
in just days.

Jimenez’s rom-com formula feels a bit stale on the third 
go-round.

HAPPY ENDINGS
Lam, Thien-Kim
Avon/HarperCollins (320 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  May 18, 2021
978-0-06-304084-7  

A woman with entrepreneurial dreams 
reunites with the lover who broke her 
heart.

Two years ago, in her hometown 
of New Orleans, Trixie Nguyen quit 
pharmacy school, which she’d chosen 

to please her traditional Vietnamese parents. Her boyfriend, 
Andre Walker, encouraged her to come clean with her family 
and pledged to support her no matter how they responded. 
The conversation was a disaster, her parents disowned her, 
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and Andre dumped her shortly after. She’s since relocated to 
Washington, D.C., and has a tightknit group of friends; she’s 
also found a nontraditional career she loves: selling sex toys 
and helping people of all ages and genders have healthier, hap-
pier sex lives. Then she’s shocked to discover Andre is one of 
the owners of the soul food restaurant where she’s hosting a 
bachelorette party. Since his mother’s death, Andre and his 
younger sister have been trying to keep their beloved family 
restaurant afloat despite the gentrification threatening the 
neighborhood. Trixie agrees to host a regular pop-up at the 
restaurant: The extra sales will help her win a company bonus, 
and the new customers might help keep his restaurant alive. 
Working together revives their romance, and Andre pledges 
not to make the same mistakes he did last time. Trixie can’t 
resist Andre’s charm or their strong physical attraction, but 
she’s wary of trusting him again. Lam’s debut is full of heat and 
heart. All of Trixie’s sex toys are put to good use in smoking hot 
love scenes, but the novel also highlights the strong emotional 
connections Trixie and Andre have to family and community. 
Trixie and Andre are both likable, and the sometimes-wobbly 
characterization reads as a minor misstep from a debut author 
finding her footing. 

A sweet and sexy romance.

THE DUKE UNDONE
Lowell, Joanna
Berkley (384 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-19828-5  

An alleyway meet-cute leads to a bar-
gain struck between an aspiring artist 
and an infamous duke.

When Lucy Coover literally steps 
on a naked man lying unconscious in a 
Shoreditch alley, all she can do is find 

him some help before moving on—but the majestic Adonis 
refuses to leave her mind’s eye, and before she knows it she’s 
rendered his striking form on her canvas. Five months later, 
Anthony Philby, seventh Duke of Weston, is surprised by his 
own slumbering countenance looking back at him from a paint-
ing. Tracking down the mysterious L. Coover proves little dif-
ficulty, although Weston hadn’t anticipated that the person who 
created such a scandalous depiction of him is actually a woman. 
But he has more than the issue of Lucy to contend with; he’s 
counting down the minutes until his 30th birthday, when his 
inheritance will be fully awarded. Staying scandal-free long 
enough to make it to that date is at the forefront of his priori-
ties, but every second that Weston spends in Lucy’s company he 
finds himself more and more enchanted by the fiercely expres-
sive painter. When the two strike a deal—she’ll help locate his 
wayward sister, he’ll rescue her aunt’s shop from being con-
demned—their lives become inextricably entwined. Lowell’s 
prose is vivid and evocative, and issues such as class inequity, 
women’s rights, and alcohol addiction complement the intense 
on-page evolution of the love story. Some elements may be too 

neatly resolved, but those looking for a happy-ever-after for 
complex and passionate characters will be very satisfied here.

A new voice in historical romance that will keep readers 
riveted.

THE ROAD TO ROSE BEND
Simone, Naima
HQN (400 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-335-50298-8  

A pregnant woman plans to make a 
new life for herself by returning to her 
hometown in the Berkshires.

Sydney Collins has a complicated 
relationship with Rose Bend, Massachu-
setts. When she was young, her sister 

died of cancer, and her parents’ grief left Sydney feeling like 
an outcast in her own family. Her innocent teenage rebellions 
branded her the town troublemaker, and she left home at 18 
vowing never to return. Now 26, she’s newly divorced and 18 
weeks pregnant. Her ex-husband is the father and is pressing 
to reconcile, but Sydney knows she could never return to her 
suffocating marriage. She goes home, instinctively knowing it’s 
the best place to raise her child and hoping to mend fences with 
her emotionally distant parents. Cole Dennison has lived in 
Rose Bend his entire life and is the newly elected mayor. Cole’s 
younger sister and Sydney are best friends, and he’s disturbed 
by the unexpected and unwelcome attraction he feels for Syd-
ney. Two years earlier, Cole’s wife and son died during childbirth, 
and he can’t move past his overwhelming grief. His attraction to 
Sydney fills him with a complicated tangle of emotions: shame 
and guilt for desiring Sydney coupled with a powerful urge to 
protect and care for her and the unborn baby. Every time Syd-
ney gets closer to Cole, he pulls away again, unable to let go of 
the past. The characters are full of angst and longing, but pack-
ing this much emotional turmoil and agony into a romance 
requires a commensurate amount of progress and healing. The 
ratio feels out of balance here, and although Simone addresses 
the emotional needs of all her characters, it’s hard to believe 
years of disappointment and anguish are so easily resolved. 

Designed to be melodramatic and full of angst but veers 
into overwrought.

“A new voice in historical romance that will keep readers riveted.”
the duke undone
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PROFESSIONAL 
TROUBLEMAKER
The Fear-Fighter Manual
Ajayi Jones, Luvvie
Penguin Life (304 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-984881-90-8  

A personal growth manual on the 
importance of speaking up for oneself, 
particularly regarding matters of identity.

Building on the success of her Rants 
& Randomness podcast and first book, I’m Judging You: The Do-
Better Manual (2017), Ajayi Jones, “a proud Nigerian woman,” 
pulls no punches in this well-organized guidebook. She asserts 
that the core basis of considering oneself a professional trou-
blemaker involves an understanding that “chaos can come from 
being honest and authentic and going against the tide,” and her 
book demands that readers confront doubts and move toward 
fearlessness. The author’s goal is to get readers to communi-
cate the wants and needs that continually hold them back from 
achieving everything from simple wishes to lifelong dreams. 
Split into three action-item sections—Be, Say, and Do—the 
guide shows how to work on internal issues before expanding 
outward, cultivating one’s voice to speak up for the greater good, 
and progressing from mere words to tangible movements that 
make a bigger difference. Ajayi Jones personalizes the narra-
tive by incorporating anecdotes from her beloved grandmother 
(“the definition of boisterous”), whose life epitomized the 
lesson of “living beyond your fears.” The author also includes 
exercises that show how to maximize personal core values; the 
power of being an audacious dreamer (“dreaming is a gesture of 
courage in itself ”); and the importance of self-exploration, clar-
ity, and empowerment.  Throughout, Ajayi Jones uses examples 
from her own random instances of impulsiveness to vividly illus-
trate points about learning from mistakes, setting boundaries, 
owning your own behavioral fumbles, and being independently 
fierce. Displaying a unique blend of tough love and compassion-
ate advice, the author stresses that while embodying the kind 
of self-confidence she advocates may be perceived as arrogance, 
readers should live unapologetically and persistently strive for—
not fear—success.

Bold, insightful wisdom from a leading proponent of 
self-expression.
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BECAUSE HE’S 
JEFF GOLDBLUM
The Movies, Memes, and 
Meaning of Hollywood’s Most 
Enigmatic Actor
Andrews, Travis M.
Plume (320 pp.) 
$26.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-5247-4603-2  

A meandering unauthorized biogra-
phy of Jeff Goldblum emphasizing his 

adorable mystique during a fraught cultural era.
Washington Post pop-culture reporter Andrews relies on 

keen research and an energetic voice to portray Goldblum as a 
self-aware avatar of social media–nourished celebrity. The actor 
is widely considered to be a thoughtful, decent person, and his 
ubiquitous smirking visage memes and pranks elevate him above 
other gracefully aging A-listers. “Goldblum as a subject, though, 
has the inherent power to make oddities go viral,” writes the 
author. “It seems there’s just something about Jeff Goldblum.” 
Andrews emphasizes the critic’s role in such contemplations of 
celebrity, frequently invoking his personal perspective. These 
digressions include footnoted callouts to his mother, interludes 
including Goldblum-inspired haiku, made-up interviews with his 
subject, and rambling meditations on Bill Murray and Christo-
pher Walken (“A Seemingly Random Batch of Paragraphs About 
Bill Murray and Christopher Walken (and Sort of Warren Zevon 
and Randy Newman but Not Really) as a Means of Understand-
ing Jeff Goldblum Slightly Better”). Andrews relies on earlier 
Goldblum interviews, conversations with childhood friends, and 
the work of critics like Chuck Klosterman. The author covers 
Goldblum’s rise as an actor, from his debut role as a sociopath in 
Death Wish to blockbusters like The Fly and Jurassic Park, as well as 
an overview of his gradual transformation into a bohemian fash-
ionista, covering his obsession with jazz piano (which he credibly 
performs in concert) and his romantic life, including relation-
ships with Geena Davis and Laura Dern. In arguing his acting 
has seemed blander since the millennium, the author writes, “the 
theory that Goldblum only tackles projects he finds artistically 
interesting and never falls into the trap of careerism falters a bit 
when considering some of his more commercial work.” While 
Andrews establishes that Goldblum embodies a unique brand 
of self-knowing celebrity, his prominent, exaggerated writer’s 
persona becomes tedious—though the author’s core claim may 
appeal to well-informed trend-spotters: “Seriously, is anyone 
more well liked than this dude?”

Alternately entertaining and tiresome.

THE GENERALS HAVE 
NO CLOTHES
The Untold Story of Our 
Endless Wars
Arkin, William M.
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-982130-99-2  

A national security expert indicts 
the current American conduct of its 

“forever war.”
As former NBC News analyst Arkin demonstrates, Amer-

ica’s “endless” wars are perpetual by design and sustained by “a 
gigantic physical superstructure.” It’s gigantic enough, in fact, 
that the U.S. has an overbuilt military that, while capable of pro-
jecting martial power far from the nation’s shores, is not con-
structed to meet the demands of the wars that it will likely be 
fighting. “Our way of war,” writes the author, an Army veteran, 

“and our style of warfare has never been well suited for this coun-
terterrorism fight.” For that reason, he adds, much of the brunt 
of the fighting is borne by proxy armies staffed by contractors, 
and those wars often multiply. At any given time, he writes, 
American forces are engaging enemies not just in places like 
Iraq and Afghanistan, but also in numerous nations in Africa. 
The power of enemies there, as well as in North Korea, is vastly 
overestimated, by Arkin’s account. Whereas the Pentagon reck-
ons that North Korea is “the largest artillery force in the world,” 
the author estimates that its presumed “21,000 howitzers and 
artillery guns” really amount to about 600 “that both function 
and can reach Seoul in a surprise attack.” In addition to point-
ing out the problems, Arkin proposes reforms—e.g., stronger 
civilian oversight over the military in a time when the institu-
tion has become accustomed to operating without it. Oversight 
implies control, and that requires the training of arms-control 
and nuclear-weapons experts who are “knowledgeable enough 
to challenge the generals and the status quo.” Another intrigu-
ing idea is a “global security index.” In the manner of a stock 
ticker, it gives constant, publicly available updates on real 
threats to the U.S. to guide military deployment—a use of force 
made all the more problematic, notes Arkin, by the pandemic.

Skeptics and critics of military overreach will find Arkin’s 
argument invaluable.

HUDDLE
How Women Unlock Their 
Collective Power
Baldwin, Brooke
Harper Business (304 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-06-301744-3  

 How women find support by band-
ing together.

Inspired by the Women’s March of 
2017—“the largest single-day protest on 

“Skeptics and critics of military overreach will 
find Arkin’s argument invaluable.”

the generals have no clothes



Though there were far more signif-
icant losses in 2020, I lament the 
fact that college basketball’s pre-
mier showcase, March Madness, 
was cancelled due to the pandemic. 
Many of my fondest sports-viewing 
memories come directly from the 
multiweek, season-ending tourna-
ment that crowns a champion from 
68 contenders—and not just be-
cause my beloved Duke Blue Devils 

have cut down the nets five times during my lifetime. 
While it’s unlikely that another game can match the 
legendary 1992 Duke-Kentucky matchup, each March 
(and early April) brings enough joy and thrills to get me 
through the relatively slow pace of baseball season.

Here’s hoping the current schedule for March 
Madness holds and that the tournament goes on, even 
if, like the 2020 NBA playoffs, it’s hosted in a bubble. 
As I cross my fingers, I plan to consult the literature 
to prepare for the tournament, especially these two 
March books: 

Bracketology: March Madness, College Basketball, and 
the Creation of a National Obsession, by Joe Lunardi, 

with David Smale (Triumph Books, 
March 2): When it comes to prog-
nostication, ESPN analyst Lu-
nardi is King Geek of the college 
basketball landscape. For more 
than 25 years, he has displayed re-
markable accuracy in his predic-
tions of the seeding and match-
ups for each year’s tournament. 
It’s a monthslong process of data 
crunching driven by a genuine love 

for the game. “Drawing up brackets is an elusive art, 
and it takes a lot of explaining,” writes our reviewer. 

“Suffice it to say that it requires constantly refreshing 
team statistics as the season progresses in order to pre-
dict the makeup of the NCAA playoffs….Lunardi ad-
mits that he guesses wrong a couple of times per sea-
son, and he can’t always foretell the future, but there’s 
an impressive science to the enterprise that will en-
thrall fans of Moneyball and other number-oriented 
sports books.” Devoted college hoops fans will also 
appreciate the foreword by Mark Few, head coach of 

one of the original bracket busters, Gonzaga. Before 
you fill out the brackets for your office pool, it would 
be wise to consult Lunardi’s insights on ESPN.com.

Miracles on the Hardwood: The Hope-and-a-Prayer Sto-
ry of a Winning Tradition in Catholic College Basketball, 
by John Gasaway (Twelve, March 16): Gasaway, also 
an ESPN analyst, comes at the 
college game from an intrigu-
ing angle, examining the impres-
sive, sustained success of Catho-
lic schools at the highest levels of 
the sport. “It’s not so much that 
God is on their side,” writes our 
reviewer, “but that over more 
than a century, Catholic schools 
such as Gonzaga, Xavier, Seton 
Hall, Villanova, and Georgetown 
have put their sports energies 
into basketball, sometimes forgoing football in the 
process….What distinguishes many of these schools is 
consistent excellence in coaching, which, along with 
the prowess of its players, is what took schools like 
Seattle University to an unprecedented ‘four straight 
appearances at the NCAA tournament’ in the 1950s 
and lands schools like Gonzaga high in the running to-
day.” If you’re the betting type, I would consider put-
ting some money on Gonzaga to win it all this year. If 
not, simply enjoy this unique, entertaining sports story. 

“Fans of college roundball, parochial or not, will enjoy 
Gasaway’s lively history.”

For particularly ravenous college ball fans, I suggest 
finishing these two and then moving on to any of the 
following: Gene Wojciechowski’s 
The Last Great Game, John Fein-
stein’s The Back Roads to March 
and The Legends Club, Frank Fitz-
patrick’s The Perfect Game, or Jack-
ie MacMullan’s Basketball: A Love 
Story. (NBA die-hards should start 
with Bill Simmons’ overlong but 
astute and comprehensive The 
Book of Basketball.)   

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.

NONFICTION  |  Eric Liebetrau

The Return of March Madness?

Leah O
verstreet
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American soil”—CNN news anchor Baldwin traveled around the 
country interviewing women who have found “comfort, strategy, 
and stamina” from close camaraderie: what the author calls a hud-
dle. “A huddle,” she writes, “is a place where women can become 
energized by the mere fact of their coexistence.” As a journalist in 
a male-dominated industry, Baldwin reveals her personal experi-
ences in finding support from female mentors, sponsors, and her 
own huddle of friends. Women, she discovered, are each other’s 

“most valuable asset.” Conversations with women—some famous, 
such as Ava DuVernay, Stacey Abrams, and Gloria Steinem, and 
many others lesser-known—have convinced Baldwin that a “new, 
intersectional women’s movement” is thriving. In Houston, for 
example, she discovered the Black Girl Magic judge huddle, a 
group comprised of Black women supporting one another in 
their efforts to attain judgeships: In 2018, an unprecedented 19 
were elected. Some of the huddles have had national impact: 
the #MeToo movement, for one, and Time’s Up, an initiative to 
raise money and public awareness for combatting sexual assault, 
harassment, and inequality in the entertainment and other indus-
tries. Other huddles emerge from various needs: Girls on the Run, 
a female-led nonprofit to support runners; Kode with Klossy, a 
coding camp for teenage girls; Hello Sunshine Filmmaker Lab for 
Girls, Reese Witherspoon’s project for empowering young aspir-
ing filmmakers; GirlTrek, “America’s largest health movement 
for Black women”; and “the Badasses,” a text chain among newly 
elected Congresswomen. Besides huddles, Baldwin celebrates 
women who dedicate themselves to amplifying women’s stories 
and lifting up others. “When multiple women command respect,” 
Baldwin writes, “they provide a foundation for all women to 
demand respect.” Though the author uncovers little ground-
breaking news, the stories are encouraging and often inspiring.

A celebration of female empowerment and empathy.

READING OUR MINDS
The Rise of Big Data 
Psychiatry
Barron, Daniel
Columbia Global Reports (160 pp.)
$15.99 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-73442-078-4  

A psychiatrist offers a blue-sky vision 
of how smartphone and other data might 
help with treating mental health con-
cerns from depression to schizophrenia.

In Mind Fixers (2019), Anne Harrington cast the history of 
psychiatry as a series of overzealous efforts to show that if the 
profession was troubled, “the field’s best days lay just over the 
horizon,” whether in the form of 19th-century mental hospitals 
or the 20th century’s surgical treatments, Freudian psychoanaly-
sis, and “biological revolution.” Given that unpromising track 
record, readers may be skeptical of Barron’s thesis that digital 
tools might ease the profession’s current ills if only psychia-
trists had access to tech like patients’ Fitbit stats, social media 
profiles, and Google search histories (“with their permission 
of course”). The author, a Scientific American contributor, offers 

slim, if sometimes-intriguing evidence of the potential uses of 
such “digital exhaust”—e.g., “Google searches for explicitly sui-
cidal terms were better able to predict completed suicides than 
conventional self-report measures of suicide risk.” Barron also 
lays out the formidable barriers to tapping such benefits, rang-
ing from patients’ fears about how their health data might be 
exploited to the difficulty of reproducing scientific studies when 
tech companies are reluctant to share their proprietary codes. 
Because of the obstacles to much of the research he describes, 
the author lacks sufficient data to make a convincing case that 
the “Big Data revolution” in psychiatry will be more successful 
than the failed “revolutions” described in Mind Fix ers and other 
trenchant critiques. The most interesting parts of this book are 
Barron’s memorable anecdotes, some especially relevant to pub-
lic health. “During the COVID-19 Pandemic, Google searches 
for symptoms like ‘I can’t smell’ were almost perfectly correlated 
with state-level reports of the disease prevalence,” he writes. “By 
pooling one symptom with other common searches,” public 
health officials could follow the emergence of outbreaks.

An iffy prescription for how big tech might enable psy-
chiatrists to provide better patient care.
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RUNNING OUT 
In Search of Water on 
the High Plains
Bessire, Lucas
Princeton Univ.  (248 pp.) 
$27.95  |  May 18, 2021
978-0-691-21264-7  

The author returns to his ancestral 
home in western Kansas to discover that 
the Dust Bowl of the 1930s is returning.

Bessire, a professor of anthropology 
at the University of Oklahoma, reminds readers that the High 
Plains supported only marginal dry farming until after World 
War II, when the newly discovered Ogallala Aquifer, which 
extends from South Dakota to Texas, produced an irrigation 
bonanza that now supports one-sixth of the world’s grain 
production. Like fish, forests, and buffalo, it seemed inex-
haustible—until it wasn’t. Massive withdrawal is shrinking 
the Ogallala, and many wells are running dry. Because it might 

hamper economic growth, conservation is often dismissed as 
unfeasible. Farmers and ranchers receive strict water quotas, 
but the amount guarantees withdrawals vastly exceed what is 
needed to replenish. Polls show that the majority of farmers 
want to save the aquifer and hope the government will take 
necessary action. One barrier is the “midlevel bureaucracy.” 
Only landowners vote on water policy, so wealthy, anti-con-
servation “water miners” dominate local boards. As a result, 

“regional water governance is a form of pay-to-play democracy 
reserved for the already privileged.” Traveling the country 
with his father, Bessire relearned the land’s unedifying distant 
history (Native genocide) and recent history: takeover by large 
agribusinesses with towns dominated by slaughterhouses, hog 
barns, feedlots, and dairies employing low-paid migrant labor. 
The author vividly describes dry riverbeds, abandoned fields, 
and, most poignantly, working farmers and ranchers, few of 
whom are prospering. Most work under contract to indus-
trial agribusinesses. Bessire chronicles his interviews with a 
few villains and a few idealists but mostly with hardworking, 
good-humored, often cynical men (and a few women) doing 
their best in an environment often beyond their control. 
The author eschews the traditional how-to-fix-it conclusion. 
Readers may perk up when he describes impressive techni-
cal advances in saving water only to learn that they’re mostly 
devoted to extending the life of depleted wells.

Less a polemic than a moving, melancholy, environment-
focused memoir.

JOURNEY TO THE EDGE 
OF REASON 
The Life of Kurt Gödel
Budiansky, Stephen
Norton (384 pp.) 
$30.00  |  May 11, 2021
978-1-324-00544-5  

One of the great geniuses of the 20th 
century, barely known outside academia 
today, receives a much-needed expert 
biographical treatment.

Regarding his subject, Kurt Gödel (1906-1978), Budiansky 
writes, “Einstein had called him ‘the greatest logician since 
Aristotle,’ and even in Princeton, that town with more Nobel 
Prize winners than traffic lights, his otherworldly genius had 
stood out.” Born to a prosperous family in Austria-Hungary, 
Gödel was brilliant from the start. He entered the University 
of Vienna in 1924 to study physics but became attracted to 
mathematics and philosophy. During the 1920s, Vienna was 
a world center for both disciplines, and Gödel’s talents were 
quickly recognized. Many readers are unaware that nothing 
in science is proven. The law of gravity states that things fall 
down only because things always fall down. No proof exists 
that they can’t fall up. Only mathematics produces absolute 
proofs. Mathematicians find this deeply satisfying, but they 
are still recovering from the shock of Gödel’s great discovery, 
in the early 1930s, that many systems in mathematics, while 

“An outstanding biography of a man of incomprehensible brilliance.”
journey to the edge of reason



true, can’t be proven. Although a historic milestone, it’s an 
exceedingly difficult concept; readers with some background 
in college mathematics will be best-suited to comprehend-
ing the author’s explanations. Fortunately, Budiansky writes 
so well that this is no problem. Although Gödel remains the 
focus of this terrific book, the author delivers insightful por-
traits of a score of brilliant men and women, almost all Ger-
man or Austrian, descriptions of their work and academic 
struggles in early-20th-century Europe, and their lives after 
Hitler destroyed German science. Many moved to the U.S., 
where they encountered a land of Eden, especially Prince-
ton, “a picturesque pre-Revolutionary village attached to the 
university campus.” Barely escaping Vienna in 1940, Gödel 
settled at Princeton’s Institute of Advanced Study, became a 
close friend of Einstein, and continued groundbreaking work 
despite increasing periods of obsession and paranoid delusion, 
which eventually led to his death via slow starvation.

An outstanding biography of a man of incomprehensible 
brilliance.

THREE DREAMERS
A Memoir of Family
Carcaterra, Lorenzo
Ballantine (240 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-593-15671-1  

Carcaterra recounts the lives of three 
remarkable women in his life.

The child of Italian immigrants to 
New York, Carcaterra returned to his 
family seat on the island of Ischia when 

he was 14. “The sounds, smells, sights were all foreign,” he 
recalls, “but somehow I knew from those very first moments it 
was a world where I belonged.” He fell under the tutelage of a 
grandmother who could be a touch scary but who offered shelter 
from his abusive father back home and whose approach to life 
was utterly practical and consistently charming. Flowery Ischia 
beckoned each summer, and Carcaterra learned more stories—
e.g., about his grandmother’s fierce and fearless resistance in 
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the face of the island’s Nazi occupiers during World War II. The 
second strong woman in the story is the author’s mother, who 
bore the death of her first husband and a child with a grim sto-
icism and sadness that forever haunted her. “I would have loved 
to meet the happy version of my mother….That young woman 
remains a mystery to me,” Carcaterra writes affectingly. He 
received a glimpse when, working as a fledgling journalist with 
an editor with whom he would fall in love—his third subject—
he wrote a profile of his mother that required her to appear at 
a photo session. Even though she was mistrustful at first, she 
shined brightly. The most difficult reading—and likely the most 
difficult writing for the author—comes with his portrait of that 
editor, who became his wife (he courted her with a think piece 
on the Three Stooges). Sadly, she died too young, leaving him 
with children of his own to continue the legacy: “Each time I 
see them, I hear her voice and I see her smile and I feel her love 
through them.”

Elegantly and sensitively written, a book that forges 
strong connections across four generations.

THE TRUTH AT THE 
HEART OF THE LIE 
How the Catholic 
Church Lost Its Soul
Carroll, James
Random House (384 pp.) 
$28.99  |  Mar. 23, 2021
978-0-593-13470-2  

A deeply personal exploration of what 
has broken the modern Catholic Church.

Using his own vast experience, for-
mer priest and accomplished religion journalist Carroll, author 
of such landmark works as An American Requiem and Constan-
tine’s Sword, demonstrates to readers why the Roman Catho-
lic Church is in a state of international crisis. The author’s 
detailed, honest, and brutal treatment of his subject matter 
is consistently captivating. He identifies the primary issue as 

“clericalism,” a dysfunctional, exalted view of the clergy that has 
led to systemic, generational misogyny and, ultimately, to the 

An American Evangelical reexamines her 
assumptions about faith and God through 
the lens of Islam and Somali culture.

Pillars: How Muslim Friends 
Led Me Closer to Jesus 

Rachel Pieh Jones | Foreword by Abdi Nor Iftin
April 6, 2021 | 978-1-63608-006-2
Trade Paperback | $17.99 | 280 pages

“I have waited for a book like Pillars all my 
adult life, a personal book that discovers 
similarities and honors differences between 
Christianity and Islam, a book that shows 
what can happen when we connect rather 
than collide.” 
—Marilyn R. Gardner, Author of Between 
Worlds: Essays on Culture & Belonging 

“Balanced yet uncompromising, an urgent call to action
for believers and a fitting capstone to a fruitful career.”

the truth at the heart of the lie



reprehensible child molestation crisis that has become, over 
decades, horrifyingly widespread. Carroll looks back on centu-
ries of warped theology and abuses of power while also telling 
his own story of growing up in the pre–Vatican II church and 
finding disillusionment later. He describes 21st-century corrup-
tion as stemming from the work of thinkers who died centuries 
ago. Augustine of Hippo (354-430) and Anselm of Canterbury 
(circa 1033-1109), both of whom were later designated as saints, 
advanced theological beliefs about sex, the body, and women 
that celebrated the sanctity of the priesthood in damaging ways. 
Augustine, writes the author, formed an “anti-human theology,” 
and through Anselm’s influence, “death trumped life in the 
Catholic imagination.” Over time, the ossified, male priesthood 
became an exceedingly powerful force, featuring extraordinary 
abuses of power and a distorted view of Christ and his church. 
Carroll saw this firsthand in his interactions with priests and 
monks throughout his youth and early adulthood. Disen-
chanted with the church after it ignored the attempted reforms 
of the Second Vatican Council, the author left the priesthood 
and, eventually, almost left the faith. He is still a believer, how-
ever, and urges others to join him in enacting “an anti-clerical-
ism from within,” delivering a book that seamlessly combines 
moving, forthright autobiography and searing critique.

Balanced yet uncompromising, an urgent call to action 
for believers and a fitting capstone to a fruitful career.

THE WAR BEAT, 
PACIFIC 
The American Media at 
War Against Japan
Casey, Steven
Oxford Univ.  (408 pp.) 
$34.95  |  May 3, 2021
978-0-19-005363-5  

A satisfying follow-up to the author’s 
The War Beat, Europe (2017).

Drawing on a prodigious number of 
sources, including extensive media, government, and military 
archives; oral histories; newspapers and magazines; and pub-
lished histories, memoirs, and biographies, Casey, a professor 
of international history at the London School of Economics, 
offers a cleareyed look at the experiences of war correspondents 
reporting on the Pacific front. Faced with tropical weather, 
insects, and disease, the correspondents confronted conditions 
very different from those in the European theater. “The jungle 
breaks everything down,” complained one reporter after a long 
stint in New Guinea, “typewriter, camera, papers. My glasses 
gave way this morning.” Most egregiously, reporters confronted 
censorship from military authorities, who insisted on vetting 
stories. Military regulations could be “suffocating, encompass-
ing almost every aspect of the reporters’ daily lives, from what 
to wear at mealtimes to where to throw their cigarette butts.” 
Correspondents assigned to the Navy, whose oversight was 
especially strict, grew rebellious; those assigned to the Army 
soon realized that they would be rewarded by burnishing the 

reputation of the self-aggrandizing Gen. Douglas MacArthur, 
who believed that news of his challenges and triumphs would 
shift Franklin Roosevelt’s focus from Europe to the Pacific. 
Casey recounts in detail correspondents’ efforts to publish sto-
ries that the government wanted to suppress—of the Bataan 
Death March, for example, testimonies of atrocities from pris-
oners of war, and the destruction wrought by kamikaze raids. 
He creates deft portraits of a burgeoning population of corre-
spondents as well as the editors and publishers who competed 
for—and helped to shaped—the news. Besides examining mili-
tary engagements, he recounts reporters’ dangerous exploits 
as they sailed through treacherous waters, parachuted out of 
planes, and made their ways across forbidding terrain. Although 
most of these correspondents are little remembered today, 
Casey casts a well-deserved light on their commitment to truth 
and on the hardships they endured to convey the reality of war.

Meticulous, authoritative research informs a vivid narrative.
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As the star of multiple Netflix and Comedy Central 
specials, Jo Koy is a significant player in the comedy world. 
But as he makes clear in his memoir, Mixed Plate: Chron-
icles of an All-American Combo (Dey Street/HarperCollins, 
March 23), it took more than two decades of relentless 
work and sacrifice, as well as plenty of introspection, to get 
there. “Readers familiar with the author’s stand-up will still 
find the swagger, foul language, and family-inspired humor 
intact but also genuine care for his storytelling,” writes our 
critic in a starred review. “Koy relates the difficulty of navi-
gating his own identity as the son of an American mili-
tary father and Filipino band-managing mother.” While 
simultaneously celebrating and poking fun at his heri-
tage, Koy effectively “goes behind the funny, showing 

his wide-ranging comedic talent and abundant wells of 
perseverance.” I spoke with the author via Zoom from 
his home in Los Angeles; the conversation has been ed-
ited for length and clarity.

Why write a book?
I always wanted to write a book, to tell my full story. 
Today, everyone’s connected through the web. So, of 
course, I have brown friends, and mixed friends, and 
Black friends, and they’re all online. When I was grow-
ing up, there was no social media. We were dealing with 
significant racial issues every day, in real life. I do this 
joke onstage, but it’s really true: If it wasn’t for the mili-
tary, there wouldn’t be mixed babies. My dad is a White 
dude from Buffalo, and he still remembers school inte-
gration. For him to go overseas and find an Asian wife 
and come back married with kids, that was a big thing. I 
thank my dad for that.

Talk more about your ethnic heritage and how it fed 
into your work.
I always make a joke about the Jabbawockeez [an Ameri-
can hip-hop dance crew whose members often perform 
in masks]. I’m friends with them, and I love them so 
much. They were groundbreaking, winners of America’s 
Best Dance Crew in 2008. Everyone remembers them 
crushing it, but the stereotype was always Asians were 
nerds, and they couldn’t dance…blah, blah, blah. I’m not 
saying that’s why they wore the masks, but the masks 
had a lot to do with their identity. They were saying, Just 
look at us for our dancing. Don’t pay attention to who we 
are; just look at this. I commend them for that. I think it 
served as an awakening. It’s little things like that, that 
make half-White, half-Asian guys very proud. When 
they took their masks off, I was excited to tell my friend, 
He’s Filipino; he’s Vietnamese; he’s Black. Their backgrounds 
didn’t matter; their universal language was dance. But 
we’re past that now.

The stand-up comedian celebrates diversity and family in a new 
memoir, Mixed Plate
By ERIC LIEBETRAU

Austin H
argrave
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Are we past it, though?
I don’t think we’re past it, but there has been progress. 
The Jabbawockeez and others helped kick down some 
doors, and when I got my first Netflix special [in 2017], 
I kicked a door down, too. I’m not saying I’m some kind 
of hero, but it was a struggle for me. Netflix wasn’t going 
to give me a special, even after more than 20 years in the 
business. I had to pay for that first special myself.

Let’s discuss that grind, which is apparent throughout 
the book. Were there other options, or was it always 
comedy?
Comedy, 1,000,000%. Even if I never did stand-up, I 
would have been writing jokes for somebody. I knew 
it was in my blood, that I had that gift. We moved a 
lot when I was a kid, and picking up and leaving your 
friends after three years of being close to them is hard. 
But I knew if I could find some way to entertain people, 
I could make friends wherever I went. 

Speaking of friends…Rob Schneider. One of the most 
memorable parts of your book is about “raspberry 
bibingka,” a tiny detail from Deuce Bigalow. Please ex-
plain.
My buddy Rob is Filipino and White. In the movie, he 
mentions bibingka [a baked rice cake from the Philip-
pines and Indonesia], but he says “raspberry bibingka.” I 
remember being in the theater, and my mind exploded: 
I knew he was Filipino! Then I was pissed off, because 
there’s no such thing as raspberry bibingka. It haunted 
me for years. When I finally met Rob, instead of just en-
joying the moment, I’m thinking, Why did you say rasp-
berry? At the end of dinner, I finally asked him. He told 
me that he wanted to include something to honor his 
mom—who appears in his movies—and his Filipino 
heritage, but it was a struggle with the writers. They 
said he needed another word to help people understand 
that it was a dessert. So even Rob Schneider struggled 
with finding a place in his work to represent his identity.

Let’s talk about the pandemic and how it has affected 
you and your career.
My son’s mother and I are divorced, but we’re the best 
of friends. She lives just down the street, and we do the 
co-parenting thing. Going through this pandemic made 
me realize just how much I was missing [while] on the 
road. When you’re on the road for 15 years straight, you 
miss a lot. I tell my son that I’m sorry I had to sacrifice 
so much but that we live a great life now, and that’s what 
I was doing it for. I had to do the work to get where I 
am, but 2020 was the reset I needed. I realized just how 
much I need my son around me.

Other than much-needed family time, what else have 
you been doing this past year?
I’m going to host a competition show for Netflix, and 
we shot six episodes of that and then shot another hour-
long special for the network. Even more exciting, I have 
a movie deal with Amblin Partners and Rideback. I had 
a deal in place with Dan Lin [Rideback], but it wasn’t 
really moving. A few weeks after my second Netflix spe-
cial, Amblin [Steven Spielberg’s production company] 
called me in for a meeting. When I walked in, some-
one told me, Steven is a big fan. I thought, Who? Steven in 
accounting? I pitched the movie, and they bought it right 
there in that meeting and have been moving it through 
the process very fast. God bless you, Steven. I’ve been a 
fan of Steven since day one. What he’s doing is a beauti-
ful thing, to take on this story, which is a lot about Filipi-
nos but also a lot of diversity because it’s gonna look like 
my family. I got Latinos in my family; I got Black people 
in my family; I got Chinese people in my family; I got 
White people in my family. The movie is called Easter 
Sunday, and it all takes place on that day, just one day 
of complete chaos. And that’s where the comedy ensues.

Mixed Plate received a starred review in the Feb. 1, 2021, 
issue.
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BROTHERS, SISTERS, 
STRANGERS
Sibling Estrangement and 
the Road to Reconciliation
Chapman, Fern Schumer
Viking (304 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-525-56169-9  

Estrangement from a sibling can be 
psychologically fraught—and reconcilia-
tion even more so.

Journalist and writer Chapman opens with the revelation 
that for almost 40 years, she and her older brother did not 
speak. “I can’t recall a specific fight or incident that led to our 
estrangement,” she writes. “We simply didn’t have much to say 
to each other, and in time, we said nothing at all.” Decades 
later, she began to search for connection. Such estrangement, 
she observes, is something that seems nearly incomprehen-
sible. Everyone understands divorce and parent-child friction, 

but a gulf between siblings is a mark of failure: “If she can’t 
maintain a relationship with her own brother, is she capable of 
sustaining any relationship?” Finally making contact, she dis-
covered, in a revelation whose details are forthcoming in frag-
ments, that the real alienation was between her brother and 
her “tyrannical” father, with whom she got along better than 
her brother did. Her brother self-medicated and hid himself 
away. The fact of a breach is not unusual, writes the author; 
sibling relationships are fluid, “dynamic and sometimes vola-
tile, with peaks and valleys.” An argument over some simple 
thing—who will host a holiday dinner, say—can lead to years 
of silence. According to one survey of adults ages 18 to 65, “only 
26 percent enjoyed a healthy sibling relationship character-
ized by frequent contact and low competitiveness.” Maintain-
ing the separation, Chapman writes, can be as psychologically 
difficult as the initial breach, and mending it even harder. 
She suggests being very careful of monitoring each other on 
social media, a source of division among the healthiest of us, 
and stresses the importance of overcoming self-imposed exile. 
After finally rebuilding some of the lost relationship with her 
brother, Chapman offers a few pointers: Maintain boundaries, 
avoid hot-button topics, and know when to switch to another 
subject or walk away from a squabble.

A primer in mending familial fences blended with an 
affecting memoir.

WE WERE ALWAYS HERE
Chavira, Ricardo
Arte Público (336 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  Apr. 30, 2021
978-1-55885-913-5  

Debut memoir from a longtime 
Mexican American journalist.

In a narrative that blends memoir 
and sociological and cultural issues, Cha-
vira explores how embracing his identity 
became his greatest strength as a story-

teller. His book is ambitious, spanning generations and tracing 
the history of his family, who experienced frequent racism and 
struggled to call America home. The author had a tumultuous 
childhood with an alcoholic father, teachers who cast doubt 
on his intellectual abilities, and publications that did not see 
his value as a writer, making his ascent into the pages of major 
outlets such as Time magazine all the more impressive. As an 
adolescent, he writes, “I had concluded that Mexicans must 
be incapable of performing jobs that required skills or intelli-
gence,” a belief that would haunt him for years. Eventually, how-
ever, he realized that his status as an underdog—“as someone 
who encountered systematic racism and marginalization in the 
United States, with ancestors who had suffered even more”—
allowed him to see and understand the stories of others who 
were overlooked or marginalized. Over the course of the book, 
Chavira transports readers through significant elements in the 
recent history of Latin America, including the long civil war in 
Nicaragua, the Castro family’s vicelike grip on Cuban society, 

“A primer in mending familial fences 
blended with an affecting memoir.”

brothers, sisters, strangers



and the downfall of the PRI government in Mexico after the 
1985 earthquake. This is a work that eludes neat categorization. 
Chavira’s personal story feels like a reported endeavor, and 
there are times when he shies away from divulging intimate 
details, which makes it feel fragmented and detached. Though 
the prose is straightforward and journalistic, sometimes pedes-
trian, this easily digestible book will appeal to those interested 
in the geopolitical conflicts of Latin America as told from the 
knowledgeable perspective of someone who was there.

An informative portrayal of a life spent telling the stories 
of others.

PLASTIC
An Autobiography
Cobb, Allison
Nightboat Books (340 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-64362-038-1  

A personal and historical exploration 
of how plastic blighted the planet.

Walking her dog one day, poet and 
essayist Cobb found a piece of black 
plastic—the inside of a car’s fender—

outside her yard, a jarring discovery that inspired this wide-
ranging meditation on war, waste, consumerism, racism, love, 
and grief. Weaving memoir, history, and anecdote, the author 
considers the political, cultural, and especially ecological impli-
cations of plastic, which, since it was patented in 1907, now fills 
nearly every corner of the planet. “Featureless, flawless, eter-
nal,” and made into everything from buttons to atomic bombs, 
plastic has become Cobb’s obsession. “I wanted it to speak to 
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me. I wanted it to tell me something about how to live. How 
to live now, on this planet, in this real life, as a member of the 
human species.” Working at the Environmental Defense Fund, 
Cobb spends her days conveying information about “planetary 
trauma and emergency,” a job that she does “to make others feel 
sorrow and concern, but not despair.” She must feed their hope 

“that money can heal the world. That by giving some of their 
money away, the privileged can help to stem the tide of dam-
age, waste, and plunder embedded in our global economy.” But 
Cobb is acutely aware that systemic change is the planet’s only 
hope. Tracking her carbon footprint when she flies or drives, 
the author bears striking witness to destruction: Birds and 
fish die from plastic detritus; decades after World War II, the 
stomach of an albatross was perforated by a plastic shard from 
a bombing raid. Cobb also shows how Black communities are 
especially vulnerable. In Freeport, Texas, home of Dow Chemi-
cal, cancers are on the rise; in Mossville, Louisiana, refineries 
poison land and water. “Most of the plastic ever made remains 
with us,” writes the author, “circulating through water, living 
bodies, and the atmosphere—and the waste keeps coming.”

An ardent message about environmental peril.

THE GUN, THE SHIP, 
AND THE PEN
Warfare, Constitutions, 
and the Making of the 
Modern World
Colley, Linda
Liveright/Norton (512 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-87140-316-2  

 A sprawling global history, beginning 
in the 1750s, showing the incalculable 

impact of the drafting of written constitutions.
In this wildly ambitious, prodigiously researched work, 

Princeton history professor Colley, a winner of the Wolfson 
History Prize, traces how the proliferation of written consti-
tutions coalesced with the rise of hybrid warfare—land and 
sea—thus protecting the rights of those who were soldiering 
as well as those affected by violent invasions. Aside from the 
Magna Carta, signed in 1215, written documents delineating the 
rights and duties of “citizens” were rare until the Enlighten-
ment, when literacy increased across Europe and philosophers 
such as Montesquieu popularized ideas of political liberty and 
separation of powers. Even among monarchs like Russia’s Cath-
erine the Great—who wrote and published the extensive Nakaz, 
or Grand Instruction, in 1767, modernizing the codes and laws 
of Russia—the era spawned countless paper documents that 
addressed complex matters of law, politics, and even literature 
and philosophy. Though occasionally unfocused, the narrative 
ranges widely and fascinatingly across continents and promi-
nent historical figures, from Pasquale Paoli in Corsica to Simón 
Bolívar in South America to George Washington in the nascent 
U.S. In Europe, the constitution-writing frenzy hit its apex dur-
ing the Napoleonic era. Especially groundbreaking is Colley’s 

study of the written documents of non-European nations—e.g., 
Haiti—and in far-flung locales like the South Pacific island of 
Pitcairn (thanks to a Scottish captain, the islanders adopted a 
true democracy in 1838, enfranchising both men and women). 
The author’s subchapter entitled “Why Were Women Left 
Out?” proves immensely elucidating. As Colley shows, many 
constitutions, such as the state of New Jersey’s, originally rec-
ognized the participation of women before excluding them. 
Because many of these documents were “deployed to offer rec-
ompense for adequate supplies of manpower, they tended to lay 
stress on what was viewed as a uniquely masculine contribution 
to the state, namely, armed service.” 

A sweeping, unique, truly world-spanning political and 
military history.

THE APACHE DIASPORA
Four Centuries of 
Displacement and Survival
Conrad, Paul
Univ. of Pennsylvania (400 pp.) 
$34.95  |  Apr. 16, 2021
978-0-8122-5301-6  

An examination of the history of the 
Apache people through enslavement, 
war, forced migration, and survival.

In a moving contribution to Native 
American studies, Conrad, a professor of history and litera-
ture at the University of Texas Arlington, tracks the historical 
records and oral histories of the Apache peoples of the Ameri-
can Southwest through engagement with Spanish, Comanche, 
French, and, later, American colonizing forces. The author, a 
non-Native, proceeds from an overarching question: “What 
might I say that would make you understand better than you 
already do the history of Native people confronting colonial-
ism?” To cover such a significant amount of time, Conrad 
divides the book into eight sections, chronicling an expansive 
history that encompasses war and conquest; hundreds of years 
of forced enslavement and relocation as far away as Cuba and 
Montreal; the creation of the United States; the American Civil 
War; and the lives of legendary Apache leaders Cochise and 
Geronimo. In each section, Conrad focuses on “key locations 
to which Apaches were displaced over time,” ranging from the 
Palace of the Governors in New Mexico, where “hundreds of 
Native men, women, and children spent their lives…in the years 
after Don Juan de Oñate established the enduring Spanish pres-
ence…in 1598”; through the Indian boarding schools of the 19th 
and 20th centuries. Conrad begins by respectfully acknowledg-
ing his outsider status and then weaves stories of the Apache 
across history by using extensive archival resources in multiple 
states as well as Mexico and Spain to put names (and, when he 
can, faces) to many figures who have been lost within White-
dominated textbooks. By focusing on the personal sides of these 
stories, the author connects readers directly to a history that 
should be better known, a history that “reveals the efforts of 
outsiders to exploit, subjugate, or eliminate Indigenous people 

“An important contribution to both Native and diaspora studies.”
the apache diaspora
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across more than four centuries, and Natives’ own determina-
tion to resist and survive wherever they have found themselves.”

An important contribution to both Native and diaspora 
studies.

NO COMMON GROUND
Confederate Monuments and 
the Ongoing Fight for Racial 
Justice
Cox,  Karen L.
Univ. of North Carolina (224 pp.) 
$24.00  |  Apr. 12, 2021
978-1-4696-6267-1  

A chronicle of the effort to erect and 
protect or remove Confederate statues 
or other monuments.

Cox, a historian of the American South, estimates that sev-
eral hundred monuments to the Confederacy exist in cemeter-
ies, town squares, and other public spaces, and many have faced 
political and legal challenges in recent years. In this engross-
ing social history, the author writes that while these memori-
als began with an impulse to remember the dead, the United 
Daughters of the Confederacy soon began using them to pro-
mote the so-called “Lost Cause” view that in the Civil War, the 
South fought not for slavery but for states’ rights. Cox follows 
changes that have occurred since Reconstruction in the stances 
of friends and foes of the monuments, including Black activists 
whose opposition grew during the civil rights era and gained 
further momentum during recent protests centered on Con-
federate battle flags or statues of Robert E. Lee in cities such 
as Charleston, New Orleans, Charlottesville, and Richmond. 
The author argues that such monuments and symbols, like flags, 
are not harmless throwbacks: “They are weapons in the larger 
arsenal of white supremacy, artifacts of Jim Crow not unlike the 
‘whites only’ signs that declared black southerners to be second-
class citizens.” For such reasons, Cox makes an implicit case 
for removing monuments from publicly funded spaces without 
reconciling that position with her view that monuments are 

“essentially, a local problem” and decisions about them should 
be made by “a cross-section of community stakeholders.” She 
suggests no compromises that might work if residents of a 
community disagree on removal—there may be “no common 
ground” among people for whom monuments represent “com-
peting visions of history.” Nonetheless, this clear and thorough 
account, essential for Southern libraries, is likely to become a 
standard reference work on its subject.

A well-documented history of Confederate monuments 
and the conflicting views they inspire.

BILLIONAIRES
Cunningham, Darryl
Illus. by the author
Drawn & Quarterly (272 pp.) 
$24.95 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-77046-448-3  

British cartoonist Cunningham serves 
up the tales of four moguls with outsize 
influence on the lives of the rest of us.

The new gilded age is America-cen-
tric, though far from confined to the U.S., 

since “there are few geographic barriers to enormous wealth.” 
Around the world, the ultrawealthy have asserted policies to 
undo governmental controls on the economy and dismantle the 
welfare state, however benign, whether breaking the backs of 
unions or obliterating pension funds. Cunningham focuses on 
Rupert Murdoch, David and Charles Koch, and Jeff Bezos. Mur-
doch began by assuming control of a lucrative media network in 
his native Australia, then worked his way into mostly crafty acqui-
sitions of other networks in the U.K. and U.S. by recruiting lead-
ing politicians to evade monopoly statutes. Of course, he made 
his share of errors, including his purchase of MySpace, which he 
bought for $580 million in 2005 but dumped six years later for 
$35 million. The Koch brothers, by Cunningham’s account, were 
even more politically aggressive, and their meddling has “only 
helped weaken democratic safeguards that had previously kept at 
bay would-be demagogues like Donald Trump.” They inherited 
a fortune, too. Only Bezos came from a comparatively modest 
background, though, to judge by this narrative, he has been no 
less politically ruthless. Cunningham’s drawing style is faux naif, 
representational in the manner of Derf Backderf, if a little less 
controlled, but his writing style is terse and declarative: “Mur-
doch’s drift to the political right began in 1975. That year, Austra-
lia suffered a constitutional crisis.” His own tendency is clearly to 
the left, but regardless of stance, it seems inarguable that we are 
all at least complicit in the power of the mega-rich. “None of us 
have to buy from Amazon,” he writes. “It isn’t against the law not 
to contribute to Jeff Bezos’s fortune.”

The rich really are different, as this lightly presented but 
utterly serious presentation proves beyond argument.

WHY DIDN’T YOU JUST 
DO WHAT YOU 
WERE TOLD? 
Essays
Diski, Jenny
Ed. by Wilmers, Mary-Kay
Bloomsbury (448 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-5266-2190-0  

A collection of essays by a master of 
the form.

Between 1993 and her death in 2016, 
Diski wrote several hundred essays for the London Review of 

“The crystalline quality to these extraordinary essays confirms 
Diski as one of the most talented writers of her generation.”

why didn’t you just do what you were told?
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Books—some book reviews, some personal pieces, “reflections on 
the world and its stories for the most part,” according to Wilm-
ers, longtime editor of the LRB, who selected the essays for this 
masterful new collection of her work. In nearly all of the pieces, 
Diski’s voice is sharp, wry, and entirely her own. Writing about 
Sonia Orwell, she notes, “there must be people who, during their 
lifetime, get their minds right enough not to feel bitterness as the 
end looms and they realise that nothing much else is going to hap-
pen to them apart from death.” She goes on: “But not many, surely?” 
Diski’s interests ranged from Jeffrey Dahmer to Princess Diana 
to her own arachnophobia. Whatever the topic, her fierce intelli-
gence and formidable wit are always on display. Particularly moving 
is “A Feeling for Ice,” which Diski later expanded into a book, Skat-
ing to Antarctica (1999). She describes both a trip to Antarctica and 
her difficult childhood, and the connections she draws are surpris-
ing and profound. As Wilmer observes in the introduction, Diski 

“liked blankness of all kinds: white surfaces, uneventful days….A 
place that had never been looked at and never would be was best of 
all.” However, in essays on celebrity worship, tabloids, and pop cul-
ture, Diski also wrote about the kind of bustling chaos that seemed 

to have become emblematic of contemporary life. Here, too, the 
author’s prose has a crispness and clarity of expression that have 
been rarely matched. Within a single sentence she can exude both 
a seemingly effortless elegance and a fearless iconoclasm. For writ-
ers and readers alike, this new volume is a tremendous gift.

The crystalline quality to these extraordinary essays 
confirms Diski as one of the most talented writers of her 
generation.

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Or, Everything I Know 
About Love I Learned on the 
Wedding Pages
Doty, Cate
Putnam (368 pp.) 
$27.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-593-19044-9  

A former weddings announcement 
writer for the paper of record tells all.

Former New York Times reporter and 
editor Doty, who now teaches journalism at the University of 
North Carolina, knows that readers are interested in one topic 
in particular, “the question that I know you bought this book 
to answer: how does someone get their announcement in” the 
Times? She addresses that question with entertaining, lightly 
snarky anecdotes showing how various people made the cut: 
Their monikers include “The Pretty Well-Known Asshole,” “The 
Woman Who Wanted To Save the World,” “The Junior Heiress,” 
and “The Feminist and the Professor.” Doty also chronicles her 
family’s history, her lifelong fascination with weddings, and her 
own love affairs and path to the altar. She examines the history 
of wedding culture and coverage and duly addresses the neces-
sary points about the operation of racism and classism. While her 
discussion of wedding movies includes a rousing tribute to Four 
Weddings and a Funeral and a connoisseur’s guide to Hugh Grant, 
other digressions are less charming. A detailed report of the 
author’s brief assignment in New Orleans after Hurricane 
Katrina adds little to the primary narrative; ditto a long para-
graph transcribing the names and details of couples married at 
the same church as her grandmother in the 1940s. The blow-by-
blow account of a taxi ride from the airport to Doty’s boyfriend’s 
house includes a flashback to an earlier visit to a cemetery they 
happen to pass along the way. “I was fascinated how cemeteries 
seemed to thrive in a city that probably had to dispose of dozens 
of bodies a day, but where we were all crammed in, each longing 
for our own bit of green and sky. Why were New Yorkers just 
not all cremated?” The answer is unclear, but for a newspaper 
reporter, the author does like to wax on.

Amusing and well-written, but half as long would have 
been twice as effective.
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THE SECRET HISTORY OF 
HOME ECONOMICS
How Trailblazing Women 
Harnessed the Power of 
Home and Changed the Way 
We Live
Dreilinger, Danielle
Norton (336 pp.) 
$27.95  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-324-00449-3  

A study about how home economics 
has reflected changing attitudes about women’s lives in the past 
150 years.

Education journalist Dreilinger makes a spirited book debut 
with a well-researched history of home economics, founded in 
the late 19th century by women who believed that improving 
the home through science would improve society. Through the 
years, the field, branding itself as domestic science, enlarged 
its scope. Home economists, writes the author, “originated the 

food groups, the federal poverty level, the consumer protection 
movement, clothing care labels, school lunch, the discipline of 
women’s studies, and the Rice Krispies Treat.” The author offers 
adroit portraits of women who shaped the field. These include 
Ellen Swallow Richards, for example, a chemist who became 
MIT’s first female instructor and wrote books about adulterated 
food and the chemistry involved in housework; and her contem-
porary Margaret Murray Washington (wife of Booker T.), who 
wrote Work for the Colored Women of the South, a household manual 
for impoverished Black rural women, hoping that improving the 
home would hasten racial equality. For much of its history, the 
field was blighted by racism and xenophobia. Still, home econo-
mists found opportunities in business, laboratories, and aca-
demia that might otherwise have been closed to them. In 1923, 
the field gained status when President Warren Harding created 
the Bureau of Home Economics, whose purpose was to research 

“the scientific basis for the mechanics of living.” World War II 
saw a surge of respect for Bureau scientists, who “figured out how 
to sterilize wool, treat cotton against mildew, and improve the 
flavor and nutrient retention of dehydrated food.” After the war, 
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though, when women were enjoined to leave jobs and stay home, 
the field, Dreilinger writes ruefully, became “repressive, boring,” 
and trivialized. The Bureau ended in the early 1960s, and home 
economics turned from its scientific roots to emphasize the 
delights of homemaking and women’s responsibilities to nurture 
strong, happy families.

A fresh contribution to women’s history and a resurrec-
tion of contributions too often overlooked.

IN THIS PLACE 
TOGETHER 
A Palestinian’s Journey 
to Collective Liberation
Eilberg-Schwartz, Penina with 
Khatib, Sulaiman
Beacon (280 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-0-8070-4682-1  

The moving story of a Palestinian ex-
prisoner who started a joint peace initia-

tive with Israelis.
Written by Eilberg-Schwartz, an American Jew, at Khat-

ib’s request, the story is a truly revolutionary attempt to set a 
path toward some kind of peace in the region. Growing up in 
Hizma, just northeast of Jerusalem’s old city, Khatib spent his 
childhood mired in the violence and hatred between the two 
groups cohabiting the same land. When he was 14, he and a 
friend attacked two Israeli soldiers with knives. He was arrested 
and imprisoned for more than a decade. He used the time to 
learn Hebrew and read, and as a more mature man, he recog-
nized that there was no future for either side if they continued 
to fight each other. When he emerged from jail, the second 
intifada was gaining momentum as the Oslo Accords deterio-
rated. Consequently, violence erupted again, absorbing much of 
Khatib’s family and friends. Khatib refused to involve himself, 
however, instead learning about and speaking to Israelis, much 
to the shame of his family. In 2006, he co-founded Combatants 
for Peace with a group of Palestinian ex-prisoners and Israeli 
army members who refused to serve in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip. The purpose of the organization was to encourage mean-
ingful dialogue among people who rarely interacted—and often 
acted poorly based on a lack of factual information about their 
supposed enemies. Everyone involved had been deeply affected 
by occupation and violence, and all were transformed by the 
experience of “a shared feeling, an enormous hope.” Khatib 
continues to travel widely and spread his message of peace, 
forgiveness, and reconciliation. Immersing herself for years in 
Khatib’s life, Eilberg-Schwartz constructs a lyrical, beautifully 
written account of his remarkable journey, which should serve 
as a beacon of inspiration amid the continued violence.

An engaging, hopeful lesson in how changing the conver-
sation can actually change history.

SOUTHBOUND 
Essays on Identity, 
Inheritance, and Social 
Change
Enjeti, Anjali
Univ. of Georgia (232 pp.) 
$24.95 paper  |  Apr. 15, 2021
978-0-8203-6006-5  

 Personal essays and reportage on a 
mixed-race feminist’s social justice awak-
ening—and the activist practice she built 

around it.
Enjeti, a journalist, critic, and novelist, loosely arranges 

this collection chronologically, beginning with her childhood 
in the South, where she was made to feel “abnormal and abhor-
rent” as one of the few non-White students in her school. “I 
am half Indian, a quarter Puerto Rican, and a quarter Austrian,” 
she writes. “I am an immigrant’s daughter and also a daughter 
of the Deep South. Despite an ever increasingly diverse United 
States, I remain a perpetual foreigner.” She closes the book 
discussing her recent (and fruitful) work in her home state of 
Georgia to get non-White voters, especially Asian Americans, 
to the polls. In between, her essays discuss her growing aware-
ness of racism, sexism, and institutional injustice. The prevail-
ing mood isn’t pride from having acquired a greater awareness 
of those tensions, but regret over her complicity in them. She 
laments failing to defend a fellow National Organization for 
Women intern who was fired for voicing her convictions to a 
lawmaker; a miscarriage prompted her to question the easy slo-
ganeering she once shouted at anti-abortion protesters. Enjeti 
comfortably shifts from first-person essays to reporting (on 
activists supporting Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
detainees) to literary criticism (a fine piece on how minor-
ity characters in fiction are often designed to assuage White 
fragility). Not every piece lands firmly—there are scraps of 
poems and an earnest time-jumbling reckoning with a notori-
ous hate crime—but the book has overall cohesiveness thanks 
to the author’s tone: plainspoken, persistently self-question-
ing, and justifiably infuriated. Many readers will agree with her 
insights on voter suppression and racism, but agreement, she 
insists throughout, means little unless it translates into action. 
Writing on the AIDS crisis, Enjeti argues that too often con-
demnations of homophobia “did not involve discomfort, risk, 
or confrontation.” Her book is a prod to readers to shake off 
their passivity.

A spirited, well-turned collection suffused with cleansing 
anger and hunger for change.

“A spirited, well-turned collection suffused with 
cleansing anger and hunger for change.”

southbound
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DOOM
The Politics of Catastrophe
Ferguson, Niall
Penguin Press (496 pp.) 
$30.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-593-29737-7  

 The bestselling British historian 
offers his thoughts on major disasters, 
including the current pandemic, with an 
emphasis on why humans handle them 
so badly.

After seeing his warnings about the severity of Covid-19 
ignored in early 2020, Ferguson revived his interest in the role 
of disasters in world history. The result is this assertive, intensely 
researched, sometimes unconvincing, but always entertain-
ing account. “Historians tend to gravitate toward the study of…
extreme disasters, with a preference for the man-made variet-
ies,” writes the author. “Yet they seldom reflect very deeply on 
their common properties.” With all disasters, the social context 

is crucial: A hurricane or earthquake is of no consequence unless 
there are people around. Perhaps most important of all, Ferguson 
emphasizes, these phenomena tend to follow “power laws” rather 
than the familiar normal distribution such as human heights. 
There is no average forest fire, stock market drop, or measles 
outbreak. Major catastrophes occur so rarely that few of us take 
the risk personally and continue to invest in risky stocks, settle in 
flood plains, and thrill at the beginning of the latest war. Histori-
ans follow every disaster with an explanation. Thus, they explain 
that the shocking 1914 outbreak of World War I was caused by 
decades of competition between Europe’s great powers. Fergu-
son disagrees, preferring Tolstoy’s view that human calamities are 
natural phenomena comparable to a hurricane. “Most disasters 
occur when a complex system goes critical,” writes the author, 

“usually as a result of some small perturbation.” After a handful 
of familiar examples (the Titanic, Chernobyl, Three Mile Island, 
etc.), Ferguson returns to Covid, an ongoing preoccupation that 
he describes in superb detail. Unquestionably an economic disas-
ter, in terms of lives lost, the author labels it a “medium-size disas-
ter”—comparable to the 1957-1958 influenza pandemic rather 
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than the epic 1918-1919 Spanish flu. Ferguson ends in September 
2020, before the pandemic’s massive upswing, so future editions 
will require an addendum.

Captivating, opinionated history from a knowledgeable 
source.

WINNING 
INDEPENDENCE 
The Decisive Years of 
the Revolutionary War, 
1778-1781
Ferling, John
Bloomsbury (736 pp.) 
$35.00  |  May 11, 2021
978-1-63557-276-6  

 A masterly history of the lesser-known 
second half of the Revolutionary War.

Ferling reminds readers that American patriots, ecstatic 
after the 1777 victory at Saratoga, were not expecting the fight-
ing to continue for nearly twice as long as before. In the scene-
setting preface, the author gives low marks to both commanders, 
dubbing Washington a figure of great political acumen but risk-
averse. Though Gen. William Howe mostly got the better of 
Washington, he was often lethargic and wrong-headed. More 
than most historians, Ferling gives credit to Howe’s second-
in-command, Henry Clinton, who took over in 1778. With the 
declaration of war by France, Clinton sent nearly half his troops 
to the West Indies and several thousand more to Canada and 
Florida. Historians—if not most Americans—understand that 
Britain’s priority after that declaration was defeating its major 
rival, leaving Clinton shorthanded. By year’s end, Saratoga was 
old news, and massive aid from France was nowhere in sight. 
Ferling paints a vivid yet bleak picture: War weariness was 
widespread, Colonial currency nearly worthless, enlistments 
falling, and Washington increasingly desperate for men and sup-
plies. Eventually, French loans helped to sustain the “enfeebled 
United States,” and Washington fought no major battles for the 
three years before Yorktown, a fact that disturbed his French 
allies no less than American critics. Frustrated by Washington, 
Clinton turned his attention to the south, capturing Charles-
ton in May 1780. “Some believed that Clinton’s victory had 
saved Lord North’s ministry, enabling Britain to remain at war,” 
writes Ferling. Readers may recall that Gen. Charles Cornwallis 
continued north through Virginia to disaster at Yorktown. The 
author astutely points out that Clinton disapproved of Corn-
wallis’ actions, and Washington opposed French commander 
Rochambeau’s plan to march their armies down to Virginia but 
gave in. A traditionalist, Ferling concludes that, but for its blun-
ders, Britain would have defeated the rebels, who made their 
own blunders—but not enough to lose. Impeccably researched, 
as usual, the book is a must-read for any student of Revolution-
ary history.

Yet another excellent work of early American history 
from one of its best practitioners.

THE FIRST TEN YEARS
Two Sides of the Same Love 
Story
Fink, Joseph & Bashwiner, Meg
Perennial/HarperCollins (224 pp.) 
$17.00 paper  |  May 11, 2021
978-0-06-302725-1  

In this joint memoir, Fink and Bash-
winer recount the first decade of their 
relationship.

In a chronological narrative, the 
authors take turns sharing their perspective of significant 
events in their lives, beginning with their first meeting in 2009 
while selling tickets to an art collective in the East Village. He 
was from Southern California and hoped to become a writer. 
She was from New Jersey and dreamed of being in the theater. 
As their story begins, readers will discover familiar feelings of 
joy and uncertainty as the authors explore the details of their 
new relationship, including their first date, first kiss, and, later, 
the decisions to move in together and to get married. The 
authors also share accessible moments of doubt, fear, stress, and 
heartbreak, including fights and disagreements, loss of self-con-
fidence, and feelings of mental and emotional turmoil. However, 
at the point in the text when their careers begin to take off, the 
tone and accessibility shift. The details of their careers become 
the primary focus, especially repetitive discussions from both 
authors about the creation and ongoing success of Welcome to 
Night Vale, a podcast based on the concept that the listener has 
tuned in to a rural radio station in the fictitious Southwest des-
ert town of Night Vale. “It was something we had no control 
over. We had no choice but to keep saying yes to all the new 
opportunities it offered us,” writes Bashwiner, whose increased 
use of profanity begins to lose its emphatic effect as the book 
progresses. Toward the end of the text, both sides of the nar-
rative begin to turn around, as the authors discuss universally 
relatable feelings about having children. However, the story 
never fully recovers.

A fresh take on memoir writing that offers moments of 
humor and insight but fails to live up to its potential.

BLOW YOUR HOUSE DOWN
A Story of Family, Feminism, 
and Treason
Frangello, Gina
Counterpoint (336 pp.) 
$26.00  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-64009-316-4  

In a debut memoir, a novelist pres-
ents her life-altering affair in unsparing 
detail.

Addressing her readers as “Ladies 
and Gentlemen of the Jury,” Frangello invites us to join her in 
a meticulous examination of the background of—and possible 
justifications for—a midlife infidelity. Her best friend’s death 

“Yet another excellent work of early American 
history from one of its best practitioners.”

winning independence
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was the immediate cause of her emotional disorientation, but 
there were also the issues of her husband’s temper, her coming-
of-age in a neighborhood where girls and women were routinely 
mistreated, her absorption of more secondhand trauma in her 
job as a counselor, and her anxiety about reliving her mother’s 
sexless marriage. Frangello pulls apart these and other rational-
izations even as she presents them, including the suggestion 

“that my internalized fear of men was extreme enough to make 
me…confuse a man whose heart I shattered…with O.J. Simp-
son, with the weekly predators on Law and Order and Criminal 
Minds, with the men of my old neighborhood.” Before her first 
weekend with her lover, the author “had never burned a man 
before…never clipped a wrist cuff to a thigh cuff…never known 
intimacy so beyond the domain of ego or language.” As she 
explains, it was precisely this intimacy that caused her to “ques-
tion everything I ever understood regarding how to be Normal, 
how to be Good.” When her twin 12-year-old daughters learned 
about her affair from reading texts on her phone, she had them 
keep it from their father for three years. Her husband’s life, she 
writes, “forged on, now with three members of his family hold-
ing knowledge to which he had no access.” Later in the narra-
tive, referring to a gag order she refused to sign at the time of 
her divorce, Frangello writes, “perhaps you empathize with my 
husband’s desire that I should be silenced.” Though the author 
hopes her candor will be helpful to other women—and it may 
be—reader sympathy may be hard to come by.

A furious expiation that takes every risk it can find.

I HAVE BEEN BURIED UNDER 
YEARS OF DUST
Gilpeer, Valerie & Grodin, Emily
Morrow/HarperCollins (240 pp.) 
$25.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-06-298434-0  

A memoir of autism in which a young 
woman finds her voice after being unable 
to effectively communicate until her 
mid-20s.

“For the past 25 years I have been 
trapped inside a body without a voice.” 

So writes Grodin, who is able to do so after learning to type 
with a communication device. Gilpeer, her mother and co-
narrator, opens with a fraught incident in which Grodin had 
been enrolled in special courses at UCLA but had an alterca-
tion with a caregiver that required police intervention. “We 
made it through this incident, but what about tomorrow?” she 
writes. “We needed to plot a course forward for her, establish 
how she’d make her way in this world when [her father] and I 
would not be present as her mediators.” Moving back and forth 
across time, Gilpeer recounts how she and her husband became 
aware of Grodin’s emerging condition, which involves a series 
of “issues with the central nervous system, and the best way to 
diagnose and characterize the condition was through noting 
disturbances with motor functioning—impairment to speech, 
social interaction, and eye contact.” A dominant emotion in the 

autistic person is fear born of frustration; for parents, chronic 
anxiety reigns. Both authors write in detail of the “stims,” or 

“self-stimulatory behaviors,” that autistic people exhibit, includ-
ing rocking, spinning, or making unusual noises. Sometimes, 
this behavior frightens those who do not understand that, as 
Grodin relates, these are the only avenues of communication 
available to the autistic person. “Rocking is like my security 
blanket,” she writes, whereas hitting herself in the head is “me 
wanting to hurt myself for not being normal.” Now that another 
path of communication has opened, Grodin expresses her dedi-
cation to achieving certain goals: among them, starting an exer-
cise routine, learning about her Jewish heritage, and going on 
a date.

Parents of children with autism will find gentle, helpful 
guidance in these pages.

THERE PLANT EYES
A Personal and Cultural 
History of Blindness
Godin, M. Leona
Pantheon (352 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jun. 1, 2021
978-1-5247-4871-5  

 How blindness has shaped global 
culture across centuries.

Playwright and columnist Godin 
approaches her subject from a unique 

perspective. Now blind, she gradually lost her sight from reti-
nal dystrophy, a frightening process she poignantly recounts 
throughout the book. Her ambitious goal is to trace the “com-
plexities of metaphorical and literal blindness and sight.” As she 
writes, “what I’m wrestling with…is the concept of blindness 
that our ocularcentric culture extols on the one hand and dis-
misses on the other.” The idea that poetic gifts are compensa-
tion for blindness began with Homer, who may or may not have 
been blind. Godin uncovers a rich literary history of blindness, 
including such signposts as the blind bard Demodocus, bibli-
cal Scripture, King Lear, Jorge Luis Borges, Mark Danielewski’s 

“haunting masterpiece,” House of Leaves, and Daisy Johnson’s 
Everything Under. John Milton, whose Paradise Lost provides the 
book’s title, went blind in his 40s, composing his later works 
in his head until an amanuensis wrote them down. Godin dis-
cusses Milton’s blindness and the “long tradition in Milton 
scholarship that falls victim to…ocularcentrism.” The author 
also introduces us to Valentin Haüy, who opened Paris’ ground-
breaking Royal Institute for Blind Youth in 1785 and developed 
a way of reading via embossed letters on paper. A young Louis 
Braille attended the school and would go on to “invent a writ-
ing system that would eventually revolutionize blind educa-
tion.” After World War II, a veteran-rehabilitation specialist 

“pioneered the technique” for using a long, sweeping white cane. 
After a sprightly look at Helen Keller in vaudeville and Godin’s 
play about it, she moves on to the topic of blindness and sex and 
the difficulties that face blind authors, artists, and musicians, 
including Stevie Wonder and Ray Charles. The author wraps up 
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her erudite, capacious book with discussions of blind parents 
and superheroes, the portrayal of the blind in the media, and 
blind pride.

As Godin wonderfully shows, we’ve come a long way in 
our quest to understand what blindness means.

REBOUND
Soaring in the NBA, Battling 
Parkinson’s, and Finding 
What Really Matters
Grant, Brian & Bucher, Ric
Triumph Books (368 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-62937-811-4  

A longtime NBA player known for 
his tenacity faces down his toughest chal-
lenge yet: early-onset Parkinson’s disease.

 With the assistance of veteran NBA writer Bucher (co-
author of Yao Ming’s memoir), Grant chronicles his battle with 
Parkinson’s disease, with which he was diagnosed just after he 
retired in 2006 at age 36. The author writes candidly about his 
depression, the changes in his body, and the sense that all was 
lost as well as the advocacy that changed his life. But this is also 
a compelling glimpse of a dedicated athlete trying to make the 
NBA and of a pro career based on hard work and savvy rather 
than blinding skill. Growing up in Georgetown, Ohio, just out-
side Cincinnati, Grant honed his work ethic on a farm. After 
a growth spurt, he developed the confidence and commitment 
to dominate his senior year in high school. After four impres-
sive years at Xavier, he made it to the league, grew out his 
dreadlocks—among his nicknames was “Rasta Monsta”—and 
embarked on a 12-year career. Two elements make this book 
stand out from other sports memoirs: Grant’s humility and his 
attention to detail in chronicling the mental and physical grind 
of an NBA career. The author had a weakness for women, a pro-
clivity that is not uncommon among NBA players; he fathered 
children with four different women, including his ex-wife. He 
doesn’t brag or look for sympathy, however. He made mistakes, 
and he lays them out. He also explains what it was like as an 
undersized big man battling giant Hall of Famers Karl Malone 
and Shaquille O’Neal, and he describes the grueling practice 
sessions overseen by Miami Heat coach Pat Reilly. This is a bas-
ketball book that successfully carries a serious subtext. It does 
well by the sport and makes room for the gravity of Grant’s per-
sonal struggles.

Smart about basketball, wise to life off the court.

THE SPEAKING STONE
Stories Cemeteries Tell
Griffith, Michael
Univ. of Cincinnati (240 pp.) 
$29.95 paper  |  Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-947602-30-4  

Novelist and English professor Griffith 
finds a fruitful ground for his research into 
the past in a vast Cincinnati cemetery, the 
third largest in the country, that contains 
poignancies and mysteries alike.

Early on, he confesses to an avidity for obituaries—not just 
the ones that mark the deaths of the rich and well known, but 
also those about ordinary folk that “can offer the reader a sense…
of the multifariousness of the paths not taken, of the range of 
occupational choices and ways of contributing to (or wrecking) 
humanity.” One such obituary commemorates the man who 
invented the red Solo Cup, another the Chinese-born painter 
who, unsung, incorporated Song dynasty conventions into his 
work on the Disney film Bambi. Roaming the 750-acre Spring 
Grove Cemetery and Arboretum, Griffith limns a wonderland 
of crypts, tombs, and mausoleums tucked away in profusions of 
nature—1,200 species of trees and other plants and abundant 
wildlife. His wanderings introduce us to noteworthy figures 
from Cincinnati history, including a Belgian-born photographer 
who was there to record Ulysses S. Grant’s visit to the city with 
William Tecumseh Sherman; the mother of the British writer 
Anthony Trollope, who “took her revenge upon fair Porkopolis” 
(as the city was once known) in scathing prose, offering “a witty 
and brutal takedown of not only Americans’ reeking, offal-
strewn streets, foul habits, and general uncouthness, but also…
their hypocrisy about slavery”; the pioneering feminist Fanny 
Wright, who offended the sister of Harriet Beecher Stowe 

“with her great masculine person, her loud voice, her untaste-
ful attire”; and even the inspired man who invented the mod-
ern oven’s glass-windowed door. Along the way, Griffith writes 
entertainingly of the city’s early breweries, forgotten figures of 
national politics, local scandals and murders, and the like, con-
cluding with the well-considered thought that when the time 
comes, “it might be nice to have a stone…for people to stroll 
past.” It’s a fine prose rejoinder to Spoon River Anthology and 
other similar works.

Lyrical reflections on death and remembrance.

“Smart about basketball, wise to life off the court.”
rebound



THE AGE OF ACRIMONY
How Americans Fought To Fix 
Their Democracy, 1865-1915
Grinspan, Jon
Bloomsbury (384 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-63557-462-3  

 Think the present-day politics of 
hate and fear are bad? It’s all child’s play 
compared to the half-century following 
the Civil War.

We wish politics to be civil, writes Grinspan, curator of 
political history at Smithsonian’s National Museum of Ameri-
can History. However, the thought that politics should be 
restrained amounts to “a historical outlier…an invention, the 
end result of a brutal fight that raged across American life in 
the late 1800s.” That battle was fought on many fronts. There 
was the terrorism of Reconstruction, in which an intransigent 
South managed to elude the spirit of abolition by reconstruct-
ing a racist regime. There were the industrialists, battling labor, 
and labor battling the industrialists—not just through strikes 
and union agitation, but also through the new instrument of 
the ballot box. There were also immigrants versus nativists. 
Grinspan observes that for a good part of the era, the Repub-
lican Party held near hegemony. “Never in American history,” 
he writes, “except possibly for the Virginians of the founding 
generation, was one bloc so dominant as the postwar north-
ern Republicans.” Whether they used that power effectively 
is one of the author’s points of discussion, but “atrocious vio-
lence” was a conditioning factor: three presidents assassinated, 
Black Americans lynched, a “cycle of rage” roiling around the 
polity. Things began to improve, writes Grinspan, when pro-
gressives such as Theodore Roosevelt entered the scene and 
argued successfully that the prevailing view that all politics was 
corrupt was an excuse for cynicism and inaction. “It is difficult 
to see the indomitable Theodore Roosevelt as an emblem of 
restraint,” he writes, but that, in combination with the long-
lived politician Will “Pig Iron” Kelley, helped tamp things down. 
In a highly readable narrative, Grinspan also forges some unex-
pected connections—linking, for instance, the women’s enfran-
chisement movement (largely composed of White Protestant 
women) with a drive “to offset the power of the working-class 
and increasingly foreign-born male electorate.”

If today’s political divisions are frightening, Grinspan’s 
lucid history soothes by recounting when it was far worse.

SEEING SIDEWAYS
A Memoir of Music and 
Motherhood
Hersh, Kristin
Univ. of Texas (280 pp.) 
$27.95  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-4773-1234-6  

The rock musician recalls episodes 
from her prolific and unconventional 
career—as a mom.

Throwing Muses founder Hersh won 
accolades for her memoir Rat Girl (2010) and her tribute to her 
friend and colleague Vic Chesnutt, Don’t Suck, Don’t Die (2015). 
Here, the author follows up with stories of raising Doony, Ryder, 
Wyatt, and Bodhi, the sons of her 25-year marriage to her former 
manager, Billy O’Connell. (They divorced in 2013; O’Connell 
appears in these pages as “the man.”) In one of the first of many 
stream-of-consciousness anecdotes punctuated by lines from 
her songs, Hersh’s infant son is taken away by the authorities. 
However, as with the many other crises the singer faces in the 
three-decade period covered by the text, everything turns out 
OK. House fire and flood, a horrifying accident on a moun-
tain road, and a jellyfish attack appear on the more alarming 
extreme of the disaster continuum; on the lighter end, there’s a 
show where the audience was so high the band was terrified and 
a few ridiculous experiences with music videos and late-night 
TV. Throughout the book, there are excerpts of an interview 
with a journalist who moved in with the family for a while; some 
of the most memorable lines occur in these snippets: “Every-
one knows a Grammy is an award for a marketing department, 
but they don’t always see that their opinions are too”; “The only 
true cultural shifts are small fish, small pond. After that, an hon-
est movement is an organic snowballing effect: an idea spreads 
when its time has come….We aren’t a culture, we’re an economy. 
We mimic an impression of cultures we’ve heard of, but our sys-
tem is a pickpocket talking at your face while it reaches behind 
you for your wallet.” Dates are never mentioned, and major 
events are often wrapped in gauze or left out—but you just have 
to go with the flow.

Inimitable, unsinkable, kooky, and full of love for her 
boys.

ALBERT AND THE WHALE
Albrecht Dürer and How Art 
Imagines Our World
Hoare, Philip
Pegasus (304 pp.) 
$28.95  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-64313-726-1  

 An examination of the works and influ-
ences of the German Renaissance painter.

In his latest, Hoare—the author of 
biographies of Stephen Tennant, Oscar 

Wilde, and Noël Coward, among other books—explores the 
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works of renowned painter and printmaker Albrecht Dürer 
(1471-1528). The book features striking renditions of the artist’s 
popular paintings and sketches, but the text is florid and often 
difficult to follow, jumping from analyses of Dürer’s artwork 
to lengthy discussions of other individuals with little apparent 
connection to the artist. Furthermore, Hoare doesn’t include 
clear attributions when quoting the artist, and the connec-
tion between the artist and a whale, as indicated by the book’s 
title, is exaggerated. According to the author, Dürer sailed to 
Zeeland in hopes of viewing a whale; however, the trip was not 
a success, and whales never became a subject of his artwork. In 
an attempt to create a connection, Hoare digresses from his 
study of his biographical subject to the topic of whales, includ-
ing discussions of Moby-Dick and the works of writers and other 
artists who depicted whales. (Readers interested in the author’s 
explorations of whales should consult his engaging 2010 book 
The Whale.) “Had Dürer seen even one whale,” writes Hoare, 

“his art would have preempted Melville’s mutterings about 
how you can’t tell the true nature of the whale from its bones 
alone, and how no one ever painted a less monstrous picture of 
a whale, despite the fact that the writer was born, half Dutch, 
in New Amsterdam, and claimed his eyes were tender as young 
sperms. The pale usher of Moby-Dick tells us the word whale 
came from the Dutch wallen, to roll, to wallow. We wallow in 
our ignorance.” For fans of art history, the portions of the book 
directly related to Dürer and how his interactions with nature 
influenced his art are fascinating.

An intermittently intriguing yet baroque investigation of 
an artist that leaves readers wanting more.

THE WINDSOR DIARIES 
1940-45
My Childhood With the 
Princesses Elizabeth and 
Margaret
Howard, Alathea Fitzalan
Ed. by Noel, Celestria
Atria (352 pp.) 
$30.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-982169-17-6  

Another facet of the British royal 
family emerges via the diary entries of a young, devoted Wind-
sor Park neighbor.

At the outset of World War II, Howard (1923-2001) was 
sent to live with her paternal grandfather and maiden aunt 
at Cumberland Lodge in Windsor Park, a few miles from the 
castle. Her new home was the seat of truly aristocratic stock. 
As Isabella Naylor-Leyland, who is married to Howard’s nephew, 
writes in the foreword, “Old Lord Fitzalan, a widower…was a 
distinguished elder statesman and leading Roman Catholic lay-
man. Cumberland Lodge had been loaned to him for his life-
time as a grace-and-favour house by King George V in 1924.” At 
age 16, Alathea now lived just down the road from her child-
hood acquaintances Elizabeth and Margaret, the two Windsor 
princesses, who had also been moved from London for safety 

during the Blitz. Their friendship grew over the years as the 
girls skated together, enjoyed tea with the king and queen, 
took dancing and drawing lessons, practiced for Christmas 
pantomimes, and, eventually, attended dances and balls. The 
author diligently chronicles the stultifying round of royal visits 
and duties and her grinding work as a nurse in training, none 
of which makes for interesting reading. But she does provide 
some intriguing insights into the characters of the princesses 
as well as her own: She was an old-fashioned girl whose mother 
was deeply critical and emotionally remote, leading to bouts of 
depression. Though Alathea was uncomfortable in her present 
life and obsessed with the 18th century and the world of Marie 
Antoinette, the Windsors offered the charm and warmth of a 
loving family she never experienced. Eventually, she realized 
that Elizabeth, the duty-bound heir to the throne, would never 
love or need her the way she needed the princess, and she was 
crushed when she was not chosen to be her lady-in-waiting.

A litany of dull, dreary royal goings-on peppered with the 
diarist’s sharp, dark observations.

KILL SWITCH
The Rise of the Modern 
Senate and the Crippling of 
American Democracy
Jentleson, Adam
Liveright/Norton (336 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-63149-777-3  

 Provocative portrait of a dysfunc-
tional—by design, it seems—U.S. Senate.

The Senate has been in a long state of 
decline, writes Jentleson, public affairs director at Democracy 
Forward and former deputy chief of staff to Sen. Harry Reid. 
That fall was “set in motion by senators themselves, who found 
that suffocating the institution with genteel gridlock served 
their interests,” especially during Jim Crow, when obstruction-
ism was a handy technique for blocking civil rights legislation. 
However, when Jentleson arrived at the Senate, those tools “had 
come to be applied to all Senate business.” Don’t like a piece 
of impending legislation? Invoke the filibuster, which was not 
meant to be used by the Senate in the first place—and particu-
larly not as Mitch McConnell and company have honed it down 
to be, so that the stand-your-ground-and-jabber filibuster of 
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington has been replaced by one in which 
a senator doesn’t even have to be present on the floor. By this 
means, along with advancing requirements for supermajorities 
when simple majority rule ought to hold, the Senate of the last 
20 years has managed to avoid accomplishing almost anything—
and the minority is definitely in charge, as it was in 2009, when 
Senate Republicans represented only 35% of the U.S. population. 

“The most fundamental characteristic of democracy—the idea 
that majority rule is the fairest way to decide the outcome of 
elections and determine which bills become law—is baked into 
our founding ideas and texts,” argues Jentleson, but that’s not 
the way it works, and that explains the continuing stranglehold 



of McConnell—whose major legislative achievement seems to 
have been to define corruption as requiring “only a direct, quid 
pro quo exchange”—even now that he’s no longer the majority 
leader. The author proposes reforms, but given all he’s outlined 
here, they seem unlikely ever to be heard.

An astute and maddening account of a broken institution 
and, in turn, a broken democracy.

A THOUSAND MAY FALL
Life, Death, and Survival in 
the Union Army
Jordan, Brian Matthew
Liveright/Norton (368 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-63149-514-4  

 Affecting portrait of an Ohio infan-
try regiment in the Civil War.

Jordan, a historian who has previ-
ously focused on Union veterans in the 

postwar era, follows a promising and fresh approach by study-
ing the war through the lens of a single unit. In this instance, the 
107th Ohio Volunteer Infantry was made up largely of immi-
grants, one of 30 “ethnically German” regiments in the Union 
Army. Two prevailing views of Union soldiers have emerged 
in the literature: one of a tireless and determined force, the 
other of a battle-weary mob just this side of collapsing. As Jor-
dan demonstrates, neither view is quite correct, and neither is 
quite wrong. The men he portrays in this account were “betwixt 
and between, men who belonged but did not”—but who took 
it as their duty to fight for their new country. Their defeat at 
Chancellorsville soon led to Gettysburg. “It would be difficult 
to imagine a worse position than the one the 107th Ohio had 
been ordered to assume in Gettysburg that afternoon,” writes 
the author, facing down hardened Rebel fighters in a fixed-
bayonet infantry charge. Before these battles, the 107th had 
endured Ambrose Burnside’s infamous “Mud March” and been 
elevated in morale by the arrival of Joseph Hooker, who allowed 
the Ohioans 15-day leaves to accommodate travel west. Not all 
of them returned to the fight, and many who came back did 
not survive. At Gettysburg, Jordan writes, “of the 458 men who 
entered the fight that morning, no more than 171 limped back 
to Cemetery Hill.” Reflecting the author’s previous scholarly 
interest, much of the book concerns the final year of the war 
and the immediate postwar era, when families at home suffered 
from those losses as well. Movingly, he writes in an epilogue of a 
reunion of the regiment at Gettysburg, when the men “gripped 
walking sticks, not rifled muskets” and remembered their fallen 
brothers in arms.

A well-conceived, thoughtfully written contribution to 
Civil War history.

A RUNNER’S HIGH
My Life in Motion
Karnazes, Dean
HarperOne (256 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-06-295550-0  

In his latest running memoir, Kar-
nazes reckons with age.

Since his debut, Ultramarathon Man 
(2006), the author has done as much 
as anyone to bring ultrarunning to the 

mainstream, extolling the virtues of the sport as he recounts his 
astonishing feats of endurance. In this book, Karnazes demon-
strates his outsize influence; seemingly every few pages, another 
runner approaches him (often midrace) to show their apprecia-
tion. If this setup sounds boastful, be assured that the author 
has a knack for self-deprecation that he deploys smartly in these 
scenes. Such humility seems easier for Karnazes to achieve than 
it has been before, and this book finds him at a kind of nadir in 
his career. He’s in his late 50s, out of shape (relatively speaking), 
and running a 100K ultra in an attempt to fitness-cram before 
another extremely difficult race he hopes to run. The narra-
tive is less the story of another Karnazes triumph than a tale 
of reckoning with an inevitability faced by all athletes: decline. 
Lying on the ground after a fall, he reflects, “my younger self 
could waltz through a 100K, but now such contests invariably 
digressed into Homeric slugfests. Maybe I didn’t belong out 
here anymore; maybe it was time to quit. I continued staring at 
the sky, contemplating my reason for being.” The tinge of self-
pity reads as appropriate to the circumstance, and the author’s 
openness to introspection gives this book more depth than 
some of his others. He won’t be mistaken for a belletrist, but 
the text’s more lyrical sections are appropriate to the moment. 
As ever, Karnazes is at his best telling the simple truths of run-
ning: “To me, running is a grand adventure, an intrepid outward 
exploration of the landscape and a revealing inward journey of 
the self.”

A book that will inspire athletes of all stripes, whatever 
their aches and pains, to hit the ground running.

THE IMMUNE MYSTERY
A Young Doctor’s Quest 
To Solve the Puzzle of 
Autoimmune Disease
Kåss, Anita
Trans. by McCullough, Alison
Greystone Books (240 pp.) 
$26.95  |  May 18, 2021
978-1-77164-550-8  

An impressive account of an ambi-
tious medical researcher and her struggles.

Raised in Britain, now living and working in Norway, Kåss 
watched her mother suffer from the debilitating effects of 
rheumatoid arthritis; she died when the author was in her early 
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teens. After performing brilliantly in medical school, Kåss 
devoted her life to the study of autoimmune diseases, bravely 
stepping into a male-dominated field that garners far less atten-
tion than other areas of research. In the U.S., she writes, “health 
authorities have allocated ten times as much funding to cancer 
research as to research into autoimmune diseases.” Kåss deliv-
ers a lucid explanation of our complex immune system, which 
fiercely attacks germs and viruses when they enter the body 
but must tolerate other foreign substances such as food and 
medicine. Autoimmunity occurs when it mistakenly attacks 
the body it is supposed to protect, and women make up 80% of 
victims, in part because their immune systems have the almost 
impossible task of ignoring an enormous foreign invader: a 
fetus. Autoimmune disease often begins around pregnancy. The 
author paints an eye-opening portrait of the grueling life of a 
clinical researcher: pleading for money, struggling with techni-
cal details, persuading patients to volunteer for a study that’s 
unlikely to help them, laboring for years, and trying to persuade 
skeptical journal editors to pay attention to her findings. The 
author’s discovery that blocking a certain brain hormone may 
relieve symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis has persuaded phar-
maceutical companies to invest millions in large-scale testing; 
after five years, the results remain “promising.” Kåss concludes 
her engrossing book with a 50-page description of scores of dis-
eases, from obscure to everyday (diabetes, colitis, multiple scle-
rosis, psoriasis), whose relations to autoimmunity range from 
proven to pure speculation as well as a list of possible environ-
mental causes ranging from gluten to UV radiation.

Good popular science combined with a moving memoir.

GIGANTIC CINEMA
A Weather Anthology
Ed. by Keegan, Paul & Oswald, Alice
Norton (256 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-393-54075-8  

A literary compendium of atmo-
spheric readings.

Poets Keegan and Oswald gather a 
capacious selection of writings about 

weather, broadly defined: rain and snow, to be sure, but also 
“patterns and forces, things that are invisible, ephemeral, sud-
den, catastrophic, seasonal and endless.” Drawn from poets 
and philosophers, scientists and naturalists, diarists and play-
wrights, from ancient to modern, the 300 entries are vibrant, 
evocative, and sometimes surprising. Samuel Johnson deemed 
weather especially interesting to Englishmen because of the 
unpredictability of the nation’s climate: “We therefore rejoice 
mutually at good weather, as at an escape from something that 
we feared; and mutually complain of bad, as of the loss of some-
thing that we hoped.” Hawthorne, Dickens, and T.S. Eliot are 
among many who remark on fog, “an atmosphere proper to huge, 
grimy London” according to Hawthorne. Oscar Wilde takes a 
more generous view. “Where, if not from the Impressionists,” 
he writes, “do we get those wonderful brown fogs that come 

creeping down our streets, blurring the gas-lamps and chang-
ing the houses into monstrous shadows?” Ruskin, Wordsworth, 
Descartes, and, not surprisingly, the painter John Constable are 
among those entranced by clouds. Edvard Munch reveals inner 
drama aroused by a blood-red sunset: “I stood there trembling 
with angst—and I felt as though a vast, endless Scream passed 
through nature.” Henry James comments on novelists’ par-
ticular atmospherics. “Why is it,” he wonders, “that in George 
Eliot the sun sinks forever to the west, and the shadows are 
long, and the afternoon wanes, and the trees vaguely rustle, and 
the colour of the day is much inclined to yellow?” Mark Twain, 
however, explains why weather will not appear in his novel The 

American Claimant. “Weather is a literary specialty,” he opines, 
“and no untrained hand can turn out a good article of it.” Other 
meteorological observers include Homer, Dante, Swift, Proust, 
Dickinson, Didion, and Kafka.

A delightful collection.

THE PRICE OF HEALTH
The Modern Pharmaceutical 
Industry and the Betrayal of 
a History of Care
Kinch, Michael & Weiman, Lori
Pegasus (336 pp.) 
$28.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-64313-680-6  

A dispiriting behind-the-scenes look 
at how prescription drugs are manufac-
tured and distributed in the U.S.

“The systems to discover, develop, distribute, and pay for 
pharmaceuticals has become excessively complex, with too 
many mouths to feed and too much temptation for profit-seek-
ing. All of these problems come at the cost of public health.” So 
write Kinch and Weiman in this vigorous examination of the 
countless players involved in the production of pharmaceuti-
cals, a process that was initially designed to create safe, effective, 
available, and affordable medicine. The authors walk us through 
the ever increasing complexities that led from the corner drug-
store to big pharma, showing how the introduction of new levels 
of bureaucracy and management—often with the good inten-
tion of increasing safety and decreasing costs—almost always 
spawned unintended consequences, not least of which were 
rising medical expenses for consumers. “Industry consolidation 
and outsourcing,” write the authors, “facilitated the creation of 
‘middleman’ organizations, usually venture-backed startup com-
panies, which in turn were required to generate profitability to 
keep the doors open and satiate their investors.” The authors do 
an admirable job dissecting an unwieldy industry that operates 
with utter opacity (original chemical formulas understandably, 
pricing not so much). Each additional layer—e.g., molecular 
chemistry for production, bulk manufacture, chain pharma-
cies and the elimination of competition, early regulation, the 
FDA, clinical trials, sales and marketing, advertising, mergers 
and acquisitions, pharmacy benefit managers, patent law, out-
sourcing research and discovery—adds further costs, usually 



hidden and passed on to consumers. Working with the informa-
tion at hand, the authors contend that pricing has all to do with 
what the market will bear, a common theme in any profit-heavy 
industry. Though some readers may get tangled up in the num-
bers, such is the nature of the beast, and the resulting portrait is 
clear—and largely disheartening.

A solid exegetic demanding further analysis—and 
answers from big pharma.

LETTER TO A YOUNG 
FEMALE PHYSICIAN
Notes From a Medical Life
Koven, Suzanne
Norton (256 pp.) 
$26.95  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-324-00714-2  

Graceful reflections on being a 
female doctor by a longtime primary 
care physician.

Koven, a Harvard Medical School 
faculty member and writer-in-residence at Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital, builds on the tradition of Richard Selzer’s Letters 
to a Young Doctor in a collection of personal essays, some pub-
lished in the New England Journal of Medicine. As a medical stu-
dent, the author learned that a senior doctor saw her presence 
on a urology rotation as “pointless” because “no self-respecting 
man would go to a lady urologist,” and sexism persists in her 
profession: Female physicians earn $20,000 per year less than 
their male peers, hold fewer leadership positions, and face sex-
ual harassment ranging from “bro” humor in operating rooms 
to abuse severe enough to cause some women to switch careers. 
Yet this book is no rant against a field Koven clearly enjoys. 
Writing without rancor and with self-deprecating humor, the 
author debunks myths (it’s untrue that nurses dislike female 
doctors—“nurses were, in fact, especially supportive of us new 
women MDs”) and suggests how she has avoided such perils as 
burnout (she began working part time when her children were 
young and didn’t expand her practice as they grew). She also 
ably describes how her work affected her care for her parents 
and her childbearing years (she spent part of her first pregnancy 
at home with preeclampsia, “my dangerously high blood pres-
sure no doubt caused by my long work hours”) and why she 
volunteered to help in a Covid-19 clinic. Less effectively, she 
argues that a female doctor faces an obstacle “more insidious” 
than sexism: the fear that she’s a fraud, or “imposter syndrome,” 
a pop-psych term that may strike some readers as glib or anti-
feminist in its implication that self-doubt could be worse than 
sexual abuse or being denied raises or promotions. Nonetheless, 
Koven’s down-to-earth message is likely to win over skeptics, as 
she learned “that I can only be who I am. And that this is OK.”

A fine graduation present for a newly minted female M.D.

THE ADDICTION 
INOCULATION
Raising Healthy Kids in a 
Culture of Dependence
Lahey, Jessica
Harper/HarperCollins (336 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-06-288378-0  

Education and parenting journal-
ist Lahey presents a memoir of—and 
research-backed guide to—negotiating 

the world of substance abuse.
Intoxicants have been with us since the beginning of civili-

zation, writes the author, easing “the ache of common injuries 
as well as the pain of being human.” In this intimate, fruitful 
work, she opens with a candid account of her own alcoholism 
before moving on to an explanation of the deleterious effects of 
alcohol and drugs on the developing brains of adolescents and 
young adults. Lahey’s foray into neurobiology is shaped by peer-
reviewed journals, so the science is solid, as are her emotional 
and behavioral insights into mental health. In straightforward 
prose, the author documents the risks for the young, from ages 
approximately 10 to 24, including differing triggers for males 
and females and protective measures that can be deployed to 
help contend with peer pressure and other factors that may lead 
them to substance abuse. In addition to examining the effects 
of epigenetics, ADHD, and “adverse childhood experiences,” 
Lahey compassionately lays out the societal pressures that can 
result in toxic stress and aggressive behavior. She emphasizes 
the importance of keeping open transparent lines of commu-
nication and relying on “evidence-based information” in the 
fight to prevent addiction. What does not work, she points out, 
is a parental approach that focuses on “lies and scare tactics.” 
Lahey also provides recommendations such as keeping the 
alcohol locked up, maintaining a healthy sleep schedule, avoid-
ing “secrets and shame,” and getting a pet. Some of the author’s 
suggestions may not stick with hormone-soaked teens—e.g., 
mindfulness practice, quiet time, invoking the serenity prayer—
but there’s enough here to offer a solid plan for parents. While 

“every substance abuse story begins at home,” Lahey also intro-
duces inoculation theory, life-skills training, and an array of sig-
nals to watch out for during the schooling years.

Foundational advice to steer young adults away from the 
urges and temptations that lead to substance abuse.
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“PRISONS MAKE US SAFER”
And 20 Other Myths About 
Mass Incarceration
Law, Victoria
Beacon (230 pp.) 
$16.00 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-8070-2952-7  

A critique of the many misconcep-
tions about prisons in the U.S.

In her cogent analysis, journalist and 
criminal justice activist Law dissects the 

myths that blur what she asserts is the true reality about mass 
incarceration in the U.S. The author attributes the 500% prison 
population explosion in recent decades to tougher criminal pol-
icies and increased public demand for harsher sentences. In a 
four-part study, the author scrutinizes the numerous gray areas 
regarding incarceration, incorporating a wealth of supporting 
research, startling statistical data, and illuminating interviews 
and anecdotal material. Law digs into the shady practices of 
private prison corporations and thoroughly debunks the myth 
that incarceration delivers much-needed social and mental 
health services to inmates. In fact, she writes, incarceration 
pulls energy and resources away from underfunded social ser-
vices. The author explores the history of prisons as a form of 
racialized social control and counters theories that they protect 
people from high rates of crime. She also contradicts falsehoods 
regarding the effectiveness of prison sentences for sex offend-
ers and lays bare the inequity of treatment involving women, 
LGBTQ+ people, and those in immigrant detention, groups 
that are commonly omitted from broader discussions about 
incarceration. Law concludes with arguments for the abolition 
of prisons and the efficacy of restorative justice, “a process that 
centers on the victim and their needs, not only allowing them 
to have a voice in the proceedings but also addressing the needs 
that they have.” Though Law’s arguments are well-documented 
and persuasive, the most effective parts of the narrative are the 
personal stories of inmates struggling with a wide range of sig-
nificant issues. The author also pitches ideas for resolving many 
of the conundrums she discusses, and her knowledgeable text 
presents a good opportunity for healthy, productive debate 
among proponents and dissenters alike.

Convincing, creatively effective arguments for the dis-
mantling of mass incarceration.

THE BOOK OF 
DIFFICULT FRUIT 
Arguments for the Tart, 
Tender, and Unruly 
(With Recipes)
Lebo, Kate
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-374-11032-1  

A cookbook writer and poet offers 
a set of personal essays and recipes cen-

tered on fruits that present unique challenges and rewards to 
cooks, bakers, and food lovers.

Lebo, currently an apprenticed cheesemaker in Spokane, 
Washington, presents an A-to-Z compendium of her favorite “dif-
ficult” fruits. Some, like blackberries, cherries, pomegranates, and 
vanilla, are familiar. Others, like durian, medlar, and yuzu, are more 
exotic and harder to find in mainstream grocery stores. What all 
these fruits have in common is some element that makes them 
problematic. Blackberries, a central Asian import, have a “growth 
habit [that is] invasive.” Cherry pits contain amygdalin, which can 
be used to make almond extract; in the presence of stomach acid, 
that same substance can create a toxin called hydrogen cyanide. 
The Southeast Asian durian is “sensationally stinky,” and yuzu trees 
take a decade to produce small harvests on thorny branches. None 
of these difficulties prevent the author from offering outstanding 
recipes for traditional fruity treats such as jams, jellies, pies, syrups, 
and smoothies. She also discusses such delightfully unexpected 
home and self-care items as paper and cloth dye, lip balm, skin care 
masks, and even hiker’s toilet paper (thimbleberry leaves). What 
makes Lebo’s collection so distinctive is the way she interweaves 
stories about her own life into her celebrations of the fruits. Black-
berries, for example, are indelibly linked to smells, tastes, and 
memories of Lebo’s childhood: “To breathe deep was to be pierced 
by that scent.” Cherries, especially the maraschino variety, recall 
an aunt who died of cancer “when she was thirty-four and I was 
eight”; Lebo believed that her aunt had “caught her disease” from 
eating processed food. Eloquent, well-researched, and thought-
fully conceived and organized, this genre-defying book will appeal 
to foodies as well as those who appreciate both fine writing and the 
pleasures of domestic arts and crafts.

A one-of-a-kind reading experience.

TWILIGHT IN HAZARD
An Appalachian Reckoning
Maimon, Alan
Melville House  (304 pp.) 
$27.99  |  Jun. 8, 2021
978-1-61219-885-9  

A former eastern Kentucky journalist 
clarifies (and debunks) some well-worn 
tropes about Appalachia.

From 2000 to 2005, Maimon was a 
Pulitzer-finalist correspondent for the 



Louisville Courier-Journal, which gave him a front-row seat to 
the accelerating decline in and around the hamlet of Hazard, 
Kentucky. The opiate crisis, stoked by rampant and unregulated 

“pill mills,” was expanding, and the coal industry that supported 
much of the region was in rapid decline. The author contextual-
izes those dual catastrophes around a place that has been his-
torically deeply poor and plagued by leadership that has been 
either corrupt or dismissive of long-term, systemic improve-
ments. “Almost every topic I wrote about in Eastern Kentucky 
connected back to economic marginalization in some way,” he 
writes. Much of the book focuses on stories he covered dur-
ing his stint at the paper—e.g., the murders of two candidates 
for sheriff in 2002 and the case of lawyer Eric Conn, who was 
convicted of hundreds of millions of dollars in Social Security 
fraud for helping residents get benefits for “bad nerves.” (The 
resulting crackdown led to a rash of suicides, only exacerbating 
the problem.) But Maimon also brings the story up to date. He 
underscores the hollowness of Trump’s promises to bring back 
coal jobs and how much partisan politics have stymied halting 
efforts at progress. Maimon writes with a journalist’s clarity and 
plainspokenness; he’s an outsider but never condescending, and 
he’s accepting that some of the truisms about the region are 
indeed true. He closes on a skeptical note: Open-minded lead-
ers still have a hard time getting traction there, and Trumpism 
has set its claws, a mindset exemplified by a popular wrestler 
called the Progressive Liberal, who attracts jeers when he hits 
the stage talking about the Green New Deal.

A somber consideration of a broken region that saves the 
scolding for its leaders instead of its residents.

GONE THE HARD ROAD
A Memoir
Martin, Lee
Indiana Univ. (172 pp.) 
$20.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-253-05386-2  

Recollections of a childhood beset 
by pain.

An award-winning fiction writer, 
essayist, and memoirist, Martin (b. 
1955) creates an affecting portrait of 

his troubled childhood in a small Illinois farming town. “My 
house, when I was young, was a house of sorrow,” he writes. 
As the author recounted in a previous memoir, his father was 
the source of that sorrow. After losing both hands in a farm-
ing accident, he became a man consumed with anger, “whose 
intense love often got swallowed up inside his rage.” Martin’s 
mother, a schoolteacher, was a gentle, soft-spoken woman 
who nurtured her son’s love of reading and writing and tried, 
as well as she could, to temper her husband’s abusive rages. 
Martin recalls his loneliness as an only child, teachers who 
encouraged him, and his envy of other families who seemed 
far happier than his own. “It would take me years and years 
to escape the anger of that house,” he writes, “and even now, 
when I live a more gentle life, I still feel like I’m fighting the 

rage my father left inside me, always trying to tamp it down, 
always on guard against its return.” As a teenager, Martin 
became increasingly rebellious, exacerbating conflicts with his 
father. By his second year of high school, he describes himself 
as a “juvenile delinquent,” shoplifting, engaging in petty crime, 
and roaming the streets at night with a rough crowd. But he 
turned himself around and left his small town to make a life 
for himself elsewhere. “If anyone left the area—either to visit 
family in some far-off place or to move away for good—folks 
said they’d gone the hard road,” he writes. Martin’s hard road 
involved recognizing his emotional legacy: inheriting from his 
father a constant feeling of wariness against forces that were 

“waiting to hurt me” and from his mother, a desire to believe in 
a God who will keep him “safe and free from harm.”

Candid memories placidly told.

WHO WILL PAY 
REPARATIONS ON 
MY SOUL? 
Essays
McCarthy, Jesse
Liveright/Norton (352 pp.) 
$27.95  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-63149-648-6  

Intellectually vigorous essays on 
Black culture.

McCarthy, who teaches in the Eng-
lish and African American studies departments at Harvard, 
makes an impressive book debut with a collection of 20 deftly 
crafted essays, some previously published in journals such as 
n+1, the Nation, and the Point, where he is an editor. McCarthy’s 
range is broad, encompassing writers Toni Morrison, Colson 
Whitehead, and Walter Benjamin; artists Jean-Michel Basquiat, 
Kara Walker, and French urban documentarian JR; singer/song-
writer D’Angelo and cultural historian Saidiya Hartman; trap 
music; Frank B. Wilderson III and Afropessimism; and French 
society. Addressed in part “to the younger generations, strug-
gling right now to find their footing in a deeply troubled world,” 
McCarthy’s writings on art, politics, and Black experience con-
tribute to what he sees as “a deep yearning in our society not 
only for sensate, intelligent, moral reasoning, but also for the 
prophetic witness unique to the black radical tradition.” In the 
title essay, the author responds to Ta-Nehisi Coates’ “The Case 
for Reparations,” which incited much debate after it appeared 
in the Atlantic in 2014. Reparation for racial injustice, McCar-
thy argues, is “a moral rather than a material debt.” Although he 
acknowledges that Coates is justified in focusing on the wealth 
gap between Whites and Blacks, McCarthy takes the pragmatic 
view that reforms in education, sentencing, policing, and com-
munity empowerment are more achievable—and more signifi-
cant. “The way to do justice to an oppressed minority is to allow 
it to flourish,” he writes, rather than to quantify, monetize, or 
value humans in dollar amounts. “Reparations should be about 
bending the social good once again toward freedom and the 
good life.” Having grown up in Paris, where he moved with his 
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parents, both journalists, when he was 8, the author bears wit-
ness to “the Paris of color, of difference” that marginalizes Black 
immigrants. The tragic terrorist attacks at Bataclan in 2015, 
writes McCarthy, communicated “a desperate will to power” by 
those who believe verbal expression impossible.

Urbane, penetrating cultural analysis.

NINE NASTY WORDS
English in the Gutter: 
Then, Now, and Forever
McWhorter, John
Avery (288 pp.) 
$24.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-593-18879-8  

A prominent linguist probes the 
most transgressive words in English.

The power of profanity is obvious, 
but the sources of its power aren’t as easy 

to account for. Why is one combination of sounds taboo and 
not another? Why don’t damn and hell have the same ring today 
that they did in the past? Is there one N-word, or are there 
two? To answer such questions, McWhorter, the author of Our 
Magnificent Bastard Tongue, Words on the Move, and other notable 
works, does what linguists do: He teases out “structure in what 
seems like chaos, mess, or the trivial.” The book is a systematic 
treatment of cursing that combines historical analyses of the 
evolution of usage, etymologies, linguistic tables, and amus-
ing anecdotes. It’s distinctive McWhorter, dense yet breezy, 
jumping from one reference to another. A characteristic pas-
sage reads, “Yoga moms, not just sailors, are covered in tattoos. 
Toddlers ask for edamame and pad thai instead of Spaghettios. 
Hell becomes a scalar particle. Language, like life, is this.” Set-
ting aside fashion and food, much of McWhorter’s analysis is 
grounded in music, film, and stage, the histories of which he 
seemingly knows as well as language. It makes for a delightful 
style when you don’t have to stop to look up a reference, and 
alongside the pizzazz is real substance. Take the author’s macro 
observation about what is considered a curse, shifting from the 
religious sphere (damn) to the physical (shit) to where they are 
now most charged, in the sociological and ethnic arenas. This 
trajectory is not accidental. “For Americans of this post-coun-
tercultural cohort [Gen X],” McWhorter writes, “the pox on 
matters of God and the body seemed quaint beyond discussion, 
while a pox on matters of slurring groups seemed urgent beyond 
discussion. The N-word euphemism was an organic outcome.” 
The book is replete with such insights.

A lively and informative study, not to mention wonderful 
cocktail party material.

THE SCHOOL I DESERVE
Six Young Refugees and Their 
Fight for Equality in America
Napolitano, Jo
Beacon (240 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-8070-2498-0  

Refugees fight for education equality 
in a Pennsylvania school system.

In a sleek, knowledgeable study, 
award-winning journalist Napolitano 

focuses primarily on the experience of a young Sudanese teen-
ager. As the eldest daughter, 18-year-old Khadidja Issa had high 
hopes and dreams when her family immigrated to Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania, after escaping war-torn Sudan in 2015. Though 
she was told that her education would begin at the local high 
school, when she attempted to enroll, she was told she had aged 
out and to seek employment instead even though her younger 
siblings were all accepted at their respective grade schools. 
Other refugees received the same judgment. When Khadidja 
and other interested teens pressed the Pennsylvania school 
system further, they were given the option of being deferred to 
Phoenix Academy, a notoriously authoritarian, juvenile deten-
tion–like facility with a nasty reputation as a school for “at-risk 
youth.” Frightened and fearful of the academy, Khadidja and her 
fellow refugee students decided to fight the district to afford 
them the proper education they deserved. Championed by a 
driven caseworker, an incensed and determined Khadidja, and 
a pro bono attorney, the ACLU and other litigants challenged 
the Lancaster school district’s sketchy admissions policies in a 
class-action case that rocked the region. Napolitano retraces 
Khadidja’s history with great dexterity, detailing the family’s 
terror-stricken homeland and their time at a decrepit refugee 
camp in Chad. Through their struggle, the author paints a 
broader portrait of the unfortunately common xenophobia that 
refugees have always faced in the U.S., prejudice that increased 
considerably during the Trump administration. Backed by 
research, profiles, court testimonies, and interviews with teach-
ers, refugees, and immigrant advocates, the book calls into 
question the vital essence of education and why, even in this 
modern era of accountability, these injustices persist.

An eyebrow-raising report on education that is both 
enraging and heartbreaking.

I AM A GIRL FROM AFRICA
Nyamayaro, Elizabeth
Scribner (320 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-982113-01-8  

A moving account of a determined 
young woman’s journey from poverty to 
humanitarian activism.

Raised by a generous, wise grand-
mother in Zimbabwe, Nyamayaro came 
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of age in a time of withering heat. “There is no cool or com-
fortable place to hide,” she writes on the first page of her mem-
oir. “The leaves of the tree are long gone, and with it the shade, 
burned away by the punishing drought that has descended 
on our small village.” The ensuing famine meant widespread 
death, but she was kept from starvation by the ministrations 
of U.N. aid workers. She was determined to become an aid 
worker herself. In 2000, at the age of 25, she moved to London, 
where an Irishwoman she met in a hostel dubbed her “Girl 
from Africa.” Nyamayaro, who returned the favor by dubbing 
the woman “Tiny Nose,” didn’t mind the sobriquet: “The fact 
that I’m African is all that matters, and that is enough. I am 
after all Mwana Wehvu—a child of the African soil.” Scraping 
to survive, finally finding work as a janitor, she talked her way 
into a volunteer position at a humanitarian agency and began 
to take on projects of increasing importance—e.g., develop-
ing responses to the HIV/AIDS epidemic sweeping her native 
country and working to help the government of the nation of 
Georgia to maintain a health insurance program for impover-
ished communities. Leading a team to combat maternal mor-
tality in childbirth, Nyamayaro became increasingly aware of 
the scarcity of resources as well as the pervasiveness of gender 
inequality. “Why is it that despite all the progress made by 
the women’s rights movement,” she asks, “no country or com-
pany or institution in the world can yet claim to have achieved 
gender equality?” Throughout this memorable account of her 
impressive life, the author recalls “the central, definitive Afri-
can value and philosophy of ubuntu: that when we uplift others, 
we are ourselves uplifted.”

An inspiring narrative that will be especially valuable to 
young people seeking to work for humanitarian causes.

LITTLE AND OFTEN 
A Memoir
Preszler, Trent
Morrow/HarperCollins (304 pp.) 
$26.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-06-297664-2  

A prodigal son’s homecoming, just in 
the nick of time.

Preszler left home on a South 
Dakota ranch as soon as he could, earn-
ing a doctorate in plant science and find-

ing work as an oenologist in New York. Things come tumbling 
down quickly in this fine memoir. Summoned to his remote 
hometown—so remote, as measured by geographers, that it 
boasts the greatest distance from a McDonald’s in the conti-
nental U.S.—to attend to a rough-edged father, a former rodeo 
star, who was dying of cancer, he found surprising moments of 
reconciliation. His father, to his astonishment, asked him about 
his boyfriend. “I was shocked,” Preszler writes. “In my thirty-
seven years, my father had never asked me about a relationship 
of any kind, with men or women, romantic or platonic.” When 
the author expressed further shock at this gesture of sympathy, 
his father gently replied, “If my son is hurtin’ I oughta know.” 

After his father died, Preszler inherited a toolbox full of imple-
ments he didn’t know how to use. Seeking simplicity, he emp-
tied his house of all its “materialistic clutter.” “The only things 
of sentimental value I saved,” he writes, “were my father’s tool-
box, the taxidermied duck, and some old family photo albums.” 
In the place of the former furnishings came sawhorses and piles 
of lumber. Working with each tool in its place and learning as 
he went along, he handcrafted a canoe. Childhood pains, the 
romantic heartbreaks of early adulthood, the devastation of 
forested places due to climate change: All come under scru-
tiny as Preszler movingly chronicles his single-minded pursuit 
to build something that “contained every scrap of love that I 
had ever lost or found.” Thanks to his labors and self-education, 
the author not only found reconciliation with the past, but also 
emerged as a fine boatbuilder whose work is prized by collec-
tors today.

Woodworking meets bridge-building, and sorrow meets 
understanding in this impeccably written, loving memoir.

STOP SAVING THE PLANET!
An Environmentalist 
Manifesto
Price, Jenny
Norton (128 pp.) 
$10.00 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-393-54087-1  

Why hasn’t the environmental move-
ment made a more significant impact on 
the health of our planet?

In this brief, energetic book, Price 
pleads for a more comprehensive environmentalism, which she 
defines as “in here” rather than “out there.” The rapidly paced, 
conversational narrative, loaded with bullet points, sidebars, 
pull quotes, and “Scribble Zone[s] (“write, draw, ponder…”), 
will catch the attention of some readers but annoy others. In 
addition to rhetorical swipes at “the Kochs and ultraright poli-
ticians,” the author advances some important, if familiar, argu-
ments about the state of environmentalism. For decades, many 
major corporations have claimed “green” credentials that have 
been superficial at best. Coca Cola has pushed “Keep America 
Beautiful” since the 1950s, but the trash that used to litter side-
walks now just ends up in landfills. Nestlé, the world’s largest 
food and beverage company, introduced water bottles with less 
plastic but still “aggressively drains and privatizes public water 
sources to fill” those bottles. Apple’s headquarters is LEED 
certified, but what about its suppliers in China? In other words, 
notes Price, the “green efforts” of large corporations are mainly 
for show. While Barack Obama’s “Cash for Clunkers” campaign 
seemed like a good idea, it required the trashing of working cars, 
at great environmental cost. The author focuses on discerning 
actual impact, including the “ultra-toxic industrial practices” 
needed to create such ostensibly environmentally friendly 
products as electric cars. We have “greenwashed” the economy 
to justify buying more and more “green” products while the 
root problem, rampant consumerism, goes unaddressed. The 
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“Woodworking meets bridge-building, and sorrow meets
understanding in this impeccably written, loving memoir.”

little and often
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author’s criticisms about the destructive nature of capitalism 
are well taken yet require further development. Her more prac-
tical, real-world examples, most of which derive from European 
nations—“only glass beverage bottles allowed (Denmark, with 
a near 100% return rate”)—are the most effective parts of the 
book, which should not be viewed as a comprehensive resource.

A fun introduction to a serious topic that should serve as 
a starting point for further study and action.

IN THE ARENA
A Memoir of Love, War, and 
Politics
Robb, Chuck
Univ. of Virginia (386 pp.) 
$34.95  |  Apr. 19, 2021
978-0-8139-4611-5  

A veteran of the Marines recounts 
combat in the jungle—and on the floor 
of the Senate.

Robb, well known for his marriage 
to Lyndon Johnson’s daughter Lynda Bird, recalls an earnest 
childhood in which his seriousness in both school and his pur-
suit of hobbies earned him the sobriquet “the little judge.” After 
marrying Lynda, he was posted to Vietnam, where he soon wit-
nessed death: “Pale and still in an unzipped black rubber bag, 
Terry Hale was laid out for identification. It is not something 
one forgets. The astringent smell stayed in my nostrils long after 
I left the tent.” Returning stateside, he entered politics, quickly 
becoming a presence in the Democratic Party in Virginia and, 
later, on the national stage. He lands somewhat on the blue-
dog side of things, to judge by the moderate-to-conservative 
approach he outlines at several points. At one point, he bucks 
against politically powerful teachers unions, approving of rais-
ing teacher pay while insisting on saying no “to practices that 
reward mediocrity and ignore the performance of our best” as 
well as to advancing students through unearned social promo-
tions; he approves of a strong military but decries crony con-
tracts and substandard weapons systems. Robb identifies two 
tendencies in the party that are consistently in friction: the 
activists, who sometimes lend the air of true believers whose 
primary allegiance is to special interests, and the elected, who 
are constantly seeking reelection. The author tells some sangui-
nary tales of life in the political trenches, as when he enlisted the 
help of Jim Webb in a run against fellow Marine Oliver North, 
which Webb offered only to later endorse opponent George 
Allen for reasons of political calculus. Robb’s memoir is valuable 
for partisans today for his clear view of the challenges ahead. 

“The tribalism that is pulling our democracy apart doesn’t have 
to prevail,” he writes. “For our democracy to hold together, its 
citizens must share a commitment to the common good.”

Good reading for politics junkies and aspiring officehold-
ers alike.

THE LEDGER AND 
THE CHAIN 
How Domestic Slave 
Traders Shaped America
Rothman, Joshua D.
Basic (512 pp.) 
$35.00  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-5416-1661-5  

A chilling account of the metastatic 
growth of America’s internal slave trade 
in the early 1800s.

Rothman, the chair of the history department at the Uni-
versity of Alabama and author of two previous books on slavery 
in the U.S., employs his wide breadth of knowledge about the 
era to vividly depict the human and economic impacts of the 
domestic slave trade as it burgeoned in the early 19th century. 
Digging deeply into the horrific details of the hugely profitable 
slave-trafficking business of Isaac Franklin, John Armfield, and 
Rice Ballard in Natchez, Mississippi, and Alexandria, Virginia, 
where they based their operations from the mid-1820s, the 
author clearly shows the mechanics behind the exponential 
growth of slavery in the South as it rose to meet the demands 
of a growing nation, financially, politically, geographically, and 
demographically. “Their America incentivized entrepreneurial-
ism, financial risk, and racial slavery, and no one made more of 
the junction among those things than they did,” writes Roth-
man in this meticulously documented history. “They became 
some of the richest men in the country as a result.” Expand-
ing from the successful model of slave trader Austin Woolfolk, 
who worked out of Baltimore, Franklin, Armfield, and Ballard 
took out ads, bargained in taverns, and bought enslaved people 
and took them to New Orleans, Charleston, and other cities in 
order to sell them for a profit. During the presidency of Andrew 
Jackson, the clearing of Native peoples from their lands allowed 
for a massive increase in the production of cotton and sugar as 
well as the proliferation of banks and technological advances 
like the cotton gin—all of which required a seemingly “bottom-
less” supply of free labor. As they grew their businesses, these 
men “helped foster something resembling a national market in 
commoditized human beings that paralleled the development 
of national markets in an array of other goods.”

An excellent work of vast research that hauntingly delin-
eates the “intimate daily savageries of the slave trade.”
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LANGUAGES OF TRUTH 
Essays 2003-2020
Rushdie, Salman
Random House (368 pp.) 
$28.00  |  May 25, 2021
978-0-593-13317-0  

Wide-ranging nonfiction pieces by 
the distinguished novelist, unified by his 
commitment to artistic freedom and his 
adamant opposition to censorship in any 
form.

Rushdie sets the tone in the opening essay of this stimu-
lating collection, culled from various lectures, journalism, and 
introductions to books and exhibition catalogs (all “thor-
oughly revised”). “Before there were books, there were stories,” 
writes the author: Fiction was born from folktales, fables, and 
mythology, and the modern works Rushdie most admires share 
with those “wonder tales” an understanding that “injecting 
the fabulous into the real [makes] it more vivid and strangely, 
more truthful.” In Parts 1 and 2, the author ranges across world 
mythology; the two great progenitors of modern literature, 
Cervantes and Shakespeare; and their 20th-century successors, 
including Vonnegut, Roth, Márquez, Beckett, and Pinter. All 
underscore Rushdie’s point that conventional realism is insuf-
ficient to capture life’s endless variety and strangeness. Part 3 
engages with the political and social battles of our day, “when 
reality itself seems everywhere under attack.” As the victim of 
attacks over allegedly blasphemous content in The Satanic Verses, 
Rushdie notes the essential similarity of Islamic and right-wing 
Christian fundamentalism, eloquently affirming the democratic 
values of pluralism, secularism, and tolerance. In several pieces 
about his work with PEN, where he established and served for 
a decade as chairman of the World Voices International Liter-
ary Festival, the author once again draws connections among 
artistic, political, and civil liberties and celebrates the interna-
tional solidarity of artists. Part 4 spotlights the visual arts, from 
the 16th-century series of hundreds of paintings chronicling 
the Adventures of Hamza, a pinnacle of Mughal art, to Hungar-
ian Indian painter Amrita Sher-Gil and African American artist 
Kara Walker. Moving tributes to departed friends Christopher 
Hitchens and Carrie Fisher capture the warmth underlying 
their famed acerbity, wit, and rage—qualities Rushdie has been 
known to exhibit himself. This collection, however, showcases 
his generous spirit, dedicated to illuminating the work of fellow 
artists and defending their right to unfettered creativity.

Formidably erudite, engagingly passionate, and endlessly 
informative: a literary treat.

MADHOUSE AT THE END OF 
THE EARTH
The Belgica’s Journey Into 
the Dark Antarctic Night
Sancton, Julian
Crown (384 pp.) 
$30.00  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-984824-33-2  

A harrowing expedition to Antarc-
tica, recounted by Departures senior fea-
tures editor Sancton, who has reported 

from every continent on the planet.
On Aug. 16, 1897, the steam whaler Belgica set off from Bel-

gium with young  Adrien de Gerlache as commandant. Thus 
begins Sancton’s riveting history of exploration, ingenuity, and 
survival. The commandant’s inexperienced, often unruly crew, 
half non-Belgian, included scientists, a rookie engineer, and 
first mate Roald Amundsen, who would later become a cel-
ebrated polar explorer. After loading a half ton of explosive 
tonite, the ship set sail with 23 crew members and two cats. In 
Rio de Janeiro, they were joined by Dr. Frederick Cook, a young, 
shameless huckster who had accompanied Robert Peary as a 
surgeon and ethnologist on an expedition to northern Green-
land. In Punta Arenas, four seamen were removed for insub-
ordination, and rats snuck onboard. In Tierra del Fuego, the 
ship ran aground for a while. Sancton evokes a calm anxiety as 
he chronicles the ship’s journey south. On Jan. 19, 1898, near 
the South Shetland Islands, the crew spotted the first icebergs. 
Rough waves swept someone overboard. Days later, they saw 
Antarctica in the distance. Glory was “finally within reach.” The 
author describes the discovery and naming of new lands and the 
work of the scientists gathering specimens. The ship continued 
through a perilous, ice-littered sea, as the commandant was anx-
ious to reach a record-setting latitude. On March 6, the Belgica 
became icebound. The crew did everything they could to pre-
pare for a dark, below-freezing winter, but they were wracked 
with despair, suffering headaches, insomnia, dizziness, and later, 
madness—all vividly capture by Sancton. The sun returned on 
July 22, and by March 1899, they were able to escape the ice. 
With a cast of intriguing characters and drama galore, this his-
tory reads like fiction and will thrill fans of Endurance and In the 
Kingdom of Ice.

A rousing, suspenseful adventure tale.

BUT YOU’RE STILL SO YOUNG
How Thirtysomethings Are 
Redefining Adulthood
Schaefer, Kayleen
Dutton (240 pp.) 
$25.00  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5247-4483-0  

Schaefer’s breezy survey examines 
the dilemmas facing Americans in their 
30s.
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“Formidably erudite, engagingly passionate, and 
endlessly informative: a literary treat.”

languages of truth
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The author of Text Me When You Get Home, now in her 40s, 
discusses her own experiences and those of seven other men 
and women, “all part of today’s sprawling middle class,” as they 
face five life transitions that in earlier times often occurred 
significantly earlier in one’s life span. These include complet-
ing school, leaving home, marrying, becoming financially inde-
pendent, and having a child. Schaefer, who began this book 
before the pandemic, touches briefly on its role in slowing these 
achievements down, but she focuses primarily on pre-pandemic 
life. The author occasionally refers to other books, generally 
pop sociology like Gaily Sheehy’s Passages or Jill Filipovic’s The 
H Spot, and quotes celebrities like Jennifer Aniston, but she 
pays most attention to documenting the lives of herself and her 
subjects. While these anecdotes are entertaining, in occasion-
ally uncomfortable ways, the individuals that Schaefer profiles 
are hardly representative of the range of 30-something experi-
ence. Two are stand-up comedians attempting to find success in 
Los Angeles, sometimes relying on money from their parents; 
another quit a stable job to pursue entrepreneurship; one is a 
stay-at-home father writing a novel. Alongside their stories, 
Schaefer chronicles her own familiar struggles within the 21st-
century journalism landscape. Most of her subjects are impet-
uous—e.g., using a $10,000 loan to go on a spending spree or 
saying things like, “Let’s be irresponsible with it. Let’s go to 
Italy”—which means little reader sympathy for their plights 
even as they attempt to take risks and follow their dreams. 
While a book about delayed adulthood in the U.S. could be use-
ful, this one covers such a narrow spectrum of individuals that 
it’s difficult to extrapolate any meaningful conclusions from 
their experiences. By contrast, Sheehy’s book included inter-
views with 115 people.

A disappointingly superficial approach to a potentially 
rewarding topic.

LET THE RECORD SHOW 
A Political History of 
ACT UP New York, 
1987-1993
Schulman, Sarah
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (736 pp.) 
$40.00  |  May 18, 2021
978-0-374-18513-8  

The veteran author, screenwriter, 
and activist delivers a significant boots-
on-the-ground account of the New York 

City chapter of the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power.
Though divisive, ACT UP’s in-your-face activism unques-

tionably improved life for subsequent generations of people 
with AIDS. Many of the volunteers saw themselves as warriors, 
some fighting for their lives by forcing governmental health 
institutes to care about them and stop delaying treatments. 
Founded in 1987 by novelist and playwright Larry Kramer, the 
New York chapter served as the “mothership” of what eventu-
ally became 148 chapters worldwide. The organization’s strat-
egy of confrontation was inspired by Kramer’s insistence on 

political agitation born of necessity. Days before ACT UP was 
formed he notoriously told a crowd, “In five years, half of you 
will be dead!” ACT UP’s “boldest act of broad leadership” was 
the Stop the Church campaign, waged on Dec. 10, 1989, with 
WHAM! (Women’s Health Action and Mobilization). In a “raw 
display of power,” activists interrupted a Catholic service at St. 
Patrick’s Cathedral, garnering heaps of both positive and nega-
tive media coverage. “Nothing could have been more counter to 
assimilationist or respectability politics than Stop the Church,” 
writes Schulman, who was a rank-and-file ACT UP volunteer. A 
longtime historian of LGBTQ+ activism, the author takes to 
task other histories of AIDS, including David France’s docu-
mentary film How To Survive a Plague (2012), which focuses on 
the “heroic white male.” Schulman clearly demonstrates that 
ACT UP was founded in part to engender a relentlessly demo-
cratic and inclusive force of activism. That ideology explains 
the heft of this book, which isn’t written as traditional history 
but as a mashup of events witnessed by Schulman and oral his-
tory that’s truly all-encompassing. Readers are right there with 
activists, hearing their stories from them but also others who 
knew them. “Drive and commitment, invention and felicity, a 
focus on campaigns, and being effective are the components of 
movements that change the world,” writes Schulman, an asser-
tion born out in the stories told here.

Vital, democratic truth-telling.

FINDING THE MOTHER TREE
Discovering How the Forest 
Is Wired for Intelligence and 
Healing
Simard, Suzanne
Knopf (368 pp.) 
$27.95  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-525-65609-8  

One of the world’s leading forest ecol-
ogists recounts her lifelong experimenta-
tion with tree-to-tree communication.

In this memoir/scientific exploration, Simard tells the fas-
cinating story that led Richard Powers to base a character on 
her in his Pulitzer Prize–winning novel The Overstory. Simard 
focuses on her work probing the nature of forest society and 
how the constellation of various species tree hubs (in particu-
lar, “mother trees”) interacts with mycorrhizal (fungal) links to 
send chemical signals to each other. When she started in the 
early 1980s, this type of thinking was dismissed as New Age–y 
and nonscientific. However, growing up in the woods of west-
ern Canada, the author had practical experience studying the 
rejuvenation of clear-cuts, and she thought there was likely 
more going on with the trees, a complex and interconnected 
force that clear-cutting and subsequent monocultural reseed-
ing was missing. Simard charts her yearslong inquiry into the 
underground wiring of trees, among a variety of species, as it 
advanced alongside the growth of her own family. These par-
allel, intimate stories are equally absorbing, and the author’s 
descriptions of the science involved in her pioneering research 
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are consistently engaging. “Plants use their neural-like physiol-
ogy to perceive their environment,” she writes. “Their leaves, 
stems, and roots sense and comprehend their surroundings, 
then alter their physiology—their growth, ability to forage for 
nutrients, photosyn thetic rates, and closure rates of stomata 
for saving water.” The author is candid about the sexism she 
has confronted throughout her career as well as the academic 
beard-pulling over the originality of her scientific results—e.g., 
her early recognition of the effects of climate change or the “kin 
recognition from Mother Trees.” Though some readers may not 
appreciate Simard’s frequent anthropomorphism, the science 
is solid, and the author’s overarching theme of stewardship is 
clear, understandable, and necessary.

Trees don’t just stand there, Simard convincingly argues, 
but perceive, respond, connect, and converse.

A DROP OF TREASON 
Philip Agee and His 
Exposure of the CIA
Stevenson, Jonathan
Univ. of Chicago (328 pp.) 
$27.50  |  May 1, 2021
978-0-226-35668-6  

 One of America’s “most hated” spies 
receives a lively, thoughtful biography.

Stevenson, senior fellow for U.S. 
defense at the International Institute for 

Strategic Studies, has searched the archives and interviewed 
everyone willing to talk about Philip Agee (1935-2008). The son 
of a wealthy Catholic businessman, he seemed a chip off the 
old block, attending Catholic school and Notre Dame, where 
he graduated cum laude in philosophy. In 1956, during his senior 
year, he declined an offer from a CIA recruiter but joined after 
three months of law school. Agee served in Ecuador, Uruguay, 
and Mexico, carrying out America’s policy of fighting the influ-
ence of Castro and communism by supporting authoritarian 
movements and their violent methods. No evidence exists that 
he objected at the time, and his 1968 resignation letter cites 
only personal reasons. He remained in Mexico for several years, 
seemingly at loose ends. In 1971, he traveled to Cuba, ostensibly 
for research, and then to Paris, where his statements denounc-
ing the CIA caught the agency’s attention. His 1975 bestseller, 
Inside the Company, was a generally accurate portrayal of CIA 
operations and bad behavior accompanied by the names of 
more than 400 CIA agents. Although it remains an article of 
faith among CIA supporters that agents died as a result, Ste-
venson expresses doubts—but there is no doubt that it ruined 
careers and hampered missions. The author devotes two-thirds 
of the book to the remainder of Agee’s life as a professional CIA 
critic, constantly fending off enraged officials who proclaimed 
that his defection was a facade of “venality, lust, drunkenness, 
or emotional breakdown.” The 1970s were not kind to the CIA, 
but Congressional anger at its dirty tricks caused more dam-
age than insider revelations. By the 1980s, America’s conser-
vative turn had relieved the pressure, and 9/11 reenergized the 

agency. “Once 9/11 effectively reempowered the agency, and it 
went nefarious again with renditions, black sites, and torture,” 
he writes, “[Agee’s] mission again became relevant to upholding 
true American principles.”

An insightful and evenhanded portrait.

THE THIRD POLE 
Mystery, Obsession, 
and Death on Mount 
Everest
Synnott, Mark
Dutton (416 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5247-4557-8  

The author of The Impossible Climb 
(2019) returns with another hair-raising 
mountaineering story.

Professional climber and journalist Synnott chronicles his 
climb of Mount Everest in hopes of finding the remains, and 
an all-important camera, of George Mallory’s climbing partner, 
Andrew Irvine. In 1924, Mallory made an ill-fated attempt to 
be the first known human to summit Everest. Irvine joined 
Mallory for the final push, and neither man returned. If found, 
Irvine’s camera might provide evidence that the men attained 
the summit, or didn’t. This is the story of that attempt, nar-
rated by Synnott with easy grace—even when the climbing and 
weather were anything but. The expedition also ran into the 
usual bureaucratic delays from the host nation (they were climb-
ing the north face, which is in China), but the author introduces 
readers to a side of the mountain and its routes not typically 
seen, as most expeditions start from the Nepalese side. In addi-
tion to describing all of the roadblocks in their way, he popu-
lates the harrowing text with excellent background material to 
convey a rich sense of what summiting the great peaks entails. 
Synnott offers important pocket-sized biographies of Mal-
lory and Irvine, of course, but there are also discerning forays 
into British colonial geopolitics, the ongoing disputes between 
China and Nepal, Tibet’s tortured relations with China, and the 
many vested Chinese political interests in the history of Ever-
est mountaineering. Unsurprisingly, given his experience as a 
mountain guide, Synnott writes with gratifying savvy about all 
elements involved in the dangerous venture: Everest meteorol-
ogy, notoriously unpredictable; the effects of altitude on the 
body and mind; the pleasures of camping in the sky; and the 
impressive biological adaptations of Sherpas, who “function at 
high altitudes like highly efficient hybrid vehicles that get many 
miles per gallon, whereas the rest of us are gas-guzzling SUVs.”

A fine tale of adventure and exploration sure to please any 
fan of climbing and Everest lore.
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“A fine tale of adventure and exploration sure to 
please any fan of climbing and Everest lore.”

the third pole
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BEESWING
Losing My Way and Finding 
My Voice 1967-1975
Thompson, Richard
Algonquin (304 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-61620-895-0  

Memories from the early, fruitful era 
in the acclaimed musician’s career.

In his detailed memoir, British 
singer/songwriter and guitarist Thomp-

son recounts his unexpected rise from rebellious teen to influ-
ential rocker with Fairport Convention; the duo he formed with 
his ex-wife, Linda Thompson; and as a solo artist. For anyone 
who has heard Thompson classics like “Walking on a Wire” or 

“I Want To See the Bright Lights Tonight,” it’s no surprise that 
he knows how to tell a story and turn a phrase. He offers plenty 
of insight into the early days of Fairport Convention and its 
ever changing lineup along with charming anecdotes about get-
ting stopped by German customs agents for carrying laundry 
soap in his bag or how his family name went from Thomson 
to Thompson due to a printing error on a brass nameplate his 
great-grandfather bought for his front door. What about the 
author’s songwriting inspiration? “Parents, partners and friends 
rarely understand that staring blankly out of the window is an 
important part of the creative process, and only occasionally 
an excuse for doing nothing.” As the narrative progresses, it 
becomes clear that there are subjects he is happy to discuss—
his quest for religious fulfillment or his career as a session musi-
cian—and those he is not, including his courting and breakup 
with Linda or his family life. The holes may not have been as 
noticeable if the text didn’t move chronologically, using albums 
and tours to move the narrative forward rather than the major 
events of his life. That combination leads to awkward place-
holders like, “Linda had gone through a fairly routine pregnancy 
and had given birth to our daughter Muna a few months earlier,” 
that could have been emotional centerpieces.

Fans of Thompson’s music will enjoy the stories behind 
his career, but those new to his cool style may find it a little 
cold.

ISRAEL
A Simple Guide to the Most 
Misunderstood Country on 
Earth
Tishby, Noa
Free Press (352 pp.) 
$27.00  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-982144-93-7  

A personal, unconventional defense 
of the state of Israel.

In her first book, Israeli actor, pro-
ducer, and singer Tishby provides a straightforward yet opin-
ionated look at modern Israel that’s meant to rebut common 

criticisms and debunk common stereotypes. As a secular, lib-
eral Israeli working in the entertainment industry, she has often 
found herself in the role of apologist for her homeland. This book 
is an outgrowth of those experiences, an attempt to educate her 
peers about Israel. Tishby begins with ancient history. “Israel 
sits on so much freaking history and archeology it’s unfathom-
able,” she writes in a characteristically conversational tone, con-
tinuing, “when you dig in Jerusalem…you just dig wherever you 
can, and you’re bound to find something old and priceless bur-
ied underground.” The author then moves on to the colonial-
era Middle East and early Zionism, leading up to the horrors of 
World War II and the establishment of the Israeli state in 1948. 
Tishby discusses the conflicts that have plagued Israel since 
its founding, especially regarding the Israeli-Palestinian divide. 
Declaring herself both Zionist and pro-Palestinian, the author 
argues that the conflict is exacerbated by other Arab nations 
and poor Palestinian leadership. “The conflict,” she notes, “is 
not between the Palestinians and the Israelis. It’s between the 
entire Arab world and Israel.” Finally, Tishby describes the people 
and culture of Israel, pointing out the many ways Israel has 
contributed to the global community and what it has to offer 
to the Middle East going forward. Pointing fingers at the U.N. 
as well as the anti-Zionism movement and the Palestinian-led 
Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions initiative, Tishby encourages 
her fellow liberals to be educated and fair about their views of 
Israel. Drawing heavily on her personal experiences as well as on 
expansive research, the author provides an accessible defense of 
her people. Scholars will find plenty to debate, but the author’s 
candid viewpoint offers good food for thought.

An energetic and intimate popular history of a fraught 
land.

NEPANTLA FAMILIAS 
An Anthology of 
Mexican American 
Literature on Families in 
Between Worlds
Ed. by Troncoso, Sergio
Texas A&M Univ. (262 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Apr. 2, 2021
978-1-62349-963-1  

An anthology featuring Mexican 
American writers negotiating life in 

between cultures.
In an anthology that feels long overdue, Troncoso gathers 

30 Mexican American writers to relate their accounts of what it 
means to be an American or, more often, what it means to not 
feel fully American. The anthology, which is divided into fiction, 
nonfiction, and poetry, contains mostly never-before-published 
works woven together by the common thread of “nepantla,” a 
Nahuatl word that means “mutual place” or the “in-between.” 
Alex Espinoza discusses being rejected due to his queerness, 
viewing his experience through the lens of machismo and alco-
holism, two powerful forces that he notes often exist in tan-
dem. In a short story, feminist poet ire’ne lara silva explores the 
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concept of “crossing over” in Mexican culture, both literally (to 
the U.S.) and in the afterlife, while Octavio Quintanilla’s short 
poem conveys the fear of law enforcement that can often haunt 
immigrants long after they arrive in America as well as the con-
stant threat of deportation. The liminal spaces in which these 
moving, sometimes heart-wrenching stories take place range 
from the geographical to the metaphysical. Often, the literal 
borders erected to keep out Mexican migrants become meta-
phors for a deeper struggle to find the meanings of us and them. 
Many of the writers express a frustration at being either “too 
Mexican” or “not Mexican enough.” The rejection from both 
sides foments a desire to belong to something uniquely apart 
from either, giving birth to a diaspora that embraces the idea 
of existing in several worlds. “The either/or proposition that 
forces you to choose between your community and, say, your 
country has never been true,” Troncoso writes in the introduc-
tion. “The very skills we learn to cross borders within ourselves 
help us to cross borders toward others outside our community.” 
Other contributors include Sandra Cisneros, Reyna Grande, 
Francisco Cantú, and Stephanie Elizondo Griest.

A deeply meaningful collection that navigates important 
nuances of identity.

MOM GENES
Inside the New Science 
of Our Ancient Maternal 
Instinct
Tucker, Abigail
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster 
(336 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-5011-9285-2  

A science journalist navigates the 
murky waters of maternal instinct.

“My hope is not to momsplain, but for you and I to dis-
cover together what divides moms and what unites us,” writes 
Smithsonian correspondent Tucker. “I want to witness—under a 
microscope, or inside a monkey corral—the forces that move us 
all. I want to know what rocks the hand that rocks the cradle.” 
There are many elements involved in maternal instinct—“a 
spontaneously arising set of emotions and actions pertaining 
to the perception and care of babies”—including genetics, hor-
mones, brain chemistry, fear and uncertainty, and external influ-
ences from friends and family. Though the author touches on 
each of these factors, she is often stymied. “We don’t truly 
know” how the maternal brain shape-shifts; the “findings are 
mixed and inevitably controversial” when it comes to maternal 
memory lapses; “maybe a few key genes could sway the quality of 
maternal behavior.” According to one researcher in the field of 
maternal genetics, “we are at the base of this humungous moun-
tain. We are not sure how to climb it. Everybody is just picking 
at it in various ways.” Consequently, it’s clear that we are in the 
nascent stages of such research. Despite some opacity based 
on learned guesswork, Tucker is a consistently energetic guide, 
and she doesn’t shy away from discussing “the dangerous and 

opaque mental problems that hound moms.” In a particularly 
vibrant chapter, the author explores the countless deleterious 
effects of poverty and how American society continually fails 
to provide the support that mothers deserve. Filling in the gaps 
and moving the story forward are Tucker’s personal observa-
tions—she is the mother of four—and the ups and downs of her 
experiences, many of which will be familiar to mothers of all 
backgrounds.

Stimulating preliminary notes toward a deeper under-
standing of an area of science that shows promise. 

THE TRIUMPH OF 
NANCY REAGAN 
Tumulty, Karen
Simon & Schuster (672 pp.) 
$32.50  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5011-6519-1  

 A deep dive into the life of Nancy 
Reagan (1921-2016).

In a luminous and exhaustive biogra-
phy, Washington Post political columnist 
Tumulty chronicles the private life and 

political influence of Ronald Reagan’s wife. Drawing on inter-
views with surviving figures from the Reagan years, including 
George Shultz and James A. Baker, the author vividly captures 
the personality and impact of the Chicago Gold Coast debu-
tante who became a Hollywood star and then first lady. Tumulty 
shows us a shrewd, savvy woman. “Hers was the power that 
comes with intimacy,” writes the author. “The first lady was the 
essential disinterested observer of the ideological battles and 
power struggles that went on in the White House, because she 
had but one preoccupation: Ronald Reagan’s well-being and 
success.” She was tasked with running the household and keep-
ing up the family’s clean, conservative image: “Ronnie…left all 
the difficult and contentious parts of parenting to Nancy.” Fos-
tering a strong interest in astrology, she insisted that her hus-
band’s schedule, including dates and even desirability of visits 
from foreign leaders, align with the readings of San Francisco 
astrologer Joan Quigley. Tumulty’s riveting narrative transcends 
such oddities as she leads us through the White House years, 
with colorful portraits of all of the relevant political players as 
well as the Reagan children. The author’s chapter on the AIDS 
crisis is a gem, as she clearly portrays the neglect by the White 
House, the complexity of the Reagans’ view of homosexuality, 
and the engagement of Surgeon General C. Everett Koop to 
anchor the administration’s belated response. Another stand-
out section follows the grim tale of the Iran-Contra scandal, 
culminating in the Tower report and Reagan’s public apology. 
Tumulty also assesses some tell-all books from departing staff-
ers as well as Nancy’s own memoir, My Turn (1989). Through it 
all, Nancy maintained her abiding love for her husband. After 
his death, she would see visions of him at night.

The definitive biography of the woman who drove her 
husband’s presidential ambitions—a shoo-in for the silver 
screen.
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“The definitive biography of the woman who drove her husband’s 
presidential ambitions—a shoo-in for the silver screen.”

the triumph of nancy reagan
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AMERICAN 
KOMPROMAT 
How the KGB Cultivated 
Donald Trump, and Related 
Tales of Sex, Greed, Power, 
and Treachery
Unger, Craig
Dutton (352 pp.) 
$30.00  |  Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-593-18253-6  

Is Donald Trump a Russian asset? Yes, 
according to longtime president-watcher and journalist Unger, 
who builds on and extends the case he built in House of Trump, 
House of Putin.

It’s not news that well before becoming president, Trump 
revealed himself to be “a tyrant who had mesmerized tens of 
millions of people, and that it didn’t matter to them what he 
said or did”—or that he has long been suspected of owing a 
profound debt to Russia and that the place to look for it is in 
the tax returns he keeps hidden. Unger’s book is valuable pri-
marily because he connects any number of loose ends, even if 
the result may sound like a conspiracy theory. Point 1: Trump 
owes Russia big, and while in office, he was ever eager to please. 
Point 2: Russia began to cultivate him long before the Soviet 
Union collapsed. Point 3: It all comes down to money. Point 4: 
There are connections among Opus Dei, the Trump administra-
tion, and the “world of decadence and depravity tied to figures 
like Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell.” Unger links all of 
this to what CIA sources call the “Monster Plot,” which pos-
its that Russia placed an asset or agent “at the very top” of the 
U.S. government to make it collapse. Trump was ideal. As one 
Russian handler noted, “in terms of his personality…the guy is 
not a complicated cookie, his most important characteristics 
being low intellect coupled with hyperinflated vanity. This com-
bination makes him a dream for an experienced recruiter.” The 
believability of Unger’s case lies less in these points laid bare 
than in the fact that one can see them in abundant evidence in 
the actions of Trump and his allies, from leaving Syria to Rus-
sia to packing the Supreme Court and Justice Department with 
right-wing Catholics—nefarious work that will take years to 
undo even as Trump continues to attempt to bring about “the 
end of democracy.”

A must-read. The gun’s not quite smoking, but the bar-
rel’s plenty hot, and there are Russian shell casings all around.

DIRTY GOLD
The Rise and Fall of an 
International Smuggling 
Ring
Weaver, Jay & Nehamas, Nicholas & 
Wyss, Jim & Gurney, Kyra
PublicAffairs (384 pp.) 
$28.00  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5417-6290-9  

A deep dive into a landmark U.S. 
prosecution of players in the transna-

tional illicit gold trade.
The co-authors, all journalists who have worked at the 

Miami Herald, closely examine the grim, little-understood world 
of artisanal (small-scale) gold mining, rife with malfeasance, 
corruption, and ecological devastation, stretching from devel-
oping nations like Chile and Peru to Miami, where precious-
metal conglomerates like Elemetal sought to dominate the gold 
market, particularly after the 2008 recession. The narrative fol-
lows a broad cast of businessmen, smugglers, and brokers, all of 
whom realized that shipping illicit Chilean gold through neigh-
boring countries would enable ready sales to firms (Elemetal 
and others) using forged origin documents. The authors focus 
on the “three amigos,” macho, self-taught traders employed by 
Elemetal’s subsidiary, NTR Metals, who were eager to bend the 
rules and who tracked their smuggling and money laundering 
on phone apps, which later incriminated them. This misbegot-
ten white-collar–crime story unfolds against a well-rendered 
historical background of how such activities have fractured 
the fragile environments and societies of developing nations 
in Latin America, where remote regions have been overrun by 
chaotic, destructive artisanal mining. “For Peruvian criminals,” 
write the authors, “gold had become far more lucrative than 
cocaine.” Eventually, however, the FBI and federal prosecu-
tors built an in-depth prosecution of the scheme, endeavoring 
to “lay out a vivid portrait of illegal mining, gold smuggling, and 
money laundering across two continents, one that captured the 
widespread environmental damage to the Amazon rain forest 
and the powerful role of drug traffickers.” The authors write 
with a journalistic yet culturally attuned voice, but the narrative 
is sometimes repetitive in its frequent juxtaposition of the bru-
tal conditions in the mine-ravaged rainforests with the wealth 
and colorful backstories of the key players as well as the deter-
mination and diligence of the various law enforcement agencies 
involved.

An authoritative consideration of “dirty” gold’s grip on 
the environment and role in rampant geopolitical corruption.
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TOKYO JUNKIE 
60 Years of Bright 
Lights and Back 
Alleys...and Baseball
Whiting, Robert
Stone Bridge Press (384 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-61172-067-9  

A “callow young man…searching for 
an identity” finds a wondrous metropolis 
on the other side of the world.

Whiting, who has authored multiple books on Japan and 
Tokyo, including Tokyo Underworld (1999), begins in 1962, when 
he was assigned to the city by the U.S. Air Force. In this heart-
felt, clearly labor-of-love work, he chronicles both his vast per-
sonal changes as well as the enormous transformation that the 
city of Tokyo has undergone since the early 1960s. As a 19-year-
old soldier from California, Whiting arrived just as Japan was 
gaining momentum economically and planning for the historic 
1964 Olympics (Tokyo was the first city in Asia chosen to host 
the games). As Whiting vividly demonstrates, the preparations 
involved massive construction, congestion, pollution, noise, 
crowds, and lively nightlife, which the author depicts in rol-
licking fashion. At the time, the city “had more bars per square 
kilometer than anywhere in the world.” Fortunately for Whit-
ing, anti-Americanism from the war years had dissipated, and 
Americans were largely revered, especially by women. Once 
decommissioned, the author stayed on to experience this “crazy 
trip through the Looking Glass,” first as a student and then 
English tutor and editor for Encyclopedia Britannica, “one of 
the fastest growing companies in Japan.” Despite being warned 
by his more experienced American colleagues that Japan was 
not a place for a young man (“jaundiced advice that was easy 
to ignore”), Whiting stayed until he was 30 before moving to 
New York City—“the polar opposite to Tokyo in many glaring 
respects…a violent, decaying metropolis”—where he wrote a 
book about Japanese baseball, “a quintessentially American 
sport…that gave me my first true connection to Japan and its 
people.” Throughout the book, the author delivers consistently 
entertaining details about nearly all aspects of Japanese daily 
life and culture, creating a priceless document of the rise of one 
of the world’s great cities.

A delightful memoir of the author’s five-decade love 
affair with a city that “hypnotized” him and never let go.

CRYING IN H MART 
A Memoir
Zauner, Michelle
Knopf (256 pp.) 
$26.95  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-525-65774-3  

A poignant memoir about a mother’s 
love as told through Korean food.

Losing a parent is one thing, but to 
also lose direct ties to one’s culture in the 
process is its own tragedy. In this expan-

sion of her popular 2018 New Yorker essay, Zauner, best known 
as the founder of indie rock group Japanese Breakfast, grapples 
with what it means to be severed from her Korean heritage 
following her mother’s battle with cancer. In an attempt to 
honor and remember her umma, the author sought to replicate 
the flavors of her upbringing. Throughout, the author delivers 
mouthwatering descriptions of dishes like pajeon, jatjuk, and 
gimbap, and her storytelling is fluid, honest, and intimate. Aptly, 
Zauner frames her story amid the aisles of H Mart, a place many 
Asian Americans will recognize, a setting that allows the author 
to situate her personal story as part of a broader conversation 
about diasporic culture, a powerful force that eludes owner-
ship. The memoir will feel familiar to children of immigrants, 
whose complicated relationships to family are often paralleled 
by equally strenuous relationships with their food. It will also 
resonate with a larger audience due to the author’s validation of 
the different ways that parents can show their love—if not ver-
bally, then certainly through their ability to nourish. “I wanted 
to embody a physical warning—that if she began to disappear, I 
would disappear too,” writes Zauner as she discusses the dete-
rioration of her mother’s health, when both stopped eating. 
When a loved one dies, we search all of our senses for signs of 
their presence. Zauner’s ability to let us in through taste makes 
her book stand out from others with similar themes. She makes 
us feel like we are in her mother’s kitchen, singing her praises.

A tender, well-rendered, heart-wrenching account of the 
way food ties us to those who have passed.

“A tender, well-rendered, heart-wrenching account of 
the way food ties us to those who have passed.”

crying in h mart
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COYOTE’S SOUNDBITE
A Poem for Our Planet
Agard, John
Illus. by Grobler, Piet
Lantana (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-911373-73-5  

Coyote attends a conference of the 
earth goddesses in drag and contributes 
a great idea.

The six earth goddesses “from far-flung corners of the 
planet” plan a conference, for female creatures only, to discuss 

“whether humans are blind / or have simply lost their mind.” The 
ethnically diverse earth goddesses watch over every happening 
on Earth, down to “a tiny seed waking in a cradle of darkness.” 
But the earth goddesses themselves have never been seen. Coy-
ote decides to wear his wife’s dress to attend the historic event. 
Each earth goddess gives a short speech about her contribu-
tions to life on the planet and her disappointment in human-
ity’s treatment of it. When they invite questions, a long silence 
ensues, and Coyote decides to offer a suggestion: the titular 
sound bite to get their message across to humans. His sugges-
tion is gladly accepted. When Coyote gets home, he finds his 
wife dressed in his own suit and discovers she, too, has been out 
making suggestions at a conference not intended for her gender. 
Agard’s rhythmic verse reads like a classic fable, with intriguing 
characters and an interesting premise. The cross-dressing coy-
otes are an unfortunate diversion from the otherwise-engaging 
story; the fact that the only male in attendance comes up with 
the solution reduces the empowering message despite the 
ironic turn at the end of the tale. Grobler’s busy, characteristi-
cally scribbly illustrations add interest to each spread.

Very nearly successful. (Picture book. 4-10)

WHEN MOM’S AWAY
Ahmad, Layla
Illus. by Zaman, Farida
Second Story Press (24 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-77260-175-6  

A young girl misses her mother, a 
physician who must quarantine during 

the Covid-19 pandemic so she can keep her family safe while 
caring for sick people.

Although Mom is just staying in the garage, her daughter 
still feels her absence. Whether she’s cooking, attending virtual 
school, or delivering groceries to Grandma and Grandpa (with 
physically distanced greetings), she misses her mother. Dad 
is fun, and video chats with Mom help, but it’s not the same. 
When Mom finally comes home, the young narrator rejoices 
even though she knows her mother will have to go back to 
work soon. Her mom is a superhero, and while she’s gone, the 
girl knows she can be a superhero too by helping take care of 
her dad and her community. This issue-focused story supports 

social-emotional learning and depicts many of the changes 
children are currently experiencing due to Covid-19. Through-
out, the first-person, present-tense text models discussions 
between caregiver and child about pandemic-related topics. 
The characters discuss the importance of washing hands, keep-
ing physically distanced, and wearing masks. Characters are 
shown wearing face masks when outside their home. As much 
as the girl misses her mother, she expresses only sadness and 
fear—never anger or resentment. This feels like an omission in a 
book that seeks to connect with children. Disappointingly, the 
book lacks any backmatter with additional supports for care-
givers. The childlike cartoon illustrations adequately portray 
day-to-day life, although the technical aspects of the artwork 
are clunky and flat. The girl and Dad are depicted with black 
hair and brown skin while Mom has blonde hair and pale skin.

Though it is a bit emotionally aspirational, this issue-
based story is a timely discussion prompt. (Picture book. 4-7)

GOODNIGHT GREAT 
OUTDOORS
Alberg, Lucas
Illus. by Myers, Megan Marie
Adventure Publications (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-59193-888-0  

A Goodnight Moon for camping families. 
“In the great outdoors / there was a forest floor / and a fad-

ing light / and a shadow of // a stand of pines over a campsite.” 
While this new version lacks the lyricism and simple rhythm 
of the original, it follows the classic’s pattern quite closely, say-
ing goodnight to everything introduced, but then spoils it by 
following “Goodnight creatures everywhere” with two addi-
tional double-page spreads that find the text dribbling off with 

“Goodnight forest floor / and goodnight great outdoors.” Also 
echoing the format of the classic, the illustrations alternate 
double-page spreads of a sparse, almost prehistoric-looking for-
est near a lake with up-close vignettes. But the quality of the art-
work in no way compares to the original. The various elements, 
including the family members, are merely cut and pasted from 
one page to the next save for a dragonfly readers can search for 
on each large spread. The final spread adds a bunch of new ani-
mals to the staid nighttime tent scene, and there’s a backmatter 
spread highlighting each one and providing a brief paragraph of 
facts. Every animal and human in the book has V-shaped lines 
denoting closed eyes. On reposing animals, these make it look 
like they are sleeping, but nocturnal animals midstep appear to 
be sleepwalking, and the family members are off in their own 
worlds, disconnected from one another. Myers portrays the 
humans as a family of color. 

There’s no substitute for nature (or Goodnight Moon). Skip 
this and go camping instead.  (Picture book. 3-7)

“Agard’s rhythmic verse reads like a classic fable, with 
intriguing characters and an interesting premise.”

coyote’s soundbite
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It’s not often that I think about 
polar bears’ names. In fact, I 
rarely think about them. But 
this year has me thinking about 
not one, but two polar bears and 
their monikers—or rather recent 
changes made to their names.

Last fall we got the news that 
publisher Child’s Play was renam-
ing both a picture book and its 
polar bear protagonist. Originally 

published in 2015 and titled Ice in the Jungle, the sto-
ry by Ariane Hofmann-Maniyar features a little polar 
bear named Ice who must leave her beloved tundra 
and all her friends when her mom gets a new job in 
the jungle. The little polar bear finds herself in a com-
pletely strange place, with a different climate, differ-
ent language, and different foods. (She spits out a ba-
nana: “the strangest fish she had ever tasted!”) Since 
its publication, the book has found its way into class-
rooms as a means of starting discussions about immi-
gration. The warm reception Ice is given by her new 
classmates serves as a model for children welcoming 
newcomers in their own schools.

As the previous admin-
istration’s anti-immigrant 
agenda became crueler and 
crueler, however, the publish-
er became uneasy with the 
fact that their little polar bear 
shared her name with the ini-
tialism for Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement—the 

agency actively separating children from their fami-
lies at the southern border. In response, they have 
withdrawn Ice in the Jungle from sale in the United 
States, renaming the book’s protagonist Snow and re-
issuing the book with a new title and a bilingual Span-
ish/English text, with translation by Yanitzia Canetti. 
Nieve en la jungla / Snow in the Jungle debuted in paper-
back in the U.S. in December 2020, with a hardcover 
edition to come on April 1, 2021. ¡Bienvenida Nieve!

The other polar-bear name change is not so wel-
come, however. In 2013, Graphic Universe, an imprint 
of Lerner Books, released a Spanish import called Wa-
luk, by Emilio Ruiz, illustrated by Ana Miralles, and 

adapted and translated 
by Dan Oliverio. This 
arresting graphic novel 
concerns another po-
lar-bear cub, the epony-
mous Waluk, and his ad-
ventures after his moth-
er abandons him. He 
falls in with Manitok, an 
aging bear who teaches him how to hunt while Wa-
luk helps to compensate for the older bear’s growing 
physical weakness. It’s an absorbing tale, with gor-
geous art and a strong environmental message. This 
year, Magnetic Press published its sequel, Waluk: The 
Great Journey (Feb. 23), which sees Waluk and his old-
er companion continuing their adventures across 
a warming Arctic. Unchanged from the first itera-
tion are the magnificent snowscapes, emphasized by 
the book’s landscape orientation, so it opens up into 
8.5-by-22-inch double-page spreads; the endearing 
characterizations, both visual and textual; the envi-
ronmental message; and the warm intergenerational 
relationship between the bears.

Unfortunately, what has changed is the older bear’s 
name: Where he was Manitok in Oliverio’s adapta-
tion and translation of the Spanish text, here, in an 
uncredited translation, he’s named Eskimo: consid-
ered by many Arctic Natives to be a slur. In fact, in 
October 2020, the ice cream treat Eskimo Pie was re-
named Edy’s Pie in order to disassociate the product 
with racist stereotyping. 

It’s worth noting that the bear’s name in the orig-
inal Spanish texts of both books is Esquimo; in this 
context, it is arguably not a name change but a name 
restoration. However, the name is hardly necessary 
to the bear’s characterization—he was perfectly de-
lightful as Manitok. It is a real shame that Magnetic 
Press did not approach the book’s publication with 
the thoughtfulness applied by the publisher of Wa-
luk’s first adventure—or that seen in the decision by 
Child’s Play to rename their bear.

Two polar bears, two name changes, two very dif-
ferent results.

Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor.

Leah O
verstreet

PICTURE BOOKS  |  Vicky Smith

Of Polar Bears and Their Names
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OUTSIDE, YOU NOTICE 
Alladin, Erin
Illus. by Blinick, Andrea
Pajama Press (32 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-77278-193-9  

Sensations noticed in the outdoors 
are supplemented by interesting facts 

about nature in a variety of settings.
“Outside, / You notice things,” like the smell of the world 

after rainfall, how a fresh-picked strawberry tastes extra sweet, 
how the sound of water “Soothes and stills / Your own tumbling 
mind.” On each spread is a nature scene featuring diverse chil-
dren and families interacting with the environment in parks, 
gardens, backyards, forests, farmers markets, and meadows. 
The sensory observations are written in a large typeface that 
can be read straight through as a lyrical journey, but each spread 
also offers several nature facts appropriate to the setting pic-
tured. The facts are in a smaller, spindlier type, enclosed in 
green text boxes. The facts include scientific evidence about 
the benefits humans realize from being outside, such as how 

“getting soil on our skin can make humans feel happier,” and 
that being outside reduces anxiety and stress. The detailed text 
and varied images immerse readers in the feeling of being out-
side, fully attentive and relaxed. Readers will be encouraged to 
explore natural settings and observe the creatures in them as 
well as the experiences within their own bodies. The illustra-
tions use soft coloring, varied perspectives, and active charac-
ters to great effect, pulling observers into the worlds of plants, 
animals, and the people who love them. 

This lovely book is more than the sum of its parts. (Infor-
mational picture book. 4-9)

THE NIGHT MARCHERS AND 
OTHER OCEANIAN TALES
Ed. by Ashwin, Kate & Leong, Sloane & 
McDonald, Kel
Iron Circus Comics (272 pp.) 
$15.00 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-945820-79-3 
Series: Cautionary Fables and Fairytales, 4 

Seventeen traditional Oceanian tales 
are reimagined in this graphic anthology.

Iole Marie Rabor opens the volume 
with a Filipino story centered around the consequences of 
ignoring the tradition of “Tabi po,” or politely excusing yourself 
in order to show respect to the spirits and supernatural beings. 
DJ Keawekane and Kel McDonald tell the Hawaiian legend 
of the intense Papa Holua sledding race and resulting rivalry 
between Pele, goddess of fire, and Poliahu, goddess of snow. 
Even after hearing the warnings about not looking at the spirits 
of the honored dead, a child goes out in search of her father’s 
ghost, who is said to be among their number in Jonah Cabu-
dol-Chalker and Kate Ashwin’s “The Night Marchers.” Paolo 

Chikiamco and Tintin Pantoja add a science-fiction twist to the 
Filipino folktale about the pineapple fruit’s origin in “Thousand 
Eyes.” The remaining stories are from Hawaii and the Philip-
pines, with one from Fiji, but there is no representation of other 
Pacific Islander groups. Nevertheless, this is a captivating and 
important collection. All the artwork is black and white, and 
with a wide variety of artistic styles, each story has its own feel, 
providing a varied and enriching reading experience. The con-
tributors are primarily Filipino and Pacific Islander creators.

An enthralling, spooky, diverse collection of Oceanian leg-
ends in comic form. (about the artists) (Graphic folklore. 9-13)

JE F F  D IN A RD O

         The 

One Great 

Gnome

In the spirit of Alice in 
Wonderland, readers 
are introduced to 
the magical and 
mysterious hidden 
world of gnomes, 
elves, and trolls. Join 
11-year-old Sarah as 
she explores a secret 
world beneath our 
feet and helps calm 
old rivalries between 
the gnomes and trolls. 
Ages 7 to 11

9781947159594  / $12.99

An Imprint of Red Chair Press
PO Box 333, South Egremont, MA 01258

www.redchairpress.com

ONE ELM
B O O K S

ONE ELM

ONE ELM

B O O K S

ONE ELM
B O O K S

ONE ELM
B O O K S

 The 

One Great Gnome
BY JEFF DINARDO

ILLUSTR ATED BY JHON ORTIZ
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THE GREAT 
WHIPPLETHORP BUG 
COLLECTION 
Brashares, Ben
Illus. by Bergeland, Elizabeth
Little, Brown (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-316-53825-1  

A boy determines to add luster to his family name. 
After moving into a new home, Chuck Whipplethorp 

learns his paternal forebears experienced exciting adventures—
though, in the case of his dad, whom he believes “boring,” 
maybe not so much. He makes a list of his ancestors’ exploits—
mountain climbing and deep-sea diving, for instance—and fan-
cifully sets out to emulate them but has little luck, considering 
oceans and mountains aren’t in his neighborhood. Hunting 
for and collecting insect specimens, activities his grandfather 
enjoyed, seem more doable pursuits. Chuck finds a cool beetle, 
but killing it and other bugs is unpalatable, so he proceeds by 
gathering ones already deceased. Soon, Chuck, employing lots 
of ingenuity—and sundry household items—fashions a nifty, 
multilevel beetle house, which attracts a host of other (live) 
insects and dad’s accolades. This delightful story highlights 
a warm, comforting, realistic son-father relationship. The 
dynamic, wonderfully effective pen-and-watercolor illustra-
tions present the protagonists as white as paper—even their 
clothing—against delicately colored backgrounds and are par-
ticularly accomplished at depicting Chuck’s imaginary adven-
tures and scenes of nature. Insect fans will especially appreciate 
the spread featuring various colorful insects (scientific nomen-
clature included) and the 90-degree page turn that provides a 
glimpse into the very inventive interior of Chuck’s beetle condo. 
Endpapers buzz with lively details.

A charmer about finding self-confidence and one’s place in 
a family. (Picture book. 4-7)

INTO DARKNESS
Braswell, Liz
Disney-Hyperion (400 pp.) 
$16.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-368-03918-5 
Series: Stuffed, 2 

Clark and Foon return to battle the 
darkness.

Clark is thrilled to return to Camp I 
Can and spend time with his pals Cathe-
rine-Lucille and D.A. Foon, Clark’s trusty 

stuffed protector, is pumped to come along for the adventure. 
But Camp I Can seems a bit off this year. The grown-ups are 
acting weird, there’s a peculiar gunk appearing in the campers’ 
quarters, and, worst of all, stuffies are disappearing one by one. 
A dastardly plot of revenge against Foon slowly reveals itself 
as this second entry carries on building upon its predecessor 
in smart and satisfying ways. The character work is richer, the 

fantasy world is built out just a bit further, and Clark evolves 
just enough to make his character development feel earned. 
Readers who enjoyed Foon and his antics in Stuffed (2019) will 
find much to enjoy here, particularly those eager to bask in the 
trappings of high fantasy but not quite ready to jump into the 
deep end of the pool. The book’s one big drawback is its length: 
At 400 pages the story feels a bit stretched, particularly with 
the frequent interstitials from the Great Pleticon’s perspective 
which let readers in on the Monsters’ plot; they then have to 
wait for Clark and his pals to catch up. Clark is cued as White; 
there is diversity in the supporting cast. 

An entertaining second entry. (Fiction. 8-12)

RAJ AND THE BEST 
VACATION EVER!
Braun, Sebastien
Illus. by the author
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-5362-1705-6  

Raj the tiger cub and Dad are going 
camping.

Raj has read lots of books about 
camping and knows just what to expect: meals cooked on a camp 
stove, nights spent in a tent, days spent hiking mountains, and—
maybe if they’re lucky—a ride in a canoe. Raj is convinced that 
this is going to be the best vacation ever. But when the tigers 
finally reach the campsite, things don’t go quite as expected. 
Raj’s father has a hard time putting up the tent in the evening 
and lighting the camp stove for breakfast. When they go on a 
mountain hike together, the tigers run out of water. The tigers 
camp near a bear family who all seem to be experienced camp-
ers, but Raj’s father constantly turns down their offers of help—
at least until the tigers end up taking a wrong turn down the 
river. Despite all the difficulties they face, Raj is still convinced 
that their camping trip is the best vacation ever. Braun balances 
both child-friendly and adult-friendly humor, making it a plea-
sure for adults and children to read together. The illustrations 
are teeming with movement, life, and detail, and they are sure 
to delight children who are close observers. Although the father 
tiger’s inability to accept help from the bear family feels like 
a strangely adult conflict in what ought to be a child-centered 
book, generally the story is entertaining to read. (This book was 
reviewed digitally with 11.4-by-17.6-inch double-page spreads viewed 
at 55.1% of actual size.)

A sweet and satisfying book about a vacation that goes 
wrong before it goes right. (Picture book. 3-6)
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A PEACEMAKER FOR 
WARRING NATIONS 
The Founding of the 
Iroquois League
Bruchac, Joseph
Illus. by Fadden, David Kanietakeron
Wisdom Tales (56 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-937786-87-8  

An account of the origins of American democracy via 
the Haudenosaunee League, also known as the Iroquois 
Confederacy. 

This inspiring picture book for upper-elementary–age kids 
recounts the founding of the Haudenosaunee League, centuries 
before the United States became a nation, by a man known as 
the Peacemaker. In a time of violence and war, a child is con-
ceived without a father and born to a single mother. His grand-
mother is baffled until one night a stranger appears by her bed to 
explain that the child has been sent as a prophet to heal nations. 
On one level, Bruchac’s (Nulhegan Abenaki) tale is a great intro-
duction to archetypes, as the legendary Peacemaker is identifi-
able in many ways. He is challenged by nonbelievers and tested 
by feats of faith, and his followers must sacrifice to step onto 
the righteous path. Returning from death, he achieves what 
no man has done before, convincing the Mohawk, Onondaga, 
Cayuga, Seneca, and Oneida people to set their weapons down 
and work together. On another level, it fills a gap in U.S.–history 
education, revealing how Benjamin Franklin was inspired by the 
Haudenosaunee League’s representative form of government. 
With a group of headwomen as advisers and a long house to rep-
resent the peoples’ dependence on one another, the League’s 
council fire burns bright as a symbol of democratic unity. Fad-
den (Akwesasne Mohawk) contributes dramatic paintings that 
bring to life this moment in pre-colonial history. With a useful 
bibliography, as well as a preface and author’s note that speak to 
the contemporary inspiration for the book, this story should be 
on all shelves. 

A timely, must-read tale about overcoming divisions as a 
nation. (Picture book. 8-12)

THE LITTLE BUTTERFLY 
THAT COULD
Burach, Ross
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-61500-5  

Slow and steady may win the race—
but it’s not this butterfly’s style.

Having achieved metamorphosis despite many fits and 
starts in The VERY Impatient Caterpillar (2019), Burach’s 
popeyed, loudly colored flutterer faces a whole new challenge: 
tailing the rest of the migrating butterfly flock across a long 
stretch of ocean. “200 MILES? How am I supposed to travel 

that far?” Diving down the blowhole of a passing whale to hitch 
a ride in its stomach (anatomical detail is not a strong point 
here) turns out to be a nonstarter…but the whale does prove to 
be a supportive cheerleader. It horks the anguished insect up, 
admitting that even whales can be anxious sometimes and urg-
ing it to “KEEP TRYING” and “Believe you can.” Finally the 
insect boldly proclaims, “I got this!” And 200 miles of storms 
and predators later, it does indeed got this, landing amid bright 
flowers to a warm welcome from its fluttery compatriots. “You 
found your way!” Alas, the triumph quickly turns to fresh panic 
with the news that it’s almost time to go dormant for the winter. 

“Dorma-WHAT-now?” Stay still all winter? Uh-oh. Young mem-
bers of the “Are we there yet?” chorus will wince in sympathy. 
The insect’s exaggerated expressions and frantic expostulations 
will elicit plenty of giggles, and sly pictorial details will keep a 
broad range of readers happy during rereads.

No, whining won’t shorten the journey…but it can make it 
more entertaining.  (Picture book. 6-8)

“A timely, must-read tale about overcoming divisions as a nation.”
a peacemaker for warring nations
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BEA BY THE SEA
Byatt, Jo
Illus. by the author
Child’s Play (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $8.99 paper  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-78628-470-9
978-1-78628-469-3 paper 
Series: Child’s Play Library 

Lion-loving Bea learns to appreciate spending time on the 
beach.

Bea, a small Black girl wearing her hair in a crown of small 
puffs, adores lions and thinks about them all day long. When 
her mother (who is also Black) decides they will spend a lovely 
day at the beach, Bea would rather stay home and play lions. 
She does not like sand, so she puts on her boots and hops 
from rock to rock to avoid it. But when she trips and falls in 
the sand, sending her lion book and lion toy flying, a large lion 
sand sculpture shows her how much fun it is to play in the sand. 
Bea and Sand Lion play together all day, and the next day Bea 
is ready to come back for more playtime. The tide has changed 
the beach scene, but Bea now knows what to do. Bea is a fun-
loving, likable protagonist whose fears and dislikes are a part 
of her charm. Watching her obsession guide her into testing 
new territory is thoroughly satisfying, as is her change by the 
end of the story. Byatt’s expressive, motion-based illustrations, 
dominated by yellow and blue, make this a great read for the 
youngest of children. Readers will appreciate how Sand Lion’s 
mane resembles Bea’s hairstyle. The fact-filled endpapers are a 
clever way to offer detailed information about lions and about 
sand—an unusual but interesting combination.

Delightful. (Picture book. 3-8)

AND A CAT FROM 
CARMEL MARKET
Capucilli, Alyssa Satin
Illus. by Teplow, Rotem
Kar-Ben (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-5415-8670-3  

In Tel Aviv, Bubbe gets ready for Shabbat by visiting Carmel 
Market, where she is followed by a variety of interested felines.

With her shopping cart and list, Bubbe visits each stall and 
buys what is necessary to prepare a proper Shabbat dinner. Only 
the right challah, candles, tablecloth, chicken and noodles for 
soup will do. But Bubbe does not notice the cats trailing her, 
the bouncy verse in each spread ending with the same refrain 
as they accumulate: “Bubbe walked from stall to stall. / ‘These 
noodles are best of all. / Potatoes for kugel, carrots, and squash!’ 
/ …and a cat from Carmel Market!” Soon a group of strays 
surrounds her, and by the time she arrives home they are in her 
cart, around her legs, and even atop her head. No matter. Bubbe 
cooks, seasons, tastes until it all comes together and family 
gathers around her beautifully set table. Then, a chorus of yowl-
ing: “ ‘Where is it coming from?’ they all wanted to know. / …

from the cats of Carmel Market!” Finally aware of all her kitty 
guests, Bubbe “[lights] the candles, and what a surprise! / All the 
cats settled down before her eyes.” Cats curled on several laps, 
everyone is now ready for a “Shabbat shalom.” The rhyming 
text with its recurring refrain is augmented by delicate, detailed 
drawings in soft hues featuring a snow-white–haired, rounded, 
White grandmother, diverse secondary characters, and a clut-
ter of friendly cats. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.6-by-
17.8-inch double-page spreads viewed at 50% of actual size.)

A sweet depiction of the traditions of the Jewish weekly 
observance. (glossary) (Picture book. 3-6)

ANITA AND 
THE DRAGONS 
Carmona, Hannah
Illus. by Cunha, Anna
Lantana (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-911373-63-6  

A young Dominican girl grapples 
with emigrating from her homeland.

Anita has long watched the “dragons” fly “high above.” 
Though they roar and shake, Anita, being a “valiant princesa,” 
doesn’t fear them. But today a dragon will carry Anita and her 
mother and father and brothers from their island to a “distant 
land far, far away from the Dominican Republic.” Lyrical prose 
accompanied by lovely illustrations that have the look of pastels 
and collage describes Anita’s fears about what’s to come as well 
as her anxiety about what she’ll miss about her beloved home-
land. The knowledge that hot baths, conveniences, and new 
experiences await her doesn’t dull the ache that comes from 
leaving her beautiful life on her island and special people like 
her abuela. But like the brave princesa she is, Anita eventually 

“hold[s her] chin high” and meets the dragon, and with it her 
new life—promising her island “with mango-sweet kisses; black 
stormy nights; glassy, blue waves; spicy, hot heat; and sandy, 
snug hugs” that she will return. The art, often pastel hued, adds 
wonderful texture to the gorgeous text and portrays Anita with 
dark-brown skin, a trait shared with the majority of the other 
characters. The unfortunate choice to italicize the majority of 
the few Spanish words persists throughout.

A gorgeous story about the love of one’s homeland and the 
courage it takes to emigrate. (Picture book. 4-8)

MY NANA’S GARDEN 
Casey, Dawn
Illus. by Courtney-Tickle, Jessica
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-5362-1711-7  

A girl and her nana explore her garden together.
Over the years, a little girl pays many visits to her nana’s 

house and garden. Where the girl sees lots of weeds, her nana 

“A gorgeous story about the love of one’s homeland 
and the courage it takes to emigrate.”

anita and the dragons
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reframes it: “Wildflowers,” she says: “food for the bees.” They 
pick apples, sing in the rain, look at animal homes, and stargaze 
by firelight. As the seasons cycle, the girl and her mother con-
tinue to visit and, increasingly, to help her nana in the “lovely 
and wild” garden. Then one winter, Nana is gone, and the snow-
filled garden and empty chair reflect the sad, quiet feelings the 
girl experiences. But even as the girl sits, forlorn, in the chair, a 
cross section shows two foxes snuggled in a burrow under the 
snow. And as winter turns to spring, the girl learns life goes on 
through honoring those we love and carrying on their work. 
There is so much beauty in this heartwarming story. Written in 
rhyming couplets, the simple text flows smoothly. The stunning, 
delicate illustrations fill in the gaps left by the text, depicting 
the charm of the garden, Nana’s aging, the family’s emotions, 
and the girl’s growth. The artwork provides a wonderful dis-
play of three—and then four—generations and the love they 
share. The girl and mother have brown skin and long, black hair 
while Nana has paler brown skin and white hair. (This book was 
reviewed digitally with 10.8-by-18.6-inch double-page spreads viewed 
at 60.4% of actual size.)

A beautiful, touching story of a family’s love and loss, the 
garden both metaphor and place of healing.  (Picture book. 3-8)

THE ALPACTORY
Ready, Pack, Go!
Chan, Ruth
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-06-290951-0  

The Alpactory helps critters setting 
out on new adventures decide just what 

they need to take with them.
A snake named Ralph worries about packing all the wrong 

things for a sleepover. A penguin named Marley fears a pencil 
shortage on the first day of school. And a guinea pig named Cora 
has “just too much stuff to pack” for an upcoming camping trip. 
Enter the Alpactory, an alpaca-operated business designed to 
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Pauline Vaeluaga Smith’s debut, Dawn Raid (Levine 
Querido, March 2), is a lively and hilarious middle-grade 
work set in 1970s New Zealand that takes on serious sub-
jects. Winning awards following its 2018 release there, it 
was part of the series My New Zealand Story. Thirteen-
year-old Samoan and pālagi (White) Sofia Savea’s fresh 
and endearing diary entries introduce readers to some or-
dinary struggles—mischievous little brothers, the stress 
of standing up to give a speech at school, trying to save up 
for go-go boots but splurging on candy instead—as well 
as an extraordinary one. Sofia’s older brother, Lenny, is 
becoming involved with the Polynesian Panthers, a civ-
il rights movement inspired by the Black Panthers. The 
government is targeting Pacific Islanders who have over-
stayed their visas with violent early morning deportation 
raids even though the vast majority of overstayers are Eu-
ropeans. Although initially unsure about Lenny’s activ-
ism, the rest of the family is soon persuaded, especially 

after a terrifying incident of their own. Vaeluaga Smith’s 
accessible and engaging prose, informed by her extensive 
research, takes readers on a journey of awakening that 
will invite parallels to the present day. Vaeluaga Smith, a 
former lecturer in the University of Otago’s College of 
Education and director of Mīharo, an organization sup-
porting Māori and Pasifika (Pacific Islander) people and 
cultures, spoke with us over Zoom from her home in Ri-
verton, New Zealand; the conversation has been edited 
for length and clarity.

Why did you want to write about this subject for this 
age group?
It’s not something that I was taught at school, not some-
thing that the students that I was lecturing knew any-
thing about. So it became really clear to me that we need-
ed to do something, and I thought, if I write something 
for kids, it filters through the generations. I’ve been to 
lots of schools, and I’m really fortunate to have been in-
vited all over the country to talk at writing festivals. The 
book’s been out three years now, and lots of teachers are 
using it. We developed a teaching kit that goes with it, 
and we’re seeing a rise in people’s understanding of this 
story. There was a huge gap in people’s knowledge; it’s 
who’s got the power and the pen to be able to get these 
ideas out.

What have you been hearing from readers?
The response has been phenomenal. Kids know what’s 
fair, and they know what’s just, and so when you present 
them with these sorts of ideas and tell them how it was 
a real thing that happened to real people, a lot of them 
have been really angry. I often get them to write respons es 
about what they think and how they feel, so it’s really stir-
ring something within them about justice. Some children 
have talked about talking to their parents and grandpar-
ents. Alongside releasing the book, I also curated an ex-
hibition called “The Dawn Raids—Educate To Liberate,” 

Ruffer Photography

WORDS WITH… 

Pauline Vaeluaga Smith
Her middle-grade novel brings plenty of laughs and sheds light on a long-
overlooked chapter in history
BY LAURA SIMEON
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and we ended up taking that around the country. [There’s 
been a] connection between the book and the exhibition: 
Lots of people have been coming and telling us their sto-
ries and really illuminating things. The reach of the dawn 
raids became clear to everybody. 

The research process must have been fascinating since 
so many people involved are still alive.
Not many people get to say, I got to meet one of my heroes. 
Tigilau Ness was an original Polynesian Panther, and he 
was one of the people who was prepared to put it all on 
the line for the cause. I got to go to his house four times—
he lives in Auckland, I live in Southland, so a lot of travel 
but so worth it to hear firsthand his contribution to his-
tory. His mum had come from the islands, and she said, 
Why are you making all this trouble? You need to keep your head 
down. We don’t want to stand out in this way. But he was 16, 
and he was like, Mum, they shouldn’t be treating us like this. 
He ended up going to jail for his protest action, and that 
really hurt his mum. Then when Nelson Mandela came to 
New Zealand, he got to meet him and shake his hand and 
hongi—press noses together. And he said to me, That’s 
when my mum realized the sacrifice was worth it. That was a 
really strong theme that came through, even when we’ve 
asked for people’s voices [after] the book and [after] the 
exhibition. The younger generation, people in their 50s 
who were children at the time, were really keen to tell you 
[about their experiences], but then their parents put a lid 
on it. There’s one girl locally who told a very traumatic 
story, which we all needed to hear, but when her parents 
heard that she’d told it, they didn’t want her to. There’s 
still that hurt and shame. 

The multiracial family element added a lot of texture to 
Sofia’s experiences.
It was what I know: My father was Samoan and my 
mom’s Pākehā or pālagi or European, and so I knew how 
it was for them to be together and challenges that they 
faced. We had quite a few freezing works [meat process-
ing plants] and factories in Southland, so a lot of Pacific 
men came down [for work], postwar particularly. A lot of 
them are still here, and so are their children and grand-
children. We had a bit of interracial marriage here, but 
at that time that wasn’t very common. I’ve heard lots of 
people still say, I don’t feel Māori enough, I don’t feel Samoan 
enough, I don’t speak the language. People are still struggling 
with those ideas.

Historical fiction and books about social injustice aren’t 
ones that we would typically think of as being laugh-
out-loud funny like this one is.
When I was lecturing at the teachers college we had some 

nurses come and talk to our students about working with 
Pacific families. One of them talked about how often Pa-
sifika people will use humor to defuse situations, and it 
wasn’t until I heard her say it that I realized that that was 
something I do a lot; it’s a really important part of Pa-
sifika culture, that humor is used in that way. So I think 
it was probably already in me. Writing the humor was 
based on a lot of memories from my childhood—almost 
everything that’s in the book, my brothers did. There’s 
only one thing that they didn’t do, and my best friend’s 
brother did that—set his eyebrows on fire!

The illustrations by Mat Hunkin, who is also Samoan 
and pālagi, add so much to the reading experience, for 
example for kids who might not know what a View-
Master is or the Māori rakau sticks. But I believe they 
were not in the earlier New Zealand version?
The original edition had a couple of wee images, but it 
wasn’t really thought about as a tool for supporting read-
ers. Then I met Nick [Thomas, editor at Levine Querido], 
and he talked about what he would like to do: If we put in 
lots of images, it gives more children access. I just loved 
that idea. Mat created a whole bank of images, and be-
tween the three of us, we talked about what we liked and 
any changes. It was a really collaborative process.

Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor. Dawn Raid received a 
starred review in the Jan. 15, 2021, issue.
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provide “packing and preparation services for all experiences.” 
Alpaca Nigel welcomes Ralph, Marley, and Cora to the Alpac-
tory, promising them its workers know “just what you’ll need, 
guaranteed!” Inside the facility, teams of alpacas select and 
pack all the right things, including books to prevent loneliness, 
flashlights to ward off the dark, familiar items to prevent home-
sickness, clothing for all weather, and even snacks and toys. 
Unfortunately, Ralph, Marley, and Cora can’t budge their now 
completely overstuffed suitcases and backpacks, prompting 
them to reassess what they really need for their new adventures. 
Humorous, bustling, colorful cartoon illustrations rendered in 
neat black outlines brim with bevies of wide-eyed, energetic 
alpacas and fascinating machines selecting, testing, and pack-
ing an array of “stuff ” on endless conveyors and long assembly 
lines. Like Ralph, Marley, and Cora, readers should find their 
Alpactory visit an entertaining one. 

A humorous reminder that all we really need is already 
within us. (Picture book. 4-7)

THE BIRD WHO SWALLOWED 
A STAR
Cohen, Laurie
Illus. by Demuro, Toni
Schiffer (36 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Mar. 28, 2021
978-0-7643-6107-4  

A glowing bird, shunned by all the 
other animals, finds an appreciative 
friend at last in this French import.

When the titular bird swallows a 
star, he becomes “brighter than a diamond” and “glow[s] like a 
thousand fires.” After he is ostracized in turn by all the “chicks,” 
stags, toads (frogs, in the illustration), mice, hedgehogs, and 
fish—either because they’re “envious” of the light (according 
to the text) or afraid of predators (according to what they say), 
the bird ends up in the desert, weeping. A flower apparently 
sprouts from one of his tears. Along comes a human passerby in 
generic Middle Eastern dress who sets the bird on his shoulder, 
proclaiming that it has a fabulous talent! “In the desert, in the 
distance, one might think that a man had a star upon his back.” 
Here the text cuts off, but the pictures continue for six pages in 
which the travelers reach a walled city of pointed golden domes 
and the bird flies off, singing to a thin crescent moon. The man’s 
bare ankles are brown, but the skin on his face is milky, with dot 
eyes and a flat, orange nose that give his features a puppetlike 
look. Overall, the illustrations, composed of large, flat, moonlit 
forms that resemble cut paper, have a properly serene and mys-
terious air. The glow is all on the surface, though; what sort of 
enlightening insight or emotional response readers will dig out 
of this import is anybody’s guess. Perhaps it makes more sense 
in the original language.

Fragmentary and obscure—more likely to elicit shrugs of 
confusion than nods or sighs of satisfaction.  (Picture book. 6-8)

THE GILDED GIRL
Colman, Alyssa
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (352 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-374-31393-7  

A young magician learns about social 
justice the hard way.

Twelve-year-old Emma Harris is the 
new girl at posh Miss Posterity’s Acad-
emy for Practical Magic, where she will 
learn to kindle, a complicated process in 

which elite girls undergo a Kindling Ceremony to harness their 
magical abilities. The setting is early-1900s Manhattan, with a 
twist—the wealthy have powers that give them all they need or 
desire while the poor are snuffed, or deprived of their magic. 
Emma, whose Mama is dead, has a close bond with her Papa, a 
brilliant magitect whose high expectations she hopes to live up 
to. When disaster strikes, Emma is summarily deprived of her 
wealthy trappings and forced into servitude by the mercenary, 
two-faced Miss Posterity. Determined to avoid the workhouse, 
Emma buckles down and is befriended by the school maid, 
Izzy O’Donnell. Aided by house dragon Figgy, the girls hatch a 
plot to kindle themselves and escape. Emma’s true personality 
comes to the fore in extremis, and she learns compassion for 
others, regardless of class. With plenty of drama and heroic res-
cues, this fantasy holds a lot of appeal for magic-loving readers, 
including fun touches like bland food that becomes delicious 
with the touch of a crystal and rooms that move around, Hog-
warts style. Main characters are White; some secondary charac-
ters reflect the diversity of New York City.

Fast-paced and warmhearted with a satisfying conclusion. 
(Fantasy. 8-13)

THE THIEF OF WORLDS
Coville, Bruce
Random House (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $19.99 PLB  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-385-39251-8
978-0-385-39252-5 PLB  

When the magical horn that keeps 
all of our planet’s winds in motion is sto-
len, young Hurricane finds himself lead-
ing the chase to fetch it back.

In a tale that suffers from both 
identity confusion (quest fantasy? Eco-parable? Ontological 
mishmash?) and a premise that really doesn’t hold water (not 
to mention air, earth, or fire), Coville sends his protagonist 
out of the formerly Windy City’s increasingly deadly fug and 
through a series of portals to a set of highly localized alternate 
worlds that are, respectively, rapidly drying out, getting colder, 
or becoming less solid. Instruments controlling each of the 
four elements, it turns out, have been stolen from their divine 
or semidivine keepers by Mokurra, an entity composed of the 
souls of billions of anguished victims of a mad strongman’s 
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unspecified (but probably nuclear) holocaust, in order to create 
a deathless new Eden complete with a forbidden tree of knowl-
edge. The author drags his readers through a repetitive plot to 
a thoroughly anticlimactic resolution keyed to the fruit of that 
aforementioned tree—leaving them to grope after any symbol-
ism or even, for more analytical sorts, to puzzle over the logic of 
Mokurra’s actions. Additionally, the worldbuilding lacks depth 
and the characters are poorly fleshed out. A paucity of physical 
descriptions makes the ethnicity of human characters difficult 
to determine.

Coville is usually good for heady, high-spirited adventure—
but he blows it here.  (Fantasy. 11-13)

THORNWOOD 
Cypess, Leah
Delacorte (272 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $19.99 PLB  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-17883-6
978-0-593-17884-3 PLB 
Series: Sisters Ever After, 1 

It’s hard living beneath the looming 
curse of becoming the Sleeping Beauty; 
even harder, in this middle-grade fairy-
tale retelling, is being Sleeping Beauty’s 

sister. 
Eleven-year-old Princess Briony loves her older sister, Rosa-

lin. Honestly, she does; she’s just so tired of being ignored while 
beautiful, doomed Rosalin occupies everyone’s attention. Yet 
when Briony wakes up on her sister’s 16th birthday in a castle 
turret equipped with spinning wheel and fairy godmother, she 
discovers the price of being “important.” Cypess turns her tal-
ents for delicate prose and dark, twisty plotting to exploring the 

“Cypess turns her talents for delicate prose and dark, twisty 
plotting to exploring the characters often left at the periphery.”

thornwood
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A provocative conversation 
arose within a group of my kid-lit 
friends, with some expressing dis-
appointment when protagonists 
do not resolve conflicts on their 
own. That felt understandable to 
me when the challenge faced by the 
character is on a relatively small, 
interpersonal scale. However, we 
were discussing a book in which a 
young person of color confronted 

communitywide racism by enlisting the aid of a trusted 
White peer who wielded greater power in that context. 
Young people often do witness their own parents—their 
personal heroes, who often appear invincible—being 
negatively affected by systemic inequality and prejudice. 
So the idea that a book should communicate that a child 
ought to be able handle something really big alone feels 
discouraging and unrealistic to me, not empowering.

It also emerges from a cultural value system in which 
independence is prized over interdependence. What 
about demonstrating realism about the obstacles we are 
up against and recognizing when and how to seek the 
kind of help that strengthens bonds between family and 
friends? Not to mention modeling for readers how, when 
we are the ones with influence, to render assistance with 
grace? The following middle-grade titles sensitively re-
flect this more collective approach, one of people com-
ing together to face problems and bring about positive 
change.

The Maps of Memory by Marjo-
rie Agosín, translated by Alison Rid-
ley, illustrated by Lee White (Caitlyn 
Dlouhy/Atheneum, 2020): Moving 
forward is difficult after a fascist dic-
tatorship has torn your country apart, 
but 14-year-old Celeste is determined 
to do something to help. As Chileans 
mourn the dead and missing and cope 
with anger over be-

trayal, she gets friends, family, and 
even her school principal involved in 
a project of justice, reconciliation, and 
mutual trust.

Flying Over Water by Shannon 
Hitchcock and N.H. Senzai (Scho-
lastic, 2020): When a family of Syr-
ian Muslim refugees settles in Florida, 
they are welcomed by a White Chris-

tian family that helps them adjust. The two daughters, 
Noura and Jordyn, become close friends, offering each 
other emotional support. With extremism rising around 
the nation, Islamophobia rears its ugly head at school, but 
many in the community come together to take a fierce 
stand for inclusion.

The Year I Flew Away by Marie Ar-
nold (Versify/HMH, Feb. 2): Life in 
Brooklyn is not the American dream 
Haitian immigrant Gabrielle antici-
pated. The spirited 10-year-old is wres-
tling with unfamiliar food, unkind class-
mates, the difficulties of English—and 
a witch who offers to make it all go away, 
but at a very high price. Fortunately, 
Mexican American friend Carmen and 
Rocky, a talking rat, are with her to help the community 
embrace the commonality in their differences.

Dawn Raid by Pauline Vaeluaga 
Smith (Levine Querido, March 2): 
In 1970s New Zealand, the govern-
ment is cracking down on those who 
have overstayed their visas, but even 
though the majority of overstayers 
are Europeans, it’s Polynesians who 
must suffer terrifying police raids. 
Sofia, whose father is Samoan and 
mother’s White, chronicles her fam-

ily’s growing awareness of and involvement with the Poly-
nesian Panthers’ civil rights movement.

Starfish by Lisa Fipps (Nancy 
Paulsen Books, March 9): For some 
young people, home is not a refuge. 
Ellie faces bullying over her weight, 
both out in the world and from her 
own mother. Self-conscious about 
her body, she finds relief in swimming 
and writing. Then friendship with a 
new neighbor family that uncondi-
tionally embraces her and support 
from a therapist help Ellie become 
comfortable in her own skin. Her allies also stand by her 
side as she defends herself against attacks.

MIDDLE-GRADE  |  Laura Simeon

Getting By With a Little Help From 
Your Friends (and Family)
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characters often left at the periphery. The castle servants, vil-
lagers, even fairies—wicked and helpful alike—have their own 
personalities and agendas. Briony is a delight: spunky, snarky, 
and brave enough to admit she’s scared. The other characters 
are equally compelling: Edwin, the clever “village dolt”; Varian, 
the princely hero, with secrets upon secrets; the terrifying fairy 
godmother; and the even more terrifying eponymous thicket 
of thorns, domain of the vicious fairy queen. The heart of the 
story, though, lies in the utterly authentic relationship between 
the sisters, who squabble, tease, and hurt each other—and love 
one another with a fierceness that absolutely demands a hap-
pily-ever-after, which this fairy tale delivers, although not one 
anybody ever expected. Characters read as White by default.

Effervescent, thrilling, and practically perfect in every 
way.  (Fantasy.  9-12)

EVIE AND THE 
STRAWBERRY SURPRISE
Dahle, Stefanie
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Lawson, Polly
Floris (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-78250-638-6 
Series: Evie the Strawberry Fairy, 3 

Something is amiss in Berry Woods!
Evie the Strawberry Fairy’s magic 

wand has gone missing, and then Evie notices her strawber-
ries have turned bright blue. This latter occurrence is the titu-
lar “strawberry surprise,” and Evie is curious but not alarmed. 
The same can’t be said of three friends—an unnamed hedgehog, 
Summer the Sunshine Fairy, and Laurel the Tree Sprite—who 
all come to Evie voicing fears about “a scary Hogwitchit [who] 
has moved into Berry Woods.” Summer is fearful after seeing a 
strange shadow, Laurel’s hair is stained orange, and the hedge-
hog has red splotches all over his quills. Resourceful Evie packs 
a bag with supplies that end up coming in handy when she and 
her friends go off in search of the Hogwitchit. Lo and behold, 
it’s actually a vole who prides himself on his berry jam. They 
quickly discover that the vole mistook Evie’s magic wand for a 
spoon and has been using it to try to make jam, and this mix-up 
explains all the strange surprises and changes the friends have 
experienced. Evie quickly puts things to rights and gifts the 
vole a trowel he can use as a spoon. Everyone enjoys jam cook-
ies at book’s end. Dahle’s illustrations are as cozy as her story, 
the interiors of these woodland homes snug melds of nature and 
found human objects. The animals are lightly anthropomor-
phized; humanoid characters present White. 

This German import (by way of Scotland) is sweet as tea 
cakes.  (Picture book. 3-6)

THEY ONLY SEE THE OUTSIDE
Dakos, Kalli
Illus. by Oliver, Jimothy
Magination/American Psychological 
Association (64 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-4338-3519-3  

A teacher’s tool that reaches beyond 
borrowed pencils and hall passes.

Poems gathered herein cover a wide range of issues imposed 
on young children in school settings. Dakos handles difficult 
topics deftly. “Something Splendid,” a poem about a kid ripping 
a few legs off a daddy longlegs written in the voice of a disgusted, 
dismayed classmate, is poignant and penetrating. And the titu-
lar poem, in which a child ponders all the great things hiding 
inside him, shines because of its playful, accessible grace. How-
ever, the somber “Talking to the Mirror in My Bathroom,” in 
which a young girl musters the courage to disclose abuse to her 
school librarian, is placed beside a sweet, short rhyming verse 
about friendship across language barriers called “We Giggle the 
Same.” The shift is jarring. Topics aren’t the only thing that vary, 
as some poems rhyme, others don’t; some are short and sweet, 
others short stories. The selections—almost half from prior 
publications—seem to have been gathered with the publisher’s 
mission front of mind, suiting it best for a teacher’s class col-
lection or a school counselor. For recreational purposes, it’s a 
discordant read. Oliver’s ink drawings enhance the overall book 
but can’t make up for the fact that a poem about a dead dog 
(“On the Day My Dog Died”) is placed beside the somewhat 
giddy short poem “Don’t Tell Me.” 

Odd juxtapositions make reading this like brain freeze—
unexpected and not totally enjoyable.  (Poetry. 7-11)

EDMUND THE ELEPHANT 
WHO FORGOT
Dalgleish, Kate
Illus. by Lundie, Isobel
Scribblers/Sterling (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-913337-39-1  

Elephants and memory are linked 
proverbially, but poor Edmund totally forgets everything his 
mother tells him to buy for his younger brother’s birthday party.

He complains to his mom that he is forgetful, so she 
teaches him a song that Edmund sings throughout the book: 

“Elephants always remember, / Elephants don’t get it wrong. / 
Elephants always remember, / As long as they sing this song!” 
She also hands him a shopping list: balloons, party hats, confetti, 
wrapped gift, cake, paper plates, and napkins. At the bottom is 
the stern instruction “Don’t forget to fetch Aunt Myrtle!” Nat-
urally, Edmund immediately leaves the list behind, and Colin, 
a tiny cricket in a long overcoat who appears in every spread, 
tries to help him. Colin has a great memory, but every time the 
insect calls out the item Edmund is supposed to buy, Edmund 

“Dahle’s illustrations are as cozy as her story.”
evie and the strawberry surprise
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doesn’t hear Colin properly and the fun begins. His yellow 
wagon becomes crowded with all kinds of animals cavorting 
in funny clothes. Instead of “twenty pointy party hats,” for 
instance, Edmund finds “seven sassy dancing cats!” Kids will 
enjoy Edmund’s mistakes, realized in zany cartoons full of 
hilarious details. Edmund’s mom is dismayed (not least because 
it turns out she’s also forgotten something important) but his 
little brother is delighted. The amusing text is meant to be read 
aloud, although the detailed illustrations will best be enjoyed 
by individual children or small groups. (This book was reviewed 
digitally with 10.25-by-20.88-inch double-page spreads viewed at 27% 
of actual size.)

Madcap text and droll illustrations make this “the best 
party ever!”—as Edmund’s brother exclaims. (Picture book. 5-7)

BOY, EVERYWHERE 
Dassu, A.M. 
Tu Books (400 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-64379-196-8  

A Syrian refugee story that disrupts 
stereotypes while tugging at readers’ 
heartstrings.

Sami is your average 13-year-old boy 
growing up in Damascus. He loves play-
ing soccer and video games and hanging 

out with his friends. Even though the Syrian civil war has been 
going on for many years, Sami’s life has hardly changed…until 
the fateful day when his mother and sister are injured during a 
bombing at a shopping mall. Realizing they are no longer safe, 
Sami’s parents—a surgeon and a school principal—arrange 
to flee, seeking asylum in England. The journey is not an easy 
one, as Sami and his family face danger, intimidation, and dis-
crimination as they try to reach England and rebuild their lives. 
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Dassu carefully creates a story that embodies, through relatable 
and realistic characters, the spirit of Syrian refugees hoping to 
find safety and self-sufficiency. Descriptions of modern-day 
Damascus accurately blend tradition and modernity, religion 
and culture. The most compelling element is Sami’s voice as 
he struggles with not only becoming a refugee, but guilt over 
having asked his mother to go to the mall to pick up his soccer 
cleats on the day of the bombing. He authentically conveys the 
thoughts of a teenage boy trying to cope with anxiety and loss; 
likewise, the pride and hope of Syrian refugees are brought to 
life through Sami’s eyes.

Compelling, informative, hopeful. (map, author’s note, 
glossary) (Fiction. 11-14)

APPLESAUCE IS FUN TO WEAR
Day, Nancy Raines
Illus. by Massey, Jane
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-951836-05-4  

Mealtime can be messy.
When tiny tots are gaining independence and feeding 

themselves for the first time, food doesn’t always end up exactly 
where it is supposed to go. In a silly, rollicking rhyme, Day 
explores the many ways that highchair-time can go awry. The 
titular phrase says it all: “Applesauce is fun to wear / on your 
nose / or in your hair.” In Massey’s accompanying illustration, a 
bowl is upturned on a youngster’s head, spoon cast aside, apple-
sauce dripping everywhere. Toast, spread thick with jam, proves 
to be an impossible urge to ignore: “Toast is always nice and flat. 
/ What could make a better hat?” Plus, peas escape too easily; 
it’s not the toddler’s fault: “Roly-poly peas are fine / to squish / 
or fling / or put in line.” Oftentimes, eating can be more of a full-
body experience than one limited to the sense of taste. Mashed 
bananas? Of course they turn into “gloppy gloves!” Massey pro-
vides a diverse cast of little ones in a pale palette, highlighting 
smears and smudges across tiny faces. They appear against a 
white background that is the opposite of clean, displaying little 
handprints and smears. The conclusion, which lands appropri-
ately in the bath, is a bit slapdash, the playful rhyme having built 
momentum to what feels like an abrupt end. But the unbridled 
joy of messiness shines through. (This book was reviewed digitally 
with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 60.2% of actual size.)

Dive into the spaghetti with gusto. (Picture book. 1-4)

KITTY SWEET TOOTH
Denson, Abby
Illus. by Utomaru
First Second (96 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-250-19677-4  

Kitty rejuvenates an aging movie the-
ater by converting it to a combination 
movie house and restaurant.

When Kitty Sweet Tooth—a purple 
cat who loves sweets and (fortunately) visiting the dentist—
learns that Pop-Pop’s considering selling his movie theater, she 
begs him not to and pitches screenings with paired movies and 
sweets. He gives her one month as manager to try it out. To help 
with the culinary confections, Kitty recruits Dr. Battina (a pink 
bat—not a mad scientist, just misunderstood) and her collabo-
rator, a green-skinned humanoid witch named Walter. After 
spiffing the theater up (with both hard work and magic), the 
team holds a showing each week, the food going wrong in a mild 
way (usually resulting in large quantities of sweets supersizing to 
flood the theater) and the heroes having to think quickly (and 
get extra mouths) to fix it. Though the storyline is repetitive 
and low-stakes, the vibrant, full-color palette and the silly des-
sert action (and parody puns for adults reading along—Planet of 
the Crepes, anyone?) result in stress-free escapism for sensitive 
readers. The art’s cartoony and clear, showing off a wide variety 
of cutely rounded animals, and it uses occasional breaks from 
panels for strategic (and charming) double-page spreads. After 
their trial month of successes, Pop-Pop decides to keep the the-
ater; as a sequel hook, Kitty announces she’ll make a movie of 
her own. Instructions for DIY rock candy close the experience.

A sugar-sweet burst of sunshine for new readers. (Graphic 
fantasy. 5-10)

LOOKING FOR SLEEP
Deutsch, Georgiana
Illus. by Tadden, Megan
Tiger Tales (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-68010-233-8  

Insomnia strikes Wolf. 
Wolf cannot fall asleep. All the usual 

remedies and routines do not work, even 
hanging upside down. (It works for the bats.) What to do? Go 
in search of sleep! Wolf sets out by waking Badger, and the two 
then proceed to scare Hedgehog awake. All three join together 
and keep up the quest by heading for knowledgeable Owl. On 
the way, they hear Rabbit snoring and tickle its nose, resulting 
in a very loud sneeze that fills two pages. Alas, sleep does not 
emerge with the sneeze. Finally finding Owl, they learn that the 
best way to meet sleep is “listening to a bedtime story.” Perched 
on a tree stump, Owl reads from a book that looks very much 
like the book she is in. Wolf, Badger, and Hedgehog listen atten-
tively until…zzzzzzzz. The animals are garbed in a variety of 
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knits: green turtleneck for Wolf, red cardigan for Badger, and 
blue scarf for Hedgehog. The surreal forest settings are bathed 
in blue while large font sizes add emphasis to the sounds and 
actions. The familiar motif of animals joining together on a mis-
sion circles back nicely in a very comfortable setting. 

Here’s hoping it works as well for toddlers as it does for 
Wolf.  (Picture book. 2-4)

IT’S OUTTA HERE! 
The Might and Majesty 
of the Home Run
Doeden, Matt
Millbrook/Lerner (64 pp.) 
$33.95 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-7284-1716-5 
Series: Spectacular Sports 

A home run is possibly the most exciting event in baseball.
The long ball in the modern era of baseball, from 1900 to 

the present, has had an uneven history. In the early days “small 
ball”—scoring by moving players one base at a time—was the 
norm, and home runs were a novelty. Babe Ruth’s mastery of 
the home run was unarguably the catalyst of today’s power 
game. Since then there have been many great players who have 
proven to be Ruth-ian in their home-run prowess, including 
some who were not given a fair chance due to the segregation 
of the leagues and, sadly, some who have broken the fans’ faith 
in the game. In five cogent chapters Doeden tells the home-
run story from a historical perspective, dissecting its physical 
mechanics, celebrating and recording its heroes, and making 
predictions for the future. The players of the Negro Leagues 
who paved the way for Jackie Robinson and Hank Aaron and so 
many more are not forgotten here. Doeden brings life to statis-
tics and history, providing facts and debunking some myths in 
a straightforward, conversational tone that never condescends. 
Well-selected archival photos perfectly enhance and amplify 
the material. The author seems awed by the record-breaking 
number of home runs hit in 2019. Who could have known that 
the 2020 baseball season would be truncated, silent, and oh 
so strange? Young fans and their grown-ups will find much to 
admire and discuss.

Holy cow! It is high; it is far; it is gone! A game winner. 
(records, glossary, source notes, further reading, index) (Non-
fiction. 10-14)

THE THINGITY-JIG 
Doherty, Kathleen 
Illus. by Litten, Kristyna
Peachtree (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-56145-959-9  

It’s late at night, but Bear just wants 
to play.

His woodland friends are all asleep, 
so he goes to “people town” to find some 

fun. There, he discovers a Thingity-Jig.It’s bouncy and springy, 
just right for lots of fun, but very large and heavy. In great excite-
ment and eagerness, he runs all the way back to the woods to 
enlist his friends’ help. But they want to continue sleeping and 
urge him to wait until morning. Bear is too excited to do that, 
and being extremely resourceful, he builds a device, a Rolly-
Rumpity, to bring his find home. But he can’t manage the load 
by himself and tries again without success to involve his friends. 
This formula is repeated as he builds yet more contraptions, 

“Doherty’s joyous, inventive, action-packed 
language begs to be shouted out loud.”

the thingity-jig
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a Lifty-Uppity and a Pushy-Poppity, and he finally succeeds 
as the sun rises. Now his friends are awake and ready to play. 
When Bear finally climbs aboard for his turn, he instantly falls 
asleep. Although the tale mimics the pattern of “The Little Red 
Hen,” there is no laziness, meanness, or retribution here. Bear 
is unfailingly enthusiastic, creative, and generous. Rabbit, Fox, 
and Raccoon really do appreciate Bear, at least when they’re 
awake. Doherty’s joyous, inventive, action-packed language 
begs to be shouted out loud. The moonlit night sparkles in town 
and city as Litten’s fanciful illustrations fill in the details of the 
tale and showcase Bear’s inventiveness. Little readers might 
want to create their own Thingity-Jigs.

A delightful, rollicking, joyous romp.  (Picture book. 3-8)

THE NIGHT WALK 
Dorléans, Marie
Illus. by the author
Floris (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-78250-639-3  

Roused from sleep, two siblings head 
out into the night, walking in darkness 
with their parents to an undisclosed 
destination.

“Let’s go, so we get there on time,” 
their mother urges. The family walks enshrouded in blue night, 
through the “sleeping village,” past a big hotel lit up “like a 
chandelier,” into cow-dotted countryside, finally reaching thick 
woods. Watercolor-and–graphite pencil illustrations depict 
an enveloping nocturnal world through saturations of indigo. 
Young readers’ hearts will quicken, feeling embraced by night 
made real with breathtaking, full-bleed washes of blue that 
stretch across double-page spreads. This wondrous darkness 
gleams with reassuring lights (from lamps, windows, flashlights, 
glinting stars, a woozy moon) while meticulous pencil work pro-
vides specificity. A sweater’s cables claim readers’ attention, as 
do blades of grass, pine needles, fronds of fern, and a lacework of 
leaves in a magical night sky perforated by stars. Equally evoca-
tive sentences (in taut translations from French) appear in clear, 
white lettering, engaging the senses: “We threaded through the 
whispering forest. The earth was damp, the bark smelled com-
forting.” Keeping pace with this family, readers wonder where 
they’re headed and why they must start to hurry near the book’s 
conclusion. Urgency, exhilaration, and anticipation make the 
walk’s conclusion, a luminous, lemony daybreak, all the more 
powerful. All family members have pale skin and dark hair.

A gift—here night isn’t scary; the unknown is exhilarating 
and the ending sunny and clear. (Picture book. 4-10)

LITTLE SCOOT
Dotlich, Rebecca Kai
Illus. by Ikê, Edson
Boyds Mills (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-63592-300-1  

Neither waves nor rain stays this stal-
wart tugboat from her duties.

The skies are cloudy when Little Scoot receives word that 
Big Barge has gotten stuck and needs her help. Wary of the 
weather, she nonetheless toots and scoots toward the ship and 
into the approaching storm. Though battered by waves and 
blown by the wind, she is nonetheless able at last to reach Big 
Barge. It takes all her strength, but soon she’s pulled him “out 
of sand, out of muck,” and to the harbor. Similar in name to 
Hardie Gramatky’s Little Toot and having the same job, Little 
Scoot, alas, lacks much of the charm of her predecessor. Ane-
mic rhymes discuss the “stormiest storms” and “windy winds” 
while the story covers ground well trod by another classic, The 
Little Engine That Could, long ago. Little Scoot’s unsubtly car-
toony face seems oddly matched with the sometimes lovely 
backgrounds and set scenes. There are times too when the text 
is at outright odds with the art, as when readers are told that 
Little Scoot offers Big Barge a whistle of goodbye only to see 
her clearly yelling it out in the accompanying picture. Young 
harbor fans will find little worth tooting about in this book even 
if they haven’t seen it all before. (This book was reviewed digitally 
with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 25.9% of actual size.)

Scoot on by.  (Picture book. 2-6)

ORANGE IS AN 
APRICOT, GREEN IS 
A TREE FROG 
Estellon, Pascale
Illus. by the author
Princeton Architectural Press (34 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-64896-014-7  

Fishes, feathers, birds, bugs, veg-
etables, fruits, and flowers populate this 
homage to seven colors.

This French import begins with red, as spectrums often do. 
A handful of floating dots in slightly different sizes and slightly 
different red shades sits across from a cardinal and a red maple 
leaf. Next, the matte white background hosts a juicy variety 
of red creatures and fruits, spaced companionably across the 
spread: raspberries, chili pepper, pomegranate, crayfish, lady-
bug. Orange gets the same treatment, then yellow, blue, green, 
black, and white. (No purple, which is fine; no brown, which is 
sad.) Blue, yellow, and green vary the most in shade, value, and 
intensity—the blue dots range from green-blue to dark indigo, 
the greens from tertiary lime to dark, low-saturation spruce. 
While the other colors should show a wider range, every spread 
is gorgeous, tempting and entrancing, evoking delicious tastes 

“Urgency, exhilaration, and anticipation make the walk’s conclusion, 
a luminous, lemony daybreak, all the more powerful.”

the night walk
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and nature scents. A small heap of turmeric looks like powder 
on the page; the skin of a Gala apple has the exquisite lines 
and glinting dots of a real Gala, darkening at the apple’s curves. 
Subtle puckers and folds paint an orange that could be plucked 
off the page and peeled. A gray pebble in the “white” section 
(this part has the only black background, for offset) could be 
just dried from the beach.

The vivid richness and fine visual detail will bring young 
readers back again and again. (Picture book. 2-6)

THE BEST WORST SUMMER
Eulberg, Elizabeth
Bloomsbury (240 pp.) 
$16.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-5476-0150-9  

A girl discovers a time capsule in the 
backyard of her new house.

Eleven-year-old Peyton has moved 
four hours away from her best friend, 
Lily; her brother is obsessed with his 
video games; and her parents are busy 

with their jobs. She’s convinced that her summer will be awful—
until she unearths a box in her backyard containing mementos 
from 1989, a coded message, and an apology hinting at a broken 
friendship. Baffled by artifacts such as audiocassettes, she inves-
tigates the cryptic contents with help from Lucas, a precocious, 
sarcastic boy who uses a wheelchair. In alternating chapters set 
in 1989, Melissa narrates her own intense friendship with Jess, 
who makes her feel safe amid her increasingly troubled home 
life. As tension mounts and the note’s meaning unfurls, Peyton 
in the present-day timeline learns that sometimes friendships 
take new forms. Eulberg vividly depicts the insecurities of 
middle school friendships as well as their sometimes seemingly 
uncanny bonds. Unfortunately, Melissa and Jess’ lopsided rela-
tionship weakens the theme. Melissa seldom reciprocates Jess’ 
unwavering empathy, remaining silent when Jess experiences 
racism and failing to notice her sadness or loneliness; it’s unclear 
what Jess sees in her. Lucas is somewhat underdeveloped, and 
his and Peyton’s fascination with 1980s pop culture feels slightly 
forced. Most characters present White; Jess was adopted from 
Korea by White parents, and Lily is Latinx.

A nostalgic but uneven exploration of friendship and grow-
ing pains. (Fiction. 9-12)

ALONE!
Falls, Barry
Illus. by the author
Pavilion Children’s (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-84365-485-8  

A young hermit learns that sometimes 
there’s more to life than being alone.

Cumulative in structure if not in nar-
rative pattern, the rhymed tale begins with young Billy McGill 
living alone at the top of a hill. That is, until the arrival of a 
mouse requires getting a cat, then a dog, then a bear, then a tiger. 
The tiger has a cold, so next to arrive is a vet, who prescribes 
knitting a wool sweater. This requires a sheep, of course, which 
a hairdresser volunteers to shear if someone will mind his baby. 
The arrival of a wild thunderstorm to crank up the domestic 
hubbub proves the last straw, and Billy is driven out to seek a 
new, far-off refuge. This gives him time for second thoughts, 
and so back he goes to clean up the mess—“There was noise and 
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confusion / (and poop) EVERYWHERE, / and the sheep was 
asleep / with the bear on the chair”—and send everyone away. 
Ah, peace and quiet once again…except on Tuesdays, when all 
come back for a serene and cozy get-together. Ann McGovern 
and Simms Taback’s venerable (and still in print) Too Much Noise 
(1967) features a tighter chain of logic and more opportunity 
for audience participation, but Falls fills the illustrations with 
comically posed creatures and a racially diverse set of support-
ing human characters (Billy presents White). 

The pleasures of socializing may be put on hold just now, 
but an occasional reminder never hurts.  (Picture book. 6-8)

DANDELION MAGIC
Farrell, Darren
Illus. by Tatsukawa, Maya
Dial Books (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-593-11290-8  

A story of magic, sea voyages, and 
dandelions that isn’t all hot air.

Did you know that each year there’s one dandelion that’s 
full of magic? At least that’s what Jonah’s nana believes. She 
knows that it must be true because once she found one, blew 
away the fluffy seeds, and Jonah appeared. Today is a lucky day 
because Jonah has found this year’s magical dandelion! He’s 
going to need readers to help, though, to blow away the seeds 
and unlock the wonder. Readers blow, conjuring pirate ships, 
dragons, and pizza as Jonah sails for adventure. Thankfully, 
Super-Nana is nearby to help solve the spiraling problems that 
magic can sometimes create. Readers will blow, roar, and (best 
of all) make rude noises to help activate the magic and guide the 
fun. The interactive invitations are hardly new, but the story is 
both amusing and guided by convincingly childlike logic, and 
the right storyteller will have listeners laughing with anticipa-
tion for the next gag. Although the text is perfect for group 
sharing, the low contrast in the soft pastel illustrations suggests 
a relatively small group for best results. Readers close enough to 
take in Tatsukawa’s textured details will be beguiled. Jonah and 
his nana both have pale skin. His hair is shaggy and brown; hers 
is worn in a neat white bun. (This book was reviewed digitally with 
9.5-by-19-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)

Lighter-than-air fun. (Picture book. 4-6)

FOX & RABBIT CELEBRATE
Ferry, Beth
Illus. by Dudás, Gergely
Amulet/Abrams (96 pp.)
$12.99 | Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-4197-5183-7
Series: Fox & Rabbit, 3

Five more stories featuring buddy 
pair Fox and Rabbit.

Following the formula of its prede-
cessors, this third installment of the Fox 

& Rabbit series focuses on Sparrow’s “super-trooper special” 
birthday. A slightly unrelated opening story introduces a vari-
ety of animal characters as Fox—proudly adopting the moniker 

“Fix-it Fox”—goes around trying to solve everyone’s “enormous 
problems.” In the next story, Fox and Rabbit scheme to make 
the “biggest, roundest, yummiest pizza in the world.” They pil-
fer ingredients from Sparrow’s garden (a nod to the first book) 
and ask Mouse for mozzarella. Subsequent stories—each con-
tained in a chapter—involve a pizza-cooking dragon, the “really 
awesome” party, and a birthday wish that finally comes true. 
Dudás’ full-color cartoon illustrations complement Ferry’s 
chipper tone and punny dialogue for an upbeat woodland romp. 
Even the turtle, who always comically arrives at the end of the 
chapter and misses most of the action, gets to enjoy the party. 
Another standout scene, in which Fox assumes Dragon doesn’t 
speak their language and speaks “Dragonian” unprompted, gen-
tly addresses microaggressions. Though all dialogue is clearly 
linked to each speaker, some scenes with lots of back and forth 
within a single panel gear this to comics readers with a bit of 
experience. Still, the eight-panel–per-page max and short chap-
ters keep the text accessible and pace quick.

Hooray, hooray for this par-tay. (Graphic early reader. 6-9)

A SEARCH FOR SAFE PASSAGE
Figart, Frances
Illus. by DuFort, Emma
Great Smoky Mountains Association 
(122 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-937207-01-7  

Why must forest creatures sacrifice 
their lives and livelihoods to highways 
for humans?

Bear and Deer are best friends who 
have both lost their mothers to accidents with “metal boxes 
with wheels” while trying to make it from the North to the 
South across the Human Highway. Bobcat and Coyote are two 
friends who lost their mentor, Fox, in a similar manner and have 
vowed to find a better way to get to the North from the South. 
Many of the Woodland animals form a Forest Council, work-
ing together to find alternative ways to seek optimal food and 
mates without crossing the Human Highway. They eventually 
find a “black hole” (later explained to be a culvert) and, with the 
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help of the legendary Elk, a “landbridge.” The story is based on 
a real challenge in a real setting: the Pigeon River Gorge near 
the border of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. First-
time children’s author Figart uses fictionalized animal relation-
ships, anthropomorphism, song-lyric references, and snatches 
of poetry to effectively engage readers’ emotions regarding 
the real danger of species extinction. DuFort’s full-color car-
toon illustrations add a further child-friendly note. The book 
concludes with scientific facts about animal types and highway 
design alternatives that may mutually benefit both humans and 
wildlife. 

A thoughtful introduction to road ecology and biodiversity 
for young people. (author’s note) (Fantasy. 8-12)

GOLDILOCKS AND THE 
THREE ENGINEERS
Fliess, Sue
Illus. by Bouloubasis, Petros
Whitman (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-0-8075-2997-3  

When inventor’s block strikes, Goldilocks leaves her house 
open to some benevolent intruders.

In this rhyming reversal of the classic English fairy tale, it’s 
pale, pink-cheeked, straw-blond Goldilocks who owns a home, 
where her bed, chair, and porridge are all set up the way she likes 
them. As an inventor, she works in the style of Rube Goldberg—
more cartoonish than practical—making “gadgets that could 
zip your coat / and tie your tennis shoes. / Tools that help you 
seek and find / whatever you might lose.” Illustrations of the 
last doodad, for example, show a hat with attached flashlight, 
magnifying glass, and teeny satellite dish. Bright primary col-
ors, simple shapes, and carefree lines provide a lighthearted sil-
liness well matched with the rhyme, so that when three passing 
brown bears walk into Goldilocks’ empty home, there’s no guile 
involved. “We truly couldn’t help ourselves,” they claim; “we’re 
three bear engineers!” They add wheels to her chair, honey to 
her porridge, and new gears to her self-rocking bed. The “inno-
vations” are just caricatures of various everyday devices, but a 
returning Goldilocks is still delighted to discover them, and she 
invites the bears back to “make the next big thing.” There’s not 
much under the surface of this teamwork story (aside from the 
minor home invasion), but it’s an amusing read-aloud and good 
for a game of spot-the-screwdriver.

A cute, zany retelling. (Picture book. 3-7)

KEEPING THE 
CITY GOING 
Floca, Brian
Illus. by the author
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-5344-9377-3  

An award-winning New York City 
author/illustrator thanks all the risk-taking essential workers.

In the first days, weeks, and months of the Covid-19 pan-
demic, life on city streets changed from busy congestion to an 
eerie quiet. Two children, looking concerned, gaze out from 
their apartment-house window at a strangely empty scene. 
Almost the only souls about are delivering food on bikes, haul-
ing flats in supermarkets, or driving buses, trains, and taxis. 
Sanitation workers, letter carriers, and utility workers continue 
their work on and under the streets. Firefighters, police officers, 
and hospital workers are busy. Diverse apartment-house dwell-
ers play their appreciative part, though. Every evening at 7:00 

“Floca’s signature illustrations offer meticulously 
detailed renditions of city buildings and a wide 

assortment of urban vehicles.”
keeping the city going
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they erupt into a cacophony: noisily cheering, banging pots, and 
blowing musical instruments. “We are here together.” The nar-
ration is in the voice of a very observant child who has not lost 
their sense of humor, voicing some doubts about a nonessen-
tial online purchase. A community spirit shines in the use of we. 
Floca’s signature illustrations offer meticulously detailed rendi-
tions of city buildings and a wide assortment of urban vehicles. 
Everyone is properly masked. The evening cheers have stopped, 
but the gratitude has not. The story was first developed as a 
YouTube video, and here the sound effects are missing, but they 
can be easily and enthusiastically added by young readers. (This 
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-18-inch double-page spreads 
viewed at 64.9% of actual size.) 

Essential reading about essential workers that is informa-
tive, reassuring, and positive. (author’s note) (Picture book. 4-8)

SHAPED BY 
HER HANDS 
Potter Maria Martinez
Freeman, Anna Harber & Gonzales, Barbara
Illus. by Aphelandra
Whitman (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-0-8075-7599-4 
Series: She Made History 

 Born around 1887, Maria Martinez became one of the great-
est Native artists of all time. 

This story of a young girl from San Ildefonso Pueblo, near 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, celebrates the strong sense of culture 
and identity the Tewa people have maintained through the 
centuries. Intrigued by her people’s traditions, young Maria 
would rather fashion clay pots than play with straw dolls, but 
every time she makes one, it breaks apart while drying in the 
sun. Seeing her niece’s dedication, her aunt teaches Maria how 
to mix the clay with volcanic ash and water before coiling it 
between her hands to bake in an open fire. What evolves from 
these lessons is a young child’s sense of pride in her cultural his-
tory as well as the rediscovery of a technique long forgotten by 
her people. From New York to San Francisco, Maria becomes 
famous for her signature pottery style, making her name syn-
onymous with excellence and value in the pottery world. Aphel-
andra, who has Oneida heritage, paints with the hues of the Rio 
Grande’s turquoise waters, orange pottery fires, pink sandstone 
sunsets, and the obsidian black clay of Maria’s pots; the result is 
earthy and elemental, containing the spirit of the New Mexican 
landscape. The characters are depicted in their traditional Tewa 
clothing and hairstyles, encompassing multiple generations of 
the artists’ family in a way that strikes upon the legacy she both 
received and left behind. 

A deserved celebration of a famous Tewa potter who ele-
vated her craft to fine art. (biographical note, historical note, 
authors’ note, sources) (Picture book/biography. 4-8)

DONUTS AND DANGER
Gallagher, John
Illus. by the author
Random House (240 pp.) 
$12.99  |  $15.99 PLB  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-12108-5
978-0-593-12109-2 PLB 
Series: Max Meow, 2 

Max and Mindy are back in action 
and must face old foes and nefarious new 
look-alikes.

Max Meow, feline resident of Kittyopolis, is secretly the 
superhero Cat Crusader, and he’s excited to no longer work 
solo. His BSFF (Best Science Friend Forever), brown-skinned 
human Mindy, has gained powers and created her own super-
hero persona, Science Kitty. Problem is, she puts so much pres-
sure on herself to be perfect that she’s too scared to be a hero 
out in public. When havoc is wreaked at Food Fest, followed 
by a series of robberies, not only is the world of donut sales in 
peril, but the whole city is in danger. Old and new villains team 
up, and Cat Crusader will need Science Kitty’s skills—even if 
they are imperfect—in order to save the day and the donuts. 
This book tries to do a lot and isn’t always successful: An over-
abundance of plot points and characters makes it lack focus and 
overall cohesion. The more the story progresses, the messier 
and more jumbled it becomes, bogging down the pace. The les-
son about the pitfalls of perfectionism does add some depth, 
and the brightly colored cartoon art plus the combination of 
silliness, science, and superpowers make this tale inviting. Fans 
of the first book may enjoy spending more time with these cool 
cats, but hopefully their next adventure will be smoother. 

Overstuffed. (drawing instructions) (Graphic fantasy. 7-10)

HOW TO BUILD AN INSECT
Gibson, Roberta
Illus. by Lambelet, Anne
Millbrook/Lerner (32 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-5415-7811-1  

While ostensibly giving instructions 
on creating a 3-D insect replica, art and 
text teach the rudiments of entomology.

The initial double-page spread shows a dark room cluttered 
with cleaning supplies, a small drafting table, and scientific par-
aphernalia including a full-length human skeleton. An opening 
door at the left sheds light on the room’s contents while also 
revealing the brown-skinned arm and leg of someone entering, 
carrying a large jar whose contents will be revealed at the next 
page turn. The first words, in bold, white, playful type: “Let’s 
build an insect. Where should we start?” The next double-page 
spread answers the question by mentioning that humans have 
heads, so “Let’s give our insect a head.” Spread by spread, ques-
tions are asked and then answered by the invisible narrator as 
the pair of hands that carried the jar into the room follows 

“The artwork is earthy and elemental, containing the 
spirit of the New Mexican landscape.”

shaped by her hands
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directions and uses art supplies to create a colorful, attrac-
tive creature. Attention-grabbing, clever art accompanies the 
whimsical text as it lightly compares insect anatomy with that 
of humans and other animals, notes basic body parts and some 
differences among insects, and explains vocabulary such as ocelli 
and mandibles. Especially droll: music entering a cricket’s “knee 
ears” and an insect gasping because it needs holes in its exoskel-
eton rather than lungs. The conversational narration ends with 
a bit of a thud, though, given its lively tone throughout. Older 
readers will appreciate a final spread that gives further informa-
tion in a straightforward manner.

Distinctive and fun. (glossary, activity) (Informational picture 
book. 4-8)

BANKSY GRAFFITIED WALLS 
AND WASN’T SORRY.
Gilberti, Fausto
Illus. by the author
Phaidon (48 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Apr. 7, 2021
978-1-83866-260-8  

An Italian author/illustrator pays 
homage to Banksy, the world-famous, anonymous street artist. 

Readers see Banksy on the book’s first spread, saying in a 
plainspoken, first-person narration, “Nobody knows who I 
really am, and that way, I stay out of trouble.” All humans in 
the book, including Banksy, are depicted in an offbeat, stylized 
cartoon manner, with stick arms and legs and oversized, bulg-
ing eyes; they are all black forms with paper-white faces on 
uncluttered, solid white backgrounds. Banksy hides in hooded 
black clothing, only eyes and a nose showing, describing artis-
tic themes (anti-war, political, environmental); media (spray 
paint and stencils, sculpture); style (graffiti); and subjects (rats, 
soldiers, the Mona Lisa). Banksy also tells readers about various 
exhibitions and artistic projects—including the more-well-
known ones (the painting that self-destructed in a shredder 
after purchase); the lesser-known ones (filling a meat truck with 
stuffed animals); and the exceptionally elaborate ones (Disma-
land)—and theories about who Banksy is. (“There are lots of 
different theories. Some of them…pretty wild!”) Banksy speaks 
with a wry sense of humor and, just as the title indicates, with-
out apology (“I do it without permission and I’m not sorry”), 
also emphasizing that art should be for everyone, not just the 
rich: “I don’t really like selling my work for lots of money.” 
Appended is more information about Banksy and a reproduc-
tion of Girl With Balloon. (This book was reviewed digitally with 
8.46-by-16.92-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)

A reverent, felicitous, and accessible introduction to one 
of the world’s most subversive artists.  (Informational picture book. 
5-10)

THE OUTDOOR SCIENTIST
The Wonder of Observing the 
Natural World
Grandin, Temple
Philomel (208 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-11555-8  

A well-known animal scientist, engi-
neer, and spokesperson for people with 
autism shares the enthusiasm she’s had 

since childhood for the natural world. 
In a chatty narrative organized in topical chapters—rocks, 

the beach, the woods, birds, the night skies, and animal behav-
ior—Grandin weaves memories of her childhood passion for 
the natural world with facts she’s learned since. She shares some 
challenges she faced as an autistic child as well as some advan-
tages of her difference. Throughout, she conveys a continuing 
sense of wonder and a habit of close observation. Interstitial 
segments recount stories of other scientists, often mentioning 
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their early interests. Each chapter also includes clear directions 
for do-it-yourself projects, 40 in all, from making your own 
crystals to keeping track of monarch butterflies. Within the 
narrative, she often includes websites and book titles, show-
ing her readers how she learned and encouraging their further 
investigations. Several chapters and the book conclude with 
reminders that our Earth needs some help. Within each general 
area, the science conveyed is prompted by her memories rather 
than an organized survey. She demonstrates how curiosity can 
propel and fulfill a human being to learn all kinds of things. 
Readers will, too, since the book is chock-full of information—
occasionally incomplete or misleading but mostly the kind a 
nature-loving child will be thrilled to discover. 

An invitation to young readers to observe, enjoy, and learn 
about the world around us all. (bibliography, further reading, 
citizen-science projects) (Nonfiction. 8-12)

NO PANTS! 
Grant, Jacob
Illus. by the author
Viking (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-593-11766-8  

A surprise awaits readers at the end 
of this book.

Pablo is a rascal. Cared for by a rea-
sonable and patient father who irons their clothing, cooks oat-
meal for breakfast, and prepares food to take to a birthday party, 
Pablo will not obey orders and put on pants. More curious than 
naughty, Pablo asks why people wear pants, suggesting that they 
are not necessary. They look at photos of their family members 
hanging on walls to introduce types of pants worn for a variety 
of sports and careers before the father goes through a brief his-
tory featuring illustrated examples of pants through the decades 
(amusingly, his bespectacled, bearded face tops each one). Read-
ers will note diversity among the family and friends enumer-
ated, a variety that complements Pablo’s own ruddy skin and 
presumed Latinx background. The book has too many funny 
plot twists to count, creating chuckles for young and old read-
ers. Finally, Pablo’s silly acts of resistance escalate to the loss of 
parental temper, and they must quickly reconcile with an act of 
obedience. But when they get to the party, there’s not a pair of 
pants in sight. With a restrained palette and blocky figures ren-
dered in a free-floating style, the illustrations offer subtext to 
the tight relationship between parent and child. (This book was 
reviewed digitally with 10-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 

42.1% of actual size.) 
A delightful duo in a picture book that will bring laughter 

to all.  (Picture book. 3-5)

TALE OF THE SHADOW KING
Haack, Daniel
Illus. by Lewis, Stevie
Little Bee (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-4998-1121-6 
Series: Prince & Knight, 2 

Prince and knight return to take on an evil adversary.
This sequel to Prince & Knight (2018) picks up after the 

prince and knight’s wedding day and begins with a corona-
tion (but, a little puzzlingly, the prince is never referred to as 
a king). The two men’s love “inspired everyone in sight,” but 
soon a “fog of darkness” descends upon the realm. Daylight 
disappears. The crops suffer blight. The prince gravely tells 
his husband, “We must face this threat tonight!” The pair con-
sults with the kingdom’s “wise old sage,” who sends them to 
find the Shadow King, whose “soul is filled with rage.” After 

“trudging through the wilderness,” the prince and knight make 
it to the Shadow King’s fortress and best his army of monsters. 
Eventually, they reach the Shadow King and help repair the 
harm that resulted from his evil ways. With rich colors and 
cinematic sequences, Lewis’ animation-inflected art shines in 
this fantastical tale. Whereas in the first book knight rescued 
prince, the reverse happens here—a delightful counterpoint 
to heteronormative gender roles. Though excellent in its posi-
tive depiction of queer heroes, the book’s heavy-handed mes-
sage is made worse by Haack’s awkward, rhyming text. Aside 
from the brown-skinned knight, the royal family presents 
White. Supporting characters add additional racial diversity. 
With the addition of the Shadow King and his squire, the story 
moves from tokenization toward a sense of queer community. 
(This book was reviewed digitally with 8.3-by-19.6-inch double-page 
spreads viewed at 56% of actual size.)

Pretty but preachy.  (Picture book. 4-8)

THE HAPPINESS OF A DOG 
WITH A BALL IN ITS MOUTH
Handy, Bruce 
Illus. by Yum, Hyewon
Enchanted Lion Books (56 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-1-59270-351-7  

Happiness offsets harder feelings.
A child with brown skin and puffy brown hair lies asleep. 

“The slowness of two eyes opening,” reads the text; eyes open, 
the child rises in cheerful daylight to greetings from two dogs 
and “the happiness of a new day.” Handy’s exploration of emo-
tions that proceed into happiness is a grab bag. It’s nonlinear 
(can be opened anywhere); the multiracial cast of characters 
hold no especial connections with each other; and the pre-
happiness modes vary between moods and situations. “The fear 
of leaping. / The happiness of having leapt”—feet on a diving 
board, then a child excitedly suspended midair above the pool—
juxtaposes negative and positive feelings in a fairly traditional 
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manner. Readers will thrill to a spread about peeing and another 
about the critical difference between hearing no and saying no. 
However, stillness, distance, and self-sufficiency are pretty neu-
tral; when a bird experiences “The stillness of a perch. / The 
happiness of flight,” the stillness doesn’t seem inferior, creating 
a question—what do these juxtapositions mean? Enter Yum’s 
watercolor-and–colored-pencil illustrations, airy and light, 
with soft pencil shadings everywhere for comfort. “The self-
sufficiency of a cat in the morning. / The happiness of a cat in 
the afternoon” is mystifying as a pairing of opposites, but Yum’s 
pale sunlight and cooling shadows—first on a windowsill, then 
spilling over the blissful cat on the floor—override any concep-
tual confusion with beauty.

A contemplative exploration, with illustrations that carry 
readers past puzzlement. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE BEAR IN THE BOAT
Hart, Owen
Illus. by Pedler, Caroline
Tiger Tales (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-68010-249-9  

A helping hand results in a boatload 
of friendship for four animals.

With a smile on her face, Bear leaves 
her cozy home in the midst of a steady rainfall. She stops by 
Squirrel’s tree to deliver a basket of food; Squirrel’s larder was 
lost in the rain. Ever helpful Bear then helps Hedgehog, Mouse, 
and Rabbit, whose homes are threatened by the rising waters. 
Now, safe in her home, Bear enjoys a hot drink and cookies—
but not for long. Rabbit and Mouse come knocking at her door, 
overwhelmed by all the water. Hedgehog appears shortly after. 
Bear is most hospitable until her home, too, is in danger. To the 
boat! Their combined strength finally launches it, but what to 
do about food? Not to worry, for Squirrel comes drifting along 
with that basket of food. The rain ends, but the friendships 
have just begun. Colorful cartoon illustrations present full-page 
bucolic scenes, with the rain stopping short of being scary. (It 
looks so benign, coming down in big fat drops, that readers may 
wonder at the urgent tone.) Bear and her crew are cuddly and 
smiley. Pedler maintains (more or less) a sense of scale, and in 
some spreads, readers will have a hard time finding the smaller 
animals, but her cozy woodland homes are just cunning, espe-
cially Bear’s wisteria-draped cottage.

Rain is a mild threat in this tale that emphasizes neighbor-
liness over thrills.  (Picture book. 3-6)

THE LAST TREE
Haworth-Booth, Emily
Illus. by the author
Pavilion Children’s (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-84365-484-1  

A band of wanderers heedlessly 
turn a sylvan paradise into a drab, soul-
destroying settlement.

Hammering on its message with more force than logic, this 
cheerless variation on The Lorax (1971) and many like parables 
since squanders a promising beginning and a racially diverse 
cast that also includes both heterosexual and same-sex couples 
on simplistic symbolism and a trite outcome. After spending an 
idyllic summer singing and dancing together under the trees, 
the new arrivals cut a few branches for firewood. When the 
resulting gaps in the canopy let in the rain, they cut some more 
wood for shelters, then yet more for full houses, and finally a 
towering wall for a windbreak that uses all the remaining trees 

“Rain is a mild threat in this tale that 
emphasizes neighborliness over thrills.”

the bear in the boat
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except for one spindly sapling. By that time they’re all mutu-
ally suspicious, spiteful types who send their children out to cut 
down the last tree so no one else will get it. The children refuse, 
tearing down part of the wall instead…and when the grown-ups 
rush out to see where the wind’s coming from, “all at once they 
understood what they had done.” (Uh-huh.) A day, or at least a 
page turn, later, tall new trees have suddenly sprouted among 
the houses, and the erstwhile despoilers are happily turning the 
wall into, apparently, piles of lumber.

Nothing fresh here, nor even—aside from the colored-
pencil backgrounds—green.  (Picture book. 6-8)

ORANGUTAN HATS 
AND OTHER TOOLS 
ANIMALS USE 
Haynes, Richard
Illus. by Laberis, Stephanie
Candlewick (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5362-0093-5  

Animal behavior and ingenuity on full display!
Beginning with a definition of a tool while providing his-

torical background regarding human observations of animals’ 
use of tools, this fascinating selection then jumps into a nicely 
structured explanation of tool use by a large variety of animals 
throughout the world. The sections are broken down by type of 
use (hygiene, health, defense, obtaining and eating food, com-
fort, and play), which include subsections regarding specifics. 
The section on health, for example, is broken down into sun-
screen, tick removal, antiseptic, pain relief, and burn cream; 
paragraphs within each section focus on the actions of differ-
ent animals: Elephants make their own sunscreen from straw, 
grass, mud, and sometimes vomit! Realistic full-page and spot 
illustrations with a bit of whimsy (check out the macaques floss-
ing their teeth) appear in each spread while straightforward text 
explains how each animal uses each tool. This is an unexpectedly 
complicated topic, and readers may not be familiar with all of 
the concepts mentioned (youngsters may not understand what 
a developmental activity is, for instance, here used to describe the 
importance of play), but a glossary is included, and the wealth of 
information mitigates concerns over the few ideas that are not 
explicitly defined. Overall, it’s an excellent choice for research 
or pleasure reading that will likely lead children to observe the 
animal world on their own.

Readers will devour this dynamic and informative explana-
tion of the inventiveness to be found within the animal world. 
(map, glossary, bibliography, index) (Nonfiction. 5-10)

TRICERATOPPOSITE
Heos, Bridget
Illus. by McBeth, T.L.
Henry Holt (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-250-13489-9  

Justification, or maybe just des-
erts, for prehistoric or modern young 

contradictosauruses.
In essence a retread of Stegothesaurus (2018) with an altered 

setup and a woefully muddled ending, this prehistoric episode 
pits beleaguered parents against a stubbornly contrary offspring. 
Since he always says and does the opposite of what Mommy and 
Daddy Triceratops—identified, in McBeth’s simple cartoon 
illustrations, respectively by eyelashes and pearls and a neck-
tie—he’s earned the titular moniker. When urged to eat, say, 
Triceratopposite spits out his dinner leaves; at the hot springs 
after refusing to get in, he recklessly splashes and dives off rocks 
until he’s forcibly marched home. That night, as his exhausted 
parents sleep, he wanders outside and meets a toothy, exag-
geratedly humongous T. rex child. A monosyllabic exchange 
ensues: “Big!” “Little!” “Mean!” “Nice!” “Leave?” “Stay!” “Play?” 

“Fight!” Out rush the triceraparents, just in time to be horrified 
by the sight of their offspring engaged in a bit of playful rough-
housing. Their shouted “Enemy!” gets the predictable rejoinder 

“Friend!” and a cozy closing predator-prey hug. “Maybe, in this 
case, the opposite was better after all.” But a different message 
is conveyed by the following and final line, in which a hopeful 

“The Beginning” is crossed out and replaced by an ominous “The 
End.” If this is an attempt at Jon Klassen–style ambiguity, the 
illustrator misses it, and readers will too. (This book was reviewed 
digitally with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 83% of 
actual size.)

Timeless of premise but not exactly fresh and, at best, 
inept of execution.  (Picture book. 5-7)

SEA OF KINGS
Hope, Melissa
Jolly Fish Press (352 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-63163-443-7  

Sailing, pirates, a mystery, and maybe 
even magical creatures.

Thirteen-year-old Prince Noa is next 
in line to the throne of his jungle-island 
kingdom, one of several that make up 
a united realm. He mostly spends his 

days reading educational books in the village library, with the 
occasional organized game of Capture the Conch (like capture 
the flag, but underwater). In the waters off a secluded beach, 
Noa and his younger brother, Dagan, find an odd pendant in 
the water along with a skull, and they try to hide them from 
their overprotective father. At a royal celebration the next day, 
a visiting king from another island holds the guests hostage and 

“An excellent choice for research or pleasure reading that will likely 
lead children to observe the animal world on their own.”

orangutan hats and other tools animals use
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demands a certain map. Noa’s father secretly passes the mys-
terious map to him with instructions to do the one thing no 
young person in his kingdom is allowed to do—leave the island. 
With help from a group of village kids, Noa and his brother steal 
a ship, take the pendant and map, and head out to sea. They 
must overcome known dangers, like pirates and their general 
seafaring inexperience, but tales of vengeful magical creatures 
aren’t real, are they? Despite the allure of the dramatic action 
moments, the book’s pacing is scattershot, as is the excessively 
complicated worldbuilding of the islands’ civilizations. All char-
acters seem to be White.

A story somewhat lost at sea. (map) (Fantasy. 8-12)

THE WAY OF THE HIVE 
Hosler, Jay
Illus. by the author
HarperAlley (160 pp.) 
$21.99  |  $12.99 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-06-300736-9
978-0-06-300735-2 paper  

This graphic novel swarms with facts, 
all conveyed with smooth storytelling.

In the natural cycle of the beehive, 
worker bee Nyuki (Swahili for bee) learns 

about the history of the universe and the way of her hive from 
her older sister Dvorah (Hebrew for bee). Through Dvorah’s 
tutelage (and many of her own mistakes), Nyuki learns what it 
means to truly be a honeybee, her ignorance an effective means 
of eliciting information that readers will lap up thanks to ample 
humor in the wry dialogue. As she ages, Nyuki is able to pass 
along these lessons to a young worker named Melissa (Greek for 
bee), who will overwinter with the hive and help prepare it for 
spring’s return. Although it takes place over only a few seasons, 
the sweet story is rich with both information about honeybees 
and character development. Hives may have thousands of work-
ers, but the art and the plot create three unique personalities 
that will have readers invested in learning more about this all-
too-important insect—a feat made even more impressive by 
realistic illustrations that never anthropomorphize the charac-
ters and factual details that are far from honey-coated. Graphic 
novel fans, lovers of nonfiction, budding ecologists, and readers 
looking for their next great obsession will be buzzing around 
this title for years to come. Caregivers and educators will too, 
especially once they’ve seen the packed, excellent backmatter. 

Sublime. (Graphic fiction/nonfiction. 9-12)

LITTLE SAP
The Magical Story of a 
Forest Family
Hughes, Jan
Illus. by Hengeveld, Ruth
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Mar. 23, 2021
978-1-951836-06-1  

The titular tree’s biography is the 
platform for teaching young children little gems of current sci-
ence about tree behavior and the recently coined wood wide web.

The story is composed of double-page spreads with attrac-
tive, detailed watercolor art in hues ranging from deep forest 
tones to subtle pastels. The lyrical, comforting text is perfect 
for an adult or intermediate reader to read aloud. From the start, 
most little ones will empathize with Little Sap in her impatience 
to grow up. There is a fairy-tale cadence to the text as readers 
learn that the sapling “lives with her family deep in the heart of 
a very old forest” and “near Mother Tree, the tallest and wisest 
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tree in the grove.” As each season progresses, both text and 
art reveal facts about tree growth and the forest interconnec-
tions that can seem magical. In spring, Little Sap’s new leaves 
emerge. Summer first shows the canopy from her vantage point; 
the next spread shows the fungal network helping to feed her. 
As summer continues, a procession of snails emphasizes the 
slow growth of trees; Little Sap’s mother whispers encouraging 
words that easily parallel advice to children; Mother Tree uses 
fragrant powers to scare off threatening bugs. After fall and win-
ter, the text gently suggests the passing of many springs, and the 
final illustration replicates this.

A sweet introduction for blossoming naturalists. (end-
notes, glossary, sources) (Informational picture book. 3-6)

BEYONCÉ
Isdahl, Nansubuga Nagadya
Illus. by Taylor, Tammy
Abrams (160 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-4197-5371-8 
Series: First Names 

The journey of a young girl who 
would come to have a significant impact 
on the world around her.

Many young readers are familiar 
with Beyoncé as an artist today, but this unofficial biography 
delves into how she became the icon she is today. Early chap-
ters start with a 7-year-old Beyoncé, who is about to perform 
at her first talent show. These chapters lay the foundation for 
the narrative and Beyoncé’s career—demonstrating her famous 
work ethic and the sacrifices she made along the way. Readers 
follow Beyoncé into her teen and young adult years as a mem-
ber of Destiny’s Child, giving space to the trials she faced but 
ultimately shining a light on her accomplishments during that 
time. Although relatively little time is given to Beyoncé in the 
present day, the author notes highlights such as the births of 
her children and barriers broken, such as becoming the first 
Black woman to headline at Coachella. The casual narration, 
occasional phrases or sentences set in display type, and cartoon 
illustrations will appeal to young readers. Callout boxes featur-
ing icons that young Beyoncé admired are located throughout, 
exposing the audience to artists they may not yet be familiar 
with. The messages of perseverance and hard work ring clear, 
sometimes coming across as overstated. 

An informative, relaxed biography following Beyoncé’s 
rise to stardom. (timeline, glossary, notes, bibliography, index) 
(Biography. 7-12)

THE HOUSE OF SERENDIPITY
Ivison, Lucy
Illus. by Truman, Lucy
Razorbill/Penguin (224 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-593-20472-6 
Series: House of Serendipity, 1 

New maid Myrtle and Lady Sylvia 
are unlikely creative partners and friends 
who are nevertheless well matched for 
sewing and secret adventures.

It’s London in 1926, and Myrtle Mathers becomes a maid 
at Serendipity House after her father dies and her sick mother 
returns home to convalesce in Ireland. Myrtle and Sylvia, the 
younger lady of the house, find themselves working together 
to successfully remake a disastrous ball gown for her older sis-
ter, the debutante Lady Delphine. The team doesn’t stop there, 
next helping out Sylvia’s friend Lady Agapantha, who engages 
them in plotting her escape to explore the Amazon—disguised 
as a young man. The pair sets to work on a wardrobe full of 
trousers and a plan that includes deceit, breaking class ranks, 
and ignoring many of society’s expectations of young women. 
In the process, the girls have a chance to observe the privileges 
afforded to men as they simultaneously realize the disadvan-
tages of being a woman, although the plan is slow to hit its cre-
scendo and then seems to unravel almost too quickly at the end. 
However, this is a story full of women who almost universally 
welcome and encourage each other. The sketches of the cloth-
ing designs are fun and give young readers a sense of what 1920s 
clothing looked like. Characters are presumed White. 

A charming tale of sisterhood woven together with fashion, 
history, and subterfuge. (Historical fiction. 9-12)

PERDU
Jones, Richard
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-248-2  

A little lost dog finds a home. 
Perdu wanders the city, looking for his “somewhere.” The 

book’s first spread, with Perdu buffeted by wind and rain at the 
city’s edge, establishes great pathos, tugging at the hearts of 
dog lovers: “Poor Perdu. A little lost dog, all alone….” A White 
girl (city sidewalks bustle with racially diverse pedestrians) in 
a winter hat the same color as Perdu’s bright red scarf is the 
only person who treats Perdu with compassion. That every-
one else angrily shoos away (“Horrible animal!”) this adorable 
dog, described as “a scared little ball of worry,” seems unrealis-
tic. Nevertheless, it certainly bodes well for the bond the girl 
establishes with him when, after a disastrous visit to a cafe, she 
picks up the scarf he lost in the confusion, finds him, and takes 
him home. The text includes pleasing moments of lyricism: “He 
watched a leaf tumble through the air and land with a whispery 
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tap on the water.” There are also little details sure to delight 
young animal lovers: At one point, Perdu walks through the 
city with his nails creating a “Tip, Tip, Tip” sound on the con-
crete. Color is used effectively. In the bustling city, tiny black-
and-brown Perdu is juxtaposed with tall, colorless buildings, his 
vibrant scarf always catching the eye, and the page is awash in 
red when the cafe-goers yell at him, scaring him away.

A satisfying if melodramatic story of friendship found.  
(Picture book. 5-10)

AND I PAINT IT
Henriette Wyeth’s World
Kephart, Beth
Illus. by Bates, Amy June
Cameron + Company (40 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-951836-04-7  

An artist awakens into her dreams.
The oldest girl in the Wyeth family, 

Henriette, daughter of illustrator N.C. and sister of painters 
Andrew and Carolyn, was a recognized and talented artist (land-
scapes and portraiture) in her own right. This lyrical selection 
offers a vivid portrayal of an imagined day in which the young 
girl and her father drift across the land around their home in 
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania, painting, thinking, and musing 
on some technical and more ethereal aspects of art as they go. 
Warm, glowing images depict the painters at work as well as the 
rolling landscapes and sky that some may recognize from N.C.’s 
and Andrew’s paintings while the poetic text delves deep into 
Henriette’s imagination and includes ideas and descriptions 
from the writings of Henriette and her father. The fact that her 
experiences and successes were unusual for a woman of her time 
goes unmentioned. Nevertheless, this quiet yet joyful selection 
is both inviting and inspiring, and it will resonate with bud-
ding artists. Dreamlike and sparkling stream-of-consciousness 
writing brings to mind Virginia Woolf—and for Henriette, the 
outdoors clearly provided a room of her own. There is a lone 
photo of Henriette and a reproduction of a still life in the end-
notes along with notes from both author and illustrator. (This 
book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-23-inch double-page spreads 
viewed at 58.6% of actual size.)

Evocative description intertwines with joyful illustration 
in an imagined day in the life of a young artist. (Picture book. 5-9)

THE LAST FALLEN STAR
Kim, Graci
Rick Riordan Presents/Disney (336 pp.) 
$16.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-368-05963-3  

When a spell goes wrong, a girl sets 
out on a quest to save her sister.

Riley Oh and her sister, Hattie, are 
typical Korean American girls except 
for one thing: They know magic is real. 
When she turns 13 in two days, Hat-

tie will finally become a full member of the Gom clan, able 
to wield magic on her own. But because Riley is adopted and 
saram, or nonmagical, the other clans will not allow her to have 
an initiation ceremony when she turns 13 in a month. Struck 
by this unfairness, Hattie finds a spell that will share her magic 
with Riley. Unfortunately, their plan goes spectacularly wrong, 
fracturing Riley’s community and endangering Hattie. Feeling 
responsible for the calamity, Riley, along with her best friend, 
Emmett, will do whatever it takes to make things right, whether 
that means striking deals with fickle magical beings or consid-
ering the help of an ostracized magical clan. Exploring familial 
bonds, belonging, and community, this is a fast-paced urban 
fantasy drawing on Korean mythology. Riley and her friends 
navigate Los Angeles’ Koreatown and run-ins with dokkaebi 
and inmyeonjo with a frantic, upbeat energy. Complications 
and twists keep the plot engaging and snappy. Emmett is cued 
as biracial (his mother was a Gom elder who married a saram 
with a Western surname; his father’s ethnicity is not specified).

A fun, new magical world that promises more adventures 
to come. (glossary) (Fantasy. 9-13)

THE SMILE SHOP 
Kitamura, Satoshi
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-255-0  

Amid a bustling city, a young boy 
seeks something to call his own.

A young boy with pale skin and dark brown hair feels special. 
For the first time, he has his own money. But what will he buy? 
Told in the first person, the boy’s narrative features evocative 
language that conveys his experiences as he takes in the sights, 
smells, and temptations of the shops. The boy is portrayed in 
bold primary colors, drawing readers’ eyes with each page turn; 
around him, a racially diverse crowd rushes about, painted in a 
fainter palette. Contemplating toys, tasty treats, and more, the 
boy is bumped by a kid on a skateboard and loses most of his 
coins down a storm drain. Dejected, the boy goes into a shop 
with a sign that says “Smile” and asks the brown-skinned shop-
keeper if he can afford a very small smile. The boy has previously 
been mostly on his own, but the shopkeeper interacts with him 
directly and gives him just what he needs—for free. In doing 

“Evocative language conveys the protagonist’s experiences as he 
takes in the sights, smells, and temptations of the shops.”

the smile shop
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so, he opens up the boy’s perspective to appreciate the world 
around him. Simple illustrations brimming with eye-catching 
details are stylistically reminiscent of Uri Shulevitz with a dash 
of Tomie dePaola. The classic, subdued palette perfectly com-
plements the boy’s journey, fading to gray at the story’s darkest 
moment and brightening with the resolution. 

A satisfyingly—and deceptively—simple tale about sin-
cere pleasures in hectic times. (Picture book. 4-7)

SHARING A SMILE
Kramar, Nicki
Illus. by Evans, Ashley
Simon & Schuster (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-5344-9785-6  

Sophie and her grandfather figure 
out how to make wearing masks easier 
for themselves and their neighbors.

Sophie, a small girl, is inside her home with her grandfa-
ther watching the world change. Both have brown skin and 
dark, textured hair. He explains to her that “We all have to wear 
masks to keep everyone safe.” All her neighbors and the mail 
carrier are now wearing masks, just like the Hara family has 
always done outside, even before the pandemic. Most people 
are doing the things they always do—gardening, riding bikes, 
and playing—but she cannot see their smiles. Grandpa says that 
change is hard, and friends can help. This gives Sophie an idea. 
They both stay up late, sketching and sewing, and the following 
day, they surprise the neighbors with personalized gifts to make 
the change easier. As Sophie grows from worry and confusion 
to understanding and helping, readers learn to name feelings 
they may be experiencing themselves. The people who live on 
Sophie’s street are racially and ethnically diverse, and her neigh-
bors are friendly. The bright illustrations use clean lines, white 
space, and swaths of texture to depict a close-knit community 
of personalities who care for one another and commit to the 
common good. Powerful in its simplicity, this story contains 
lots of social and emotional learning in a small package. (This 
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads 
viewed at 64.2% of actual size.)

Helpful and timely for children and their grown-ups. (Pic-
ture book. 3-9)

THE LITTLE 
SPACECRAFT 
THAT COULD 
New Horizons’ Amazing 
Journey to Pluto and 
Arrakoth
Lapin, Joyce
Illus. by Ceccarelli, Simona M.
Sterling (40 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-4549-3755-5  

The creators of If You Had Your Birthday Party on the Moon 
(2019) chronicle a far more venturesome outing.

Bursting up from Earth, wrapped in gold foil (real) and a 
huge grin (fictive), the New Horizons probe sets out for dis-
tant Pluto to answer questions ranging from “What color [is] 
its sky?” to “[Are] there gross creepy-crawly things?” Along her 
weary way, she learns that Pluto gets downgraded to a dwarf 
planet (“Well, this stung a bit”), but after getting a gravity assist 
from “ginormous” Jupiter and falling into a long, long semisleep, 
the probe at last wakes up, focuses her cameras, and “on July 14, 
2015, Pluto suddenly became a place.” A place, Lapin notes in her 
generous payload of scientific observations and findings, with 
not one but five moons, a huge heart-shaped glacier of frozen 
nitrogen, and just maybe an un-frozen subsurface ocean suitable 
for harboring life. But Pluto is only the beginning for the plucky 
probe, as she has continued on her multibillion-mile course past 
the strangely shaped Kuiper belt object Arrokoth (sky in the 
Powhatan tongue) in 2019 and is still barreling along her astro-
nomical track to worlds beyond. (Stay tuned for further devel-
opments.) Small inset photos and graphics add helpful views 
of orbits, several more dwarf planets, and other details. With 
just one exception, all the Earthbound scientists following the 
expedition present White. (This book was reviewed digitally with 
11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 75% of actual size.)

An epic, energetic flight into the dimmer reaches of our 
local astronomical neighborhood. (timeline, glossary, bibliog-
raphy, websites) (Informational picture book. 6-8)

ZOO-MATE WANTED
Leer, Korrie
Illus. by the author
Whitman (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-0-8075-9565-7  

Two young sisters have difficulty 
sharing a room.

They are different in almost every 
way. Lilly is neat and organized while Leah is messy and scat-
tered. Lilly just can’t cope with Leah’s wild habits, and Leah 
can’t understand what Lilly is fussing about. So Lilly announces 
that only a zoo animal would be the perfect roommate for Leah 
and leaves in a huff. Leah actually thinks that’s a pretty good 
idea and posts a notice for a zoo-mate, one who would enjoy 

“An epic, energetic flight into the dimmer reaches of 
our local astronomical neighborhood.”

the little spacecraft that could
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messy, noisy activities without wanting to clean up afterward. A 
series of creatures tries out for the position, but none is success-
ful. Leah’s beloved toy Monkey takes the brunt of the disasters. 
The snake tries to eat it, the kangaroo drips paint on it, and the 
penguin makes the room so cold that Monkey is trapped in a 
block of ice. The lemur is fun, but its antics put Monkey at risk. 
So she cleans up her act, literally, and places a new notice with 
lots of compromises. Of course Lilly returns and their truce 
holds, because it is totally better to be together. Leer addresses 
the sisters’ issues with a light touch and no preaching allowed, 
and bright, appealing illustrations add much detail, making 
clear that Monkey is a toy animal and that all the contenders 
for the zoo-mate position are quite possibly toys as well, though 
delightfully animated. Exactly what danger the lemur puts 
Monkey into is unclear, however.

Sibling dynamics resonate with young readers, who will 
find laughter and reassurance in the gentle message. (Picture 
book. 4-8)

SING WITH ME 
The Story of Selena 
Quintanilla
López, Diana
Illus. by Martinez, Teresa
Dial Books (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-593-11095-9  

The story of Tejano legend Selena 
Quintanilla is made accessible as the tale of a young girl who 
works hard to share her musical gifts with the world.

In relating Selena’s biography, some mythologizing is hard 
to avoid. The late singer, who was killed at the age of 23 in 1995, 
has become inseparable from her fame. Corpus Christi native 
López smartly focuses on the road that got Selena to her suc-
cess and all the work and study that went into overcoming 
genre, racial, and gender divides in the music industry. She gets 
the details and tone right, whether it’s in capturing her subject’s 
passion for performing or simply sprinkling in Spanish words 
and phrases without overexplaining them. (“Papel picado hung 
from the ceiling [of the family restaurant] and the scent of caldo 
and charro beans filled the air.”) The story is told chronologi-
cally, but it never feels like an A-to-B-to-C list of achievements. 
Instead, it works better than most biographies of Selena to 
explain her connection to audiences and to humanize the young 
singer. Martinez’s illustrations capture the Quintanilla family’s 
loving moments and convey extra information with the layer-
ing in of postcards, banners, street signs, and lyrics. A Spanish-
language edition, translated by Carmen Tafolla, is equally on 
target, with careful phrasing and a warmth in tone. (This book 
was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed 
at actual size.)

A worthy, sparkling addition to the long list of Selena 
Quintanilla biographies. (author’s note, discography) (Picture 
book/biography. 5-8) (Canta conmigo: 978-0-593-32330-4)

TEDDY
Luckinbill, Lauarence
Illus. by Tait, Eryck
Dead Reckoning/Naval Institute Press 
(168 pp.) 
$24.95 paper  |  Feb. 17, 2021
978-1-68247-487-7  

Teddy Roosevelt roars, fumes, and 
looks back on his life and family in this 
graphic version of Luckinbill’s one-man 
stage show Teddy Tonight.

Though the background dissolves at need into various 
historical scenes, it’s the performance that Tait portrays here, 
depicting in his black, white, and slate-blue panels a Roosevelt 
who looks like Luckinbill in makeup and returning frequently 
to facial close-ups and a simple stage setting with a podium, a 
few items of furniture, and a teddy bear. Threaded with direct 
quotes, the monologue mixes biographical reminiscences both 
tragic and fond with furious (and cogent!) fulminations about 
the inability of Woodrow Wilson and other World War I–era 

“flubdubs” to accept the futility of trying to reason with those 
who only respect force. It is left largely intact—with edits that 
serve to lend TR’s environmental vision and his liberal views on 
civil and human rights a (largely if not entirely deserved) glossy 
sheen. The legendary force of his personality is more clearly 
evoked in the live show, which is available online for free, but 
readers will still hear echoes of it here. Along with a coherent 
overview of TR’s accomplishments, they will come away with 
a clear picture of his character as one for whom father, family, 
and a profound desire to live a “worthwhile” life were the chief 
values.

It’s not physically nuanced, but it’s a vivid picture of Teddy 
at his most admirable…and prescient.  (Graphic biography. 11-14)

TOO BRIGHT TO SEE 
Lukoff, Kyle
Dial Books (192 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-593-11115-4  

In the wake of his uncle’s death, a 
transgender boy on the cusp of middle 
school grapples with grief, friendship, 
and identity.

Bug lives in a haunted house, but the 
ghosts of long ago never bothered him 

before this summer. Then Uncle Roderick, who was gay, passed 
away, and now the house feels different with just Bug and his 
mom left. Usually he would spend a month away at camp, the 
only place he feels connected to a group, but money is tight this 
year. When a ghost begins following Bug and his dreams turn to 
nightmares, he searches for answers about who is haunting him 
and why. As the ghostly mystery unfolds over the course of the 
summer, Bug struggles with new tension with his best friend, 
Moira, a girl whose interest in the duo’s reinventing themselves 
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in middle school feels overwhelming and full of expectations he 
doesn’t know how to meet. This coming-of-age and coming-out 
story takes a needed departure from other stories about trans-
gender youth by illuminating the perspective of a young person 
who does not initially know how to identify his discomfort. The 
narrative pushes against gendered stereotypes about interests 
like sports and makeup, challenging restricting ideas about 
gender and self-expression. A chilling, suspenseful ghost story 
balances the intimate, introspective narrative style. Most of the 
characters are White, including Bug, his family, and Moira. 

Haunting and healing. (author’s note) (Fiction. 8-12) (Note: 
Lukoff is a freelance contributor to Kirkus.)

MASTERS OF DISGUISE 
Camouflaging 
Creatures & 
Magnificent Mimics
Martin, Marc
Illus. by the author
Candlewick Studio (56 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-5362-1405-5  

Martin highlights the lives and dis-
guises of one dozen animals hailing from 

habitats from every continent but Antarctica, with camou-
flaged-animal searches.

Captivating watercolor art immediately draws readers in. 
Before the title page, a blue-and-green map of Earth’s conti-
nents appears, superimposed with 12 circles; each circle con-
tains a portrait of one of the upcoming subjects. Also preceding 
the title page, the author notes the importance of humans’ pro-
tecting habitat in order to save animals, “even when we can’t 
always see them!” Two double-page spreads are devoted to each 
animal, starting with chameleons. The first spread for each 
animal uses an ideal amount of negative space to set off short, 
titled paragraphs and art that perfectly complements the text. 
For example, “Sticky Situation” gives fascinating facts about 
a chameleon’s tongue as one whips across the top of the para-
graph. The second double-page spread for each animal offers 
fun that will entice even 3-year-olds. A small amount of text lets 
readers know how many of the featured animal are hiding in 
each lushly painted environment—from eight mimic octopuses 
to 17 owl butterflies—as well as the names of other animals hid-
den there. The conversational text clearly defines words such 
as metamorphosis and opisthoglyphous (having fangs at the back of 
the upper jaw). Both art and text enhance scientific accuracy 
with beauty and playfulness—a rare feat. Sturdy pages, too.

Do not hide this book! (Informational picture book. 4-8)

THE WOODCARVER’S 
DAUGHTER
McDonough, Yona Zeldis
Illus. by Kajfez, Kaja
Kar-Ben (128 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-5415-8667-3  

Batya couldn’t be a woodcarver back 
in the old country, but maybe she can be 
one in the golden land of New York City.

In 1915 Russia, 12-year-old Batya 
isn’t allowed to apprentice to her woodcarver father. Her older 
brother, who lacks interest in the work, must nonetheless 
learn the trade. Batya’s life turns upside down when pogroms 
descend on their village, making it unsafe for her Jewish family 
to stay in Russia. After a journey that’s depressing and lovely by 
turns, Batya discovers she’s miserable in New York. Her baby 
sister’s gone deaf on the ship, the tenement they live in is ugly 
and cramped, and Batya struggles to learn English. Worst of 
all, there’s no time to whittle, and Papa can’t find a job carv-
ing, either. Eventually, Batya’s misery leads her into adventures 
that improve not only her life, but also her whole family’s. Her 
journey to become a woodcarver is framed from beginning to 
end with a lovely appreciation for the artistry of carousel horses. 
Some historical details are simplified, but for the most part 
these choices harmlessly ease the way for contemporary read-
ers. Unfortunately, the narrative supports the urban legend that 
names were changed at Ellis Island by callous officials, which 
serves no storytelling purpose here. Non-English words are 
inconsistently italicized. 

Charming, warming girl power in early-20th-century 
immigrant New York. (historical note, timeline, glossary) (His-
torical fiction. 9-11)

THE WATER LADY 
How Darlene Arviso 
Helps a Thirsty Navajo 
Nation
McGinty, Alice B.
Illus. by Begay, Shonto
Schwartz & Wade/Random (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-525-64500-9
978-0-525-64501-6 PLB  

An elegant reminder that water is central to life.
 Set on the sprawling Diné reservation, this beautifully illus-

trated picture book will educate young readers about the beauty 
and rigors of life on the high-desert plateau. Young Cody wakes 
up thirsty, but the cup near his bed is empty, as is the water 
bucket his mother relies on in the kitchen. His older siblings 
head off to catch the school bus, and Cody runs to check on the 
water barrels outside. It’s a scorching hot day. The land is dry. 
The horses, chickens, and dogs are thirsty, too. But Cody’s fam-
ily, like many families on his reservation, do not have running 
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water, and they must wait for the water lady, Darlene, to replen-
ish their stores. Begay’s watercolors capture the mauve and pink 
hues of the juniper and piñon arroyos, bespeaking his #own-
voices knowledge of Navajo Nation. The velvet dresses, tur-
quoise jewelry, and artwork on walls reveal a sovereign people 
with ancient ties to the land. With lyrical language and friendly 
faces emerging on each page, it is the image of the water lady, 
moving from her job driving a yellow school bus to her job driv-
ing a yellow water truck, that will stick in the minds of read-
ers, revealing the conservationists’ spirit that still pervades in 
a simple Diné lifestyle. An author’s note addresses the fight for 
wells and more readily available water; it’s followed by a note 
from Darlene Arviso herself. A list of sources and a well-placed 
glossary seal the deal. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-
17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 39.3% of actual size.)

 This quiet yet touching story will open young readers’ eyes 
in a multitude of ways. (author’s note, sources, glossary) (Pic-
ture book. 5-10)

THE SORRY LIFE OF 
TIMOTHY SHMOE
McLellan, Stephanie Simpson
Illus. by Si, Zoe
Owlkids Books (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Apr. 15, 2021
978-1-77147-393-4  

Everyone has been Timothy Shmoe at one time or another.
He’s not a jerk or even “a bad kid.” He just moves from one 

catastrophe to another, clueless about consequences but always 
offering an apology of sorts and slowly figuring out the rules of 
life. When Timothy honestly tells Aunt Gladys that he doesn’t 
like the ginormous lime-green sweater (decorated with a large 
orange carrot) she knitted for him, his written apology is just 
as candid. “I said that because Dad says I must always tell the 
truth. / I guess he isn’t telling the truth about that.” When 
Timothy gives in to rage and ruins his sister’s science project, 
he acknowledges in his note to her that he’s learned his lesson 
and explains he wishes she let him play with her and her friends. 
Like many children, Timothy talks back, practices sports in the 
house, is egged into mischief by his siblings, and plays too rough 
with a pet. His parents always correct him, but “no matter what 
Timothy did or how often he did it… / His family loved him just 
the same.” Uncluttered cartoon illustrations of his misdeeds 
and the large handwritten apologies that accompany them pro-
vide room for discussion. Timothy’s mom presents White, and 
his dad has olive skin and dark hair; Timothy and his siblings 
share a skin tone in between. Great-Nanny Gough’s unexpected 
wheelchair ride will spark conversations about family members 
who require special considerations.

Kids and adults alike will identify. (Picture book. 4-7)

SHY WILLOW
Min, Cat
Illus. by the author
Levine Querido (48 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Feb. 16, 2021
9781-64614-035-0  

Willow, a painfully shy rabbit who 
lives in an abandoned mailbox, plucks up 
her courage to journey on the grandest 
adventure ever. 

The outdoors can be scary for a small rabbit, and Wil-
low’s favorite quiet and cozy place to be is inside her cheerily 
multihued mailbox, where her pencil drawings are tacked all 
over the walls. One day, a letter flutters in through the slot—
a letter addressed to the moon. In it, a child’s scrawl asks the 
moon to please shine big and bright for his mother’s birthday 
tomorrow. Alas, who will deliver the letter to the moon on such 
short notice? Could Willow do it? Min’s sweet illustrations con-
vey Willow’s hesitation, her determination, her fear—and her 
dejection as the moon proves difficult to reach. Even after a 
wondrous soaring flight on birdback (so hopeful!) is thwarted 
by a gust of wind, she perseveres, voyaging to the moon in a 
way only she and her trusty sketchbook together could have 
achieved. Willow is a white rabbit, and the few humans depicted 
have light skin and cartoony features with dots for eyes. But 
Min’s soft, colorful illustrations (as well as a rabbit protagonist 
making her way in a human world) give readers a magical feel-
ing from the beginning, and the climax is lovely to behold. They 
make this otherwise slight story worth a look.

Whimsical and charming illustrations (literally) elevate 
this simple tale. (Picture book. 3-7)

SWEET PEA SUMMER
Mitchell, Hazel
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5362-1034-7  

When Mom’s illness necessitates a 
hospital stay, Dad drives his young child 
for a summerlong visit with grandparents.

When the child, who narrates, struggles to concentrate on 
activities, Grandpa proposes helping with his garden—robust 
with veggies and flowers. He assigns his grandchild his “prized 
sweet peas,” and Grandma suggests entering them in the flower 
show at summer’s end. The child waters, deadheads, weeds, and 
fertilizes, as Grandpa’s taught. One morning there’s “something 
terrible”—the sweet peas have dropped their flower buds. The 
young gardener studies Grandpa’s books and tests solutions, 
protecting the vines from cool evening temps and hot sum-
mer days. The kid waters carefully, noting that sweet peas need 

“just the right amount of water around their roots.” Therein lies 
the mystery’s solution: Grandpa’s been inadvertently drench-
ing the vines with “icy cold water” while irrigating his adjacent 

“Min’s soft, colorful illustrations give readers a magical feeling 
from the beginning, and the climax is lovely to behold.”

shy willow
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vegetables. Spared such shocks, the colorful flowers thrive, and 
blue blooms—the loveliest and most difficult—arrive, too. The 
gentle time-heals theme culminates with an award at the flower 
show and the sudden, unheralded arrival of the child’s parents, 
ready to reunite at home. Mitchell’s winsome pictures chron-
icle English townscapes, comfy, kitten-filled interiors, gentle 
hills, and a garden replete with small creatures to spy. Family 
members are White (and the grandparents, gray-haired); towns-
people are diverse.

While the resolution’s a bit abrupt, engaging pictures 
enhance this successful, absorbing intergenerational tale. 
(author’s botanical note) (Picture book. 4-7)

BUTTERFLIES 
ARE PRETTY…GROSS! 
Mosco, Rosemary
Illus. by Souva, Jacob
Tundra (36 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-7352-6592-9 
Series: Nature’s Top Secrets 

A witty look at the less-beautiful characteristics of 
butterflies.

As this informational book opens, a big-eyed monarch-
butterfly narrator flits and flutters with its beautiful friends. 
Then, in metafictive fashion, it warns readers that if they want 
to continue believing that pretty is the essence of butterflies, 

“DON’T TURN THE PAGE.” Of course, curious readers will 
keep going! The narrator reveals the truth: “Some butterflies 
are gross.” Readers peer through the narrator’s binoculars as it 
describes in pithy text such shocking sights as butterflies slurp-
ing up dead-animal juices and offers additional undesirable 
adjectives, like “drab” butterflies that resemble dull leaves, an 
adaptation that confuses hungry birds. Comical illustrations 
that feature patterns and earth tones highlight the humor. But 
wait, there’s more, as the narrator warns once again: “OK, pre-
pare to get weirded out.” It starts up an old-fashioned movie 
projector, and as it uses such monstrous terms as shape-shifters 
and carnivorous, it explains and shows scenes of metamorphosis, 
caterpillars’ diets, and more. Finally, the narrator takes readers 
into a top-secret lab and reveals images of butterflies tasting 
with their feet, eating poop, and drinking tears—and some that 

“have butts that look like heads.” A concluding chart depicts 
thumbnails of featured butterflies, further related facts, and 
their geographic range. All in all, it’s a fun addition—or alterna-
tive—to traditional insect study. (This book was reviewed digitally 
with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)

A proboscis-in-cheek introduction to butterflies that will 
appeal to reluctant readers and bug enthusiasts alike. (Informa-
tional picture book.  4-8)

WANDA 
Nontshokweni, Sihle & 
Tlali, Mathabo
Illus. by Thorne, Chantelle & 
Thorne, Burgen
Crocodile/Interlink (32 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-62371-864-0  

An affirmation of Afro hair that 
speaks to Black girls all over the African diaspora.

In this South African story, brown-skinned Wanda, who 
has a huge crown of natural Afro hair, feels embarrassed and 
panicked whenever she rides the school bus because Thula and 
Sizwe call her “Miss Bush” on account of her hair. Each morning, 
Wanda’s mama combs her hair into a halo and declares Wanda 
a queen and her hair a crown. But when Wanda gets to school, 
she transforms her hairdo into puffballs or other styles so that 
her teacher, who only appears in silhouette but is presumably 
White, will not label her hair a “bird’s nest” or say she is inap-
propriately dressed for this school, where students wear uni-
forms. With the help of her makhulu (grandmother), who wears 
beautiful gray twists and shows Wanda photos of famous Black 
women wearing diverse hairstyles, Wanda gains a greater appre-
ciation of her hair. Makhulu gives her a new style that her class-
mates admire. With a bright color palette of yellow, pink, blue, 
aqua, and green, this story highlights Wanda’s positive female 
relationships and role models and helps her understand who she 
is in a broader cultural context. This story also addresses the 
systemic racism rooted in apartheid that lingers today in South 
African schools. 

A fine addition to the expanding body of picture books 
about Afro hair.  (Picture book. 4-8)

THRIVE
Oppel, Kenneth
Knopf (416 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-984894-80-9
978-1-984894-81-6 PLB 
Series: Overthrow, 3 

This is the moment teens Seth, 
Anaya, and Petra have both been antici-
pating and dreading ever since aliens 
called cryptogens began attempting to 

colonize the Earth: the chance to defend their planet.
In an earlier volume, Seth, Anaya, and Petra began grow-

ing physical characteristics that made them realize they were 
half alien. Seth has wings, Petra has a tail, and Anaya has fur. 
They also have the power of telepathy, which Anaya uses to 
converse with Terra, a cryptogen rebel looking for human allies 
who could help stop the invasion of Earth. Terra plans to use 
a virus stored in the three teens’ bodies to disarm the flyers, 
which are the winged aliens that are both masterminding the 
invasion and enslaving the other species of cryptogens known 

“With a bright color palette, this story highlights Wanda’s 
positive female relationships and role models.”

wanda
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as swimmers and runners. But Terra and her allies can’t pull any 
of this off without the help of Anaya, Seth, and Petra. Although 
the trio is anxious about their abilities, they don’t have much of 
a choice—the entire human race is depending on them for sal-
vation. Like its predecessors, this trilogy closer is fast-paced and 
well structured. Despite its post-apocalyptic setting, the story 
is fundamentally character driven, and it is incredibly satisfying 
to watch each protagonist overcome their inner battles within 
the context of the larger human-alien war. Main characters read 
as White. 

A thrilling conclusion to a beautifully crafted, heart-stop-
ping trilogy. (Science fiction. 11-14)

DINOSAURS BEFORE DARK
The Graphic Novel
Osborne, Mary Pope
Illus. by Matthews, Kelly & 
Matthews, Nichole
Random House (176 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $9.99 paper  |  $19.99 PLB
May 4, 2021
978-0-593-17468-5
978-0-593-17471-5 paper
978-0-593-17469-2 PLB 
Series: Magic Tree House 

Two kids climb a ladder to prehistoric adventure in a graphic 
bid to bring the classic series to an even younger audience.

A half-idle wish that stolid 8 1/2-year-old Jack makes while 
he and his impulsive little sister, Annie, are sitting in a mysteri-
ous, book-filled treehouse whirls the two off to the Cretaceous 
Period for encounters with dinosaurs both amiable and, in the 
case of a toothy Tyrannosaurus rex, not so much. The illustra-
tors (twin sisters) make much use of inset and irregularly shaped 
panels to keep the action trotting along. They craft brightly lit, 
full-color scenes (more simply drawn than Sal Murdocca’s black-
and-white illustrations in the 1992 original) in which Jack’s large 
eyeglasses and Annie’s big, wide, blue eyes (both kids present 
White) offer instant keys to their characters, and the dinos 
wading through grassy, flower-strewn prehistoric landscapes 
are more beneficent-looking than scary (even that T. rex). Laird 
incorporates necessary explication into the dialogue, simplify-
ing some vocabulary—Jack’s “I wish I could see a Pteranodon 
for real,” in the chapter book becomes “I wish we could go 
there,” as he points to a picture of the flying reptile—but gener-
ally sticking to Osborne’s tone and phrasing. In the end the two 
time travelers get back home in time for dinner…Jack with a 
certain golden medallion he picked up as a lead-in to the next 
three episodes. 

A bright, brisk repackaging that piles on the visual appeal.  
(Graphic fantasy. 6-9)

LISTENING TO 
THE STARS 
Jocelyn Bell Burnell 
Discovers Pulsars
Parachini, Jodie
Illus. by Badiu, Alexandra
Whitman (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-0-8075-4563-8 
Series: She Made History 

An Irishwoman and a radio telescope change astronomy 
forever.

“Does the galaxy have a sound?” asks the first line of this 
elegant biography. “Is it loud and full of thunderous booms? 
Soft murmurings, whooshing whispers?” Though written in 
prose, the narrative has a poetic sensibility, building a suspense-
ful read-aloud from the events of Burnell’s life. First having to 
fight her way into “the boys’ class” in the 1950s so she could 
learn physics, then later working to mount acres upon acres of 
wires to help construct a telescope, the young Jocelyn depicted 
exudes curiosity and enthusiasm. A showstopper of a spread cel-
ebrates the radio telescope’s 1967 completion: Precise technical 
lines appear in silhouette against a dusky, ethereal sky. Text and 
pictures work together to explain how a pulsing sound wave 
comes from a neutron star—a discovery that Burnell made after 
analyzing “three miles of paper.” Well-chosen similes illuminate 
fundamental concepts, backed by Badiu’s rich, celestial blues 
and purples. Frank discussion of the sexism Burnell faced leads 
into a hopeful note about her efforts to support young women 
in astronomy. Backmatter provides plain-language scientific 
definitions, a contextualizing author’s note, and recommended 
reading on women in physics. Burnell is depicted as White, all 
of her colleagues and mentors appear to be White men, and just 
one of her students (circa 1974) has brown skin.

As gorgeous as it is informative. (glossary, author’s note, 
recommended reading) (Picture book/biography. 4-10)

TO CARNIVAL! 
A Celebration in Saint 
Lucia
Paul, Baptiste
Illus. by Glatt, Jana
Barefoot (32 pp.) 
$16.99  |  $8.99 paper  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-64686-161-3
978-1-64686-162-0 paper  

A festive Creole story that will 
encourage readers to dance, sing, and celebrate Carnival.

Melba’s excitement for Carnival makes it hard for her to 
sleep the night before. On her way to the festival, she encoun-
ters Misyé Francois, who plays steel pan drums and sings a 
song about a “crazy mannikou.” Melba stops to listen a little 
too long and misses her bus, and both a mannikou (readers 
unfamiliar with St. Lucian Creole will recognize this as an 
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opossum from the illustrations) and the drummer follow her 
to Carnival, as does everyone else she encounters along the way, 
both human and animal. When Melba nears town, she sees a 
crowd of brown-skinned St. Lucians dressed in costumes and 
bright, patterned clothes. Glatt’s stylized illustrations portray 
most characters with reddish-brown skin, long noses, and rosy 
cheeks; she paints the tropics in deep greens and bright yellows 
and the cityscape in an array of bright colors. Melba and friends 
miss the parade but make their own, delighting bystanders. The 
backmatter bridges cultural gaps by explaining what Creole is, 
defining the culturally specific language, and explaining where 
St. Lucia is and what Carnival celebrates, both historically and 
now. The author’s note reveals St. Lucian writer Paul’s motiva-
tion for creating the book, and Glatt’s illustrator’s note explains 
her Brazilian experience of Carnival. Glatt’s paint, pencil, 
and crayon illustrations truly capture the festive spirit of this 
celebration. 

A must-have picture book that educates while it thor-
oughly entertains. (glossary, maps) (Picture book. 4-8)

GIRLS AND BOYS COME OUT 
TO PLAY
Pearson, Tracey Campbell
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House 
(40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Mar. 30, 2021
978-0-8234-4713-8  

Who wouldn’t want to gallivant with 
Mother Goose?

Chanting the classic nursery rhyme “Girls and Boys Come 
Out To Play,” that esteemed avian invites a bevy of kids from 
a city neighborhood to leave their homes and join her for 
an evening of merriment. The racially diverse, pajama-clad, 
stuffed-animal–toting children eagerly accept the invitation, 
accompanied by some dogs and cats. Whom do these adven-
turers meet on their nighttime jaunt? Why, none other than 
some of Mother Goose’s most famous characters, including 
Old King Cole, Humpty Dumpty, Jack and Jill, the fiddling cat 
from “Hey Diddle Diddle,” and the three men in the tub. After 
some playtime and a filling repast they help prepare, the kids 
are more than ready for Mother Goose to lead them home to 
bed; the exhausted, happy wanderers are last seen all comfort-
ably tucked in, live and toy pets in tow. Text is kept to a mini-
mum on spreads, and the old-fashioned language of the brief 
narrative is charming. The cheery, bouncy text of the rhyme 
could turn out to become a favorite of young readers/listeners 
sitting in laps or hearing this in group sessions. The loose pen-
and-ink–and-watercolor illustrations suit the action well, sug-
gesting energetic movement and lighthearted activity. A “cast of 
characters” is identified at the beginning of the book. Front and 
rear endpapers each include eight well-known Mother Goose 
rhymes. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch dou-
ble-page spreads viewed at 64% of actual size.)

An engaging, lively addition to the Mother Goose canon.  
(Picture book. 3-6)

AMERICA, MY LOVE, 
AMERICA, MY HEART 
Peoples-Riley, Daria
Illus. by the author
Greenwillow Books (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-06-299329-8  

An unnamed narrator—or perhaps a collective narrator—
with diverse cultural heritage seeks to know whether America 
loves them.

Front and back endpapers picture a United States flag 
with the Pledge of Allegiance printed in childlike handwriting. 
Within, gray-toned illustrations with accents of red, blue, and 
white depict people of color of all ages in outdoor and indoor 
settings: cities, fields and beaches, churches and schools. The 
text reads like a poem, narrated by a first-person voice who 
is, at first, unsure of their inclusion in the bold, brave United 
States. “Do you love me?” the voice asks its country. A series of 
questions addressed to “America,” some literal and some figura-
tive, reveal an obsession with and a lack of confidence in the 
narrator’s relationship with their country, until at last the voice 
concludes that, despite all these questions, “America, I am you. / 
America, you are me.” The text incorporates occasional phrases 
in Louisiana Creole and in Spanish (both without translation), 
a choice that is explained in the author’s note as a reflection of 
her heritage. Through simple, poetic language and stark, sym-
bolic imagery, Peoples-Riley delivers another powerful repre-
sentation of the complex relationship between people of color 
and the country whose past and present call its love for some of 
its people into question. This book answers a deep fear about 
wholeness and belonging as it invites young readers to grow into 
its message.

A sensitive rendering of the conflict at the core of double 
consciousness. (Picture book. 4-9)

TROUBLE IN THE STARS
Prineas, Sarah
Philomel (256 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-593-20428-3  

A shape-shifting stowaway, a mot-
ley crew of space pirates, and a gung-
ho agent of an autocratic interstellar 
government walk into the galley of a 
spaceship....

Ripped from the lonely dark of deep 
space, Trouble remembers that they are on the run from some-
thing unknown, that they are seeking something—though they 
don’t recall what—and that they are not just a shape-shifter, 
but the only one. When they are captured by StarLeague sol-
diers who are after a dangerous prison escapee, they turn into a 
dog and manage to get away, hitching a ride on the dilapidated 
cargo ship Hindsight. Trouble (now assuming the form of a pale, 
brown-haired human child) falls in with the ace crew of the 
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intrepid Capt. Astra. Gradually, they come to find companion-
ship among the crew of misfits—even a hitherto-unfamiliar 
sense of home. But when a surprise StarLeague attack prompts 
Trouble to make a truly monstrous shift, they and their new 
family must undertake the most dangerous mission of their 
lives. The story starts off a bit clumsily before settling into a 
conversational tone and slapdash action sequences. Once it hits 
its stride, however, it plows onward with admirable pluck, ener-
getically wrestling with topics like love, family, forgiveness, and 
the definition of humanity—while simultaneously embarking 
on a space chase that would feel right at home in the world of 
Star Wars.

Unexpectedly out of this world. (Science fiction. 8-12)

JO JO MAKOONS 
The Used-to-Be Best 
Friend
Quigley, Dawn
Illus. by Audibert, Tara
Heartdrum (80 pp.) 
$15.99  |  $4.99 paper  |  May 11, 2021
978-0-06-301537-1
978-0-06-301538-8 paper 
Series: Jo Jo Makoons, 1 

This silly chapter book features a 
funny Ojibwe girl protagonist.

Set on a fictional reservation known as the Pembina Ojibwe, 
this story introduces Jo Jo, an intelligent and charismatic first 
grader who is fretting over two big problems in this series opener. 
Her first worry concerns her home best friend, Mimi the cat, 
who she fears may deflate when she gets vaccinated. Her second 
concern is that her school best friend, Fern, has begun to ignore 
her at lunchtime. From Jo Jo’s difficulties with language arts to 
her attempts to save Mimi, hijinks emerge. Through it all, cul-
tural information about Jo Jo’s Ojibwe way of life is shared in a 
way that suggests her pride for her people, traditions, and family. 
Young readers will revel in the humor this chapter book offers: 
the wordplay, the nicknames, and Jo Jo’s irrepressible narrative 
voice. But it is the friendships at her school, where her teacher 
is White and her classmates are multicultural, that will linger 
with readers. Even though it is in a border town, the school Jo Jo 
attends respects her cultural traditions, and the effect is heart-
warming. Quigley (Turtle Mountain Band of Ojibwe) provides 
a glossary of Ojibwe and Michif words that enhances the expe-
rience. Audibert (of Wolastoqey and French heritage) supplies 
plentiful grayscale illustrations that depict Jo Jo and her friends 
with big, pretty eyes and expressive faces.

A joyful book about growing up Native in a loving commu-
nity—not to be missed.  (Fiction. 6-10)

THE POET OF PINEY WOODS
Raczka, Bob
Illus. by Howdeshell, Kristen & 
Howdeshell, Kevin
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-951836-09-2  

A wolf wordsmith subverts expectations.
In a colorful, wood-block–printed forest, a wolf sneaks up 

behind an assortment of animals. A baseball-capped bear cub 
flees at the sound of a twig snapping. As a bow-tied frog sits on 
a log, “Wolf smiles. Teeth flash. / Frog sees Wolf. Splash!” But 
despite appearances, this doesn’t turn out to be a story of the 
food chain. Because now it’s “Sundown. Wolf ’s lair. / Dinner? 
Sliced pears. / Peaceful. Poem time. / Wolf thinks, inks rhymes.” 
In tight, clipped, creatively rhymed and metered lines, this 
poem of a story shows that Wolf, a smoking jacket–clad vegetar-
ian, just wants to share his verse with his forestmates. He pins 
his words to a tree, each a brief collection of rhyming words 
about the animal friends he was sneaking up on in the first part 
of the story. The animals gather around in appreciation, won-
dering who the mystery poet is, but when the wolf reveals him-
self as the author, the animals flee. A helpful blue jay convinces 
them to come back after Wolf pleads for understanding. Pre-
dictable for adults but no doubt suspenseful for children, the 
plot is enhanced by texturally rich illustrations and satisfying-
to-read rhymes, making this an ideal read-aloud for inquisitive, 
word-loving young children. (This book was reviewed digitally 
with 9.5-by-21-inch double-page spreads viewed at 18% of actual size.)

Quietly well done. (Picture book. 3-7)

TRAINING DAY
Raúl the Third
Illus. by the author with Bay, Elaine
Versify/HMH (56 pp.) 
$9.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-0-358-38038-2 
Series: El Toro and Friends 

El Toro needs to train for his big 
lucha libre match, but all he wants to do 
is sleep!

Poor Kooky Dooky—¿Qué va hacer? 
What’s he going to do? This quirky, early-reader spinoff of the 
¡Vamos! series follows exasperated trainer Kooky Dooky as 
he pulls all the stops to get and keep El Toro out of bed. How 
about a big breakfast? Nope. After a gigantic belch, the slug-
gish luchador nose-dives under the covers. The rooster lures 
his trainee out of the bed with smelly shoes and a promise to 
go easy. Finally the training program gets results: Obstreperous 
chickens are caught by hand—er, hoof; the unplugged mechani-
cal bull is dominated; the “Spiked Piñatas of DOOM” are pul-
verized; junk cars are crushed; and abuelas are helped across the 
street. Todo es listo—all is ready. Today El Toro will obliterate 
The Wall (pun very much intended—one of The Wall’s fans 

“Young readers will revel in the humor this chapter book offers.”
jo jo makoons
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sports a distinctive blond ’do and orange skin). The unstoppable 
Raúl the Third brings his border barrio to rip-roaring life with 
plenty of humor, embedded Spanish, and Chicano cultural ref-
erences. Colorist Bay’s creative enhancement of Raúl’s detail-
rich frames continues their energetic collaboration. Action 
explodes throughout, though readers may be disappointed by 
the abrupt ending. In the simultaneously publishing Tag Team, 
El Toro and La Oink Oink team up to clean the arena following 
their thrashing of Donny Dollars and the Bald Águila.

Comic-book and lucha libre fans alike will not tap out of 
this semibilingual smackdown. (Early reader. 4-8) (Tag Team: 
978-0-358-38039-9)

THE ADVENTURE IS NOW
Redman, Jess
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (336 pp.) 
$16.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-0-374-31471-2  

When life deals precocious, friend-
less Milton P. Greene a blow, he escapes 
into his hand-held video game.

Exploring the game’s island with 
intrepid naturalist Sea Hawk is impossi-
ble after Milton’s divorcing parents send 

him to visit his real-life naturalist uncle on an actual tropical 
island with no electricity and that used to be owned by Uncle 
Evan’s mentor, the late Dr. Ava Paradis. Still smarting from the 
loss of his only friend, Milton gets the chance at a friendship 
reboot after meeting the resident scientists’ children, Rafi and 
Gabe Alvarez and Fig Morris. Though unfriendly Rafi rebuffs 
him, Fig, if skeptical, welcomes his company. Dr. Paradis had 
described amazing flora and fauna, but despite scientists’ 
efforts, few have been verified, as the impenetrable Truth-Will-
Out Vine closed off the interior after her death. When Mil-
ton discovers how to part the vines, he finds Dr. Paradis’ field 
guide—a mystery until Fig decodes it. Learning that the island 
will almost certainly be sold to a developer, Rafi and Gabe unex-
pectedly join the urgent quest to find species like the Push-Pull 
Centopus and Menu-You Bush and prevent the sale. The story is 
entertaining and fast-moving but suffers from slapdash execu-
tion and jarring shifts in tone. The silly flora and fauna, played 
for laughs, clash with potentially effective messages about bul-
lying, loneliness, and family breakup and undercut the sincere 
environmentalist theme. Milton is presumed White; Rafi and 
Gabe are Latinx, and Fig is cued as Black.

All the ingredients of a first-rate fantasy, disappointingly 
half-baked.  (Fantasy. 8-12)

ALWAYS BY MY SIDE
A Stuffie Story
Reinhardt, Jennifer Black
Illus. by the author
Random House (40 pp.) 
$17.99  |  $20.99 PLB  |  Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-593-17382-4
978-0-593-17383-1 PLB  

 A tale of devotion told from the point of view of a stuffed 
animal.

 “I will always be by your side.” A disheveled tot with a mop 
of unkempt hair holds tightly to a lumpy, squishable stuffie. It’s 
not immediately clear who is speaking to whom. Both of them 
look pretty dependent on each other. But as they go on various 
adventures, it becomes clear that it’s the stuffie who proclaims 
its loyalty over and over again. “When you are sad, I will hug 
you.” (The two tightly embrace.) “I will listen to your secrets 
and never tell.” (The pals are splayed on the floor, locked eye 
to eye very seriously.) And on the first day of school: “When 
you feel alone, I will keep you company.” (The youngster and 
stuffie stand together on the playground, watching others play.) 
But a sudden tug on the stuffie’s tail changes everything. A new 
friend…also with a stuffie! As the pair’s friendship grows, the 
stuffies are gradually left behind. A particularly heartbreaking 
scene shows the forlorn stuffie amid an endless galaxy of black, 
just waiting. But that makes the joy when the two are reunited 
all the more sweet. The animal’s floppy frame instantly conjures 
much cuddling and love, and children will enjoy seeing it get 
bigger as the protagonist grows. The main tot presents White, 
and the new friend has a darker complexion and tight, frizzy 
black curls. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9.5-by-19-inch 
double-page spreads viewed at 22.4% of actual size.)

 Some bonds last a lifetime. (Picture book. 3-6)

HARE B&B
Richardson, Bill
Illus. by Pechet, Bill
Running the Goat (64 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-927917-38-1  

A young hare devises a clever plan to 
expose a suspicious guest who threatens her family.

After her mother gives birth to identical septuplets, former 
only child Harriet (known as Harry) becomes a devoted older 
sibling, warming bottles, changing nappies, telling stories, and 
giving piggyback rides. Returning home one day from a long 
walk with her siblings, Harry’s greeted with the tragic news 
a coyote, disguised as an encyclopedia salesman, has eradi-
cated their parents. Determined to keep her home and family 
together, Harry opens the Hare B&B to take in paying guests, 
and, with help from all seven siblings, the enterprise proves 
successful. However, the arrival late one evening of a “homely” 
rabbit requesting a room triggers Harry’s concern. She suspects 
this “repulsive,” “revolting,” “repugnant” rabbit may actually be 

“Eccentric, detail-driven, original illustrations 
add edgy humor, visual energy, and whimsy to this 

little drama of deception and self-reliance.”
hare b&b
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the coyote in disguise. Harry quickly sets into motion a remark-
able plan involving all her siblings to rid themselves of their 
devious guest and exact fitting retribution (followed by reha-
bilitation). With echoes of “The Three Little Pigs” and “Little 
Red Riding Hood,” this contemporary revision reminds readers 
the world can be a “dangerous place,” but we must soldier on 
with love, plan carefully, and not “be fearful every time some-
one comes to the door.” Eccentric, detail-driven, original illus-
trations, rendered in delicate pencil lines washed in pale pastel 
hues, add edgy humor, visual energy, and whimsy to this little 
drama of deception and self-reliance. 

An amusing and very relevant cautionary tale.  (Picture book. 
6-8)

THE FURFINS AND THE 
MERMAID WEDDING
Ritchie, Alison
Illus. by Baylis, Aless 
Bloomsbury (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5476-0597-2  

A special wedding cake goes missing before the ceremony! 
It’s up to a troupe of mer-animals to save the day.

Princess Coral of Coralia is getting married today, and the 
seas are all aflutter. Mer-kitty CherryTail has put the finishing 
touches on the wedding cake only to discover that it has van-
ished mere moments later. Devastated, she and her friends Star-
Tail and TinyTail (a mer-bear and mer-bunny, respectively) set 
out to discover the thief. Soon the sobs of mer-panda WishTail 
lead them to the miserable culprit. In all the excitement, Wish-
Tail’s birthday has been forgotten. Fortunately there’s nothing 
like a wedding (and a hastily thrown-together second cake) to 
make all the difference. Not content to merely satiate appe-
tites for mermaids alone, this title is a veritable Frankenstein’s 
monster, with wedding/cute animal/birthday/mystery/princess 
elements all rolled into one! And like the glitter on the cover, 
the result is just too much. Thin writing drapes itself about the 
flimsiest of plots, preferring to allow the simple, cotton-candy–
hued art to provide the bulk of the charm. The only merfolk 
with human characteristics, the princess and the unnamed 
groom, present as White. 

Disparate elements mix in a desperate (and doomed) bid 
to charm. Swim on by. (Picture book. 2-6)

CECE RIOS AND THE 
DESERT OF SOULS 
Rivera, Kaela
Harper/HarperCollins (352 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-0-06-294755-0  

A tween dabbles in dark magic, hop-
ing to do one good deed.

In Tierra del Sol, criaturas are feared 
and reviled. Some are dark spirits while 
others, relatively harmless, shape-shift 

into animals. At 7, Cece wanders too far into the desert and 
encounters the Criatura of Stars and Devouring, Tzizimitl, who 
turns out to be more kindly old woman than scary beast. She 
walks Cece home only to be met with angry, murderous towns-
folk. Before Tzizimitl flees, freed by Cece, she observes that 
Cece has a soul like water—perhaps not what you want as Sun 
god descendants. Now 12, Cece encounters the Bride Stealer 
El Sombrerón, another criatura, whose magic guitar bewitches 
young women. Before Cece can stop him from playing, her sis-
ter, Juana, is entranced by his song and kidnapped. Her family 
mourns, but Cece is determined to get Juana back—but she’ll 
have to enter the Bruja Fights for aspiring dark witches to get 
into Devil’s Alley, where El Sombrerón lives. There’s the small 
problem of her not wanting to actually be a dark witch, but she’ll 
just fake it and no one will be the wiser, right? Set in a fantasy 
world filled with figures from Aztec mythology, this culturally 
rich adventure weaves Spanish and Nahuatl throughout the 
text. With strong ties to Mesoamerican lore and culture, the 
story hits the sweet spot between dark and light.

Lively, endearing, and full of character. (glossary) (Fantasy. 
8-14)

HONEY FOR YOU, 
HONEY FOR ME
A First Book of 
Nursery Rhymes
Ed. by Rosen, Michael
Illus. by Riddell, Chris
Candlewick (80 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-5362-1273-0  

This is not your average book of nursery rhymes.
This illustrated collection consists of verses sourced from 

historical anthologies and therefore contains poems that many 
Americans have most likely never encountered before. Many 
include nonsense words or onomatopoeia and are a pleasure 
to read out loud. The accompanying pictures feature a diverse 
cast of wide-eyed children, and, on several pages, the cleverly 
designed, multicolored type takes the shape of the rhyme it con-
veys. In a poem about flying, for example, the words are curved 
as though in flight, and in a verse about looking through a key-
hole, the text gets progressively smaller along with the perspec-
tive. Some illustrations usefully provide pictorial definitions for 
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vocabulary such as jelly, which in this case refers to a gelatin 
dessert, that is archaic or rooted in a European tradition that 
may be unfamiliar to readers without that background. Unfor-
tunately, on other pages, words like tupenny and ha’penny are 
left without an illustrated reference, leaving definitions up to 
readers. Additionally, references to sausage and bacon might be 
problematic for families that come from traditions that tradi-
tionally avoid pork. Overall, the book is a thoughtfully curated 
and entertaining read for devotees of English and Anglo-Amer-
ican children’s verse or for adults looking to expose their chil-
dren to nursery rhymes they may not otherwise hear. (This book 
was reviewed digitally with 11.6-by-21.4-inch double-page spreads 
viewed at 39.3% of actual size.)

An unusual, lively collection of nursery rhymes sourced 
from historic texts. (Picture book. 2-4)

DEAR TEACHER,
A Celebration of People Who 
Inspire Us
Rosenthal, Paris
Illus. by Hatam, Holly
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Mar. 16, 2021
978-0-06-301274-5  

Equal parts love letter and gratitude to those who teach.
Teachers too often go unsung. Rosenthal sets out to change 

that. The opening spread doesn’t beat around the bush: A large 
“THANK YOU” is scrawled across a banner held by a group 
of beaming children. Thanks for what? “Just because.” Educa-
tors do their work everywhere, not just in the classroom, and 
Rosenthal and Hatam recognize this. They show inspiration 
happening in a youth orchestra, outdoors, a yoga studio, and 
various sports settings as well. Some of the platitudes may feel 
familiar—“Thank you for noticing I dream big and encourag-
ing me to do just that”—but Hatam’s interpretations can put 
clever spins on oft-heard words; here, using white lines against a 
green background to emulate a chalkboard, she depicts a tot las-
soing the moon. Children look up to their teachers with starry 
eyes, as Rosenthal understands (“You’re super kind, you’re super 
cool, and you’re my superhero!”), but often don’t fully appreci-
ate their influence until later in their lives. Rosenthal actively 
encourages sharing the book with teachers—a later spread 
looks like a gift-wrapped box, with text reading, “this book 
is my gift to you”—but hopefully young readers will also be 
inspired to write thank-you notes of their own. Both teachers 
and children depicted are racially and ethnically diverse. (This 
book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads 
viewed at 60.2% of actual size.)

Expresses what many already know: Teaching is much 
more than just grades. (Picture book. 3-6)

HIDDEN PLANET 
Rothery, Ben
Illus. by the author
Tilbury House (96 pp.) 
$29.95  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-88448-875-0  

 A detail-obsessed illustrator’s “love 
letter” to Earth’s wild fauna.

 Though the art’s the thing in this 
outsized album, Rothery supplies rela-
tively copious descriptive and behavioral 

notes about dozens of meticulously depicted creatures (nearly 
all, from mosquito to elephant, land dwellers) plus a gallery of 
feathers and a complex schematic view of an African savanna 
food web. He also organizes many of his portraits thematically 
to highlight “hidden” features or relationships, such as cam-
ouflage strategies or examples of convergent evolution. Still, 
rather than straining to be systematic he is plainly following his 
own interests in choosing subjects—and his instincts are sure 
ones, as nearly every page turn brings images into view that are 
at the least always technically accomplished…and very often riv-
eting. These latter include a tiny hermit crab cozily tucked not 
into a shell but a plastic squeeze-bottle cap, a probably life-size 
(!) Komodo dragon head, and a tightly bunched herd of zebras 
filling a full spread to demonstrate how their stripes create a 
predator-confusing “motion dazzle.” In an aptly named com-
panion volume the artist presents arrays of Sensational Butter-
flies in, often, larger-than-life glory, with close-ups of significant 
body parts, range maps and life-cycle charts, and chapters on 
both moths and the strange, in-between Hedylidae family, also 
known as “moth-butterflies.” Measurements in both of these 
British imports are metric; a guide to conversions can be found 
on the copyright page.

 Lovers of animals and of animal art alike will pore over 
both this showcase and its companion. (index) (Nonfiction. 8-13) 
(Sensational Butterflies: 978-0-88448-876-7)

ANIMALS!
Here We Grow!
Rotner, Shelley
Photos by the author
Holiday House (40 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4828-9  

Rotner adds to her striking collection of children’s books 
featuring her photography with this beginning look at animals’ 
life cycles. 

Mindful of the youngest children, the author keeps things 
simple by placing each animal on a single spread, one phrase 
describing the life stages (with appropriate vocabulary: hatch-
ling, lamb, piglet) as they unfold in the three to six photographs 
that span the pages, and what photos they are! “Egg to caterpil-
lar to chrysalis to butterfly” includes six photos, one each of the 
first three, and then three showing the monarch butterfly inside 
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the now-clear chrysalis, unfolding its wings, and perched on a 
pink flower. The gangly foal progresses from wobbly infancy to 
a sturdy colt to a full-grown stallion, its tail and mane grown 
in and its coat glossy. Of the 14 animals presented, seven begin 
as eggs (frog, bird, chicken, turtle, snake, lizard), six are com-
mon on farms or as pets (rabbit, pig, sheep, horse, cat, dog), and 
the last is, appropriately, a human. While the robin hatchling is 
shown in its rather ugly, featherless stage, the chick is not, and of 
the kit, kitten, and puppy, only the final is shown as a newborn 
with eyes still shut tight. The backmatter includes three life-
cycle diagrams (butterfly, bird, frog), a brief glossary, and a list of 

“breeds” shown in the photos (several are members of individual 
species rather than breeds, a distinction that is not clarified by 
the short, accompanying definition). The few humans pictured 
are diverse in gender and racial presentation. 

Another winner for young animal lovers. (Informational pic-
ture book. 3-6)

GIRL WARRIORS 
How 25 Young Activists 
Are Saving the Earth
Sarah, Rachel
Chicago Review Press (128 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-64160-371-3  

A diverse collection of youth activ-
ists for climate justice is introduced to 
young readers.

They organize, they network, they give speeches. They 
travel, they pick up trash, they volunteer, they establish organi-
zations. They raise their voices, and they emphasize the role of 
climate justice in dismantling other systems of oppression. Most 
of all, these young people fight for their right to a future and 
the necessity of a healthy planet to that future. From a Brazilian 
girl whose concern for the ocean’s health began with her love of 
surfing to a young Harlemite of Dominican descent whose cere-
bral palsy doesn’t stop her from doing the work, whether it’s 
leading a county committee or going to medical school, these 
stories enlighten and inspire. Each activist is introduced with a 
color photograph, birth date, Instagram handle, pronouns, and 
something she loves. The four-page text of each profile offers 
descriptions of the activist in action and quotes by and about 
her, with her activist origin story woven in. These young people 
are both remarkable in their hard work and dedication and also 
ordinary in the sense that they simply decided this issue was too 
important not to focus on—a winning combination that invites 
readers to get involved. The anecdotes draw readers in, the facts 
encourage commitment, and the global diversity drives home 
the point that this is everyone’s responsibility and an urgent 
social justice issue.

Engaging, brilliant, and intersectional: a must for shelves 
everywhere. (resources) (Collective biography. 8-16)

NOT NOW, COW 
Sauer, Tammi
Illus. by Cummings, Troy
abramsappleseed (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-4197-4629-1  

Animal friends on the farm are ready 
to enjoy the pleasures of each new season—but Cow displays 
confusion over what is expected.

In a double-page spread before the title page, an excited 
Rooster crows, “SPRING IS ALMOST HERE!” Spring is 
announced immediately after the title page, and readers see 
Duck watering her newly emerged sprouts, Sheep flying a kite, 
and Goat enjoying the spring showers. Cow, however, appears 
dressed in mittens, a heavy scarf, and hat. “Oh Cow. Not now,” 
says Rooster. Summer arrives, and with it swimming, beach play, 
and ice cream cones, but Cow is ready with a sled, snow boots, 
and heavy sweater. And again Rooster tells her, “Oh Cow. Not 
now.” Amusing illustrations in bold colors reflect each season’s 
attributes while the succinct and simple rhyming text details the 
animals’ activities. The fall scenario shows orange and brown 
leaves falling with Horse raking, Chick munching on an apple, 
and Sheep carving a pumpkin: “Horse is ready. / Builds a pile. / 
Chick is ready. / Snacks awhile. // Sheep is ready. / Adds a smile.” 
But a parka-clad Cow is set on skiing. Rooster: “Oh, Cow. Just…
wow.” When, in winter, Cow shows up in a bathing suit and flip-
pers, her exasperated friends finally tell her, “We need to talk.” 
Readers might wonder whether Cow is just innocently clueless 
or expressing her individualism. Kids will nevertheless be eager 
to repeat the refrain, the predictable structure of the page turns 
and pacing expertly cuing them. (This book was reviewed digitally 
with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 61.9% of actual size.)

Pure fun; readers and preschoolers will applaud both the 
silliness and practicalities presented. (Picture book. 3-6)

AN EMOTIONAL MENAGERIE
Feelings From A to Z
Illus. by Saunders, Rachael
School of Life (60 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-9128912-4-5  

An assortment of verses attempts to 
explain emotions to young readers.

The introductory six-stanza poem, 
written in an abcb rhyme scheme, sets the stage, announcing 
the 26 uncredited poems to follow that will describe each emo-
tion in alphabetical order. Its opening stanza introduces the con-
cept of likening emotions to animals, and this concept is carried 
throughout, with anger represented by a roaring lion, fear as a 
timid rabbit, and so forth. All the poems speak directly to readers, 
with details of situations in which they might feel these emotions 
along with instructions for understanding and dealing with them. 
The poems are presented in double-page spreads in carefully 
selected color palettes. The work does not succeed, however, in 

“Engaging, brilliant, and intersectional: 
a must for shelves everywhere.”

girl warriors
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spite of all good intentions. The introductory poem presents the 
work as a kind of textbook for establishing the “useful skill” of 

“mastering emotions” in order to grow up “calm, wise and fulfilled” 
while also expanding readers’ vocabularies. (In support of the lat-
ter goal, key words are underlined, but there is no glossary to turn 
to for definitions.) The poems shed some light on the complexity 
of emotions, but concluding advice is often preachy and off-put-
ting, telling readers to make better use of their time or to “move 
on,” for instance. Tortured rhymes abound, and the underlined 
vocabulary ranges wildly in difficulty (calm versus ambivalent).

Emotional literacy is important, but this does nothing to 
help youngsters to achieve it. (Picture book/poetry. 7-12)

LOVE TAILS
Sayegh Jr., Rob
Illus. by the author
Cameron + Company (32 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-951836-08-5  

The many tails of dogs are celebrated in this ode to canine 
rear appendages.

“Every dog has a tail. // Every tail has a tale to tell. / Or smell.” 
So begins a tale of tails featuring dogs of varying breeds. Dachs-
hunds, Dalmatians, pugs, and others are included as well as what 
appears to be mixed breeds. Sayegh describes these many tails 
with a focus on the unique qualities of each: “long,” “short and 
sweet,” “straight to the point,” “new,” “tried and true,” and more. 
All the dogs portrayed are cheerful canines (with the adorable 
detail of heart-shaped noses); there is nary a drooping tail to be 
seen, making this a very happy book. The dogs are often shown 
smelling one another’s bums, but this behavior is not explained. 
While it’s not quite accurate to assert that every time a dog 

“wiggles and wags” its tail it means, “I love you!” dog lovers will 
probably be willing to forgive this stretching of the truth in 
favor of admiring the many dogs presented and, of course, their 
lovely tails. Sayegh’s pups are gently stylized, and he incorpo-
rates patterns and textures into his collaged depictions. The 
Dalmatian’s spots have the look of marbled endpapers, a corgi’s 
brown fur looks like wood grain, and one poor pup’s protective 
lampshade collar looks like faded white clapboards.

All a-wag with charming tails. (Picture book. 2-4)

CHICKEN TALK AROUND 
THE WORLD
Schaefer, Carole Lexa
Illus. by Morgan, Pierr
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-63217-291-4  

Chicken onomatopoeias explored in 
six different languages.

Author Schaefer brings readers on a linguistic tour of six 
countries on four continents to explore the very similar sounds 

human speakers make to mimic chickens and roosters. Sticking 
to major, widely spoken languages—English in the U.S., Spanish 
in Mexico, French in France, Swahili in Kenya, Hindi in India, 
and Japanese in Japan, to be precise—the text imagines young 
readers visiting grandmothers and their flocks around the globe. 
Two spreads per language, all ending with “Chicken talk in 
[insert language here],” introduce readers to their respective 
words for hens, roosters, eggs, and grandmas, complete with 
parenthetical English phonetic spellings. Illustrator Morgan’s 
blocky, pastel-like illustrations fill the pages with loving fami-
lies and a variety of unspecified chicken breeds. While this may 
not be a read to return to again and again, it certainly opens up 
the concept of different languages’ approaches to sound. Dis-
appointingly, though, the book ends with illustrations of each 
grandmother’s egg-based dish, and while the unnamed smiling 
children introduce readers to each language’s thank you, they 
provide no insight on their cultural foods. Altogether, a fine 
jumping-off point for a lifelong love of chickens, language, food, 
or all three—but with gaps.

An interesting but limited introduction to animal ono-
matopoeia. (Informational picture book. 2-6)

KINDNESS IS A KITE STRING
The Uplifting Power of 
Empathy
Schaub, Michelle
Illus. by LaForte, Claire
Cardinal Rule Press (32 pp.) 
$16.95  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-7330359-8-9  

This illustrated poem shows readers 
that kindness is worth catching and passing on. 

The first act of kindness spotlighted in this illustrated poem 
is a child hugging their caregiver upon waking in the morning. 
This action sets up a chain reaction of kindnesses that flows 
until the illustrations come full circle, and the family members 
from the beginning become the beneficiaries of a stranger’s 
kindness when their lost dog is returned to them. The illus-
trations, brightly colored with a multiracial host of characters, 
create a story somewhat separate from the poem at times. The 
commitment to illustrating the ripple effect of kindness creates 
moments where the text does not sync with the illustrations. 
Readers will not understand the story about the lost dog until it 
is resolved, for instance. It also fosters the misleading idea that 
kindness is always met with the same, a message that is under-
standable but also not, sadly, totally realistic. On the opening 
pages, there is a guide instructing adult readers in the practice 
of dialogic reading. That thoughtful addition will prove help-
ful to many, since dialogic reading is not intuitive for all adults 
but, when employed, creates a dynamic and pleasurable reading 
experience for a child. The backmatter includes an explanation 
of metaphors and similes that may be a bit advanced for the tar-
get age range of the book. 

A sweet message of kindness and empathy, best tempered 
with a gentle jolt of reality. (activities) (Picture book. 4-7)

“Morgan’s blocky, pastel-like illustrations fill the pages with 
loving families and a variety of unspecified chicken breeds.”

chicken talk around the world
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I HAVE THE RIGHT TO 
SAVE MY PLANET
Serres, Alain
Illus. by Fronty, Aurélia
Trans. by Tanaka, Shelley
Groundwood (48 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-77306-487-1  

Children have the right to appreciate the diversity of the 
world, to recognize and take action against environmental 
threats, and to dream up imaginative ways to save the planet. 

Serres, who argued powerfully for the rights enumerated 
in the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child in I Have 
the Right To Be a Child, also illustrated by Fronty but translated 
by Helen Mixter (2012), returns to contend that this treaty also 
gives children the right to work toward and dream about heal-
ing Earth’s ills. Fronty’s folk-style gouache paintings add color 
and international flavor. The smoothly translated narrative 
of this French import moves quickly from showing the “free!” 
world of nature with all its gifts to lamenting human threats: 
loss of plant and animal species, pollution or waste of precious 
water, plastic trash, chemicals in food, and climate change. 
Children, together, can express their anger and dream of and 
work for change. They can hope we can all share water, food, or 
other resources. In framing his argument, the author seems to 
recognize his leap from the relevant sections of the document 
regarding education that develops “respect for the natural envi-
ronment” and the freedoms of expression and peaceful assembly. 
He interprets the statement that “A child’s best interests must 
always be respected” as including “respecting the child’s mag-
nificent home—the Earth!” He doesn’t include citations from 
the document nor the sad fact that the U.S. is the only major 
U.N. country that is not a party. (This book was reviewed digitally 
with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)

A strong statement. (Informational picture book. 7-10)

NINA SONI, MASTER OF 
THE GARDEN
Sheth, Kashmira
Illus. by Kocsmiersky, Jenn
Peachtree (192 pp.) 
$15.99  |  $7.99 paper  |  Apr. 1, 2021
978-1-68263-225-3
978-1-68263-226-0 paper 
Series: Nina Soni, 3 

Indian American fourth grader Nina 
Soni can’t believe her good luck: Unlike 

most years, this year, take-your-son-or-daughter-to-work day is 
sunny and bright and warm.

The beautiful weather means that Nina, her younger sister, 
Kavita, and her best friend, Jay, get to spend the day garden-
ing with Nina’s landscape-architect mother. Nina, Kavita, Jay, 
and their families work together to build three raised beds, 
one for each of the children to use as their own first garden. 

Throughout the spring and summer, the kids help one another’s 
gardens thrive. This means finding ecofriendly, humane ways 
to fend off rabbits, blue jays, mosquitoes, and Japanese beetles. 
When their vegetables are ready, they share their successful har-
vests with their neighbors and a local food pantry. Through it all, 
Nina is determined to learn as much as she can so that she, like 
her mother, can become a master of the garden. As in previous 
books in this series, Nina’s sincere and circumspect narratorial 
voice—and her beautifully illustrated lists and asides—renders 
this story a delight to read. Sheth expertly weaves details about 
Nina’s Indian heritage together with her pride being a Wiscon-
sinite. However, unlike in previous volumes, the conflicts are 
largely unrelated to Nina’s personal relationships, and the plot 
meanders a bit, but not enough to deter either Nina’s fans or 
readers new to her world. 

Plants aren’t the only things that grow in this book about 
perseverance, friendship, and personal growth. (Fiction. 8-12)

THE CAPYBARAS 
Soderguit, Alfredo
Illus. by the author
Greystone Kids (48 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-77164-782-3  

Hens meet capybaras in this trans-
lated gem, first published in Venezuela, 
from author/illustrator Soderguit.

A “safe, agreeable” chicken coop with a red roof sits in a 
field. Inside, the hens know their roles, and plenty of food keeps 
them satisfied, even if occasionally a hen is taken away. Life’s 
good. Then…the capybaras arrive. “NO! There was no room 
for them.” But the capybaras cannot go home because of hunt-
ing season, so the hens permit the “hairy,” “wet,” “too big,” and 
too numerous capybaras to stay if they accept the rules, a set 
of strict guidelines aiming to limit interactions between both 
groups. Naturally, a young capybara and a wee chick don’t abide 
by these rules, enjoying a bit of play that stirs condemnation 
from the hens. “The rules were for everyone.” But a surprising 
turn of events leads to an opportunity to tear down the barrier 
between hen and capybara—and perhaps beyond. On its sur-
face, Soderguit’s beguiling picture book offers a direct-enough 
message: find community in embracing others—even those 
that seem unfamiliar at first. Yet moments pop up where text 
and pictures seem at intentional odds, inviting readers to con-
sider a deeper plunge. Aided by an ingenious use of the book’s 
gutter, the sparse text and wordless segments make this tale an 
unusually meditative piece of work. Similarly, the artwork shuns 
color for the most part, evoking a muted spirit of optimism.

Purely exquisite. (Picture book. 4-8)
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ASTRO MOUSE VS. 
ASTRO CHICKEN
Solis, Fermin
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Whitman, Jeff 
Papercutz (112 pp.) 
$14.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5458-0637-1 
Series: Astro Mouse and Light Bulb, 1 

This graphic novel, imported from 
Spain, is full of unlikely sentences.

Readers who open this book to a random page might see, 
“We’re prisoners of a bubble gum bubble!” or “Light Bulb, I 
never knew you were so good at sculpting monsters from dino-
rhinosaurus boogers!” or “SPLATASPLATSPLAT!”—which is 
the sound a spaceship makes when an enormous green booger 
is caught in the propulsion system. This story is not lacking in 
boogers. Astro Mouse and his crewmates are constantly in the 
middle of an adventure, and most of the adventures involve 
boogers or poop or pee. In fact, one of the main characters is a 
living turd named Caca. The stories are best for readers with no 
attention span whatsoever, because Astro Mouse flits from one 
peril to another as though someone is changing channels on a 
remote. Anyone expecting a logical story should know that the 
characters—none of them human—include a light bulb and a 
potato who’s a championship wrestler. The character design is 
often appealing and sometimes witty. Potatoator has five eyes, 
and Astro Mouse looks like a subversive parody of Mickey—as 
if his nose had been inflated with a balloon pump. But some of 
the characters—in particular a ship’s domineering captain—are 
so unpleasant that readers may wish their segments were even 
shorter. 

The perfect book for someone who’s had way too many 
energy drinks.  (Graphic science fiction. 8-12)

LEONARD (MY LIFE AS A CAT)
Sorosiak, Carlie
Walker US/Candlewick (240 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5362-0770-5  

An alien in the body of a cat visits 
Earth and bonds with a human girl.

The alien was supposed to do 
research on humans by spending time 
disguised as a person working in Yel-
lowstone National Park but by mistake 

ends up as a cat in Turtle Beach, South Carolina. Olive, who is 
staying with her grandmother for the summer, rescues the cat 
and names him Leonard. Leonard immediately becomes fond 
of Olive, but he is anxious about how he’ll make the journey to 
the pickup point where fellow aliens are meeting him in just 
one month. If he misses it, he’ll become mortal and be stuck 
as a cat. Olive has her own worries; she might have to move to 
California because of her mom’s new boyfriend—the same guy 

who told Olive she was socially awkward and inept. Together, 
Olive and Leonard experience the joys of companionship. As 
the time counts down, Leonard has to decide if he’s willing to 
give up his earthly existence to return home. Humanity isn’t just 
for humans in this earnest, heartfelt story told from Leonard’s 
perspective. The characters experience loneliness and distress, 
but that makes the happiness and comfort of friendship all the 
more important. The alien aspect creates intrigue but mostly 
serves as a vehicle to showcase the preciousness of the human 
experience from an outsider’s perspective. Human characters 
are racially indeterminate. 

A comforting read about connection and compassion. (Sci-
ence fiction. 8-12)

I SANG YOU DOWN 
FROM THE STARS 
Spillett-Sumner, Tasha
Illus. by Goade, Michaela
Little, Brown (32 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-316-49316-1  

Anticipation, pregnancy, and the 
birth of a baby are celebrated in this story from Spillett-Sumner 
(Inniniwak) and Caldecott medalist Goade (Tlingit).

When a baby chooses its mother, special gatherings of family 
and community are held to prepare for the child’s arrival. Sacred 
items are collected and placed in a medicine bundle to be given 
to the baby at birth. These items will keep the growing child’s 
connection to their identity strong. Spillett-Sumner’s lyrical 
text begins as an Indigenous mother plans the journey with her 
unborn child. “Before I held you in my arms, I sang you down 
from the stars.” When she finds a white eagle plume, it becomes 

“the first gift in a bundle that will be yours.” The young mother 
finds more items for her child’s bundle: cedar, sage, a “star blan-
ket,” and a special river stone “so that you always remember 
that you belong to this place.” The baby arrives in the spring, 

“with the waters that come when the ice breaks and the rivers 
flow again.” Goade uses a white “swoosh” of stars throughout 
the illustrations to intertwine traditional origin stories with a 
family’s experience of “love and joy” upon the arrival of the new 
baby, in scenes that pulse with both emotions. Author and illus-
trator each contribute a note describing how they drew upon 
their respective cultural traditions to inform their work, which 
will open the book up to a wide range of readers. 

Gorgeous, shimmering, heartfelt.  (Picture book. 3-7)
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THE GREAT COOKIE WAR
Stellings, Caroline
Second Story Press (160 pp.) 
$10.95 paper  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-77260-173-2  

Beth and her Canadian Mennonite 
family become enmeshed in a cookie 
war between rival U.S. companies in this 
story based on a real lawsuit.

Beth is starting to question her par-
ents’ values, especially since they sharply 

conflict with her burning desire to become an artist. Art is an 
emotional necessity to the 12-year-old, but her plain-living par-
ents view it as a prideful display. When sophisticated but none-
theless remarkably shallow corporate attorney Paula comes 
calling, seeking supporting evidence to prove her client has not 
violated another company’s patent, Beth is drawn to the lawyer. 
She has, after all, often visited art museums and seems to under-
stand Beth’s drive to create. If her family cooperates with Paula 
and lends her a treasured family heirloom —Grand-mama’s 
spattered handwritten cookbook—enough money would pour 
in to fund art lessons and materials for Beth. Paula would use 
the recipe book to prove her company’s cookie recipe is ancient, 
not recently stolen from their rival. But Beth’s family is not so 
inclined. Just as Beth’s resolve to hew to her family’s values 
slightly wavers, a severe ice storm and a desperate rescue only 
she can heroically accomplish help her see a path forward in her 
own life. Although Stellings carefully interweaves fact and fic-
tion, the resultant story at once provides too much of Paula’s 
predictable shallowness and not enough of Beth’s engaging life 
to fully flesh out either one. The cast is presumed White.

Entertaining but without necessary depth. (recipe) (Fiction. 
9-12)

THE CHANCE TO FLY
Stroker, Ali & Davidowitz, Stacy
Amulet/Abrams (288 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-4197-4393-1  

An aspiring actor who uses a manual 
wheelchair is determined to land a part 
in a community theater production. 

Moving cross-country from California 
to New Jersey and leaving her best friend, 
Chloe, behind is hard enough for Nat. 

Even worse, the new house doesn’t feel like home, and her parents 
are as overprotective as ever. When Nat, an avid fan of musicals, 
spots an advertisement for the local theater’s production of Wicked, 
she’s sure that nabbing a part will make her feel at home. But her 
father wants her to focus on wheelchair racing, and her mother 
doubts her ability to fit in; it’s up to Nat to prove she can take the 
stage. The authors know their stuff—Tony Award–winner Stroker 
was the first wheelchair user to be cast in a Broadway play, and 
Davidowitz is a playwright—and it shows. Nat’s relationship with 

her loving but overbearing parents rings perceptively and painfully 
true, as does her frustration with inaccessible venues and patron-
izing attitudes. Her enthusiasm for the theater is infectious, but 
readers needn’t be theater buffs to relate to her fear of growing 
apart from Chloe and her desire for independence. A quirky cast 
of secondary characters lends humor, support, and a little romance 
as they illustrate the fun and rigor of acting. Nat defaults to White; 
the secondary cast is somewhat diverse.

Fun, honest, and uplifting: applause! (authors’ note) (Fic-
tion. 9-12)

TWO CAN PLAY
Sturton, Margaret
Illus. by the author
Andersen Press USA (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-72842-413-2  

Cat and Puss have different ideas of 
what’s fun.

Cat plans their garden and asks Puss 
to help—“It’ll be fun”—but Puss thinks “working together” 
sounds like anything but; she’d rather play. Cat goes off to dig 
the whole garden by herself. Puss watches from a nearby tree, 
reflecting that “digging look[s] like hard work.” Cat asks Puss if 
she wants to help pick out seeds. No—but when Cat goes to the 
store, Puss sneaks along to watch, thinking the activity “might 
actually be a bit fun.” Puss won’t help plant the seeds or help 
scare the birds…but she’s always watching from different hid-
ing places. Puss won’t even help in harvesting or cooking. She 
does, however, suggest that she help with the eating. Rather 
than answering directly, Cat asks Puss, “What do you think?” 
Puss sadly goes off to do the washing up since she does not feel 
entitled to eat. Cat, of course, points out eating as well as wash-
ing up are “far more fun” together. It turns out that storing food 
for winter together is “the best fun of all!” Young readers will 
recognize in Sturton’s tale a mellow recasting of “The Little Red 
Hen.” Orange Cat wears a green bow atop her head and green 
shorts and boots while blue Puss sports a yellow tutu; they 
inhabit a colorful, pastel world of anthropomorphic animals. 

A cheeky little lesson in a fine feline fable.  (Picture book. 2-7)

DEAR GIRL
Swerts, An
Illus. by van Lindenhuizen, Eline
Clavis (48 pp.) 
$17.95  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-60537-632-5  

This Dutch/Belgian import sensi-
tively but directly addresses a grandpar-

ent’s dementia. 
Cathy’s grandparents own a toy shop. Cathy’s grandpa has 

been getting more and more forgetful. He leaves his glasses 
between the dolls on the shelf and doesn’t remember transactions 

“Nat’s relationship with her loving but overbearing 
parents rings perceptively and painfully true.”

the chance to fly
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that happened moments before. When Grandpa’s doctor sug-
gests that he see a neurologist, they learn that “Grandpa has an ill-
ness which makes it more and more difficult for him to remember 
things.” Dementia is never named, but Swerts doesn’t shy away 
from other details. A brain scan is explained, and when Grandpa 
needs more help, terms such as assisted-living center and health 
care providers are introduced. Cathy is surprised and confused by 
Grandpa’s diagnosis, but she is determined to collect Grandpa’s 
favorite sights, sounds, and smells because she knows it will help 
later on. Grandpa eventually forgets Cathy’s name but instead 
affectionately calls her “dear girl.” Van Lindenhuizen’s soft pal-
ette shears off sharp edges, giving everything a cozy, comforting 
glow, just like a memory. No parents are ever depicted, suggesting 
a grandparent-led family. All characters are White. The backmat-
ter is a puzzling misstep—instead of offering more information 
on dementia or coping methods for the subject, there is a maze to 
solve and open-ended questions about the beach. However, this, 
along with some clunky prose, may be related to the (uncredited) 
translation. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.2-by-19.6-inch 
double-page spreads viewed at 30.8% of actual size.)

Sheds some light on a disease fraught with confusion. (Pic-
ture book. 4-8)

MY LIFE AS A BILLIONAIRE
Tashjian, Janet
Illus. by Tashjian, Jake
Henry Holt (224 pp.) 
$13.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-250-26181-6 
Series: My Life, 10 

A winning lottery ticket gives 12-year-
old Derek Fallon a taste of what it’s like 
to have massive, fantastic wealth!

As in his previous nine My Life series 
outings, Derek discovers that opportunity brings ups, downs, and 
negotiations with both himself and others. When the Powerball 
ticket that he gets in lieu of the $40 he was promised for helping 
his friend’s big brother, Jamie, move some equipment comes up 
a winner, the first check alone is big enough to cover not only 
personal indulgences like a pair of $9,000 sneakers, but a cool 
BMX wheelchair for his buddy Umberto and a massive donation 
to the Greta Thunberg Foundation. It also leaves him feeling like 
an outsider, since everyone now treats him differently, and guilty 
to have so much without having earned it. Luckily, he also has 
common-sensical friends to keep his head straight and indulgent 
but rock-solid parents to check his wilder impulses while filling 
him in on the basics of money management. He also has Jamie, 
with whom he agreed to split the proceeds and who goes hog 
wild with his share, as a cautionary example when questions arise 
about the ticket’s legitimacy. Stick figure drawings in the margins 
add wry visual definitions and commentary to Derek’s dazed and 
dazzled narrative. The cast presents as White throughout.

Another bundle of lightly delivered life lessons wrapped in 
a cozy blanket of wish fulfillment. (Fiction. 10-13)

WHOSE HOUSE IS THAT?
Tekiela, Stan
Photos by the author
Adventure Publications (48 pp.) 
$14.95  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-64755-074-5 
Series: Wildlife Picture Books 

Readers can now add animal houses to Butts (2018) and 
Tracks (2020) as ways to identify the presence of various animals.

With a format similar to that in Tekiela’s three previous 
works (Whose Track Is That?, 2020, etc.), the book presents read-
ers with a double-page spread featuring some clues, the titular 
question, and an up-close photo of an animal home. After guess-
ing, children can turn the page to find the answer, some facts, 
and a couple additional photos of the animal. Some clues are 
giveaways while others are more difficult: A small, round home 
the right size for “a mommy and her eggs” is a robin’s nest; and a 
warm, dry underground home continually occupied for up to six 
winter months is a black bear’s den. But some pictures may lead 
readers astray. While Tekiela writes of a home that “looks…like a 
mound of dirt…[that] also serves as a lookout,” his picture is an 
overhead view that looks like a hole. And savvy readers may argue 
with the author’s calling a monarch’s chrysalis and a garden spi-
der’s web “houses.” The other featured North American animals 
are bald eagle, bald-faced hornet, American beaver, prairie dog, 
sunfish, cottontail rabbit, and common ant. Pronunciation and 
definitions are provided in the text. Tekiela’s macro images of the 
insects are standouts among the intriguing photos. 

More tools for young naturalists’ outdoor adventures. 
(Informational picture book. 4-8)

MADAM MORTELL’S 
HAUNTED HOUSE
Ténor, Arthur
Illus. by Liénard, Maud
Andrews McMeel Publishing (96 pp.) 
$13.99  |  $9.99 paper  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-5248-6749-2
978-1-5248-5592-5 paper 
Series: Escape Book, 3 

Readers escape from a spooky 
haunted house via a branching narrative.

Readers (addressed in the second person) of this French 
import are invited into Madam Mortell’s haunted mansion, 
but—bwahahahaha! It’s a trap. There’s any number of gruesome 
monsters in the house, but readers can escape if they follow 
the Rules of the Game. There are choices to be made, puzzles 
to be solved, and inventory to be acquired. The book encour-
ages readers to make notes in the solving tools provided in the 
backmatter. Ghoulish set dressing (including “hairy tarantulas 
climbing the drapes, rats running along the walls, black cats 
clawing on the moth-eaten velour curtains”) is sure to enter-
tain, which is more, alas, than can be said for the puzzles. A 
confusing layout for the choices makes it easy to accidentally 

“Another bundle of lightly delivered life lessons 
wrapped in a cozy blanket of wish fulfillment.”

my life as a billionaire
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discover correct answers, and not all puzzles are logically solv-
able or accurately clued. Moreover, it’s possible to enter story 
branches that can’t be exited. Adapting the tradition of game-
books to the contemporary interest in escape rooms is a clever 
conceit despite the broken implementation. Hopefully there’ll 
be future volumes that apply lessons learned from decades of 
successful versions from the likes of Choose Your Own Adven-
ture and Fighting Fantasy. Humanoid monsters are White, and 
the two kid characters depicted in one of the full-color illustra-
tions as reader stand-ins have pale skin and short, red hair and 
brown skin and long, brown hair.

Nifty idea; flawed execution. (Fantasy gamebook. 11-13)

HORSE POWER
How Horses Changed 
the World
Thermes, Jennifer
Illus. by the author
Abrams (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-4197-4945-2  

An illustrated history presents the working horse–human 
relationship through the ages. 

With colorful illustrations drawn in a child-friendly style, 
the book intersperses double-page spreads, spot illustrations, 
and more than a few simplified maps showing small horse fig-
ures cavorting on continents to give an overall informative, if 
busy, look. Although a few dark-skinned, black-haired people are 
depicted, the majority of the humans illustrated have the same 
light beige skin color, including the buckskin-clad, black-haired 
youth astride an Appaloosa or the person garbed in desert robes 
riding an Arabian. The text—also visually lively as it intersperses 
callout boxes, sidebars, and ongoing narration—offers plenty of 
information that is, unfortunately, somewhat sanitized. Race-
horses, for example, were and are often mistreated, and coal 
ponies certainly didn’t have a great life hauling coal under-
ground in mines, but these issues are glossed over quickly as 
the story resolutely develops its theme of the importance of the 
role of the everyday working horse. The backmatter presents 
a timeline and author’s note, which do mention, more point-
edly, the less-happy interactions of humans and horses (such as 
the 8 million horses killed in World War I), but the overall story 
would be far more balanced if these darker relationships had 
been included in the body of the story. (This book was reviewed 
digitally with 9.8-by-22.6-inch double-page spreads viewed at 24.8% 
of actual size.)

This homage to the role of the everyday horse in advancing 
human culture leaves out how the horse feels about it. (Infor-
mational picture book. 8-12)

THE DOLL
Tran-Davies, Nhung N.
Illus. by Puth, Ravy
Second Story Press (24 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-77260-165-7  

In a story inspired by events from the 
author’s life, a young Vietnamese refugee 
is welcomed to a new country with the 
unexpected gift of a doll.

This sweet gesture becomes a formative experience that 
symbolizes the acceptance of her family in their new home. 
When she grows up, becoming a doctor, the young woman 
reflects upon the compassion she received and becomes 
inspired to help other refugees. Taking action, she greets a new 
refugee family in an airport and gives a young girl the same doll 
that welcomed her many years ago. While the story highlights 
the act of paying it forward, the text betrays the main charac-
ter by seemingly attributing her success in life to the singular 
moment of receiving the doll: “All that you have, and all that 
you have become are because of an act of kindness.” This trou-
bling statement oversimplifies the refugee experience and robs 
the woman of resilience and agency. However, the overall mes-
sage of the positive, rippling effect of generosity is not lost. 
Stamplike shading in dusky reds, browns, and blues evoke 
warmth and comfort in the illustrations. The refugees, both the 
original protagonist and those newly arrived, are depicted with 
dignity and quiet strength. The young woman and her family 
are Vietnamese, the refugee family she welcomes at the airport 
is cued as Middle Eastern.

A touching, full-circle journey about the lasting impact of 
kindness. (author’s note) (Picture book. 5-9)

FREE 
Usher, Sam
Illus. by the author
Templar/Candlewick (40 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-5362-1704-9  

A child and grandfather help a fine 
feathered friend.

The child’s first-person narration 
recounts the discovery of a sickly bird 
one morning. The grandfather and 

child (who both appear White) nurse the bird back to health 
throughout the course of the day. Each time they do something 
for the bird, they leave it outside to set it free, but it returns to 
them. Finally, the grandfather suggests that they search for a 
tree like one he sees alongside a picture of the same type of bird 
in a bird book. At this point in the story, the colorful watercolor-
and-ink illustrations take a turn toward the fantastic, with the 
child and grandfather traversing rocky, mountainous terrain 
to reach the tree and the mild, English pastel palette taking 
on dramatic tones. Soon after they reach their destination, an 
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enormous flock of colorful birds (depicted on the cover) alights 
on the branches, with the human characters perched alongside 
them. They all enjoy a “midnight feast” of oversized berries and 
then the birds fly the child and grandfather “all the way home” 
for breakfast. Usher’s art, which bears a resemblance to Quen-
tin Blake’s style, makes the most of panels to show sequential 
movement in this scene. The mechanics of the feat are not 
quite clear, but the thrill is. The bird they rescued stays with the 
flock, but there’s no sadness in that fact (though the child hopes 
that the bird “visits again tomorrow”).

Opening itself up to myriad conversations and interpreta-
tions, Free is fabulous. (Picture book. 3-6)

WHAT IS A RIVER? 
Vaicenaviciene, Monika
Illus. by the author
Enchanted Lion Books (48 pp.) 
$18.95  |  Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-59270-279-4  

Sitting by the banks of a river, a child 
asks their grandmother the titular ques-

tion. What follows is an exploration of the seemingly simple 
question. 

The deceptively straightforward title of this book can lead 
readers to believe it will be a bland recitation of facts, mainly 
involving geographical locations, volumes of water, and lengths. 
It is, in fact, a broad and holistic approach that seamlessly 
weaves together geographical, sociological, historical, scientific, 
religious, industrial, and environmental information, concepts, 
and observations. All of this is delivered in lyrical language 
that is poetic at times. The book is reminiscent of an artist’s 
diary, with type that has a handwritten feel and artwork that is 
fully fleshed out interspersed with simple pencil sketches. The 
beautiful, softly colored illustrations offer plenty of details and 
asides that invite readers to further explore the pages. Strategi-
cally placed questions offer even more opportunities for readers 
to get immersed in the book—and to come away with a better 
understanding of the complexity and importance of a river in 
our shared world. Readers may never look at a river the same 
way again. Both grandmother and grandchild present White. 
Originally published in Swedish as Vad är en flod? The book has 
won multiple international awards, including being chosen for 
the Illustrator’s Exhibition of Bologna Children’s Book Fair 
2018.

A beautiful, thoughtful, and thought-provoking book.  
(Informational picture book. 5-10)

THE TOSSY-TURNY PRINCESS 
AND THE PESKY PEA
A Fairy Tale To Help You 
Fall Asleep
Verde, Susan
Illus. by Fleck, Jay
Abrams (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-4197-4587-4 

Series: Feel-Good 
Fairy Tales 

Will the titular princess ever get to sleep?
In this purposive adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen’s 

“The Princess and the Pea,” the normally good royal sleeper, 
portrayed as a blue hippo, suddenly cannot fall asleep. Readers 
have seen that her younger brother (also a blue hippo) acciden-
tally caused a pea to become lodged between her many mat-
tresses. The princess usually assists the royal gardener (a white 
rabbit), bakes with the royal chef (a green gator), listens to the 
royal librarian (a brown bear) read, and stargazes with the royal 
astronomer, a snazzily dressed sloth. But after a couple “tossy-
turny” nights, she is exhausted. Luckily, her friends have good 
advice. The gardener teaches the lizard pose, the chef demon-
strates breathing, the librarian shows her how to rest her legs 
on the wall, and the astronomer talks about putting “each of 
[her] worries on a star, until with every sparkle, they disappear.” 
When the princess tries these meditation and yoga techniques, 
she finally falls asleep. Droll, colorful cartoon illustrations fea-
ture the animal characters in distinctive attire, with the sloth 
astronomer looking especially dapper. The sleep techniques are 
designed to work best at bedtime, and further information is 
provided in an author’s note. Unfortunately, as a story, its pur-
pose overwhelms its narrative impact, though kids will enjoy 
the illustrations. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-
18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 25.3% of actual size.)

Probably best suited to families that already incorporate 
yoga and meditation into bedtime routines. (Picture book. 4-6)

LEOPOLD’S LEOTARD
Wallace, Rhiannon
Illus. by Hugo, Risa
Orca (32 pp.) 
$19.95  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-4598-2596-3  

How far can one little boy go to 
dance completely free of all restraints?

Young Leopold loves to dance. In a line of nicely diverse 
children, this little brown-skinned boy alone hears the beat. In 
dance class, he dreams of performing as an ostrich. Alas, the 
year-end recital will feature “buzzing bumblebees.” Hopefully, 
for Leopold, this means they can “come out of a giant hive.” 
Leopold practices, but then a scowl hits his face as he holds 
his costume, a black-and-yellow–striped leotard. The scowl 
remains as Leopold and the other children wait backstage. His 
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costume annoys him, and the performance comes apart. Actu-
ally, it is the costume that comes off, piece by piece, until it is all 
cast away. Now he is free to dance to his inner spirit. (The read-
ing audience sees him only in views that avoid full-frontal expo-
sure.) An exuberant solo follows. Confetti that has strategically 
fallen protects Leopold and/or readers at the curtain call. In a 
concluding note, the author acknowledges that bumblebees live 
in nests, not hives, and includes some facts about them. The 
bright, delicate illustrations portray a very free-spirited (and 
self-absorbed) boy as well as the varying moods and amusing 
reactions of his fellow dancers. Whether or not Leopold can be 
viewed as a role model for aspiring dancers is open to discussion, 
however.

A most unusual and revealing dance recital for little per-
formers. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE STARS BECKONED
Edward White’s Amazing 
Walk in Space
Wellins, Candy
Illus. by Dawson, Courtney
Philomel (32 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-593-11804-7  

A look back at a child who loved to look at the stars and 
grew up to become the first U.S. astronaut to walk in space.

In Wellins’ rhymed narrative, and also Dawson’s views of 
a wide-eyed child and then man looking up and out in nearly 
every scene, biographical and technological details take a back 
seat to expressions of a bright and enduring sense of won-
der—so that whether it was his mom or, later, Houston telling 
White it was time to cut the stargazing and come back inside, 
he always went “so slow…so slow.” The author ends by under-
scoring his attachment to family (“Moons and stars / are lovely 
places, / but not as nice as / children’s faces”), reserving mention 
of his tragic death in the Apollo 1 fire for the closing historical 
note. The astronaut and his family are White in the illustrations, 
but most of the figures placed around him as an adult at NASA 
and elsewhere are people of color. Readers will have to look 
elsewhere, in more-developed profiles of the Apollo missions 
or the late Kathleen Krull’s Fly High, John Glenn, illustrated by 
Maurizio A.C. Quarello (2020), for instance, for rounded pic-
tures of the early space program’s heroes; White himself comes 
off here as a cardboard figure, but the main story is really the 
heights to which his profound fascination with the night sky 
led. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch double-page 
spreads viewed at 85% of actual size.)

The right stuff for children with the stars in their eyes.   
(timeline, photographs) (Informational picture book. 6-8)

A THOUSAND MINUTES TO 
SUNLIGHT
White, Jen
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-374-30086-9  

Twelve-year-old Cora begins to feel 
less alone.

First-person narrator Cora pushes 
back against the internal voice of anxiety 
she thinks of as “Brain” during the tumul-

tuous week after her anxiety breakdown at school. Her best 
friend has moved away from their small beach community near 
San Diego, and on top of that, an unfamiliar uncle in need of 
detox suddenly turns up. Cora uses counting to order and calm 
things around her, and the constant voice of Brain both shields 
and isolates her. Her sister, Sunshine, is an exuberant 5-year-old 
who also keeps Cora grounded in other ways. Treasures—any-
thing dropped near the offshore reef made from abandoned 
and wrecked vessels—drift into a cove nearby where she hunts 
with a metal detector in the company of her dad. Patrick, the 
boy assigned to be her partner at school to help her reestab-
lish some equilibrium, is a wild, awkward extrovert. Brain can’t 
stand him, but his kindness and force of personality win over 
the lonely Cora. Time references in chapter headings (for exam-
ple, “24 Minutes Until I Find a Clue”) remind readers of her 
coping strategy of counting minutes to deal with anxiety. Over 
the course of the novel, Cora confronts inner demons while 
navigating friendship woes, embarrassment, family drama, and 
middle school. Main characters are presumably White.

The struggles of a young person coping with anxiety will 
invoke empathy.  (Fiction. 9-13)

THE SECRET ANIMAL 
KINGDOM
Wijn, Piet
Illus. by Roep, Thom
Trans. by Moss, Marissa
Creston (48 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-939547-77-4 
Series: Adventures of Dusty Dabbert 

Can kindness and a magical knap-
sack defeat an evil villain with a dastardly plan?

While on his way to investigate a mysterious mountain, 
small, round, white-bearded Dusty Dabbert is kidnapped 
by the dastardly Carl Craven and his bumbling toady. Luckily, 
Dusty is rescued and taken to the Valley of Bam, a hidden para-
dise populated by clothed, talking animals. Peace among spe-
cies is ensured by a strict law forbidding carnivorous behavior. 
Unfortunately, Craven and his lackey find the valley and stir 
up rebellion by introducing the wolves to the mouthwatering 
joys of meat; they have an eye toward enslaving the animals 
in a circus. Can Dusty and his magical knapsack save the day? 

“The right stuff for children with the stars in their eyes.”
the stars beckoned
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Originally published in the Netherlands in the late 1970s, this 
new English-language edition features Moss’ snappy translation. 
Filled with familiar archetypes and slapstick humor, the classic 
good-versus-evil story features a name-calling scoundrel and 
a protagonist with a heart of gold. Full-color illustrations and 
tight linework are reminiscent of Asterix comics. The panels 
are densely packed, and occasionally the sequencing is tricky to 
navigate. The setting is a pre-industrial fantasyland with a Euro-
pean look, and human characters appear to be White. There is a 
noticeable lack of female characters with agency. 

A satisfying fantasy adventure that follows a familiar for-
mula to a triumphant conclusion. (Graphic fantasy. 8-12)

THE SECRETS 
OF DINOSAURS 
Yang, Yang
Trans. by Chen, Mo
Illus. by Zhao, Chung
Brown Books Kids (240 pp.) 
$24.95  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-61254-515-8  

An album of images and stories of a 
wide array of dinosaurs who flourished in 

the Mesozoic era.
Spread by spread, with astonishing pictures and engaging 

words, this presentation introduces dozens of different dino-
saurs, first saurischians and then ornithischians. Artist Zhao 
collaborated with paleontologists around the world to base 
his striking paintings on recent research. Some are three-
dimensional portraits; others, which appear more like museum 
dioramas, place his subjects in an environmental context. Set on 
these full-bleed images are the dinosaur’s name and a tagline; a 
paragraph or two of text; a fact box with size, diet, period of 
existence, and where their fossils have been found; their size 
in relation to a bus; and, often, a time scale to show when the 
pictured dinosaur probably lived. Yang’s descriptions relate 
interesting facts about each dinosaur’s appearance, lifestyle, or 
discovery by scientists and often imagine it as engaged in action. 
Some descriptions even ascribe emotions or feelings to the 
dinosaurs. This is intentional; in her preface, the author indi-
cates that she hopes to help her readers go beyond mere facts in 
order to nurture their senses of wonder about the natural world. 

Will be devoured by dinosaur lovers everywhere. (index, 
endnotes, list of scientific art projects) (Nonfiction.  8-12)

THERE’S NO HAM IN 
HAMBURGERS
Facts and Folklore About Our 
Favorite Foods
Zachman, Kim
Illus. by Donnelly, Peter
Running Press Kids (144 pp.) 
$16.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-7624-9807-9  

Learn the history of some of America’s favorite foods in this 
delicious page-turner.

What’s the connection between hamburgers and horses? 
French fries and Peru? Ice cream and…George Washington? 
Foodies, folklorists, and factoid aficionados will all clamor to 
discover the answers in this finger-lickin’-good study of food 
history. Told in a breezy, conversational style, the book walks 
readers through the often surprisingly far-ranging history and 
folklore of favorite foods from pizza to peanut butter. The tid-
bits on offer are both entertaining (Eleanor Roosevelt earned 
opprobrium for serving hot dogs to King George VI and Queen 
Elizabeth) and enlightening (Americans say cookie rather than 
biscuit because the rebellious colonists rejected the British 
term and opted for the Dutch word koekjes instead).The book 
is divided into 10 chapters in total, each focusing on a differ-
ent food item or meal and including both trivia and a related 
recipe for those who want to impress their friends with gen-
eral knowledge and their culinary skills. Occasional two-tone 
illustrations and callout boxes break up the text, providing light 
humor and additional info, respectively. Readers who are hun-
gry for more will be able to sample from the select bibliography, 
which breaks down sources by chapter for easy consumption. 
The index is stuffed to the brim, making for easy access to facts 
between reads. 

A good choice for any young gourmand’s bookshelf. (Nonfic-
tion. 9-12)

“Spread by spread, with astonishing pictures and engaging words, 
this presentation introduces dozens of different dinosaurs.”

the secrets of dinosaurs
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young 
adult

VICTORIES GREATER 
THAN DEATH
Anders, Charlie Jane
Tor Teen (288 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-250-31731-5 
Series: Unstoppable, 1 

A teenage girl and her trustworthy 
crew must save the galaxy in this space 
opera adventure.

A clone of a legendary galactic hero, 
Tina has always known that one day, the rescue beacon inside 
her chest would go off, triggering one group of aliens to claim 
her as their own and another to start to hunt her down and kill 
her. Bored with life on Earth, Tina wants to leave more than 
anything. But when her beacon finally ignites, the stakes of 
her existence suddenly become very real. Though she and her 
best friend, Rachael, are taken from Earth by the Royal Fleet, a 
rival alien organization known as the Compassion is set on kill-
ing Tina and wreaking havoc across the universe. Having not 
exactly lived up to being an exact copy of Capt. Thaoh Argen-
tian, the woman she was cloned from, Tina must forge her own 
path toward greatness and intergalactic peace. Fortunately, 
she has a talented crew to assist in her mission—an ensemble 
diverse in race, gender, and species. Tina’s human guise appears 
White; her natural skin color is purple. Heartfelt themes of 
acceptance and self-discovery weave through a breakneck plot 
and intriguing worldbuilding. However, the large cast leaves 
some characters feeling two-dimensional, and some dialogue 
and plot points seem far-fetched despite the speculative genre.

Grand, intriguing ideas built on a somewhat shaky foun-
dation. (glossary) (Science fiction. 14-18)

WHAT BEAUTY 
THERE IS 
Anderson, Cory
Roaring Brook (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-250-26809-9  

“If you had one chance to save everything 
that mattered to you, would you grab hold of 
it?”

When Jack, 17, comes home from 
school to find his mother hanging from 

a ceiling fan, his first concern, once he realizes he cannot save 
her, is to protect his brother, second grader Matty. Jack’s been 

WHAT BEAUTY THERE IS by Cory Anderson .................................143

CHESSBOXER by Stephen Davies ................................................... 146

SLINGSHOT by Mercedes Helnwein .................................................150

AETHERBOUND by E.K. Johnston ................................................... 152

LUCK OF THE TITANIC by Stacey Lee .............................................. 153

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

LUCK OF THE TITANIC
Lee, Stacey
Putnam (384 pp.)
$17.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-5247-4098-6
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holding the family’s increasingly untenable situation together 
for 7 years, since his meth-dealing daddy went to prison and his 
mama spiraled into addiction. Now Mama’s dead, Child Protec-
tive Services is calling, and their house is about to be auctioned. 
The only way out Jack can see is to find the briefcase of drug 
money his father supposedly hid before his arrest. Meanwhile, 
a second narrative voice, opening each chapter, is revealed to 
be that of Ava, daughter of Jack’s father’s partner in crime. Ava 
knows her father is a murderer and a psychopath whom she’ll 
never escape; Jack remembers, but can no longer connect 
with, a father who loved him. Ava understands their connec-
tion though Jack does not—she aligns herself with Jack and his 
search in an effort to break free of her fate despite believing 
his efforts are doomed. Intense, brutal, and searingly honest, 
Anderson’s debut features intricate plotting and action that 
hold up against the best thriller novels, yet it is all the more 
remarkable for its tender, multidimensional characterization 
and sharp, crystalline prose. Main characters read as White.

Riveting and unforgettable. (Fiction. 14-adult)

THE FAMILY WAY
Best, Laura
Nimbus Publishing (232 pp.) 
$11.95 paper  |  Apr. 30, 2021
978-1-77108-934-0  

This prequel to Flying With a Bro-
ken Wing (2013) and Cammie Takes Flight 
(2017) addresses a dark chapter in Nova 
Scotia history.

When 12-year-old Tulia May is not 
busy helping her hardworking laundress 

mother, she dreams about meeting the baby Dionne quintu-
plets. Tulia’s widowed mother works for the Ideal Maternity 
Home in rural East Chester in 1939. It’s a facility where unwed 
mothers can give birth in discreet secrecy—however, as Tulia 
and her friend Finny Paul begin to suspect, not everything is 
as it seems. The mystery becomes even more urgent when 
Becky, Tulia’s unmarried older sister, finds herself pregnant and 
resident in the home. It emerges that some babies are being 
starved and their bodies secretly disposed of while others are 
sold to wealthy families. Tulia naturally wonders what will 
become of Becky and her baby. The book does an admirable 
job of navigating the painful complexities of adoption, infant 
death, unplanned pregnancy, and women’s limited choices, all 
presented through Tulia’s young eyes. Most characters are 
White; First Nations character Finny is the target of verbal and 
physical racist assaults throughout. His portrayal unfortunately 
lacks depth, and his treatment is given inadequate context by 
the publisher’s opening note on language, with the result that 
his suffering feels voyeuristic and exploitative. While this work, 
based on real events, can stand on its own, the unresolved loose 
threads will leave readers wondering what happens next.

 A compelling story grounded in historical pain but weak-
ened by its handling of racism. (author’s note) (Historical fiction. 
12-14)

COUNTING DOWN WITH YOU
Bhuiyan, Tashie
Inkyard Press (416 pp.) 
$18.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-335-20997-9  

Sixteen-year-old Bangladeshi Ameri-
can Karina Ahmed lives by a different set 
of rules than all of her friends.

Her Muslim parents insist that she 
go to medical school even though Karina 
would prefer to major in English—and 

they’re planning to arrange her marriage. Although she chafes 
against their restrictions, Karina is also terrified of disappoint-
ing her parents, a situation that has led her to a self-diagnosis 
of anxiety. Karina always assumed she would bend to her par-
ents’ expectations until two events converge: Her parents leave 
for Bangladesh for a month and her English teacher asks her to 
tutor White student Alistair “Ace” Clyde, the school’s notorious 
bad boy. At first, Ace does little to endear himself to Karina: He 
doesn’t take studying seriously, and he announces to his parents 
that they are in a relationship without asking Karina’s consent. 
But as the two get to know each other, they start to realize that 
they have more in common than they thought. As their friend-
ship deepens into a romance, and as her parents’ return grows 
closer, Karina must decide how much she is willing to sacrifice 
to satisfy them. Karina’s experiences are raw and conveyed 
empathetically, encompassing as they do real issues of gender 
inequality in South Asian communities. While the narratorial 
voice is strong, exposition explaining scenes that already shine 
with depth and meaning slows down what would otherwise be 
an action-packed plot. 

A promising and insightful romance. (Romance. 13-18)

DUSTBORN
Bowman, Erin
HMH Books (432 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-358-24443-1  

A powerful teen grapples with love 
and truth in a post-apocalyptic landscape.

Seventeen-year-old Delta lives in a 
literal wasteland, deadly and unforgiv-
ing. But though she is surrounded by 
the dust, heat, and desiccated misery of 

the wastes, she has symbols branded onto her back that seem 
to show the way to the Verdant, a lush oasis that may or may 
not exist. She hides these markings, knowing—as her Ma has 
repeatedly reminded her—that her life would be at risk if the 
wrong people knew about them. When Delta returns from an 
expedition to find her desolate home settlement of Dead River 
has been raided and everyone killed or abducted, she suspects 
the information burned into her skin might be what the Gen-
eral, who ordered the attack, is after. Although Delta sets out 
in hopes of rescuing her family, what she discovers on her quest 
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upends everything she thinks she knows about the brutal world 
she inhabits. The rule of the wastes is to trust no one, but in 
order to survive, Delta must challenge this foundational belief. 
She is aided by people she meets along her journey, including 
a long-missing childhood friend and mysterious others. Each 
encounter pushes Delta toward a deeper understanding of love 
and trust and the spaces in between in this intense, gritty, and 
propulsive novel. Main characters follow a White default.

Will keep readers turning the pages.  (Dystopian. 13-18)

THE KEY TO YOU AND ME
Brown, Jaye Robin
HarperTeen (368 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-06-282458-5  

Piper is a queer equestrian from Mas-
sachusetts with her eye on the Olympics.

When her girlfriend breaks up with 
her and her trainer is forced to take 
a break from riding and teaching for 
health reasons, Piper escapes to Harmon, 

North Carolina, for a summer of riding, working, and training 
at a competitive horse show barn while living with her mater-
nal grandmother, MaMolly. MaMolly is wealthy, connected, and 
invested in Piper’s equestrian dreams, but she sets one condi-
tion: that Piper overcome her fear of a childhood car accident 
and learn how to drive. MaMolly hires local teenager Kat, who 
is responsible and dependable and works odd jobs to help her 
single father and three younger siblings. Kat is also questioning 
her sexuality. When Piper and Kat meet, sparks fly, but the two 
are caught up in a net of misunderstanding. Piper is still hung up 
on her ex, and Kat isn’t sure she’s ready to come out yet. As the 
summer unfolds, the two realize they have a lot to learn, includ-
ing how to trust themselves and each other, as Piper figures out 
how to let go and Kat discovers how to take risks. The story, 
told through alternating chapters narrated from each girl’s first-
person perspective, gracefully and generously engages with gen-
der and sexuality. Main characters read as White; there is some 
diversity in the background cast.

Readers will laugh, cry, and cheer. (Romance. 14-18)

SPELLS TROUBLE
Cast, P.C. & Cast, Kristin
Wednesday Books (320 pp.) 
$18.99  |  May 25, 2021
978-1-250-76563-5 
Series: Sisters of Salem, 1 

The start of a new fantasy series 
about witchy twins from the mother-
daughter Cast authors.

Hunter and Mercy Goode, twin 
sisters and descendants of Salem witch 

Sarah Goode, are turning 16 and being initiated into their full 

witch powers. Like all their ancestors, they are the guardians of 
the gates to different Underworlds—all located in Goodeville—
including Egyptian, Norse, Hindu, and Japanese. Tragedy strikes 
when their mother dies while saving their lives when one of the 
gates briefly opens to unleash a monster during their dedication 
ceremony, the first in a string of mysterious murders, seem-
ingly connected to the weakening of the gates, that spells global 
catastrophe if Hunter and Mercy can’t keep them closed. The 
book, which features graphic sex and violence, does well when 
showing the sisters’ relationships with one another and with 
their best friends, Jax and Emily, as well as when examining their 
internal struggles: Mercy’s dynamics with an abusive boyfriend 
and lesbian Hunter’s self-harming and trauma over childhood 
bullying. As a fantasy, however, it is less successful: The world-
building is weak, and the choice to situate the White Goode sis-
ters as the sole, most powerful protectors of the entire mortal 
realm feels questionable in the context of the overall treatment 
of diversity. Emily is cued as Black while Jax seems to have a 
White mother and Iroquois father.

Only for hardcore fans of the authors. (Fantasy. 15-18)

“Gracefully and generously engages with gender and sexuality.”
the key to you and me
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CHAIN OF IRON
Clare, Cassandra
Illus. by Jennings, Kathleen 
McElderry (624 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-4814-3190-3 
Series: Last Hours, 2 

Both warring hearts and (literally) 
fiendish schemes keep the upcoming 
generation of demon-fighting Shadow-
hunters on their toes in this midtrilogy 

doorstopper.
Set in 1903 and centered on a love triangle involving the 

well-bred offspring of part-angel Nephilim last met in the 
Infernal Devices series, this episode carries on from Chain of 
Gold (2020) as golden-eyed James Herondale and Persian/Brit-
ish Cordelia Carstairs, wielder of the legendary blade Cortana, 
are wed in what—due to the workings of various spells and ill-
concealed feelings—they think will be only a marriage of con-
venience while third-wheel Grace Blackthorn uses her power 
to cloud people’s minds and further the machinations of her 
deranged foster mother. Meanwhile, with Nephilim suddenly 
being slaughtered Jack the Ripper–style and other mysteri-
ous doings in the background, friendships are tested amid the 
efforts of supporting cast members to follow the leads in chaste 
but steamy couplings, requited and otherwise, same-sex and 
otherwise, even living and…otherwise. A brief but desperate 
climactic battle drives off a demonic incursion, but worse is 
plainly to come. “The gods are walking,” a character remarks, 

“and none of us are prepared.” Also, as an emotionally wracked 
James reflects in the aftermath, “We suffer for love because love is 
worth it.” The wealthy, cosmopolitan cast of Londoners includes 
some ethnic diversity. Illustrations not seen.

Full measures indeed of love and suffering…and bloodshed 
too: Fans will sail through and clamor for more.  (Fantasy. 14-18)

CHESSBOXER 
Davies, Stephen
Andersen/Trafalgar (320 pp.) 
$9.99 paper  |  Mar. 1, 2021
978-1-78344-840-1  

A grieving chess prodigy ups her 
game.

“Intelligence and irritability are a 
bad combination,” writes 17-year-old 
Leah—and she should know. Massive 
quantities of both drive her to not only 

quit tournament chess just as she’s about to score a grandmaster 
rating, but also, in the two years since her father’s death, to mer-
cilessly savage anyone who tries to get close to her. The game 
won’t let her go, though, and after some lucrative but painful 
experiences as a chess hustler in Washington Square Park, she 
finds a perfect outlet for her passion and rage in chessboxing—
an actual sport alternating timed rounds of boxing and chess. 

Readers who regard chess as a genteel, cerebral pursuit are in 
for a shock as the game action (described with technical preci-
sion) is presented in language as compellingly tense and brutal 
as that of the rings. Readers will also admire the new friends 
and adult supporters (including a grief therapist) who are will-
ing to look past Leah’s caustic shell. Eventually she’s taking on 
Zelda “The Reaper” Haas, a scary opponent tattooed up to and 
including the eyeballs, for the women’s world championship. 
Told through blog posts, Leah’s narrative seethes with raw feel-
ings and combines taut suspense with dizzying lows and highs, 
even occasional hilarity, as it tracks her progress toward learn-
ing to live with herself and with devastating loss. The main cast 
presents White.

 A rising, rousing bout fueled by brains, brawn, and bellig-
erency. (afterword) (Fiction. 13-18)

THE BACKUPS
A Summer of Stardom
de Campi, Alex
Illus. by Kane, Lara & Brandt, Ted & 
Cunniffe, Dee 
Imprint (224 pp.) 
$17.99 paper  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-250-21259-7  

Three high school juniors on sum-
mer break are chosen as backup singers 
for superstar Nika Nitro.

Pop enthusiast Jenni couldn’t be more excited to be on tour 
with one of her favorite singers. Serious cellist Lauren sees this 
job as a creative reset before she returns to her true love––clas-
sical music. And for die-hard heavy metal drummer Maggie, 
this gig is a means to bigger ends. However, the rehearsals prove 
more than they bargained for with Nika’s demands and cri-
tiques. On top of that, Jenni finds herself in danger of violating 
a tour rule: No romance on tour or you’re fired. When a night 
out at a rock concert turns sour, it sets off a chain of events that 
sees the girls engaging in a musical showdown that ends up put-
ting Nika’s tour and career in danger. With a fast-paced plot and 
adorable and realistic characters, de Campi delivers an enter-
taining story that brings to life the wild and glamorous world 
of music while including positive messaging about honesty, self-
acceptance, and friendship. The vibrant, colorful illustrations 
with a contemporary feel complement and skillfully enhance 
the storyline. This is particularly evident in panels depicting 
time jumps or concurrent events. Jenni is White, Lauren is 
Black, and Maggie is East Asian American in a cast filled with 
diverse characters.

A fun tale of fierce friendship and daring musical feats ele-
vated by fantastic artwork. (Graphic fiction. 13-18)

“Seethes with raw feelings and combines taut 
suspense with dizzying lows and highs.”

chessboxer
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THE CURIE SOCIETY
Einhorn, Heather & Staffaroni, Adam
Illus. by Liao, Sonia
MIT Press (168 pp.) 
$18.95 paper  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-0-262-53994-4  

A secret society for women in science 
taps three brilliant undergrads as new 
members.

Maya, Simone, and Taj don’t seem 
like the most harmonious of freshman 

roommates. Maya struggles to do her own laundry, Taj only 
wants to play video games, and they both refuse to share space 
with Simone’s ant farms. When the roommates each receive 
pieces of a cryptic invitation that they must work together to 
read, their conflicting personalities and complementary spe-
cialties contribute to the suspense in the adventure that fol-
lows. A pleasingly intellectual mystery hunt leads to a surprise 
escape room challenge at a secret lab—their college’s chapter of 

a clandestine organization founded by Marie Curie. The ensu-
ing training montage and mission might be the most fascinat-
ing parts of the book: Decorative and informative art explores 
current or plausible near-future technologies like nanofiber bul-
letproof suits, ionic wind biplanes, and species de-extinction. 
Before long, the young women find themselves in a battle of 
both wits and fists, protecting cutting-edge research from cor-
porations who would cut every corner. An emerging rogue orga-
nization nicely sets up a sequel. The characterization is deft and 
snappy, and the visual storytelling efficient and dynamic with an 
expressive color palette and varied panel layout. Maya is Indian 
American, Simone is Black, and Taj reads as White; there is eth-
nic diversity in the supporting cast.

A STEM treat for the curious. (scientist biographies, glos-
sary, maps) (Graphic science fiction. 13-18)
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In Home Is Not a Country (Make Me a World, March 
2), her first novel in verse, Sudanese American poet Safia 
Elhillo tells the story of 14-year-old Nima, who is growing 
up in the U.S. as the Muslim daughter of an immigrant sin-
gle mom. Her closest friend, Haitham, is both her neigh-
bor and the son of her mother’s best friend. Grappling 
with poverty, loneliness, unanswered questions about her 
father, Islamophobia, feeling both too American and not 
American enough, and a pervasive sense that she is a dis-
appointment to her mother, Nima finds comfort in music 
and converses with Yasmeen, a sort of shadow twin, the 
daughter she imagines her mother would have preferred. 
This expressive jewel of a book with elements of magi-
cal realism addresses feelings of dislocation and identity 

that are both grounded in specific experiences and relat-
able to any reader who has felt unmoored and adrift. El-
hillo spoke with us over Zoom from her home in Oakland, 
California; the conversation has been edited for length 
and clarity.

How did you make the transition from poetry to writing 
a novel in verse?
I was having a conversation with Chris Myers, who runs 
Make Me a World, and I started gushing about Anne Car-
son’s Autobiography of Red—it exploded so much for me as 
a poet, it was so strange and expansive—and he was like, 
You know that’s a novel in verse? One of the stories I tell 
myself is that I don’t know how to write narrative. Sen-
sation is my primary sense and my primary way of writ-
ing and consuming work as a reader. But when I started 
thinking of this beloved collection of poetry as a novel in 
verse, it demystified it; actually, it was a form that I’d ac-
cidentally been studying this whole time. I think the line 
from slam [poetry] to narrative is actually pretty straight. 
Those poems are narrative. You’re building this road for 
your audience to follow and you have to give them an en-
try point and then you deposit them somewhere at the 
end, and it has to have felt like a journey. So again, if you 
had said narrative to me, I would have gone and hid under 
the covers, but once I decided to accept this challenge, it 
turned out that the tools were there the whole time, just 
by another name.

Speaking of sensation, the book has so many rich sen-
sory descriptors. As I read, I wished I could hear the 
music that Nima loves so much.
I made a playlist on Spotify to go along with it, because 
for anyone to read the book without knowing what the 
songs sound like would feel like a real loss. You don’t have 

Aris Theotokatoshy

WORDS WITH...

Safia Elhillo
This acclaimed young poet makes a magical YA debut with 
Home Is Not a Country
BY LAURA SIMEON
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to know what they’re saying—they hold up on their own 
as beautiful, moving pieces of music. There’s really excit-
ing music coming out of Sudanese communities world-
wide. It was almost as fun as writing the book, making 
the playlist, and I hope people will listen to it.

How did you find poetry in the first place?
There are so many poets in my family—I’m not doing any-
thing original or spicy. My maternal grandfather is a poet 
[Eltayeb El-Kogali]. My maternal aunt is a poet, play-
wright, and photographer [Issraa El-Kogali Häggström]. 
Also, she was the first person I knew who had an MFA, 
so by the time I was even having that conversation, it 
was old hat for the whole family. I’m not the rebellious 
artist. I tried on a lot of hobbies as a kid—there’s a dis-
carded flute, and a violin, and oil paints, and all this stuff 
probably still in my mom’s basement. With poetry, what 
stuck wasn’t that there was this magic spark. I grew up in 
D.C., and there is an amazing poetry community there. 
Busboys and Poets on 14th and V had an open mic, and 
a friend invited me to go, and it was like seeing a whole 
world that I knew I wanted to be part of: If all I have to 
do to get to keep hanging out with these incredible weirdos is to 
write a poem? Totally, I will write 10 poems! People have this 
sort of Emily Dickinson idea of the poet as the hermit, 
but that has not been my experience; the poetry was al-
most secondary to the relationships. It’s lonely being an 
artsy teen. I don’t know that I am a poet without my com-
munity. There is the joy of writing a sentence that feels 
good and accurate, but that’s a secondary joy.

Why write for teens?
I’ve given adult readers a lot of my time and attention. 
Anyone can become a lifelong reader at any age, but my 
particular soft spot is adolescence, because that was my 
entry point. I’d been a casual reader my whole life; then 
when I turned 13, it was like a switch was flipped, and all 
I wanted to do was read. Books were like magic: My own 
life is mostly boring, sometimes painful, but here are all 
of these thousands and thousands of other worlds. YA 
books were so welcoming—just familiar enough in that 
the character could be having a similar school experience 
but different enough that I felt like I got to take a break 
from having to process my own life and just dive in and be 
in the passenger seat for a little while.

I was fascinated with how you never explicitly name 
Sudan but include hints about the characters’ cultural 

origins that readers can pick up on. I knew there were 
references I was missing that cultural insiders would 
appreciate—but that did not feel like a barrier to con-
necting with the heart of the story.
I wanted for there to be little easter eggs for Sudani peo-
ple to be like, this is definitely Sudan, but I also wanted to 
give myself permission to imagine a little bit and not feel 
beholden to having to report on history. I’m obsessed 
with history, but it is a responsibility. Because it’s a little 
magical, and there’s jinn, I don’t want anyone to look at 
this book as a document about Sudan. I wanted to be re-
ally mindful [of] writing about a place that I found beau-
tiful, pulling a lot from my own memories of being in Su-
dan. Sudan is not a country that has historically gotten a 
lot of incredible PR from the U.S., so I wanted to create 
a gift and an offering to my community without giving a 
non-Sudani reader an excuse to have something flat and 
simplistic to say about Sudan. I don’t want to neaten the 
immigration story where it’s like, this developing country in 

Africa is bad, and the glorious, enlightened West is good, and so 
we came and found a better life here and that is where the story 
ends. Or we came here and had a hard time and went back home 
and everything was better because all I needed to do was be in 
my ancestral homeland. There’s the first stage of diasporic 
longing, which is that the homeland is this perfect, pris-
tine place, and if I were there everything would be better. 
And then it sets in that your parents or whoever had a val-
id reason for wanting to leave, but that’s not to demonize 
their place of origin.

Home Is Not a Country received a starred review in the Jan. 
1, 2021, issue.
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TRAVESÍA
A Migrant Girl’s Cross-Border 
Journey/El viaje de una joven 
migrante
Gerster, Michelle
Illus. by Dunnett, Fiona
Arsenal Pulp Press (72 pp.) 
$17.95 paper  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-55152-836-6  

The true story of a 15-year-old 
migrant girl’s formidable trek across the 

U.S.–Mexico border.
The memories contained here belong to Gricelda, who 

crossed la frontera alongside her mother and younger brother 
to reunite with her father and older brother. She related her 
story in Spanish to bilingual author Gerster, who shares it here, 
with the English and Spanish text on facing pages. Following a 
poignant prayer circle with extended family, Gricelda and her 
family headed to a squalid Tijuana hotel, where an unexpected 
stranger came to their hotel door. The trio soon found them-
selves in a house filled with other families. Unable to escape 
from the men who bartered over their upcoming journey or the 
ones drinking and doing drugs in the living room, they waited 
uncertainly until the day to cross the desert arrived. The trek 
across the desert proved hard even though a man called El 
Güero provided them with protection and encouragement. A 
short epilogue details how Gricelda and her mother and younger 
brother faced unanticipated challenges adjusting to the U.S. 
and their new lives, at first sharing a crowded apartment with 
unwelcoming cousins. Gerster, who has personal experience of 
family deportation, makes a noble, precise effort to represent 
Gricelda’s voice. Full of subdued blues, yellows, and oranges, 
Dunnett’s artwork captures the hazy scrapbook feel of memo-
ries, honoring Gricelda’s story and its nightmarish cadence.

A confident chronicle from a young voice at the margins. 
(author’s note) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

WHERE SECRETS LIE
Gibson, Eva V.
Simon & Schuster (384 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-5344-5122-3  

A wealthy old family in a small Ken-
tucky town begins to unravel in the wake 
of a girl’s disappearance.

Every summer, talented artist Amy 
spends three months with her grandpar-
ents in rural River Run, Kentucky, far 

away from her controlling, constantly striving mother. She’s 
always been happiest exploring the river and woods on the fam-
ily estate with her cousin, Benny, and best friend, Teddy. But 
River Run, with its long-established families and histories, isn’t 
as idyllic for those without family wealth to fall back on—like 
Teddy, who does grueling landscaping work for Amy and Benny’s 

grandparents to support his mother’s meager income. When 
Teddy’s younger sister goes missing, the distinctions between 
the trio’s lives are thrown into even sharper relief. Amy’s narra-
tion builds tension through alternating timelines—the dreamy, 
romantic anticipation of summer 2018 and the guarded inten-
sity of summer 2019—as the three main characters navigate 
a passionate falling-out, a reunion under devastating circum-
stances, a clandestine romance, and a desperate investigation 
that reveals two equally disturbing truths. Refreshingly incisive, 
this is a poignant, accessible exploration of intergenerational 
trauma, chosen family, and class privilege with gripping sus-
pense at its center. All major characters are cued as White.

A richly layered coming-of-age novel built upon a founda-
tion of conscience. (Thriller. 12-18)

SLINGSHOT 
Helnwein, Mercedes
Wednesday Books (352 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-250-25300-2  

Gracie defends the new boy with her 
slingshot, marking the beginning of a 
transformative semester. 

Before winter break, sophomore 
Gracie Welles’ heart is broken. Her biol-
ogy teacher, Mr. Sorrentino, announces 

his engagement, destroying the illusion of a connection she’s 
imagined. She leaves boarding school to visit her fantasy-prone 
mother. Her financially supportive but physically absent father 
has another family; they don’t know about the existence of Gra-
cie and her 34-year-old mom, and Gracie worries that someday 
she’ll end up trapped in love purgatory like her mother. She 
brings her slingshot back to school with her, a comfort object 
from a difficult childhood. Soon she puts it to use: Witnessing 
some seniors ganging up on a new boy, she lets loose some very 
carefully aimed gravel. Gracie escapes with the victim, Wade 
Scholfield, and after some persistence on his part, they become 
friends. As they grow closer, Gracie pushes him away; she’s ter-
rified of being in love. But some things are inevitable, and Gra-
cie finds herself on a rocky path toward realizing her feelings 
and growing into an entirely different person than the one once 
obsessed with her teacher. Gracie’s a powerhouse: incredibly 
acerbic, prone to lashing out, and painfully relatable. She and 
Wade are magnetic together, but it’s Gracie’s carefully drawn 
growth that buoys her story into one that is truly memorable. 
All major characters are White. 

Wildly real and bursting with all the romance and pain of 
coming into oneself.  (Romance. 14-18)

“Wildly real and bursting with romance and pain.”
slingshot
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BE YOU, ONLY BETTER
Real-Life Self-Care for Young 
Adults (and Everyone Else)
Hugstad, Kristi
New World Library (224 pp.) 
$15.95 paper  |  Mar. 16, 2021
978-1-60868-738-1  

This new self-help book by grief 
expert Hugstad focuses on guiding teens 
to be their best selves.

Stemming from the author’s first-
hand experience in dealing with grief and mental illness and 
supported by her own research, this book follows a format that 
makes it approachable and accessible for teens to use indepen-
dently or with the assistance of adults. With a holistic philoso-
phy that emphasizes the interconnectedness of physical and 
mental health, the book offers tips to help adolescents navigate 
the stresses of growing up by encouraging them to practice self-
care. The consistent structure makes the book easy to dip in 

and out of as needed. Each chapter focuses on a single strategy 
or tool: journaling, sleep hygiene, physical fitness, the benefits 
of nature, nutrition, time management, budgeting, healthy rela-
tionships, mindfulness, gratitude, and hope. Chapters begin 
with a story about a teen or new adult who has overcome a 
problem related to the subject at hand, then covers the benefits 
of applying this practice or making improvements in this area, 
includes tips on establishing good habits, and concludes with 
scientific evidence and explanations. The title contains ample 
writing space, worksheets, planners, and other interactive tools. 
Hugstad emphasizes the importance of seeking professional 
help when needed.

A readable and practical mental health guide for teens. 
(resources, contact list worksheet, endnotes) (Nonfiction. 12-18)
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GILDED SERPENT
Jensen, Danielle L.
Tor Teen (576 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-250-31779-7 
Series: Dark Shores, 3 

The parallel storylines of Dark Shores 
(2019) and Dark Skies (2020) continue in 
this sequel that ties the two together.

Teriana, Marcus, Killian, and Lydia 
return as point-of-view characters in 

interwoven stories. Thematically uniting the protagonists is the 
idea of struggling against conflicting loyalties. Teriana and Mar-
cus struggle with trust, both in terms of being able to trust each 
other, as they are technically enemies, and individually. Teriana 
is torn between protecting her people, held hostage by the 
Empire, or keeping the Empire from spreading into the West; 
Marcus longs for freedom from the Empire even as his loyalty 
to the men of his legion is challenged by his knowledge that 
there’s a traitor among them. Killian feels guilty over the choice 
he made between Lydia and Malahi, whose father is an inferior 
ruler, while Lydia’s struggles sneak up on her. The multiple sto-
rylines spread the characters to distant corners, presenting new 
worldbuilding opportunities. The balance between characters 
allows for a sense of time and travel while characters are on the 
move, with quicker check-ins preventing the pace from getting 
bogged down in between devastating revelations, deadly action, 
intrigue, and, of course, romance culminating in steamy scenes. 
The characters’ storylines resolve their immediate dilemmas 
while presenting new dangers for the next installment. Both 
the East and West feature casual diversity—skin tones (rang-
ing from fair-skinned Lydia to black-skinned Teriana) are some-
times geographically linked but generally lack significance. 

Sprawling yet intricate and completely engrossing. (Fantasy. 
14-adult)

AETHERBOUND 
Johnston, E.K.
Dutton (256 pp.) 
$17.99  |  May 25, 2021
978-0-7352-3185-6  

In an oppressive science fiction 
world, a young woman discovers the 
meaning of family and autonomy.

The Stavenger Empire has the galaxy 
in a stronghold, forcing its citizens into 
tyrannical relationships that prioritize spe-

cific lineages and skill sets while dampening rebellion. Pendt Har-
land lives on a merchant ship tied to her family line: Only Harlands 
can control the ship, and further, only those with specific abilities. 
Pendt, having gene-sense (the power to magically sense and alter 
aspects of organic matter), is considered useless in her family’s 
strict hierarchy and so faces abuse and neglect until she comes 
of age and can be sent away to earn her keep outside the Family. 

When an opportunity to escape presents itself, Pendt leaves every-
thing behind to start anew on a bustling space station. There, she 
meets twins Fisher and Ned, earnest boys also trapped in the 
churning machinery of the empire. Together, they might just find 
a way to loosen the holds that the society has on them all. With an 
emphasis on valuing chosen family, securing bodily autonomy, and 
challenging authoritarianism, this intimate, character-driven yarn 
brings stunning revelations in every chapter. With each mystery 
that reveals itself, the worldbuilding grows stronger, enveloping 
readers in a grounded universe that feels nearly tangible. A major 
character is trans; main characters are coded as White.

A close-knit, endlessly cathartic gem. (Science fiction. 14-18)

GOLD SPUN
June, Brandie
CamCat Books (320 pp.) 
$24.99  |  May 11, 2021
978-0-7443-0166-3  

A con job goes awry in this retelling 
of “Rumplestiltskin.”

Elenora “Nor” Molnár is a grifter, pull-
ing small sleights of hand and chicanery to 
keep herself and her three brothers, Finn, 
Devon, and Jacobie, fed. Orphaned by the 

Southern War between Reynallis and Faradisia, they’ve led a hard-
luck life. When Nor’s unexpected rescue of Pel, an errant faerie, 
brings her a rich reward, it also attracts the unwanted scrutiny of 
heir apparent Prince Casper. Recently returned to Reynallis and 
unprepared to assume kingship, Casper needs a way to replenish 
the royal treasury in preparation for war against the raiding fay 
of Magnomel. First a prisoner, then an eager pupil, Nor adjusts 
to life at court—defeating mean girls, learning etiquette, falling 
for Casper—while also trying to keep her relationship with Pel 
a secret. The setting is vaguely pre-industrial European, the era 
anywhere between the 16th and early 19th centuries, and most 
characters read as White, although the Faradisians have dark 
skin. The protagonist is caught in a trite love triangle while same-
sex love among secondary characters is presented as a politically, 
rather than socially, fraught issue. Readers seeking a fresh take on 
fairy tales deserve better than this generic retread. 

A lackluster spin on a familiar fairy tale. (Fantasy. 12-18)

THE MARVELOUS 
MIRZA GIRLS
Karim, Sheba
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins 
(400 pp.) 
$17.99  |  May 18, 2021
978-0-06-284548-1  

Although Noreen Mirza is graduat-
ing high school, the one-year death anni-
versary of her beloved aunt Sonia Khala 
dominates her thoughts.
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When she learns that her mother will be spending a few months 
in New Delhi for work, Noreen, a Pakistani American Muslim who 
aspires to become a screenwriter, defers her college entrance to 
travel with her to the city that Sonia Khala had dreamed of visiting. 
In India, Noreen spends time with Kabir, a thoughtful, attractive 
young filmmaker who takes her to visit ancient Mughal ruins and 
historic religious sites and is sensitive to her grief. When Kabir’s 
world is rocked by allegations of his writer father’s sexual miscon-
duct, Noreen supports him even as she confronts her own troubled 
relationship with her estranged father. She struggles to understand 
the impact that relationship, along with her fear of further loss, has 
had on her ability to open herself up to love. Filled with beauti-
ful imagery, sensory language, clever structuring, and humor, this 
is a romantic coming-of-age story. The author also explores South 
Asian politics, culture, and history, touching on issues such as 
Islamophobia, racism, and violence toward women in a compli-
cated country during the #MeToo era. Glimpses of poverty, clas-
sism, and the struggles of people living in poverty contrast with the 
privilege and wealth of Noreen, Kabir, and their elite circle.

An engaging and perceptive story of love, grief, and per-
sonal awakening. (Fiction. 14-18)

CHAOS ON CATNET
Kritzer, Naomi
Tor Teen (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-250-16522-0 
Series: CatNet, 2 

Shortly after the events of the first 
book, Catfishing on CatNet (2019), Steph 
and AI CheshireCat uncover a danger-
ous social media plot. 

Steph’s father is now behind bars; 
Steph and her mother are no longer living on the run and have 
settled in a not-too-distant future Minneapolis marked by posi-
tive social changes brought on by the protests of 2020. At her new 
school, she befriends Nell, a fellow new student who, after her 
mother’s disappearance, has been sent away from her fundamen-
talist, end-times–predicting cult to live with her father in his poly-
amorous household. Her father’s second wife and their respective 
girlfriends are positively portrayed while Nell, who joins Steph 
and CheshireCat as a narrator, grapples with the attitudes and 
biases she’s been taught. A fellow student recruits Steph and Nell 
into an app-based game that assigns personalized tasks; Nell rec-
ognizes its interface as being similar to one used by her religious 
sect. While attempting to rescue Nell’s girlfriend, who has gone 
missing, Nell and Steph piece together a plot concerning some-
one who is manipulating social media apps and games in order to 
incite real-life violence. The who and why greatly raise the stakes. 
The storyline raises chilling questions about online manipulation, 
surveillance, and free will. Although the main human characters 
are White, the racial, gender, and sexuality diversity of Minne-
apolis is shown through numerous named side characters.

A tightly plotted thriller with scary what-if implications. 
(author’s note) (Thriller. 13-adult)

THE DISABILITY EXPERIENCE
Working Toward Belonging
Leavitt, Hannalora
Illus. by Wuthrich, Belle
Orca (192 pp.) 
$24.95 paper  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-4598-1928-3  

An overview of disability history and 
culture.

Leavitt, herself legally blind, begins 
by contrasting the impairment-focused 

medical model of disability with the social model, which incor-
porates the challenges that people with disabilities encounter in 
everyday life. Using person-first language, she applies the social 
model to a vast array of topics. Subjects include the treatment 
of people with disabilities throughout history; the meaning of 
disabled culture; assistive technologies and adaptations; and chal-
lenges faced by contemporary people with disabilities in work, 
school, and medical settings, such as ignorance, inaccessibility, 
and discrimination. She bolsters her exploration of physical, 
sensory, and intellectual disabilities with statistics enumerating 
disabled populations in the United States and Canada. Sidebars 
highlight athletes, artists, and entrepreneurs with disabilities, 
and expressive cartoons illustrate common scenarios; both 
photos and art feature ethnic diversity. The author’s personal 
anecdotes provide additional insight. Unfortunately, Leavitt 
occasionally overgeneralizes: Although people may find learn-
ing braille challenging, she asserts that she learned it at age 10, 

“so how hard can it be?” and the preference of many autistic 
people for identity-first language is not addressed. However, 
her candid discussions of contemporary issues, such as low 
employment rates and medically assisted dying, are nuanced 
and hard-hitting, and her acknowledgement of disability in the 
LGBTQ+ community is refreshing. She ends on a hopeful note, 
offering ways for nondisabled readers to advocate for people 
with disabilities.

A candid introduction to the multifaceted experiences of 
people with disabilities. (glossary, resources, photo credits, 
index) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

LUCK OF THE TITANIC 
Lee, Stacey
Putnam (384 pp.) 
$17.99  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-5247-4098-6  

Seventeen-year-old Valora Luck boards 
the Titanic in search of her twin brother—
and destiny.

As children, Val and Jamie performed 
acrobatics to bring in money during lean 
times, dreaming of one day becoming 

circus stars. But after their White British mother’s death, Jamie 
left to work for the Atlantic Steam Company while Val stayed 
in London to care for their Chinese father. Now, with both 

“A gem from start to bittersweet finish.”
luck of the titanic
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parents gone, Val is determined to find what’s left of her family 
and forge a new path in America. There is, of course, the Chi-
nese Exclusion Act to contend with, but Val is confident that 
she and Jamie can convince one of the ship’s passengers, a part 
owner of the Ringling Brothers Circus, to hire them and bring 
them into the country. Unexpected allies provide help along the 
way, including an American couture designer and Jamie’s fellow 
Chinese steamship workers. Issues of racial and class discrimi-
nation are seamlessly woven into the story as Val’s adventure 
takes her through the Titanic’s various decks, from a first-class 
suite to the boiler rooms. Her wit and pluck give the story such 
buoyancy that when tragedy strikes, it almost comes as a sur-
prise. Anticipation of the inevitable adds a layer of tension to 
the narrative, especially with a sober note prefacing the book 
that informs readers, “Of the eight Chinese passengers aboard 
the Titanic, six survived.”

A gem from start to bittersweet finish. (Titanic diagram, list 
of characters, author’s notes) (Historical fiction. 13-18)

IN DEEPER WATERS
Lukens, F.T.
McElderry (320 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-5344-8050-6  

Teenage royalty and romance at sea.
Sixteen-year-old Prince Taliesin of 

Harth is fourth in line for the crown, and 
he also has a closely guarded secret: Like 
his denounced great-grandfather, he has 
the rare magical ability to conjure fire. 

While he and his siblings are on his traditional coming-of-age 
tour, they come across a burning ship, a mysterious trunk of 
golden coins, and Athlen, a handsome young man in fetters. Tal 
is drawn to the enigmatic lad’s company and is swept up in a 
machination involving his great-grandfather’s legacy, royal mar-
riages and alliances, an assassination plot, and the reality of mer-
folk. Elements of the story bring to mind “The Little Mermaid.” 
Tal’s pansexuality is a non-issue, structural misogyny seems to 
only exist in some kingdoms, and while imperialism and people 
of different skin tones exist, there don’t seem to be racialized 
categories attached to power (dark-haired Tal is described as 
having tanned skin while Athlen is pale). Lukens stays true to 
the conventions of the royal fantasy genre while avoiding the 
sexism and heteronormativity often baked into those worlds, 
with a depiction of romantic and sexual tension reminiscent of 
fan fiction. 

For readers with a penchant for pirates, princes, and pin-
ing. (Fantasy. 13-18)

THE SERPENT’S CURSE
Maxwell, Lisa
McElderry (768 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-4814-9448-9 
Series: The Last Magician, 3 

Volume 3 of an ever increasing series.
In 1904, A-list protagonists Esta and 

Harte continue their cross-country quest 
to gather the stones to stop threats both 
mythical and corporeal. Back in 1902 New 

York City, B-list protagonist Viola—and to a lesser extent Jianyu and 
Cela—continues to work against two opposing threats: Nibsy Lor-
can and the Order. As in The Devil’s Thief (2018), this weighty tome 
jumps between timelines (as do some characters) and multiple close 
third-person perspectives, often reiterating information from differ-
ent perspectives. Villainous Jack Grew appears in every time, mak-
ing it clear that his particular brand of fear-based, White male power 
grab (and later formal governance) is as powerful a threat in fantasy as 
in reality. After a long buildup, much is resolved: Harte makes peace 
with his troubled childhood; Esta and Harte confess their feelings; 
the many secondary characters get to experience adventure and dip 
a toe into romantic entanglement; and one major threat is managed. 
Ambitious and complex plotting, complete with plenty of rumina-
tions on power and hatred, make for compelling reading—but only 
for readers patient enough to push through the glacial pacing, which 
picks up toward the end only to leave some plates still spinning, wait-
ing for resolution in the presumable fourth volume.

Bloated. (map, author’s note) (Historical fantasy. 12-adult)

THE MARY SHELLEY CLUB
Moldavsky, Goldy
Henry Holt (480 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-250-23010-2  

Rachel, a 16-year-old trauma survi-
vor, is initiated into her private school’s 
secret society for horror fans.

A year after surviving a violent attack, 
high school junior Rachel Chavez becomes 
the new girl at Manchester Prep on Man-

hattan’s affluent Upper East Side. The middle-class daughter of a 
faculty member, Rachel feels invisible except for her one new friend, 
harmless school gossip Saundra Clairmont. After a school party ends 
in a ghost story, a séance, and screaming, Rachel—who immersed 
herself in horror movies as a coping device—notices a prankster 
amid the chaos. Soon, she is initiated into the Mary Shelley Club, 
a tightknit group that requires secrecy and rule-following from 
its members. She joins Freddie Martinez, a film geek on scholar-
ship; hot-tempered, Stephen King–adoring Felicity Chu; charming 
Thayer Turner, whose political family is compared to the Obamas; 
and brooding golden boy Bram Wilding. Mostly the teens just watch 
all sorts of horror films—classics, slasher, zombie, psychological—
but membership also involves more sinister activities. Moldavsky’s 

“An atmospheric page-turner about loving scary 
movies and uncovering the masks people wear.”

the mary shelley club
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tightly plotted tale weaves in dark humor, an impressive amount of 
horror trivia, and insightful references to Frankenstein. Readers will 
quickly become invested in Rachel’s story even when she’s making 
difficult-to-witness mistakes. The characters are notably diverse; 
issues of ethnicity and social class are naturally woven into the story.

An atmospheric page-turner about loving scary movies, 
longing to belong, and uncovering the many masks people 
wear. (Horror. 14-18)

THESE FEATHERED FLAMES
Overy, Alexandra
Inkyard Press (488 pp.) 
$19.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-335-14796-7 
Series: These Feathered Flames, 1 

Seventeen-year-old twin sisters become 
living legends in this reimagining of the 
Firebird folktale.

Tóurensi tradition dictates that one 
royal twin will become queen, respon-

sible for the country, while the other will become the Firebird, 
responsible for maintaining the country’s magical balance. Where 
once Tóurin’s magic was abundant, requiring minimal payment in 
exchange for access, there is now a Fading, and those who do not (or 
cannot) pay may lose limbs—or their lives—to the Firebird. When 
the queen dies unexpectedly, Izaveta prepares to take her place while 
her twin, Asya, receives a Calling to right a magical imbalance related 
to their mother’s death. Desperate for answers, Asya struggles to 
wield the Firebird’s power even as she grows closer to Yuliana, the 
beautiful, antagonistic palace guard who shadows her. Asya’s naïve 
perspective alternates with Izaveta’s cunning as they each navigate 
the royal court, the increasingly dangerous consequences of Asya’s 
unfulfilled Calling, and the threats posed by foreign interests and the 
powerful Church. Asya’s exhilarating, tightly plotted fights and Iza-
veta’s clever political machinations play out against Slavic-inspired 
historical and cultural elements to create a thoroughly compelling 
tale of strength and sisterhood. A White default is assumed for main 
characters; some secondary characters have dark skin, and one sec-
ondary character communicates through sign language.

Richly constructed and wholly riveting. (map, pronuncia-
tion guide) (Fantasy. 12-18)

AVEREE
Phillips, Stephanie & Johnson, Dave
Illus. by Cresta, Marika & 
Dalhouse, Andrew
A Wave Blue World (144 pp.) 
$16.99 paper  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-949518-12-2  

Averee’s world implodes when her 
social media rank mysteriously drops.

In the near future, the social media 
app Ranked has been incorporated into 

every aspect of society, determining where you can live, park, eat 
out, and work—and your social status at school. Averee and Zoe 
are best friends despite their polar opposite views on Ranked: 
low-ranked Zoe hates how mindlessly people buy into its judg-
mental elements while midranked Averee avoids conflict with 
the popular crowd and tries to minimize stress on her hardwork-
ing single mother by not rocking the boat. When Averee’s and 
her mother’s ranks inexplicably drop, their lives are thrown into 
chaos. The girls plan to fix this by hunting down PrettyKitty, the 
enigmatic creator of Ranked. Instead of a simple solution, the 
friends discover dark secrets behind the popular social media 
platform. The integration of social media into society and its 
consequent discrimination and bullying are well depicted in 
detailed, full-color illustrations. Averee is a sympathetic but 
meek protagonist, in contrast to strongly opinionated, impulsive 
Zoe. Dramatic scenes, panel flow, and backgrounds are energetic 
and vibrant, fitting the story’s tone. Unfortunately, the plot feels 
rushed, and the resolution of what could have been a gripping 
high-tech mystery lacks complexity and falls flat. Averee is cued 
as East or Southeast Asian while Zoe seems intended to be bira-
cial (Asian/White); there is diversity in the supporting cast. 

An intriguing glimpse of the future that never reaches its 
full potential. (Graphic science fiction. 12-16)

SHE DRIVES ME CRAZY
Quindlen, Kelly
Roaring Brook (304 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-250-20915-3  

Star basketball player Scottie Zajac 
begins her senior year of high school 
heartbroken.

Her ex-girlfriend, Tally Gibson, ended 
their relationship right before transfer-
ring to a fancy high school in a neighbor-

ing town, and the breakup has left Scottie feeling like a shadow of 
herself—so much so that her sister calls her “a walking insecurity.” 
In an effort to get Tally’s attention—and possibly to win her back—
Scottie bribes cheerleading captain and homecoming queen Irene 
Abraham to pretend that the two of them are dating. Irene agrees 
even though it means she’ll have to come out at school (Irene is 
already out to her family). At first, the plan works even better than 
expected: Tally finds out about the couple and texts Scottie out of 
jealousy, and the cheerleading squad starts showing up to the girls 
basketball games, giving the team the confidence they need to 
play better and better. But then Scottie and Irene start to develop 
real feelings for each other, feelings that are complicated by the 
fact that Scottie isn’t over Tally and Irene harbors a secret of her 
own. This optimistic romance is a page-turner full of quippy dia-
logue and emotional authenticity. Scottie, Irene, and their group 
of friends are complex, well-developed characters whose empathy 
and introspection are refreshing. Most characters are White; Irene 
is Indian American, and Scottie’s best friend is Black.

A gripping queer interracial romance about secrets, lies, 
and healing. (Romance. 12-18)
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NATIVE ACTORS AND 
FILMMAKERS
Visual Storytellers
Robinson, Gary
7th Generation (136 pp.) 
$9.95 paper  |  Apr. 28, 2021
978-1-99053-31-2  

Each chapter in this collective biog-
raphy is a self-contained profile that 
sparks interest in Native people working 
in the entertainment industry. 

Readers will explore Native American, First Nation, and 
Indigenous actors, filmmakers, and more from the United States 
and Canada. Each minibiography describes the individual’s early 
childhood and professional career and closes with a selected 
filmography. Direct quotes from the subjects help enliven their 
stories. Readers will encounter personal anecdotes, like Indig-
enous Mexican American cinematographer Gilbert Salas’ mem-
ory of watching a movie with his mother when his grandmother 
thought they were at church. Actor Tantoo Cardinal (Métis, Cree, 
Dene, and Nakota), who has appeared in more than 120 produc-
tions, talks about using her acting to tell “the truth of our Indig-
enous history, because so many lies had been told about us.” The 
book also looks at television shows and commercials, such as the 

“Grandma Running” New Balance commercial created by Chris-
topher Nataanii Cegielski (Diné), inspired by elderly women he 
had observed dancing at powwows in athletic shoes. The wide 
range of roles covered informs readers about the industry and 
Native creatives’ work both in front of and behind the camera. 
This slim volume is a jumping-off point for those wishing to learn 
more, and it includes a list of resources pointing readers to addi-
tional information about the film industry and Native cinema-
related organizations and events. 

 A collection of familiar faces and nostalgic voices repre-
senting Native contributions to film. (glossary, bibliography, 
photo credits) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

THEY BETTER CALL ME SUGAR
My Journey From the Hood to 
the Hardwood
Rodgers, Sugar
Black Sheep/Akashic (176 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  May 4, 2021
978-1-61775-929-1  

WNBA champion Rodgers reflects 
on her childhood and road to athletic 
glory.

Written in accessible, colloquial, 
first-person language, Rodgers’ story is presented with a raw 
focus on her childhood growing up as the youngest daughter 
of a big, extended family in Williamstown, a neighborhood in 
Suffolk, Virginia. Through short chapters filled with anecdotal 
insights, Rodgers talks about the influence her mother had 
on her engagement with sports, including golf and, eventually, 

her passion for basketball. Although her early life proved to be 
chaotic, with community members in and out of jail around 
her, Rodgers’ mother was a stabilizing agent, preparing her to 
train, learn, and grow as an athlete and a young woman; indeed, 
the book is dedicated to her mother’s memory. Rodgers also 
acknowledges coaches, family members, and friends who have 
made an impact on her career, enriching her journey through 
the connections they made. She acknowledges the people who 
supported her triumphs and shared her challenges, staying by 
her side no matter what. Encouraging tidbits will stay with 
readers, such as, “Stars are stars because they work hard even 
when the lights are not on.” Although the chapters are short 
and easy to engage with, they end abruptly, leaving each section 
feeling disconnected. Some anecdotes wander widely, never 
coming back to find a focus to tie everything together. 

Disjointed storytelling fouls the play, but this memoir still 
has a bold bounce. (Memoir. 14-18)

THE GREAT GODDEN
Rosoff, Meg
Candlewick (256 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 13, 2021
978-1-5362-1585-4  

A London teen recounts the summer 
that tore the family apart.

Every summer, a White English fam-
ily with four children holidays at the 
father’s inherited seaside home. Because 
the father’s cousin, Hope, and her long-

time Scottish partner, Malcolm, stay a few doors down the 
beach, the entire family is in and out of each other’s houses 
and lives. Their days have always been filled with sailing, tennis, 
horseback riding, and jovial dinners, making summer an idyllic 
time for all. Until this summer. The narrator—the oldest child 
and an unnamed, ungendered teen with plans to go to art school 
soon—recalls the insidious transition when teenage Kit God-
den, the offspring of a legendary bronze-skinned Hollywood 
actor, and Hugo, his slightly younger brother, stay with Hope 
and Mal as the couple plans their end-of-summer wedding. 
While Hugo seems to lurk in corners, golden-skinned Kit, with 

“hair like Medusa’s snakes,” ingratiates himself with the family, 
starting a controlling relationship with the narrator’s 16-year-
old “sex goddess” sister and stirring conflicting, sometimes 
lustful, emotions in the narrator. Through the narrator’s keen 
observations, made more poignant in hindsight and through 
sarcasm, readers view the twisting and turning development of 
Kit’s manipulation. Although slim, Rosoff ’s taut, psychological 
story elicits a slow burn, leaving readers wondering how far and 
wide Kit’s power will extend through the family. It’s all just the 
beginning of the narrator’s loss of innocence.

A searing coming-of-age novel. (Fiction. 14-18)
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WITCHES STEEPED IN GOLD
Smart, Ciannon
HarperTeen (560 pp.) 
$18.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-0-06-294598-3  

A Jamaican-inspired fantasy about 
a matriarchy maintained by magic and 
marred by manipulation.

Jazmyne Cariot is a 17-year-old witch 
of the Alumbrar order and next in line 
to rule as doyenne of her island of Aiyca, 

though she has yet to inherit her magical powers. Iraya Adair is 
an 18-year-old Obeah witch and the rightful heir to the Aiycan 
throne, newly free after 10 years of imprisonment. Historical 
tensions position these two witches as enemies, both possess-
ing plans to remove the current doyenne. Despite their differ-
ing motivations and instant antagonism upon meeting, their 
end goal is the same; in order to achieve it, they decide to form 
an alliance. In a world where power is as much about birth-
right and natural talent as it is about clever strategy, deception, 
and betrayal, these two witches soon learn that there is much 
they have yet to learn about their society, their kin, and their 
own selves. Smart’s storytelling is comprehensive, often to the 
point of being verbose, and the pace sometimes suffers as a 
result. The intriguing plot and themes combined with multidi-
mensional characters will, however, appeal to attentive readers 
who enjoy intricate prose and can appreciate the thoughtfully 
planned magic system upon which the story centers. The cast of 
characters is described as being various shades of brown, some 
with Afro-textured hair.

A richly realized tale for patient readers who enjoy com-
plex language and worldbuilding. (Fantasy. 14-adult)

CREST
Waller, Jae
ECW Press (380 pp.) 
$18.95  |  May 18, 2021
978-1-77041-458-7 
Series: The Call of the Rift, 3 

Waller’s rebellious heroine, Kateiko 
of the Rin-jouyen, comes of age again but 
this time in another dimension.

Kateiko is a young antayul—water-
caller—who has not yet attuned, or trans-

formed into an animal, for the first time. Despite her leaders’ 
warnings, Kateiko and her friends travel downriver for fun and 
encounter another canoe struggling to keep up with the rushing 
waters. Its riders turn out to be Yotolein, Kateiko’s estranged 
uncle, and his two half-itheran children, who fled when Eremur 
soldiers raided their village. Yotolein’s ties to the Rúonbattai, 
a violent militia determined to claim Eremur for themselves, 
endanger Kateiko’s tribe, so she leaves home with her cousins. 
The arduous journey leads her to fire mage mercenary Tiernan 
and his companions, who are hunting down the Rúonbattai. 

Together they begin to unveil strange magic that offers sight 
into parallel worlds and can dangerously affect time. As before, 
Kateiko is exceptionally brave as she navigates her teenage years 
in a war-torn world. During this sometimes-exhausting story, 
she attunes, learns to live among itherans, becomes a mother 
figure to her young cousins, and experiences first love and loss. 
Will this Kateiko ever come face to face with the first version? 
How many more worlds will be explored? There is no ending in 
sight, but it seems it will be worth the wait. Indigenous peoples 
are generally brown-skinned and itherans are White. The story 
includes queer characters. 

Another captivating entry in an expansive series. (maps, 
glossary, timeline) (Fantasy. 15-adult)

WHAT’S NOT TO LOVE
Wibberley, Emily & 
Siegemund-Broka, Austin
Viking (400 pp.) 
$17.99  |  Apr. 20, 2021
978-1-984835-86-4  

Alison and Ethan are cutthroat com-
petitors for the valedictorian spot at San 
Mateo’s Fairview High.

They both want to attend Harvard. 
They both excel in AP classes and par-

ticipate in student government and the school paper, Alison as 
editor-in-chief and Ethan as a reporter. The frenemies spend 
most of their time together despite their constant bickering. 
How does this fractious relationship veer into romance? Prin-
cipal Williams asks the sparring duo to organize the 10-year 
reunion that a famous alum has botched—it’s her attempt at 
conflict resolution, as their ongoing rivalry is proving disruptive 
in many of their classes. But despite this effort at social engi-
neering, their fighting continues: Alison remarks on his stained 
shirt; Ethan counters by insulting her fashion sense. It takes 
almost 100 more pages of acerbic back and forth until they kiss. 
They eventually even manage a real restaurant date, but Alison 
is still wary of what being with Ethan in college would mean 
while Ethan realizes that he needs to explore his own desires. 
Although somewhat repetitive, this dryly witty romance with 
its verbal sparring, college rat race references, and satirical high 
school descriptions will likely appeal to high-achieving readers 
who can laugh at themselves. Alison and Ethan are White; there 
is some diversity in the supporting cast.

Academic rivalry leads to love in this banter-filled romance. 
(Romance. 14-18)

“Richly realized.”
witches steeped in gold
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indie
THE PURPOSE-DRIVEN 
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR
Abouelnaga, Karim
Indigo River Publishing (178 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Jan. 15, 2021
978-1-948080-69-9

An introspective look at building a 
startup with long-range vision.

Entrepreneur Abouelnaga’s perspec-
tive on startups has the implicit message 

that if you do what you love as a career, you’ll not only become 
wealthy, but also “improve the world.” His latest book looks 
with fresh eyes at how an entrepreneur’s mindset can help or 
hinder a startup, and it examines the difference between pas-
sion, which initiates a goal, and purpose, which, for him, entails 
a sense of moral obligation. Abouelnaga, a former Forbes col-
umnist, writes in a pleasant, no-nonsense style, taking read-
ers through his comprehensive, easy-to-follow program built 
around six key, introspective questions. The answers are sure to 
help readers assess whether their vision is tenable and whether 
deeper examination, or a course change, is needed before 
jumping in. Early chapters focus on each question individually: 

“Why is this important?” “Why is this important to me?” “Why 
am I the right person to be doing this?” and so on. The author 
significantly delves into what he calls the overriding element: 
Does the venture have enough scope and significance to pass 
a “requiring help test”? In practice, this means that one must 
determine whether one’s idea will have a broad impact on soci-
ety. Abouelnaga goes on to helpfully note that his own purpose 
in forming his organization, Practice Makes Perfect, was to 
help disadvantaged students. But he realized that in order to 
meet his big-picture goal—creating a more equitable society—
he would need the support of other people. The book builds 
upon its own ideas, and it’s best read as a whole, but the chap-
ters are so neatly focused and streamlined that each manages 
to stand well on its own. No matter what way one chooses to 
digest the information, it will certainly be of value to business-
people at all levels of experience.

A useful manual aimed at socially conscious entrepreneurs.

THE FOUNTAIN by David Scott Hay...............................................166

AT ANY GIVEN SECOND by Paula R. Hilton .................................167

THE LANGUAGE OF CORPSES by T.T. Linse ................................. 175

EVERYWHERE by Adam Loveless ....................................................176

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

EVERYWHERE
Loveless, Adam
Illus. by Timm, Madeline
Loveless Letters (33 pp.)
$19.95  |  Feb. 1, 2021
978-0-578-76561-7
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DISTORTION DAY
Aegis, K.C. 
Self (471 pp.)
Oct. 15, 2020

Following the trail of his kidnapped 
girlfriend, a young man tries to make sense 
of a collective trauma in Aegis’ SF novel.

Mason “Mace” Dunlow is employed 
as a “vaulter” in this novel’s near future, 
which means he spends his days watching 
old, out-of-context video footage that had 
once been uploaded to the internet. His 

society is attempting to salvage what it can from the days before 
the Great Distortion, a cataclysmic event a decade prior when 
all technology that relied on wireless data was destroyed. Little 
is known about why or how it happened—only that an enigmatic 
figure known as the Omnipath was behind it. Mace and his fellow 
vaulters, including his girlfriend, Kiersten Frey, are engaged with 
the past but unable to derive any larger sense or meaning from it. 
However, when two men kidnap Kiersten and burn Mace’s work-
place down, he’s propelled into a violent reckoning with history. 
After stumbling on a mysterious device that gives him access to 
other people’s memories, Mace comes into contact with charac-
ters who were, in various ways, involved in the Great Distortion. 
While trying to find Kiersten and get the answers he needs, he 
vividly experiences their most formative life events—which, in 
this book, are very often their most damaging. This novel’s use 
of a girlfriend as a MacGuffin feels a bit heavy on the machismo, 
and there are occasional moments of excessive exposition over 
the course of the story. On the whole, however, Aegis has con-
structed a compelling novel that’s also quite timely, with themes 
that touch on the development of potentially corrupting depen-
dence on technology, the very human need to make sense of trau-
matic events, and the complications that can arise from taking 
on new perspectives that are different from one’s own. Overall, 
the book manages to be serious and engaging while maintaining 
a consistently brisk pace.

A grim but effective speculative thriller.

GUIDE TO SPIRITUAL L.A.
The Irreverent, the Awake, & 
the True

Auman, Catherine
Green Tara Press (264 pp.) 
$19.95 paper  |  $5.99 e-book
Sep. 24, 2020
978-1-945085-09-3

A tour through the ethereal side of 
Los Angeles.

Auman’s book takes readers on a 
free-wheeling tour of New Age and other spiritual sites in and 
around LA, which some people consider to be a center of spirit 
energy. The book also features landmarks of traditional reli-
gions, such as the First African Methodist Episcopal Church 

of Los Angeles, and sacred monuments of Native American 
peoples. Auman, a fine storyteller, will engage readers with her 
accounts of historical events, urban legends, and longtime mys-
teries—among them, the monthlong disappearance of evan-
gelist Aimee Semple McPherson, founder of the Foursquare 
Church. The guide also includes a smattering of homes and 
haunts of the famous, including those of the late bestselling 
author Carlos Castaneda. The author takes occasional detours 
to places with only tangential ties to spiritualism, including res-
taurants, bookstores, and an apartment building, but most have 
an otherworldly air to them, such as the Inn of the Seventh Ray 
in Topanga, a vegan-friendly gourmet restaurant and shop. A 
few others, such as Canter’s Deli, seem to have been included 
only because they are popular with celebrities, which seems 
digressive. Still, some sites are so far off the beaten path they 
may even surprise longtime Angelenos, and all feature detailed 
descriptions with often stunning photographs, some full-page. 
Many of the latter show majestic, architecturally interesting 
churches, missions, and temples with blooming gardens. The 
startling Templo Santa Muerte, for instance, features a mural of 
an oversized hooded skeleton head surrounded by candles and 
celestial images. Auman often shows respect for the belief sys-
tems she mentions, but a few chapter titles, such as “Spiritual-
ity in a Speedo,” seem less reverent. Overall, the author’s deep 
knowledge of LA’s spiritual landscape and you-are-there writing 
style make this an engaging and informative read.

Travelers, spiritualists, and historians will likely enjoy this 
LA survey.

LIBRA ASCENDING
Barr, Tricia  & Sloan, Tamar 
Jess Connors Publishing (272 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Dec. 5, 2020
978-0-648-52208-9

A teenager learns about her special 
role in fighting alien evil in this YA para-
normal series opener. 

Though some might consider it a gift, 
Brielle sees her ability to sense transgres-
sions by those around her as a curse. She 

has uncontrollable visions that show her others’ misdeeds and 
make her feel their guilt; she also always knows whether some-
one is telling the truth. She’s tried to keep her abilities secret 
but feels an overwhelming urge to accuse the guilty, which has 
often gotten her in trouble. At 17, she’s close to aging out of 
Grace Orphanage in Mirror Point, “a quaint little suburb on the 
outskirts of New York City.” She has a last-minute opportunity 
to be adopted by the Pierces if she can just hide her strange 
powers. Seventeen-year-old Tristan Ayers, a new student at Mir-
ror Point High, also has secrets to conceal. He has visions of his 
own, always of two possible outcomes for the future, but no way 
of knowing which will happen. Moreover, he’s a Zodiac Guard-
ian Heir, an alien prince who was sent to Earth as a baby for pro-
tection when his planet was attacked by the evil entity known 
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as Chardis. Tristan’s mission is to find the other scattered Heirs, 
one for each zodiac symbol (except for his own, the twin sign of 
Gemini, which has two), who are also sought by Skins—human 
vessels taken over by Chardis who possess superstrength and 
invisibility. After meeting Brielle, Tristan suspects she’s a miss-
ing Heir and maybe even his Gemini soul mate (born on sepa-
rate planets; not brother and sister), especially because they 
share a strong attraction. Although she just wants a normal life, 
Brielle will be tested—to discover her true heritage and full 
abilities and also in the fight against Chardis.

 Barr and Sloan, both experienced writers in the YA fan-
tasy genre, plan a novel for each sign of the zodiac in this series, 
their first collaboration. The orphan teenager with extraor-
dinary powers and a singular destiny is a familiar trope, but 
the authors provide a sufficiently complex backstory and an 
intriguing zodiac hook to freshen the concept. Brielle’s ability 
to sense the truth and compel confessions is another original 
contribution, one that ties in logically to the zodiac theme. 
The book supplies several unexpected twists that enliven the 
ending, a finish that leaves plenty of room for developments 
in future series outings. Readers will likely be interested to 
discover how each zodiac sign eventually is related to the 
appropriate special powers. The paranormal and SF elements 
are given real-world grounding in Brielle’s desire for adoptive 
parents and in her teenage, angst-ridden emotions revolving 
around friendship and dating. This contrast helps supply effec-
tive conflict, though expressed somewhat comically as “Can 
she have both? A normal family and a whirlwind alien romance?” 
The occasional non-American expression strikes an odd note, 
as with the Australian phrase “calm the farm.”

An engaging series starter that adds a few new ingredients 
to the paranormal teenage romance.

THE EARL’S LADY GEOLOGIST
Baxter, Alissa
Vinspire Publishing (222 pp.) 
$14.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book
Feb. 28, 2021
978-1-73415-079-7

A Regency romance novel about 
honoring the past while learning to live 
and love in a time of change.

It’s 1817, and Cassandra Linfield, 
an heiress and gifted geologist, wants 
nothing more than to comb the cliffs 

of Lyme in Devon, England, looking for fossils. She believes 
that embracing spinsterhood is the only way to preserve her 
independent and scholarly spirit. She watched her late moth-
er’s health decline as a result of several miscarriages, so she’s 
convinced that the preservation of the past is the safest course, 
instead of marriage and children. But the piercing gaze of 
Edward, Earl of Rothbury, a fellow geologist and her cousin 
by marriage, threatens to undo her plans. Edward views Cas-
sandra as a potential bride who won’t breach his emotional 
barriers, but as the season unfolds, the earl comes to find the 

Many sublime books, TV series, and 
films—from Louisa May Alcott’s Little 
Women to David Chase’s The Sopranos 
and Bong Joon-ho’s Parasite—deftly ex-
plore complex family dynamics. Cre-
ators often infuse their stories with wry 
humor, reveal diverse motivations, and 
ask weighty questions. Kirkus Indie re-
cently reviewed three novels that exam-
ine troubled American families.

Mary Abraham’s Where the Creek 
Runs, which earned a Kirkus Star, focuses 
on the McMolisons of Leaf Creek, Mis-
sissippi, from the 1890s to the 1940s. The 
pregnancy of Bill and Kate’s daughter 
Hannah, a high school student, sets in mo-
tion a series of striking events. The young 
mother refuses to give up her baby, seeking 
refuge at her married sister’s house in Hat-
tiesburg. “An impressive tale of a fractured 
Southern family with richly drawn charac-
ters,” our reviewer writes.

The Orphan’s Daughter by Jan Cheru-
bin presents three vivid narratives about a 
Jewish family in New York and Baltimore 
from the 1920s to the ’80s. In one strand, 
Joanna Aronson looks after her father, 
Clyde, who is coping with cancer. Inter-
woven into the tapestry are Joanna’s rec-
ollections of life in suburban Baltimore in 
the ’60s with her parents and sister. The 
third thread features Clyde’s disturbing 
memories of New York’s National He-

brew Orphan Home. He landed there with his brother, Har-
ry, in 1924. According to our critic, the work—which received 
a Kirkus Star—presents “an alternately dark and luminous, 
wounded and affectionate portrait of a family in crisis.”

A Maine philosophy professor named 
Tom Holder deals with his unhappy fam-
ily in John Moot’s Virtue. Tom’s restless 
wife, Hannah, decides she wants to go to 
law school in Boston. The couple’s two 
teenage children face their own challenges. 
Then Tom finds out that his estranged fa-
ther has cancer. Our reviewer calls the tale 

“compelling…with convincing, psychologi-
cally perceptive writing.”

Myra Forsberg is an Indie editor.

INDIE  |  Myra Forsberg

Family Tales
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headstrong, brilliant young woman utterly irresistible. When 
a ruthless smuggler threatens Edward’s life, Cassandra realizes 
that clinging to the past could cost her a better future. Baxter 
expertly interweaves Cassandra’s knowledge of geological sci-
ence with political and social history, lending realism to her 
story of a young woman struggling to reconcile her intellect 
with her societal limitations. The author skillfully balances 
scenes of scientific discovery and discussion with sumptuous 
descriptions of clothing, carriages, and locations. Overall, this 
is a well-paced work that will keep readers thoroughly engaged, 
and the author’s incorporation of Cassandra’s mother’s letters 
adds a bittersweet touch. It’s a wholesome tale with plenty of 
romantic tension, and the happy ending is never in doubt.

A playful and poignant historical romance that’s certain to 
please fans of the genre.

MIA AND NATTIE
One Great Team!
Bell, Marlene
Illus. by Sandford, Grace
Self (32 pp.) 
$14.99  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Oct. 3, 2020
978-0-9995394-4-6

A girl proves that a small, misfit 
sheep has a place on her grandmother’s farm in this picture 
book about friendship and acceptance.

When Mia finds an abandoned lamb in the barn, she feels 
the animal is a kindred spirit. “You are small like me,” Mia says 
before bringing the lamb, whom she names Nattie, inside and 
nursing her to health. Even though Nattie has one horn that’s 
too straight, short legs, and a crooked mouth, Mia thinks she 
is perfect. As Nattie grows, Grandma insists the lamb live out-
side like the other sheep. Because Nattie stays small, she cannot 
keep up with the rest of the sheep, so Grandma plans to sell her. 
Mia trains Nattie to assist bottle-fed lambs and ill sheep, mak-
ing them feel better. Grandma eventually realizes the strange, 
little animal does have a purpose on her farm. Bell, a mystery 
writer, uses accessible language in her first picture book. While 
some pages are text-heavy and feature words in a smaller font, 
others have only an illustration, inviting newly independent 
readers into the charming story without being intimidating. 
The focus on how Nattie can help others despite her diminu-
tive size empowers both Mia and young readers. The strong 
linework in Sandford’s cartoon images brings to life both the 
girl and the sheep on the page, and the adorable lambs are sure 
to capture the audience’s attention.

A sweet animal tale about finding ways to belong, no mat-
ter one’s size.

EPIDEMIC
Boglisch, Julie
Rogue Phoenix Press (304 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  $0.99 e-book
Jul. 12, 2020
978-1-62420-514-9

Two children journey to find their 
missing mother and discover a country 
ravaged by disease in this YA novel.

This first book in Boglisch’s Elifer 
Chronicles series deals with topics that 

resonate with the contemporary moment, including govern-
mental and public reactions to a seemingly unstoppable virus. 
Veronica Elifer, a single parent living in Claremore, an autono-
mous town, with two children, Maxwell and Karina, remains 
haunted by the day when a mysterious official took away her 
husband, Felix. Now, four years later, Maxwell and Karina return 
from school to find their home ransacked, Veronica missing, 
and “men dressed in dark clothing with sparkling medallions 
and cuffs stepping out of black cars” to pursue them. Maxwell 
and Karina have never suffered any kind of illness before, so 
when they make their way to an isolated town, they can’t com-
prehend a disease that “starts as a simple cold” and progresses 
to “pockmarks, swollen eyes and shallow cheeks, along with…
open wounds and thin skin” before death. The omniscient nar-
rator’s voice has a casual tone, and it’s a style that occasionally 
results in awkward phrasing: “On either side were men dressed 
in uniforms that resembled tuxes. Their eyes were covered in 
sunglasses and their mouths covered in doctor masks.” How-
ever, the novel’s great mystery has to do with how Felix’s and 
Veronica’s disappearances are related to the epidemic, and 
Boglisch, the author of Demon Song (2019), handles this aspect 
impressively. Just as an important piece of information seems 
about to be revealed, a character defers it—as when the twins 
ask Lex, their newfound friend and benefactor, what he means 
when he refers to “clean” children. As a result, readers will feel 
compelled to keep turning the pages of this timely novel.

An engagingly suspenseful dystopian drama.

IF GRANDMA WERE HERE
Bradbury, Amber L.
Illus. by Corbett, Jessica
FriesenPress (32 pp.) 
$21.99  |  $9.99 paper  |  $7.99 e-book
Nov. 27, 2020
978-1-5255-7248-7
978-1-5255-7249-4 paper

Children spend time with their grandmothers in this debut 
picture book.

Using the refrain “If Grandma were here,” the story depicts 
three kids interacting with their two grandmothers. The chil-
dren are shown with alternating women in various scenarios. 
They participate in activities such as visiting a museum, gar-
dening, playing a game, building a sand castle, and more. An 
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“Bradbury’s sweet story evokes emotions that will be 
relatable to youngsters who have lost a loved one.”

if grandma were here
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unnamed narrator reminds readers of Grandma’s caring nature, 
how she would “stretch her arms out wide to show how much 
she loves you.” Readers will infer that the grandmothers are no 
longer alive, as the narrator tells them that Grandma “is always 
here, inside you, right here in your heart.” Also included is a 
poem from Grandma to her grandchildren. She reminds them 
of her love and support, telling them to search for her in the 
sky and “give a wave and blow a kiss. Tell me all the things I’ve 
missed.” Bradbury’s sweet story evokes emotions that will be 
relatable to youngsters who have lost a loved one. Corbett’s 
illustrations are bright and cheerful, deftly mirroring happen-
ings in the uplifting text. Most of the characters have brown 
eyes, dark skin, and dark hair. Several of the images offer dreamy 
elements, like a sparkling, starry sky backdrop. At the end, the 
pictures portray the grandmothers as angels in the sky while the 
children gaze out a window.

A charming and thoughtful tribute to beloved grandmothers.

OLIVER MARIS
Bravo, Fernando
Self (178 pp.)
$7.99 paper  |  $6.99 e-book
Dec. 17, 2020
978-1-73619-861-2

This middle-grade novel stars a shy 
boy who escapes into a fantasy to cope 
with bullies and his mother’s illness.

To pass the sixth grade, Oliver Maris 
must earn extra credit. His teacher, Ms. 
Nordfane, allows him to perform in the 

upcoming school production of Adam and the Whale as one of 
the jellyfish. This nonspeaking role is perfect for the reticent 
boy, who’s ridiculed frequently by three bullies: Buck, Turin, 
and Eugene. Oliver is so timid that he doesn’t stand up for him-
self despite being a fourth-year judo student. At home, Oliver 
enjoys rousing escapades as a pirate captain alongside his broth-
ers, 8-year-old “Lil Nicky” and 3-year-old “Kid Gross.” Oliver’s 
best friend and classmate, Sabrina Flores, often joins the boys 
aboard the imaginary ship Wind Fury, battling other vessels 
and even aliens. When “Captain Maris’s” mother is taken, he 
doesn’t hesitate to board an extraterrestrial craft to rescue her. 
There, the Captain and his cohorts meet Grumpus, a man who 
looks like Santa Claus and who gives them a map. “To get to 
your mother,” the man says, “you have to cross into the Parallel 
Dimension.” The Captain does so as the Wind Fury approaches 
a mirror image of itself, crew included. He takes on the identity 
of the boy across from him, Oliver, keeping his true nature as a 
pirate a secret. The Captain then starts upgrading Oliver’s life 
by trouncing the bullies and auditioning for the play’s lead role. 
But the knowledge of his mom’s cancer and some slips back into 
the role of Captain make the adventurer’s path a rocky one.

Bravo’s inventive tale possesses a tricky structure that 
should draw in his target audience. After the informative first 
chapter, readers plunge into a lengthy fantasy section that seem-
ingly abandons Oliver, the student, and his various problems. 

The Captain’s confidence is noticeable and stirring to behold. 
He tells Lil Nicky: “Each moment is an opportunity to make 
things better.” Grumpus later advises the Captain: “To become 
the boy, you must forget who you are,” a line that sounds playful 
enough but contains hefty emotional weight for adult readers 
who realize that childhood, usually full of light and innocence, 
is so difficult to recapture even in the imagination. A further 
narrative shift occurs as multiple chapters of Adam and the 
Whale appear in the text. The author’s creative approach shows 
younger readers the directions in which fiction can stretch, 
preparing them for classics like Bram Stoker’s epistolary Drac-
ula. Most importantly, Oliver’s bullying does not happen in a 
vacuum. Readers see that Buck lives in an emotionally abusive 
home and believes—sweetly and naïvely—that starring in the 
play is a steppingstone to a professional acting career and a bet-
ter life. He and the Captain eventually come to understand each 
other—after some questionable brawling, of course. The plot of 
Adam and the Whale offers an extended metaphor about looking 
deeper at cause and effect while allowing Bravo to deliver some 
sublime moments. In one scene, Madame Maura, a soothsayer, 
wears “an evil grin” that “oozed out onto her aged and leath-
ery face.” A solution to the mystery of Grumpus rounds out the 
heartwarming tale.

An engaging, challenging, and thoughtfully balanced 
adventure.

LINEAGE OF THE TREES
Brunette, Jane
flamingseed press (234 pp.) 
$14.95 paper  |  $8.99 e-book
Aug. 25, 2019
978-0-9892605-5-8

A tragedy-scarred woman dedicates 
her life to guarding trees.

Brunette’s novel opens with an 
emblematically vivid and horrifying image. 
The book’s main character, Lata Marie, 

recalls the day before her eighth birthday, when Aunt Charlotte 
set fire to her house—“a rambling Victorian with a turret and a 
wrap-around porch”—and was consumed in the flames. “The last 
time I saw her,” Lata reflects, “she stood in the attic window wav-
ing at me, a solid wall of fire behind her like a stage curtain.” From 
that stark initial image, the narrative flows backward to flesh out 
the oddly controlling nature of Lata’s Uncle Jesse and its effect 
on the unconventional Charlotte, who “had a translucent qual-
ity—an ability to walk through a room full of people as though 
she were the only one there.” It was the extensive amount of time 
she spent with Charlotte as a child that gave Lata her own sym-
pathy for nature and “taste for wildness.” The story expands to 
include Charlotte’s own background; the tale of her introduction 
to the neighborhood woods, protected by the Convent of the 
Sisters of St. Francis; and the semimystical lessons she absorbed 
from nature. “The woods taught me things you can’t learn from 
people,” Charlotte muses, “like how to make friends with trees 
and the little plants that grow beneath them.” Looming in the 
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background of all these deep stories are the fate of the woods and 
the fiery culmination awaiting Charlotte.

Brunette handles the many strands of her novel with consid-
erable, delicate skill. The decision to shuttle the plots between 
chapters focusing on Lata and those concentrating on Char-
lotte could easily have backfired since it necessarily stands in 
the way of a central momentum forming. But the author makes 
this split narrative work, increasing the undercurrents of ten-
sion between the two stories across diverse time periods and 
personalities. Somewhat unexpectedly, the character of Jesse, 
with his odd obsessions—reflected in a different way from 
these two narrative perspectives—often takes primacy. The 
book unifies the various threads through a sense of connection 
to the natural world and a feeling of resentment at its destruc-
tion. “Did anyone make their prayers to the forest, make their 
case for the good this city would do by rising up in its place?” 
asks a character looking at the rapid urban expansion. “Did 
anyone talk to the people who had lived there first, convince 
them of the pressing need for the giant dry cleaner and the drug 
store and the factory that made foam rubber?” Brunette grace-
fully and subtly moves her parallel stories forward, and although 
Charlotte’s tale is noticeably more intriguing than Lata’s, both 
are adroitly shaped in order to evoke and echo each other. And 
the suggestion running through both accounts—the unambigu-
ous sanctity of the natural world—lends the two storylines an 
urgent kind of real-world spirituality.

An intricate and captivating dual narrative that keeps 
returning to the magic of trees.

IN THE ORBIT OF SIRENS
Bruno, T.A.
Illus. by Hall, Jason Michael
Self (514 pp.) 
$26.99  |  $16.80 paper  |  $5.99 e-book
Oct. 4, 2020
978-1-73464-701-3
978-1-73464-700-6 paper

In Bruno’s debut SF series starter, 
refugees of a cyborg invasion colonize a 
distant, exotic world only to find bizarre 
and terrifying new threats.

In the future, humans on Earth have had to contend with 
an uprising of cyborgs called the Undriel, who are reminiscent 
of the Borg of the Star Trek universe. Human survivors in a 
war spanning the solar system wind up making a final stand on 
Ganymede, a moon of Jupiter. The Undriel overwhelm them, 
but young mechanic Denton Castus and his family manage 
to flee just in time by joining tens of thousands of humans in 
stasis as part of a desperate plan called the Telemachus Project. 
They take a 300-year flight to a habitable planet called Kamaria, 
which is “Earth-like, but different from Earth in a lot of ways.” 
For example, the exotic and potentially dangerous life-forms, 
from airborne bacteria to a race of technologically advanced, 
psychic flying humanoids called the Auk’nai, are very different, 
indeed. In a flashback, a previous Telemachus Project ship lands 

on Kamaria and its passengers make a tentative accord with the 
Auk’nai and explore the immediate vicinity, which includes 
a forbidding, abandoned city. There, a malevolent influence 
possesses war hero Roelin Raike. The two story threads come 
together when Denton awakens on Kamaria and integrates 
into the colonists’ society, where a long-ago incomprehensible 
crime is a lingering trauma. Before long, Denton also begins to 
feel the same psychic presence that afflicted Raike. Bruno is 
a highly imaginative and natural storyteller, conjuring numer-
ous technologies, cultures, and creatures and providing a par-
ticularly spectacular ending. SF fans may detect echoes of H.P. 
Lovecraft’s work, TV’s Babylon 5, the blockbuster film Avatar, 
and other works; the smoothly polished prose and snappy pace 
are reminiscent of a no-nonsense master thriller author such as 
Alistair Maclean. The technology and biology descriptions don’t 
get in the way of the suspense, and the references to ancient 
Greek legend sharpen the backstory of Kamaria’s godlike aliens, 
who do indeed seem mythic. Hall’s illustrations feel like a trib-
ute to the material’s stated origin—a comic book that Bruno 
created in elementary school.

A solidly entertaining and sometimes enthralling inter-
planetary yarn.

A SEPTEMBER TO REMEMBER: 
SEARCHING FOR CULINARY 
PLEASURES AT THE 
ITALIAN TABLE
Book Three: Lombardy, 
Tuscany, Compania, Apulia, 
and Lazio (Roma)
Bumpus, Carole
She Writes Press (272 pp.) 
$16.95 paper  |  $8.99 e-book
Apr. 27, 2021
978-1-63152-727-2

A cultural and gastronomic tour through Italy by train, car, 
and ferry with culinary delights at every turn.

Bumpus explains how a 1998 visit to Italy with her husband, 
Winston, inspired her Savoring the Olde Ways culinary travel-
ogue series. Although this is the third and most recent volume, 
it is, in fact, the story of where her journey began. In Italy, she 
discovered that “traditional foods bring European families 
together in a manner not experienced in the U.S.—not only for 
holidays, but for every day of their lives.” While planning a trip 
to celebrate Bumpus’ retirement from her psychotherapy prac-
tice, she and her spouse fortuitously happened upon a rental ad 
for a Tuscan farmhouse. The owner, Lisa Young, helped them in 
their quest to fully experience the local culture. They arrived 
in the tiny village of Poderi di Montemerano on the first week-
end of September, just in time to partake in the annual harvest 
festival, set to start on their very doorstep. The couple joined 
the revelers, winding their way down the mountain to the fair-
grounds: “Smoke from the pits of braising meats tantalized us, 
along with the intoxicating aromas of simmering pasta sauces.” 
It’s an enticing beginning to an account of a month that took 
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“Bruno is a highly imaginative and natural storyteller, conjuring 
numerous technologies, cultures, and creatures.”

in the orbit of sirens
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them not only through Tuscany, but also Compania, Apulia, and 
the Lazio region, where Rome is located. Much of this book 
is devoted to exploring the Etruscan and Roman ruins that 
defined the country’s early history. As a result, there are fewer 
family-centered stories than in the first two volumes, but there 
are still plenty of engaging cultural tidbits, both ancient and 
current. Of Poderi, for example, Young tells Bumpus, “people 
still have an affinity to their own regional cultures, traditions, 
dialects, and foods. That is what defines who they are.” Reci-
pes, the book notes, are handed down through generations, and 
each family rigidly follows their unique methods of preparation. 
Elaborate descriptions of almost every meal and snack turn this 
compelling travel book into an enjoyable vicarious experience. 
Readers should make sure not to overlook the final section, 
which contains 19 mouthwatering recipes.

A joyous book of Italian history, traditions, and food that’s 
worth savoring.

BROTHERS IN ARMS
Remembering Brothers 
Buried Side by Side 
in American World 
War II Cemeteries
Callahan, Kevin M.
Brothers in Arms Press (352 pp.) 
$35.00  |  $12.99 e-book  |  Jul. 4, 2020
978-0-578-46885-3

A historical account of pairs of 
brothers who fought and died in World War II and were buried 
together overseas.

For much of early American history, the interment of soldiers 
was a private, family affair, but given the extraordinary number 
of casualties produced by the Civil War, national cemeteries 
became necessary, observes debut author and historian Callahan. 
The solemn tradition of leaving no soldier behind, alive or dead, 
includes a commitment to burying each and every fallen soldier, 
wherever found. In many instances, this entailed doing so on 
foreign land, very far from the places of the soldiers’ birth. The 
author provides a meticulously researched overview into this 
historical phenomenon, focusing specifically on the side-by-side 
burials of sibling soldiers of the Second World War. In total, he 
provides more than 70 brief accounts of these pairs along with 
descriptions and beautifully shot photos of cemeteries in Nor-
mandy, Belgium, Luxembourg, and North Africa, among other 
locations. Callahan’s research brought him into contact with 
members of a number of different families, and the book is fes-
tooned with images of these interview subjects. The author was 
clearly motivated by more than mere scholarly curiosity, and he’s 
obviously moved by the sacrifices of the soldiers and the families 
that lost them. Indeed, the book’s inspiration came roughly 10 
years ago, after he saw the gravesite of two American siblings in 
Italy and wondered: “Who were these brothers? Where did they come 
from? How did they die? Who did they leave behind?”

The author discovered many stories with considerable dra-
matic power, and he ably conveys them in these pages. At one 

point, for instance, he tells the tale of the Niland brothers from 
New York, whose plight inspired the 1998 film Saving Private 
Ryan; one could easily argue that the real-life story is more fasci-
nating than its cinematic homage. At the core of Callahan’s study 
is the theme of sacrifice: The soldiers gave up their lives, often 
when they were only teenagers, and whole families were dev-
astated by the profound losses. Nevertheless, the young men’s 
sacrifices are often proudly embraced in a way that is incredibly 
moving, as when a chaplain, in a letter to a grieving mother, tells 
of an exchange he once overheard: A woman told an ex-soldier, 

“It’s a shame you lost your leg,” and he replied, “Ma’am...I didn’t 
lose it, I gave it.” However, some of the vignettes in this book 
are so brief that one may wonder why they were included at all. 
Also, as the author candidly concedes, the scope of the study is 
exceedingly narrow and doesn’t describe the sacrifices of female 
or African American soldiers or of any servicemen buried in 
the United States. Despite this, Callahan manages to capture 
a little-studied sliver of the Second World War—not an easy 
task to accomplish given the massive body of historical scholar-
ship already available—and lucidly offers readers a look at the 
human costs of the conflict.

An original and often affecting perspective on one of the 
major wars of the 20th century.

THE SPINSTER AND THE RAKE
Devon, Eva
Entangled: Amara (400 pp.) 
$7.99 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-68281-613-4

In Devon’s historical romance novel, 
a bold English countrywoman meets a 
duke with a secret.

It’s 1795, and Edward Stanhope, the 
Duke of Thornfield, is beset by a house 
party full of young ladies vying for the 

unmarried man’s attention. In frustration, he retires to his 
private library, where he finds yet another woman—Miss 
Georgiana Bly, regarded by many of her peers as a plain coun-
try spinster. He asks her to leave, but she defies him, not real-
izing that he’s the duke; to force her to go, he threatens to kiss 
her. However, she calls his bluff, which sets in motion a series 
of events that ends with them engaged. Georgiana has little 
experience in posh society, so Edward and his aunt go about 
training her in the proper ways of being a duchess. At the same 
time, she takes it upon herself to train the cold and sometimes 
socially awkward duke to be warmer and more easygoing. The 
couple quickly find that they share a love of literature, but 
Edward seems incapable of providing the emotional intimacy 
that Georgiana craves. Edward finally confesses that he’s always 
felt that his mind works differently than others’—readers may 
interpret his description to mean that he has an anxiety disor-
der or is on the autism spectrum, although this is never speci-
fied—and he worries if he’ll inadvertently drive Georgiana away. 
Then Georgiana’s father becomes embroiled in a scandal that 
could undo everything. Devon, the author of The Wallflower’s 
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Wild Wedding (2021), effectively drops hints about Edward’s 
secret from the very first pages. However, he’s far from a rakish 
character, despite the novel’s title, as he dislikes all but a very 
small circle of people. Georgiana is an enjoyable heroine who’s 
well versed in politics and literature and a quick study when it 
comes to the rules of society, even as she flouts the ones that 
she thinks are silly. Overall, the novel is rather short on conflict, 
and the action often pauses at length so that the characters may 
have long conversations about William Shakespeare or Parlia-
ment. Still, the characters are a lively, well-realized group.

A light, low-conflict Georgian romance.

A TRAIL OF PEARLS
George, D.M.
Self (239 pp.)
$4.99 e-book  |  Feb. 28, 2021

A divorced, middle-aged woman’s 
journey of self-discovery blends with 
mythology in this aquatic-themed novel.

Perla Palazzo arrives in Italy with 
a goal to write four articles for Travel-
Bauble.com and launch a new career as a 
travel writer. Before she even starts writ-
ing her first article, she swims in a small 

cove, where she meets Parthenope, a strange, beautiful woman 
who reveals herself to be a millennia-old mermaid. She wants to 
help Perla spice up her trip, and she gives her a cameo to give 
her a “new perspective.” Perla unexpectedly finds that wearing 
the necklace makes her suddenly look 20 years younger, which 
garners her quite a bit of attention when she’s doing research 
for her article. However, she also starts attracting attention 
from some dangerous people and even gets herself into situa-
tions where her life is in peril. It soon becomes clear that this 
piece of jewelry isn’t exactly what Perla needs after all. In this 
fantastical debut novel, author George blends classical myths of 
merpeople and sirens with the beauty and bustle of modern Italy. 
Although the main character’s persistent complaints about her 
aging body quickly become exhausting, they effectively help to 
highlight the differences that occur when she puts on the magi-
cal necklace. The side characters that appear throughout Perla’s 
journey feel genuine and add appeal to the story, and Italy feels 
like a living, breathing place rather than simply a diverting set-
ting. The prose is descriptive but not excessively so, and the 
author does a great job of efficiently relating the small towns 
and gorgeous scenery.

A well-paced, entertaining read with mermaids, magic, 
mystery, and mayhem.

THE ROMEO CLUB
Restless Old Men Eating Out
Graziano, Vincent 
Self (252 pp.) 
$27.99  |  $13.99 paper  |  $6.99 e-book
Oct. 30, 2020
978-1-73526-530-8
978-0-578-64466-0 paper

Friends hatch a daring rescue scheme 
for their compulsive-gambler buddy in 
this comedic thriller.

At Johnny Paradise’s Italian Restaurant in Inlet Cove, New 
York, three friends in their mid-60s—whom Johnny dubs “The 
Romeo Club; Restless Old Men Eating Out”—regularly meet 
for huge meals, plenty of wine, and shared laughter. The three-
some consists of Frankie Grace, a funeral director; Dr. Claudio 
Odelli, a general practitioner nicknamed Cardio; and real estate 
developer Tim Collins. Despite their 30-year friendship, Tim 
has managed to keep his severe gambling problem hidden from 
the others, his losses covered so far by financial crimes, maxed-
out credit cards, and loans from the Albanian, Chinese, Russian, 
and Italian mobs. Disastrous Super Bowl bets and impending 
bankruptcy put him in a hopeless situation that Reno Amore, 
a senior investigator for the FBI, hopes to profit from. He’s 
no slouch; “the notches on his shield added up to a Who’s Who 
of mafia crime bosses.” Amore demands that Tim wear a wire, 
gather evidence, and testify on the stand against his crime 
world creditors. When bullets smash through the front window 
of Paradise’s Italian Restaurant, no one is killed. Most think 
that Mafia captain Sam Napoli was the target, but in fact the 
shooting is a message to Tim from the Albanians. In despair, 
Tim confesses the truth to his friends, moaning, “I wish I were 
dead. I’m worth more dead than alive, anyway. It’s the only way 
out.” With Johnny and Nino, his Italian nephew, Frankie and 
Cardio devise a cunning plan: They will use their skills and con-
nections to convincingly fake Tim’s death and get him a new 
identity. In the process, Frankie and Cardio also prepare for life 
changes, but first, they’ll have to pull off an elaborate charade to 
fool the four mobs as well as the canny Amore.

In his third novel, Graziano tells a story whose snowball-
ing complications will keep readers so engrossed in the friends’ 
efforts that it’s easy to forget how little Tim deserves them. 
They immediately turn their focus from Tim’s lies, omissions, 
and misdeeds to strategizing ways to help, showing they’re 
more than Johnny’s description of them as “the most juvenile, 
unruly group you will ever meet.” In the way of all heist tales, 
readers, too, will focus sympathy on the conspirators’ clever-
ness, such that despite Amore’s smarts and persistence, it’s fun 
to see him duped. The author writes well about his settings, as 
when richly evoking wrong-side-of-the-tracks Westchester 
County: “The neighborhood consisted of light-manufacturing 
plants, sprinkled among illegal three-family homes with worn 
vinyl siding and aluminum gutters tearing away from the fascia.” 
Similarly, Graziano draws on his experience as a licensed funeral 
director to supply the authentic details of what it would actually 
take to successfully stage a death, from obtaining a substitute 
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corpse to delivering a brilliantly plausible explanation for why 
the ashes aren’t available for DNA study.

A hilarious take on the caper novel that gains depth from 
the characters’ affectionate bonds.

THE FOUNTAIN 
Hay, David Scott 
Whisk(e)y Tit (433 pp.) 
$18.00 paper  |  Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-952600-04-3

A magic elixir that confers stupen-
dous creative powers on talentless peo-
ple sets the art world on its ear in this 
satirical novel.

When Chicago’s Museum of Con-
temporary Art sets up a “BE AN ART-

IST” stunt exhibition that lets ordinary museumgoers try their 
hands at art, what emerges are the two greatest works of the age: 
Ragnarök and Roll, a Play-Doh sculpture of a bomb made by a 
foul-mouthed 10-year-old named Timmy O’Donnell, and Migra-
tion, a paper bird mobile by 73-year-old tyro Tabitha Masterson. 
Art students start worshipping Masterson as the goddess Bitha. 
Mediocre art critic Jasper Duckworth figures he can make his 
reputation by championing the two prodigies, but soon a disap-
pointing truth emerges: Their bolt-from-the-blue artistic capabil-
ities are the result of imbibing water from the MCA’s third-floor 
drinking fountain. The fountain’s potion grants everyone who 
swallows it the capacity to produce just one magnificent piece—
and then kills the artist. The implications roil the denizens of 
Chicago’s art scene. Struggling sculptor Jawbone Walker drinks 
the water and makes an arty chair that priapically invigorates an 
older man who sits in it; Ross Robards, a legless Vietnam veteran 
and mass-market painter, abhors the fountain’s potential to make 
anyone an effortlessly great artist, especially because it competes 
with his own promise to teach anyone how to be a great artist 
through his instructional TV show. Sculptor Bob Bellio rejects 
the water but then has his sublime pieces dismissed as products 
of the fountain; schoolteacher-turned–art-groupie Emma—she 
specializes in plaster casts of genitalia—sees her libido intensify 
after she sips the water; and Duckworth schemes to take advan-
tage of the water’s power without consuming it himself.

Hay’s yarn is a cynical, bawdy spoof of an art establishment 
whose cult of idealism and authenticity barely camouflages a 
crass hunger for fame and fortune. (“What have you done, Timmy? 
Duckworth thinks. You’ve ruined this masterpiece and turned it into 
the media’s culpability in war, genocide, and homelessness....But then 
a clearer notion: I’ve got an exclusive.”) Yet the raucous novel 
also takes the artistic life and creative process seriously. (“Once, 
maybe twice,” Bob “consciously uses a technique he learned from 
somewhere; the rest of the time it is pure instinct. Pure flow. Pure 
energy….The earth is a scratched stained wooden table. The sky 
behind him, a place where the sparks of tiny pieces of metal from 
the grinding wheel shoot up like tiny rockets.”) The author is 
given to flights of surrealism: “You’ve been grifting and scamming 
them with your camera…you’re a fraud,” a talking squirrel says, 

egging on a suicidal photographer. Hay’s writerly voice sounds a 
bit like David Foster Wallace in a gonzo vein, with lots of cultural 
riffs, esoteric footnotes, a profusion of characters and subplots 
with obscure connections, and imagery that’s sensual and evoca-
tive but in a coolly analytical way. (A man “turns and catches Not 
Trudy loping with a laid back stride, hips swinging freely but not 
for show. All her movements utilize an additional five degrees of 
body movement, giving her not an exaggerated effect, but one of 
a body enjoying being in motion.”) It’s a baggy story with third-
act problems, but the author’s gorgeous prose and comic inven-
tiveness make for an entrancing read.

A passionate meditation on art wrapped in a hilarious 
sendup of artistic pretensions.

ANTHOLOGY 
Love Stories Inspired by 
Country Music
Heisinger, Sonja
Self (309 pp.) 
$12.99 paper  |  $9.99 e-book  |  Dec. 5, 2020
979-8-69-780739-2

Heisinger, the author of the Liberty 
Hill Western romance series, offers 12 
varied stories of modern-day love, each 
based on a different country song. 

These character-driven tales of love also double as a playlist, as 
each shares a title with a real-life song that’s close to Heisinger’s 
heart. In “That Summer,” a tough widow develops feelings for her 
farmhand. The author ups the stakes in “Roller Coaster,” in which 
a young couple’s magical summer romance in New Orleans is inter-
rupted by a hurricane. “Enchanted” follows a movie star who finds 
solace in a chance meeting with a returning soldier who doesn’t 
know she’s a celebrity. Next, readers are transported to Tanzania, 
where an American woman reaches a breaking point in her mar-
riage in “Austin” and “She Don’t Love You (She’s Just Lonely).” “Just 
a Dream,” about a military retiree who watches over his young, 
pregnant neighbor, explores platonic love. A country music star 
reconnects with the woman who inspired his songs in “Interstate/
Kiss Me in the Dark,” and travel tales become a love language in 

“Dancing Away With My Heart,” which fades into the melancholy 
“Amarillo by Morning.” “Come a Little Closer” offers a meet-cute 
at a church, and the author wraps things up with “Blue Christmas,” 
a pensive story about reawakening love and creativity. Heisinger’s 
writing in these and other stories is sturdy and straightforward, 
and her stories offer fun twists on country tunes written by such 
luminaries as Taylor Swift, Garth Brooks, and Tim McGraw; con-
sequently, although romance is the book’s focus, it will probably 
find its biggest audience with fellow country music fans. Although 
Heisinger shies away from explicit sex scenes, her stories are decid-
edly adult in tone and feel modern; their heroines relatably curse 
and wear cutoff shorts as they look for true love. A few endings 
feel rushed, but the collection’s lively banter, wish fulfillment, and 
country grit carry the day. 

A light and appealing romance collection for country 
music fans. 

“The author’s gorgeous prose and comic 
inventiveness make for an entrancing read.”

the fountain
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SUSTAINABILITY
Helm, Tyler
iUniverse (486 pp.) 
$24.79 paper  |  $3.99 e-book  |  Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-5320-8442-3

A debut globe-trotting novel charts 
an enterprising American entrepreneur’s 
risky foray into renewable electricity.

Canadian author Helm’s corporate 
thriller stars Jim Dunsmuir, a reckless risk 
taker and “one of the richest, most eligi-
ble bachelors in the world.” Dunsmuir got 

his start in the real estate and oil production industries before 
digging his heels into financial investments. From his home base 
in Reykjavik, Iceland, he seeks a partner in a new venture and 
proposes a collaboration with environmentalist and sustain-
ability expert Garcia Grey. Combining her knowledge and vast 
experience with his resources, they spearhead a pioneering 
renewable energy source that is poised to revolutionize how the 
world manufactures, delivers, and ultimately consumes electric-
ity. This brilliant innovation makes Dunsmuir a target for other 
companies thirsty for an ecologically sound breakthrough in 
power sources. The corporate shark closest to unseating his 
plans is the conniving cutthroat George Anderson, founder of 
Blade Solar, one of the world’s largest solar companies, a man 
who isn’t above bribing, spying, or bending the law. He diaboli-
cally injects himself into Dunsmuir’s orbit to derail his bid on a 
lucrative contract involving installing an eco-friendly, efficient 
hydroelectricity grid in a new Saudi Arabian “super city.” To 
gain an edge, Anderson employs the aid of former New York 
City Police Department detective Richard Emerson and his 
security industry cohorts, who have illicitly ushered through 
other acquisitions. With pitch-perfect characterizations and 
a swift narration, Helm shifts his novel into high gear as Dun-
smuir plans his strategic bid while Anderson uses every fiendish, 
undermining tactic in his arsenal, including vicious kidnapping 
and sabotage plots, to eliminate the competition and gain favor 
with the Saudi crown prince. The two entrepreneurs’ bidding 
war gets violently nasty, but the author uses this competitive-
ness to the book’s advantage by generating suspense, momen-
tum, and the kind of corporate greed and fierce power plays 
that reflects aspects of today’s modern, high-tech business 
world. Additionally, the dynamic between Dunsmuir and Grey 
deepens and intensifies as both grow closer over the course of 
a perhaps needlessly lengthy novel. The author’s use of a hot 
topic—sustainable green resources—will surely draw readers in, 
and his storytelling talent will keep them there until the tidy 
ending.

Sparkling characterizations, espionage, and international 
intrigue spice up this ambitious, eco-conscious thrill ride.

AT ANY GIVEN SECOND 
Hilton, Paula R.
Hidden Owl (70 pp.) 
$8.00 paper  |  Jun. 9, 2020
978-0-9962371-7-8

Hilton’s beguiling poetry collection 
explores childhood, parenthood, love, 
and loss.

The author received a Kirkus Star 
for her YA novel Little Miss Chaos (2016), 
and its coming-of-age themes can also 

be found in her first poetry collection, which draws deeply 
from personal experience. Hilton presents shifting perspec-
tives, as found in the title poem, which opens the collection: 

“Tossing / a ball. / Good to be / ten again” leads to the lines 
“Memory / makes eighteen-year-old / son newborn.” This poem 
is a slideshow of reminiscences, with the last line laconically 
capturing the crux of memory: “At any given second / we fall 
together through time.” A number of poems feature the poet’s 
deceased father, a farmer, and Hilton expertly uses stacked 
imagery to build readers’ understanding of her dad’s charac-
ter, including his strengths and frailties: “His scent: musk / 
cologne, sweat, / smoke. Hard work. / Insulin bottles / syringes 
scattered / on kitchen table.” Other poems, such as “Day to 
Day,” celebrate how writing imbues life with purpose: “Barely 
/ surviving. / Until / I pick up / my pen.” Hilton is a strikingly 
versatile poet, experimenting with such forms as haiku, tankas, 
and villanelles. “Musing,” written in tercets, is an example of 
how her often sparse language has the power to shake readers 
into awareness: “Look hard at your life, / each moment is a 
poem, / hold it in your hands.” Similarly, the quintain “Learn-
ing from Lucy,” a wry summary of C.S. Lewis’ The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe, proves an unforgettable celebration 
of female resilience: “Brother, a snitch, / tries to derail his / 
sister’s Hero’s Journey. Learns / Lucy’s courage burns through 
ice.” Even Hilton’s most personal poems present liberating, 
universal truths. In “Shame Not Hers,” she speaks to her 
younger self: “all the shame she picked up, / carried for a long 
time, / never belonged to her.” The poet’s deft skill, combined 
with her endearingly compassionate approach to life, makes 
this debut well worth reading.

Varied, dexterous, and tender poems.
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CENTRAL CITY
by Indy Perro 

“A debut novel offers a noirish 
procedural set in the early 1990s 
that follows police detectives 
investigating a string of murders 
in a sordid, crime-laden Ameri-
can city.” 

A somber, moody, and absorb-
ing mystery/thriller.

DOWNHILL FAST
by Dana J. Summers

“A hired killer desperately tries to 
stay one step ahead of a kingpin’s 
goons in this novel.”

Readers will find this crackerjack 
thriller hard to put down.

CULTURE IS 
THE BASS
by Gerald J. Leonard

“A bassist-cum–business con-
sultant employs a music anal-
ogy to explain project portfolio 
management.”

Nicely orchestrated and well-
executed business advice.

WINNERS AND 
LOSERS
by Art Hartz
Illus. by Aleksandar Jovic &
Mike Wolfe & Heroud Ramos

“In this cartoon collection by the 
author of The Slings and Arrows 
of Mundane Fortune (2019), the 
concepts of winning and losing are 
unpacked, tongue firmly in cheek.”

A mixed bag of gags and witticisms 
revealing the hollowness of both 
victory and defeat.

OUR AUTUMN YEARS
by Art Hartz
Illus. by Aleksandar Jovic &
Mike Wolfe & Heroud Ramos

“A generously illustrated look at 
old age.”

An often upbeat set of spirited 
senior reflections.

LHOSA
by Carey Allen Krause 

“In this epic fantasy by the author 
of The Sword of God (2009), a 
boy ascends into adulthood in a 
world tarnished by others’ bigotry 
and thirst for political power.”

An enthralling coming-of-age 
story that unfolds in a land both 
strange and recognizable.



BLOWING IN 
THE WIND
by John Murnane

“When three teenagers get lost in 
the desert, dangerous conditions, 
animals, and people test their 
mettle in this debut YA novel.”

A thoughtful and entertain-
ing coming-of-age tale with a 
vibrant setting.

THE UNDISCOVERED 
COUNTRY
by Mike Nemeth

“In Nemeth’s (Defiled, 2017, etc.) 
thriller, a son travels to Geor-
gia to care for his ill mother and 
becomes disturbed by the dubi-
ous behavior of her doctors and 
his own siblings.”

A precise, elaborate tale that 
shows just how menacing a family’s 
history can be.

PLEASE WRITE
by Janette Byron Stone

“Stone’s debut historical novel 
tells a story of the tumultuous 
Vietnam War years—from the 
battlefield and from the Austra-
lian homefront.”

An engaging reflection on friend-
ship during turbulent times.

WHAT A BODY 
REMEMBERS
by Karen Stefano

“One woman’s account of a har-
rowing attack in Berkeley, Califor-
nia, and its aftermath.”

An honest, nuanced look at what 
it means to carry on after a trau-
matic event. 

MERCILESS WORLD
by Bruce Roland

“A global apocalypse threat-
ens the planet and the future 
of humanity.”

Another thrilling space adven-
ture anchored by a daring duo 
on land and in the sky.

BLINDING FEAR
by Bruce Roland

“A sci-fi thriller involving a planet-
killing comet, interstellar joy 
rides, and two heroic citizens 
fighting to save the planet.”

An impressive, enterprising effort 
by an author with verve and 
imagination to spare.
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FRIENDS COUNT
by Lori Brown
illus. by Julianna Harvey

“A dog finds many new friends in 
this debut counting book.” 

A pleasant outdoor adventure 
with a calm animal cast and an 
easy introduction to numbers.

PUANANI AND 
THE VOLCANO
by Jo Ann Jeffries
illus. by Lydia and Isaia of Worlds 
Beyond Art

“After the 2018 eruption of the 
Kilauea volcano, a young girl 
organizes a beach cleanup in this 
debut illustrated chapter book for 
kids ages 5 to 8.”

For high drama, look elsewhere—
but a diverse cast and contempo-
rary setting set this book apart from 
other volcano books.

BELOVED MOTHER 
by Laura Hunter 

“Hunter offers a debut historical 
novel about three women’s dif-
ficult lives in rural 20th-century 
Appalachia.

A haunting, slow-burn intergen-
erational family saga.

SOARING CRIMSON 
TALES
by Tathagat Ghosh

“This debut collection of 10 short 
stories boasts elements of magic, 
SF, and compassion.”

Quietly absorbing tales with indel-
ible characters.

TROPICAL 
DECEPTION
by David Myles Robinson 

“A lawyer—defending a client 
accused of murder—gets drawn 
into a murky conspiracy that 
involves the mob, Russian cor-
ruption, and a lucrative business 
deal in this fourth installment of 
a series.”

A pleasant and well-executed 
crime drama.

MEMORIES: 
FORGOTTEN BUT 
NOT GONE
by Michael J. Canzoniero

“A system meant to help two 
young, orphaned brothers fails 
them in this paranormal thriller 
by the author of In Strictest Con-
fidence (2017).”

A bracing combination of bureau-
cracy bashing and mystical mystery.



CONFIDENCE LOST 
CONFIDENCE FOUND
by Kate McGuinness

“In this self-help guide for women, 
an executive coach shares her 
strategies for building and main-
taining confidence.”

A compassionate and energiz-
ing guide full of confidence-
building ideas.

RUN, WALK, CRAWL
by Sarahbeth Persiani

“A businesswoman chronicles 
the challenges of balancing work, 
family, and caregiving responsi-
bilities in her debut memoir.”

A brave, soul-searching firsthand 
account of the risks and rewards 
of caregiving.

SQUIRE WITH FIRE
by Joseph Cassis
illus. by the author

“In debut author/illustrator Cas-
sis’ children’s book, a 600-year-
old family heirloom sparks a 
grandfather’s story about a 
squire’s values.”

A long but sometimes delight-
ful illustrated work for young 
readers. 

ACHOO! ACHOO! I’VE 
GOT THE FLU
by Andie Michaels
illus. by Mark Hernandez 

“A creature’s surprise birthday 
party goes awry when all of the 
guests get the flu in this rhyming 
picture-book debut.”

A cleverly funny animal tale with 
giggleworthy illustrations.

SUFFERBORN
by J.C. Hartcarver
illus. by the author

“A young woman in a convent 
falls for an elf in a world rife 
with fiendish sorcerers in this 
debut fantasy.” 

A grand epic that delivers excep-
tional characters, magic, and 
romance.

LOULOU BROWN 
LOVES TO READ
by Deborah Bernard
Illus. by Mark Brayer 

“A girl faces a classic dilemma—
discovering a quiet place to 
read—in this debut picture book.”

Young book lovers will recognize 
a kindred spirit in this lively tale.
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BOON ON THE MOON
by John Huddles 

“A young troublemaker on Earth 
has a chance to be a hero on the 
moon when he and other colo-
nists face a natural disaster in 
this middle-grade SF tale.” 

Exemplary characters enliven a 
comical lunar romp.

THE BLAMELESS
by E.S. Christison 

“A young princess adopted into an 
extended family of magic wielders 
discovers her own special pow-
ers in Christison’s debut novel for 
children ages 10 to 14.”

A heartwarming and innocent 
upper-middle-grade fantasy.

MANGO RAINS
by Anne H. Oman

“In this novel, a young American 
woman joins the Foreign Service 
and is sent to Cambodia during 
Southeast Asia’s turbulent 1960s.”

An engaging, disturbing tale of 
love, loss, and human frailties set 
against cross-cultural conflicts.
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THE DARK WEB SCAM
King, Michael P.
Blurred Lines Press (229 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Nov. 30, 2020
978-1-952711-01-5

This ninth installment finds the 
series’ leads in a deep thicket of revenge 
after a simple scam goes wrong.

Philip and Carrie Benson, aka The 
Travelers, are longtime grifters currently 
living in a suburban home outside Den-

ver, Colorado, with a hacker named Merlin Jimenez. Their latest 
scam is a website called Death Becomes You. People can pay 
$5,000 in bitcoin for the Bensons to whack someone—however, 
they don’t actually commit the murder. When a potential cli-
ent asks for crime reporter Robin Simons to die in what seems 
like an overdose, the scammers become suspicious that the FBI 
has found them. Researching the client turns up Dr. John Pol-
lock, a dentist in Cornwell, Indiana. The Travelers raise their fee 
to $12,000, which Pollock pays. They don’t know that Pollock 
uses his dental office to sell OxyContin pills provided by drug 
lord Dylan Anderson. Anderson, annoyed that Pollock would 
try to kill the reporter sniffing around their business on his own, 
plans to eliminate the Bensons. The hit man creates collateral 
damage before the Bensons take him down. Philip and Carrie 
then visit Cornwell to exact revenge and scoop up enough cash 
for their next vacation. King’s smoothly executed and addictive 
series returns, offering cinematic action and a high body count. 
This time, the plot twist involves a ring of sex traffickers. What 
begins as genuine concern for a teen named Gypsy escalates 
into war against a powerful thug and his crew. Dark humor pre-
vails, as when the Travelers find the shabby apartment of their 
targets and Philip notes, “When they say crime doesn’t pay, they 
were talking about these two.” The violence is never glamor-
ized (“He shifted his weight, heard the shot as he felt the bullet 
explode through his back into his gut”). The finale suggests the 
Travelers may have more vigilantism in their future.

This exceptionally violent, well-conceived series contin-
ues to explore the moral gray zone.

YOUR SILENT FACE
Lane, Tim
Self (236 pp.) 
$4.99 e-book  |  Sep. 12, 2020

In Lane’s literary novel, a music lover 
attempts to make sense of his reality in 
1980s Michigan.

Stuart Page is back in Flint for the 
summer following his freshman year of 
college. He’s spending it drinking with 
his friends, stirring up old memories, 
and obsessively analyzing the music of 

bands such as the Cure, the Smiths, and Joy Division. (The 

novel shares a title with a 1983 New Order song.) Their records 
provide a soundtrack for his life in a dour, working-class town: 

“My block was just like I remembered it: a funeral procession 
of American made motor vehicles parked on the south side of 
the street outside of not-quite-but-pretty-damn-near-shabby 
aluminum-sided houses with scrubbed and repainted, lusterless 
siding.” Stuart takes it all in as he feels pressure to find a sum-
mer job and copes with his familial tensions and expectations. 
Meanwhile, he’s preoccupied with the late Joy Division singer 
Ian Curtis, memories of his Chippewa grandfather, and a mys-
terious figure he calls “the Viking,” who seems to be following 
him. Lane’s coming-of-age story interrogates timeless themes 
of class, violence, assimilation, and the rough stumble to adult-
hood. Stuart is a memorable protagonist who mixes familiar 
slacker ennui with an obsessive fascination with music. The 
conversational prose—mostly Stuart’s internal monologue—
burbles with non sequiturs, as when the protagonist derails a 
phone call with a friend’s roommate: “Gina, it’s Stuart….What 
has been your biggest disappointment, music wise? Mine’s been 
A Flock of Seagulls. I loved those guys….I think a band with 
too much style is doomed to failure.” The reader will likely be 
reminded of Nick Hornby’s 1995 novel High Fidelity or possibly 
Richard Linklater’s 1993 film Dazed and Confused; Lane’s tale is 
similarly episodic and digressive and more dedicated to re-cre-
ating the feeling of a time and place than telling a cohesive story. 
Even so, the sharp prose and inviting energy help it to succeed 
where similar novels fail. Readers will enjoy following Stuart’s 
thought processes, wherever they lead.

A meandering but vigorous story about wayward youth 
and the necessity of art.

FROM THE GROUND UP
How Frontline Staff Can Save 
America’s Healthcare
Lazes, Peter  & Rudden, Marie 
Berrett-Koehler Publishers (192 pp.) 
$32.95 paper  |  $16.99 e-book
Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-5230-9187-4

A psychologist and a psychiatrist 
offer a playbook to revolutionize Amer-
ica’s inadequate health care system.

Lazes and Rudden want to fix the malfunctioning health care 
system that has not met the needs of patients. They provide a flex-
ible game plan to unify frontline staff (nurses, doctors, pharmacists, 
phlebotomists, physician assistants, receptionists, aides, security 
guards, and environmental workers) and employers through labor-
management partnerships. While LMP is not a new concept, the 
authors’ perspectives on it are fresh, which makes their message 
particularly relevant today during the Covid-19 pandemic fight. 
Because frontline workers interact directly with patients and have 
to function within the day-to-day practices of health care facilities, 
they know what changes are necessary to improve treatment. The 
handy playbook is tailored to the health care universe, but Lazes 
and Rudden maintain that their methodology may be successfully 

“King’s smoothly executed and addictive series returns, 
offering cinematic action and a high body count.”

the dark web scam
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applied to other industries, such as automotive manufacturing. 
The authors take a panoramic view of their program and assess 
the merits and deficits of standard health care practices over time 
and the evolution of LMP. The book is organized into three parts 
that examine labor practices through the lenses of the past, pres-
ent, and future. Each chapter concludes with a helpful summary 
that is meaty yet streamlined. Two extensive case studies con-
ducted at Maimonides Medical Center in Brooklyn and the Los 
Angeles County Department of Health Services add dimension 
and support for LMP. Results of the studies are discussed in depth 
and summarized in useful tables that cite the triumphs of various 
strategic alliances (for example, at Maimonides, absenteeism was 
reduced by 25% and grievances by 63%). Based on several groups of 
core practices they have developed and implemented, the authors 
outline worthy strategies to overcome resistance to positive orga-
nizational disruption, which has revolutionized other industries. 
Chapter 2, which skillfully examines employee involvement prac-
tices that have been effectively implemented in forward-thinking 
nations in Scandinavia since the 19th century, suggests models that 
could improve today’s health care delivery system. The compre-
hensive manual is straightforward and simple to follow, presenting 
technical information in a refreshingly readable form.

Health care professionals, managers, and educators should 
welcome these eye-opening and valuable strategies.

LOVE AND OTHER MOODS
Lee, Crystal Z.
Balestier Press (324 pp.) 
$14.77 paper  |  $9.99 e-book
Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-913891-01-5

In Lee’s debut novel, a 20-something 
woman rediscovers love and a sense of 
herself while visiting a new city.

When Naomi Kita-Fan’s fiance, Seth 
Ray, was transferred to Shanghai, she 

excitedly went with him. She gave up her life in New York City 
to be with the man she loved, but she was only in her new home 
for a month before she discovered that he’d been unfaithful to 
her. The engagement was called off, and Naomi now finds her-
self heartbroken, unemployed, and alone in a foreign country, 
sleeping on a sofa bed in a hastily rented studio apartment. She 
can barely speak Mandarin, but she decides to stay in the city 
anyway—a metropolis that’s full of beauty and excitement and 
unlike anywhere she’s ever been before. Before long, she’s stand-
ing and looking out at the city from a glass-floored platform 
with a handsome restaurateur, “beguiled with the verticality of 
towers, with the kaleidoscopic skyline that resembled Tomor-
row Land, everything gleaming and shiny and new, promising 
a future that was limitless.” Later, she meets Dante Ouyang, a 
Chinese architect who lived abroad in England until recently, 
and she feels an immediate connection with him. Naomi’s 
whirlwind affair with Dante, however, may prove as beguil-
ing—and as full of emotion—as her affair with Shanghai itself. 
Lee’s prose is wonderfully descriptive, equally attuned to the 

rhythms of her characters and the city: “Naomi felt like wearing 
her sunglasses on her walk to work this morning, even though 
there were no sun rays….The sky was a dreary gunmetal hue, the 
fog of pollution looming ominously, lingering at eye level and 
in her nostrils.” Naomi is a complex and compelling creation, 
and the supporting cast members—including her friends Joss 
and Tay—are all richly detailed. The book effectively marries 
her youthful self-exploration with the exploration of an urban 
environment with which many readers may be unfamiliar. The 
conclusion is satisfying, but readers will likely be left with a pro-
found desire to see the real-life Shanghai.

A spirited, resonant love story about new loves and new 
beginnings.

LULU LAMBY
Levy, Karen E.
Illus. by Hope, Holly
Self (30 pp.)
Jan. 1, 2020
978-0-578-83263-0

A small child takes their toy every-
where they go in Levy’s picture book.

An unnamed narrator is annoyed that their 6-year-old 
brother, Sam, frequently leaves his beloved stuffed lamb, Lulu 
Lamby, in restaurants and shops, among other places. The text 
details Sam’s attachment to Lulu and explains how the toy has 
grown gray and floppy over the years. Although Sam’s mother 
implores him to stop bringing Lulu everywhere, he refuses; 
the boy is relieved when his doctor tells him, “Having a lovey 
is okay.” The narrator goes on to explain how Mom often mis-
places her cellphone, too, and Sam realizes that her phone is 
her own “lovey.” After the boy points this out, the narrator says, 

“Mom didn’t try quite as hard to get Sam to leave Lulu Lamby at 
home.” Sam’s attachment to his beloved toy will be very familiar 
to readers around his age, and the book’s discussion questions 
will encourage them to think about their own special items. 
Hope’s colorful, cheerful illustrations simply and sweetly reflect 
scenarios mentioned throughout the story. The adorable toy 
lamb is shown in a range of different places, including the beach, 
a taco truck, and a fire station. The narrator is never shown in 
the illustrations, and Mom’s and Sam’s faces are hidden; the 
doctor appears light-skinned.

A relatable tale about comfort items for young readers.
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THE LANGUAGE 
OF CORPSES 
Linse, T.T.
Salix (472 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-953694-00-3

Three individuals in a spacefaring 
future—where people fluidly inhabit 
successive bodies—participate in a des-
perate rescue mission near Neptune.

Linse’s Mechalum Space series begins with this auspicious 
SF novel, initially a triptych that comes together in the fourth 
act. The 28th-century setting encompasses a space-straddling 
era of Homo mutatis. Humankind has mastered the technique of 
inserting a consciousness into a seemingly endless variety of pre-
pared bodies, whether organically grown flesh-and-blood hosts 
or special-purpose mechs. Virtual immortality, artificial intel-
ligence companions, and perpetual attachment to the descen-
dant of the internet (“the mesh”) are part of this revolution. But 
the real payoff is the invention of “Faison Gates.” These allow 
inquisitive, adventurous, or just plain desperate minds to tele-
port instantaneously throughout 300 remotely settled planets 
and environments in deep space. But it’s hardly idyllic. A reli-
gious war (traditional religion lost, apparently) raged early in 
this new era, and a backward-looking Earth has been largely cut 
off and neglected ever since. And two “essents” trying to occupy 
the same body will result in the death of one of them, a known 
method of assassination. In such a nest of polymorphic intrigue, 
Jazari is a somewhat naïve student of “xenolinguistics” (trained 
to communicate with advanced alien races even though such 
direct contact has not yet happened). She was forced by cir-
cumstance into joining the talented and diverse crew of crime 
kingpin Zosi, a choice she ultimately regrets. On another dis-
tant world, scientist Eala studies a gentle amphibious species 
called the taktak, whose ability to communicate telepathically 
represents another possible breakthrough. And, on the rim of 
humanity’s original, now-obscure solar system, a biologically 
generated body, code-named ZD777, is revived, nurtured, and 
educated by an AI guardian only to be informed of his predica-
ment: He is the lone man aboard a hollowed-out asteroid, for-
merly a teeming space base for the Kuiper belt, now a forgotten, 
derelict habitat slowly failing in orbit around Neptune.

The potential to rescue ZD777 from his apparently hope-
less fate is the climax of the multiheaded narrative stream, and 
quite a nail-biter it becomes. (Whether those nails are human 
or metallic alloy is up for discussion.) Wyoming-based author 
Linse previously published books set in the hardscrabble Amer-
ican West of today and yesteryear but adapts to the final fron-
tier of far-future space with no rocky trails or cowboy atavisms 
whatsoever. Some of the speculations here (especially con-
cerning the nature of intelligence, biologically native or artifi-
cial) could have taught Isaac Asimov a thing or two. That said, 
tenderfeet to this universe will have to struggle initially with 
a density of imaginative futurespeak jargon and para-human 
traits (including the near-universal use of the pronoun she to 

designate everyone; complete genderfluidity evidently does 
that to a society). Linse only provides the expected information 
downloads and history lesson expositions every 100 pages or so. 
But readers who can think on their feet and adapt to the altered 
paradigm of what it means to be human—or sentient—are in 
for an exciting and provocative expedition to a new realm of 
ideas that’s particularly strong in the characterization depart-
ment. The novel ends with every indication that more riches 
remain to be tapped from Mechalum Space.

A powerful launch to a fresh SF series that promises a 
wealth of ingenious concepts.

CHATEAU LAUX
Loux, David
Wire Gate Press (295 pp.) 
Apr. 6, 2021
978-1-954065-01-7

A debut novel about two colonists in 
America whose lives become entwined 
during the early years of the 18th century.

Twenty-two-year-old Lawrence 
Kraymer is tired in body and soul. He 
owns a successful Philadelphia brewery 

inherited from his cruel, exacting grandfather, who raised him 
after the untimely death of his unwed mother. Seeking a sense 
of inner peace that persistently eludes him, Lawrence hires 
John, a young Native American, to lead him on a hunting expe-
dition through Pennsylvania’s frontier country. Later, when 
John heads off to New York, Lawrence chooses to stay behind 
in the wilderness—but without his guide, he soon finds him-
self lost. In a move that will change his destiny, he seeks refuge 
from a storm at a farm owned by Pierre Laux. There, he meets 
and is captivated by the lovely, 18-year-old Catherine, Pierre’s 
eldest daughter. As the novel unspools, readers learn that Pierre 
was born an aristocrat in southern France but arrived in Phila-
delphia as a destitute, 13-year-old orphan. When Lawrence 
later decides to build a chateau near Pierre’s farm, it triggers 
the elder man’s painful memories of life in the Pyrenees and 
the loss of his mother—the first indications that the novel will 
take a tragic turn. From the first pages, Loux, a poet and short 
story author, writes with a grace and a clear love of language 
that permeates the narrative, as when the story explores the lin-
guistic schisms that divided northern and southern France dur-
ing Pierre’s childhood. The author includes just enough period 
detail to bring the era to life without feeling excessive and 
incorporates intriguing tidbits about French religious conflict 
in Pierre’s backstory. Although the action in this slow-paced, 
character-driven tale, which focuses mainly on Pierre, Law-
rence, and Pierre’s oldest son, Jean, frequently meanders, there 
are always signs of approaching conflict from a past that’s not 

“content to rest in peace.”
A haunting, eloquent, and engaging historical drama.
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“Some of the speculations here could have 
taught Isaac Asimov a thing or two.”

the language of corpses
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EVERYWHERE 
Loveless, Adam
Illus. by Timm, Madeline
Loveless Letters (32 pp.)
$19.95 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-0-578-76561-7

Two parents comfort sleepless chil-
dren with a promise that love is present 

all around them in this picture book.
When it’s bedtime for a boy and a girl, they don’t want Mom 

and Dad to leave. The parents assure them that their love is 
always with them, wherever they are: It’s represented by the 
moon shining extra bright, the dog padding into their room 
while they’re asleep, a cardinal perching in a tree, the seeds of a 
dandelion, and the redness of the sunset. In a twist, illustrator 
Timm briefly depicts both children as adults as Mom and Dad 
note that their love will stay with them—as the cool breeze dur-
ing a race, a favorite tune while driving, or a rainbow on a bad 
day. Loveless’ meditative rhymes only rarely miss a beat, and 
their overall message of comfort makes this book a good bed-
time read-aloud. At the end, for example, the parents say to the 
drowsy children, “A gleeful moment, a happy thought. / A flower 
in a random spot. / ...We hope these things / help remind you 
of, / our endless, forever, / never-aging love.” Timm’s watercolor 
and mixed-media illustrations, featuring a family of mixed heri-
tage, are beautifully textured with vivid scenes of nature.

A well-illustrated work with a message that will appeal to 
a young audience.

A CROWN OF COBWEBS
Mitchell, J. Darris 
Indies United Publishing House
(500 pp.) 
$28.95  |  $19.95 paper  |  $5.95 e-book
Jul. 1, 2020
978-1-64456-152-2
978-1-64456-111-9 paper

A spider princess and her crew of 
misfits tangle with dark gods and the 
undead in this fantasy.

Spider Princess and reluctant bride-to-be Adrianna Mor-
ticia is about to wed dragon Prince Richard Valkanna, a long-
arranged marriage (conducted by a lively corpse) that will join 
the two royal households after generations of enmity. The union 
will prevent a war and restore the spiders’ claim to their castle. 
Adrianna, whose shifts between spider and human form may 
make arachnophobes blanch, would much rather be back with 
her cadre of fellow adventurers (Ebbo, a diminutive “magick”-
addicted islander; Clayton, a fashion-conscious golem; and 
Asakusa, a human in thrall to the demonic “Ways of the Dead” 
and in love with the princess). They fulfill missions for a pow-
erful druid dwarf to benefit the multispecies City of S’kar-Vozi. 
Bent on preventing the wedding, Asakusa establishes a quick 
route to the remote spider castle using “Gates” to the paths 

where the dead of all faiths trudge and toil. Amid the chaos 
that Asakusa causes at the castle, Adrianna escapes, returning 
to her old life. She discovers that her three cohorts are facing a 
vampire baron, ravaging skeletons, and a monstrous half-crab, 
half-squid Kraken, all hell-bent on destroying S’kar-Vozi and 
adding its inhabitants to the skeleton army. Reminiscent of 
Terry Pratchett’s brand of dark, comical fantasy, this offbeat 
novel by SF/fantasy author Mitchell is divided into five tongue-
in-cheek sections: “An Engagement of Abominations,” “A Tropic 
of Skeletons,” “To Snort One’s Soul,” “The Vegan of Vengeance,” 
and “A Homecoming of Horrors.” Leavened by wicked humor 
and genuinely moving scenes of reflection (Adrianna, unlike 
her spider kin, doesn’t suck the life fluids of sentient beings and 
relies on kindly, unexpectedly complex Clayton to be her moral 
compass), the tale features easily offended half-orcs, snake god 
worshippers, and a tiny but fearsome assassin. The story details 
Adrianna’s attraction to both the untrustworthy dragon prince 
and diffident Asakusa as well as such deliciously repulsive hor-
rors as Asakusa’s maggoty, body-consuming “Corruption.” The 
author pays sly homage to fantasy icons like Tolkien (the term 
halflings is a slur here) and George R.R. Martin (an epic battle 
waged by the undead). Except for some unnecessary recapping 
here and there, Mitchell’s massive worldbuilding is a blast from 
start to finish.

A wild fantasy romp propelled by humor, horror, and heart.

SEVENTY TIMES SEVEN
Moore, Doralyn
FriesenPress (306 pp.) 
978-1-5255-8410-7
978-1-5255-8409-1 paper

The lives of a handful of strangers 
intertwine in this novel of forgiveness 
and renewal.

Moore organizes her book into 
several parallel narrative strands, each 
revolving around one of her small group 

of central characters. First, readers meet Merisela when she’s a 
teenager working at the Taco Snack Shop in the Mexican village 
of Playa Orma, “a beach resort glued onto a poverty-stricken 
fishing village,” and being sexually abused by her stepfather, 
Jose. Readers also encounter Mike Edgerton, who shows some 
promise as a baseball pitcher in school despite his impoverished 
background (“I didn’t think they’d let kids from that develop-
ment play in the league,” he overhears somebody say. “I’ve 
heard the place is crawling with drugs”). But Mike is shortly 
in jail on manslaughter charges; there, he meets good-hearted 
social worker Keaton Thomas. The book’s most involving char-
acter is Maria Rojas, who gives up a thriving dental practice in 
Mexico to immigrate to Toronto with her husband, Eduardo. 
But he abruptly leaves her and their four children for another 
woman, forcing Maria to register for welfare. In alternating 
chapters, Moore follows these characters and others as they 
navigate small triumphs and one series of setbacks after another, 
each segment told with an appealing reserve and a good ear for 
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dialogue. While her players often suffer life-changing diffi-
culties, the author never descends into bathos, and the result 
is that their struggles seem all the more believable for being 
underdramatized. The eventual plot resolutions, including the 
central and glowingly optimistic one, are effectively rendered. 
Issues like immigration, domestic abuse, and inequality perco-
late beneath the surface of these separate stories, but the overall 
narrative is dominated by themes of endurance and redemp-
tion (foreshadowed in the book title’s reference to the Gospel 
of St. Matthew’s call for forgiveness). These themes feel very 
real when embodied by these well-realized characters—who 
become even more intriguing as they begin interacting with 
one another.

A readable and involving tale about several characters find-
ing new directions in life.

JONATHAN DAVIS AND THE 
TIME PARADOX
Destination Hora Prima
Nat, Gowri
Illus. by Peres, Luis 
Nightsky Publishers (208 pp.) 
$11.99 paper  |  $2.99 e-book
Dec. 15, 2020
978-1-73544-881-7

In this middle-grade SF/fantasy, a 
present-day boy with prophetic dreams 
and a mind attuned to time is the only 

hope for 31st-century Earth after an alien takeover.
Jonathan Davis, 11, is largely solitary at school, haunted 

by strange, lucid dreams and thoughts about the vast universe. 
Nat’s illustrated series opener then takes flight into two dif-
ferent timelines. Three months ago, Jonathan and his only 
real junior high friend, Ethan, explored an abandoned church, 
the long-rumored site of a spooky, paranormal phenomenon. 
Indeed, there the two found a “portal” that took them to a 
place in a wholly different space/time zone, where Jonathan 
confronted and battled fearsome creatures from mythology. 
Those episodes alternate with the present, in which Jonathan, 
merely trying to enjoy a night of backyard telescope viewing, 
gets pulled into the year 3003. Sibling “star kids from the sky,” 
the namesakes and equivalents of Greek gods Apollo and Arte-
mis, appear and explain to Jonathan that future Earth has been 
secretly invaded and overwhelmed by the evil Taygateans, mind-
controlling extraterrestrials who want to use enslaved humans 
to help terraform a new world for them to colonize. Jonathan 
is the “chosen one” to save humankind because he alone can 
master the intricacies of a sort of universal clock called Hora 
Prima. All he has to do is rearrange chronological events so that 
the Taygateans never arrive on Earth. Easier said than done? 
Well, yes and no, because readers are often told that Jonathan 
is destined to succeed, no matter the odds. Weird technolo-
gies and wild creatures—some associated with different world 
cultures, others wholly original—show up along the way in an 
anything-can-happen fashion that is (partially) explained by 

“string theory.” (Hmmm, was that addressed in a Stephen Hawk-
ing or Carl Sagan lecture?) But how the church portal dovetails 
with the alien stuff is a nice touch. Cool illustrations by Peres 
are a major asset, and young readers who don’t require practi-
cal ground rules for such way-out material should eagerly follow 
along. The author includes a glossary that features both “real” 
(scientifically grounded) and imaginary details.

This engaging, anything-goes SF/fantasy should hold 
young attention spans, with more installments promised. 

THE MEASURE OF GOLD
Patten, Sarah C.
Ashland Press (426 pp.) 
$9.99 e-book  |  Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-7358082-0-8

A young American woman outwits 
Nazis through alchemy and espionage in 
Patten’s historical-fantasy debut.

Feeling rootless after the death of her 
father, 22-year-old American Penelope 
arrives in Nazi-occupied Paris in 1940 

with a satchel of mystical items, including her father’s book and 
a unique stone necklace. Months before, her childhood friend 
Naomie Valentine, who gave her the necklace, wrote a letter 
urging her to come to the City of Light for an apprenticeship 
with her brother, a scientist and alchemist named Fulcanelli. 
Penelope draws the curiosity of fellow travelers and Nazi sol-
diers alike, who all wonder why she’d travel to war-torn Europe, 
alone, at a time when everyone else is fleeing. Fulcanelli turns 
out to be a part of the French Resistance; he boisterously wel-
comes Penelope into his giant laboratory, where he and others 
work in secret. They want Penelope to join the cause, which she 
does even as her mind races with questions: Where is Naomie, 
and why does Fulcanelli need the stone from her necklace? The 
dreamy yet dark tale unfolds quickly, intercut with flashbacks to 
Penelope’s old life in Sweetwater, Tennessee. In Paris, she works 
diligently in the lab, falls for an apprentice named Lucien, and 
tries to locate Naomie as war rages. After a botched mission 
leaves her with a recognizable scar, she flees London and learns 
to be a proper spy with the Special Operations Executive. Pat-
ten has clearly done thorough research on the real-life events 
surrounding her characters, but the tone is very much her own, 
with a touch of whimsy and modern-sounding dialogue. She 
ably sketches wartime Paris’ flocks of birds and towering monu-
ments and cleverly weaves in fantasy elements, such as fountains 
that spout healing water and alchemic recipes that save people 
from certain death. Unfortunately, Penelope seems just a shade 
too perfect to be relatable; she’s not only a mathematician and 
alchemist, but also a great beauty and skilled dancer. Later 
on, some plot points don’t add up; it seems odd, for instance, 
that the British Resistance would train a native Tennessean to 
pose as a Frenchwoman. Still, Penelope and Lucien’s maturing 
romantic relationship has cross-genre appeal.

An engrossing supernatural spy story.
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A WILD RIDE
Ramsahoye, Shellene 
FriesenPress (96 pp.)
$24.99 | $12.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jan. 15, 2021
978-1-5255-8049-9
978-1-5255-8050-5 paper

A teenager must brave a remote wil-
derness alone, seeking help for an injured 
companion, in this debut novel.

Tall and lanky 13-year-old Justin 
Attwood never seems to be able to meet his fiercely accom-
plished dad’s expectations “to do more, be more,” the way his 
high-achieving siblings have. Justin likes sports but doesn’t 
want to be a star athlete. While he has a keen interest in ani-
mals, he has no desire to add a buck to the family’s “hunting wall 
of fame.” And, unlike his dad, Justin isn’t viewing his upcom-
ing stay at a Canadian adventure camp as preparation for the 
family’s annual hunting trip. Still, he’s looking forward to the 
two-week training course in rock climbing and rappelling, ori-
enteering, and other skills. Before the trip is over, he will expe-
rience a profound change in his knowledge of himself and what 
he is capable of—and find his own voice in the process. In this 

absorbing tale, Ramsahoye builds up to Justin’s grueling test of 
character by contrasting a congenial roommate and encourag-
ing instructors with two bullies and a wrenched knee for the 
teen to contend with. Then a canoeing disaster strands Justin, 
his roommate, and a seriously injured instructor deep in the 
wilderness. It’s up to Justin to go for help. The well-written, 
atmospheric narrative puts readers in Justin’s damp boots as he 
struggles for hours with the cold and slippery footing along a 
river; rocky, uneven terrain; and a dense forest, reinjuring his 
knee and watching day turn into night. Readers can feel the 
extremity of Justin’s ordeal and his stumbling, sobbing physi-
cal fatigue when, finally, only “his head and heart” propel him 
forward. Throughout, the author deftly explores Justin’s anxi-
eties and self-doubt, rooted in his dad’s disapproval (his dream 
that his father gives camp bully Todd’s buck pride of place on 
the family trophy wall is telling). Yet the intensity of Justin’s 
thoughts during the trek believably brings him courage, insight, 
self-acceptance, and, ultimately, the words to express his need 
to be recognized for who he is.

A teen’s relatable journey of self-discovery in a vividly real-
ized, rugged outdoor setting.

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF 
FUZZY WUZZY
Sidell, Craig
Illus. by Kozhevnikova,  Evgeniya 
Histria Kids (24 pp.) 
$24.99  |  Oct. 15, 2020
978-1-59211-058-2

Sidell’s debut picture book takes on a classic childhood rhyme, 
exploring Fuzzy’s life beyond the story in the quirky chant.

In this retelling of a well-known tale, hairless bear Fuzzy 
Wuzzy leads a jolly existence. He has a loving wife and cares very 
much for his bear cub. He’s also a dancer and singer who helps 
out other animals in need and lives a comfortable life that’s full 
in every measure aside from his lack of fur. Sidell’s imagining 
will spark readers’ curiosity as it tackles their potential con-
cerns about Fuzzy’s not fitting in or facing other burdens due 
to his hairlessness. The light text and Kozhevnikova’s full-page 
illustrations foster a strikingly positive tone that carries readers 
through the tale with a sense of delight. Brief lines, with aab 
rhyme schemes, provide clear explanations of the bear’s actions. 
Sidell’s word choice is simple and appropriate for very young 
readers. The affecting, charming images breathe life into the 
tale and offer a sense of wonder, featuring bright earth tones 
woven together to create a wilderness paradise. The optimistic 
tale distinctly lacks conflict, but this choice doesn’t make it any 
less fun to read.

A jolly tale with stunning illustrations that will delight 
young readers.

“The affecting, charming images breathe life 
into the tale and offer a sense of wonder.”

the life and times of fuzzy wuzzy
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THE EGG KEEPER
Smith, F. Louise
Illus. by Robin
FriesenPress (56 pp.) 
$22.99  |  $12.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Nov. 13, 2020
978-1-5255-6238-9
978-1-5255-6239-6 paper

A grandmother bequeaths a deco-
rated heirloom egg to her granddaughter 

in this debut illustrated children’s book.
Each Easter, Nannie allows her granddaughter to hold the 

orange-and-blue wooden egg with a yellow flower that her old 
friend Helga brought from “the old country.” “Painted all over,” 
the egg needs a keeper, and the narrator gets it and its wooden 
box early in childhood. She fondly recalls further traditions 
passed down by her grandmother, including a recipe for tomato 
soup with “thick” and “chewy” handmade noodles. Episodic 
adventures on the beach, days waiting for the ice cream truck, 
and nighttime hunting for fireflies make up Smith’s pastiche 
of an idyllic childhood and an education focused on practical 
tasks, supervised by Nannie and her gnarled hands. Robin’s 
richly detailed, soft-tone watercolor and pencil illustrations add 
visual interest to the engaging recollections, from blue teacups, 
decorative red metal cardinals, and yellow sunflowers to noo-
dles hanging on clotheslines and the vivid mid-20th-century 
Americana food on the table at Easter (“Ham, turkey, too much 
celery seed in the coleslaw, chocolate cake with jelly beans on 
top”). The mostly beaming light-skinned children look a little 
mawkish; there is no hint of events in the world beyond a pleas-
ant suburban life. Lengthy text on each page makes for a gently 
paced, quiet, leisurely trip down Memory Lane—until the nar-
rator becomes a grandmother herself, and readers are advised to 

“remember the special, extraordinary things you do with your 
family.” A two-page spread of the narrator as an older woman 
standing across from her grandmother is affecting, as is her 
observation that “my hands are gnarling...my back is hunching.” 
Endpapers include notebook-lined blank pages, presumably to 
write stories, and a blank egg to decorate.

An enjoyable, moving, and sentimental reflection on 
inheritance and family history.

I LOVE YOU
Ulshafer, Katherine S.
Illus. by Emms, Sarah Frushour
Christian Faith Publishing (36 pp.) 
$22.95  |  $13.95 paper  |  Apr. 11, 2018
978-1-64028-326-8
978-1-64191-615-8 paper

Poetic lines and watercolors show-
case the love that animals have for their 
young in this picture book.

This work is filled with glorious two-page spreads suit-
able for framing—from a title page showing a sunrise in the 

mountains and geese flying over a lake to a final, abstract image 
of a human parent embracing two children. The book’s illustra-
tions of animals in nature capture the emotion of such lines 
as “I love you fiercely as a mamma bear / I love you softly as 
the meadow hare.” Across 14 spreads, debut author Ulshafer 
and illustrator Emms highlight creatures wild and tame, large 
and small. Ulshafer finds expressions of love in the behavior of 
whales, oxen, nightingales, and butterflies, among other crea-
tures; all of the human characters are portrayed as light-skinned. 
Some of Emms’ exceptional watercolors feature detailed back-
grounds, such as the desert landscape against which a young fox 
nuzzles its parent; others are more abstract, with pastel colors 
swirling together. The deliberate cadence of one line per two-
page spread slows further with three spreads that emphasize 
morning, afternoon, and evening, which makes this book a fine 
choice for end-of-day sharing.

Glorious images and simple rhymes make this book per-
fect for reading at bedtime.

THE MOSTLY INVISIBLE BOY
Vanderhorst, AJ
Intense Publications (292 pp.) 
$26.99  |  $14.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Apr. 25, 2020
978-1-947796-45-4
978-1-947796-46-1 paper

A boy and his little sister uncover an 
otherworldly woodland academy in Van-
derhorst’s middle-grade debut.

Casey Grimes, 11, has been invis-
ible for the last three months—ever since he and his family 
moved to Vintage Woods, Oregon. The invisibility is effective 
rather than literal. People tend not to notice him and forget 
about him after a few seconds. School has been difficult, but 
Casey’s life is about to change. First he discovers a gargantuan 
oak tree with a fortress in its uppermost branches. Then he 
learns that his 6-year-old sister, Gloria, has also been suffer-
ing the effects of invisibility. Casey and Gloria sleep out in the 
tree and meet Luci, a girl who not only can see them both, but 
who comes from another world. Luci lives in Sylvan Woods, 
an enchanted forest upon which the regular forest is overlaid. 
She attends Trickery School, where young Sylvans learn ways 
to combat the deadly monsters that threaten both the Sylvan 
and regular worlds. Casey desperately wants to attend Trickery 
School. But can he and Gloria fit in by pretending to be Luci’s 
cousins? Moreover, can they save Sylvan Woods from a killer 
infestation of Butcher Beasts? Vanderhorst employs a simple 
narrative style to good effect. Descriptions are sparing but 
sufficient. The dialogue is age-appropriate. The book com-
prises short chapters—71 in all!—and the reader is drawn ever 
forward, accompanying Casey and Gloria on a steppingstone 
path of small mysteries and action scenes. Sylvan Woods is a 
splendid conception, all the more so perhaps because it car-
ries a magical feel even while its inhabitants judge magic itself 
to be passé. Vanderhorst has a real knack for characterization. 
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Casey and Gloria share a beautifully realized brother-sister 
dynamic, and Luci has a strong-willed personality. The adult 
characters, too, are memorable in their brief appearances. If 
the writing has faults, they are that the interpersonal conflicts 
form and resolve somewhat abruptly and that the narrative 
drive occasionally rushes past moments that deserve a more 
lingering treatment (the fate of Old ThunderSnot the blood-
hound, for instance). Such urgency has its upside, though. 
Young readers will be enthralled throughout.

Fast-moving and exuberant, packed with imagination.

OASIS ONE
Weisbeck, Daniel
DJW Books (186 pp.) 
$10.99 paper  |  $4.99 e-book
Dec. 25, 2020
978-1-5272-8122-6

 In this second installment of an SF 
series, a scientist tries to reunite with 
friends while a pandemic and an immi-
nent war threaten the world.

The FossilFlu virus has devastated 
Earth, now split into the Sanctuary of Europe, the Sanctuary of 
Americas, and the Sanctuary of Asia. In Europe, virologist Dr. 
Mercy Perching has helped keep safe an avian-human hybrid 
with a genetic immunity to the virus. The Americas’ ruthless 
leader, the Prime, wants the hybrid for her country, even if it 
means going to war with Europe. Mercy plans a trip to Asia, 
where some of her friends—rebels against the Prime—are cur-
rently taking refuge. With her traveling companion, government 
agent Basil Goodman, she plans to bring her cohorts back to 
Europe. But following a sudden attack during their journey, the 
two awaken separately in Oasis One. In this apparent lab, Mercy 

learns from android Sindy that she and Basil are in quarantine. 
It seems they’ve reached Asia, which has battled FossilFlu with 
a genetic modification. In addition, Oasis One’s “Keepers,” to 
avoid humanity’s potential extinction, have Incubation Synths, 
like Sindy, for human propagation. But Mercy and Basil look to 
escape, as the gene therapy, if ineffective, could result in their 
deaths. Weisbeck’s wonderfully detailed sequel tackles SF sta-
ples readers know by heart, including Sindy’s questioning what 
it means to be human. But the characters and relationships are 
remarkable, especially Mercy and Basil; his feelings run deeper, 
as she’s in love with someone else. The Prime is another stand-
out character: This formidable villain is frighteningly omnipo-
tent. The prose is evocative, particularly when describing the 
environment: “Fiddleheads of lady fern unrolled, spongy toad-
stools mushroomed into blue gilled umbrellas, and odorous 
prickly pine needles and buttercup wildflowers filled the air 
with an otherworldly aura.” The author smartly concentrates 
on only a few characters in this short installment and leaves 
plenty of avenues to explore in the next volume.

A sharp, illuminating dystopian tale.

ALBA IULIA
Prelude
Williams, Mark L.
Book Vine Press (276 pp.) 
978-1-951886-60-8
978-1-951886-59-2 paper

An American becomes entranced by 
a Romanian figure skater in this novel of 
intersecting lives and Cold War hostilities.

As soon as he finishes his military 
service, Miles Nelson decides to enjoy 
the scenery: “After my Army hitch, I 

became European tumbleweed.” In Prague, he meets Matt, 
another expat and an adventurous hippie, and the two of them 
enjoy sampling Czech beer together. When Matt convinces 
Miles they should crash the Olympics in nearby Innsbruck, 
Austria, Miles has his first encounter with Simone Albescu, a 
Romanian figure skater who captures his attention. Simone is 
good but clearly not the best. As Miles puts it, “Her leaps were 
low-altitude demonstrations of power, but her moves were 
exceedingly graceful and polished.” He goes on: “To say that I 
found her attractive would be a lie, but there was a quality of 
intelligence and determination that earned my instant admira-
tion.” Improbably, she later introduces herself to him and vig-
orously shakes his hand. Only later does Miles realize Simone 
is staging a small rebellion against her authoritarian overlords, 
who wish to control her every move. Miles and Simone next 
meet in Chicago, where Miles, working for a posh hotel, is 
able to assist her when her coach defects to the U.S, escaping 
their assigned Romanian security handlers. Their lives go on: 
Miles ends up in Cedar Falls, Iowa, where he falls for a woman 
named Ellen Good but can’t figure out why he holds back from 
her. Of course, it’s because of the figure skater, who reenters his 
life after her own defection. As Simone struggles to find a life 

“Miles’ eloquent voice gives the novel 
plenty of sentence-level pleasures.”

alba iulia
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beyond skating, and away from her Romanian family and home, 
Miles finds yet another opportunity to help her—and to make a 
bid for her affections.

The writing is engaging, guided by Miles’ intelligent and 
sharp-edged humor. His eloquent voice gives the novel plenty 
of sentence-level pleasures. Williams has an impressive eye for 
descriptions and analogies, which stud the narrative like well-cut 
gems. His powers grant Miles a voice adept at describing people 
and places. Of Ohio, Miles notes: “Ohio is, alas, Ohio. It is an 
unsatisfactory mix between corporate and agricultural America.” 
Of his military career, Miles states: “I shot up the ranks like a 
Fourth-of-July rocket” and then “slammed into the apathy wall.” 
He describes a shocked character whose “eyes changed color,” 
and he notes how Ellen “injected little jests into the conversa-
tion.” Ellen is a puzzling piece in the book, a charming pres-
ence Miles loves and takes for granted. “I fell in love with her 
instantly,” he confesses, but he does all he can to ensure they 
drift apart. When he finally admits to himself that he’s loved 
Simone for years, his hesitance makes more sense. Occasionally, 
Williams strains too hard for an erudite tone, giving the prose a 
grating and inhuman stiffness: “I was never morose, but felic-
ity never found me there” is how Miles explains his unease with 
Chicago. Similarly, Miles’ wiseacre routine and penchant for 
drollery grow a little tiresome; fortunately, Williams gives him 
redeeming moments of sincerity. “It’s you I want,” he says to 
Simone. “I’ve loved you for years.”

A romance barbed with wit and humor.

THE THINGS WE 
LEAVE UNFINISHED
Yarros, Rebecca
Entangled: Amara (400 pp.) 
$15.99 paper  |  $7.99 e-book  |  Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-68281-566-3

In Yarros’ latest romance novel, a 
young woman hires a handsome but infu-
riating writer to complete her late great-
grandmother’s half-finished book.

After her marriage to a Hollywood 
producer ends in high-profile divorce, 28-year-old Georgia 
Stanton returns to her childhood home in Colorado. When 
she arrives at the house where she was raised by her great-
grandma—the famous romance author Scarlett Stanton—she 
finds her mother, Ava, lying in wait. Georgia is in possession of 
the only unfinished manuscript that her deceased relative left 
behind, and her own mom wants her to sell the rights so they 
can get some cash. Georgia succumbs to the pressure and enters 
a deal in which another author will finish the book’s second 
half. The manuscript tells Scarlett’s life story, including how she 
found, and lost, her one true love. Georgia feels strongly that 
the finished novel must reflect the true events of Scarlett’s life, 
as difficult as they may have been. Unfortunately, the publish-
ers hire Noah Harrison, a stubborn writer at the height of his 
career, who has his own fictional vision for the novel’s ending. As 
Noah and Georgia butt heads, each of them researches Scarlett’s 

history in England during World War II. As they learn more 
about Scarlett and Jameson Stanton, the fighter pilot she loved, 
Georgia and Noah must navigate their own increasingly com-
plicated relationship. With two equally engrossing storylines, 
this book will draw in even seasoned romance readers. As the 
story jumps between past and present, the author also alternates 
present-day perspectives between Georgia and Noah, moving 
deftly between her characters’ distinct voices. The relationships 
are well developed, and the love that Scarlett felt for Jameson 
is especially palpable. Along with the sweetly romantic themes, 
the book explores several heftier topics, including personal 
ambition, grief, family discord, and self-esteem. The story has a 
few digressions that do little to advance the plot, but the main 
characters are sufficiently engrossing that readers will want to 
stick with them to the end.

A charming dual-timeline romance about learning from 
past mistakes.
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LAWRENCE WRIGHT BOOK ON PANDEMIC COMING IN JUNE
Pulitzer Prize–winning author Lawrence Wright’s “all-encompassing” book about the 

Covid-19 pandemic is coming this spring.
Alfred A. Knopf will publish Wright’s The Plague Year, the press announced in a news release. 
“In The Plague Year, Wright takes us inside the Center for Disease Control and the White 

House, into a hospital Covid ward, into the realm of prediction specialists—and even inside 
the human body, diving deep into the science of how virus and vaccines function,” Knopf 
said. “Wright cuts through layers of misinformation and obfuscation, giving readers the first 
clear-eyed assessment of this ongoing catastrophe, and pays tribute to the medical profes-
sionals who continue to risk their lives fighting the virus.”

Wright has proved to be prescient about the pandemic. Last May, just two months after the 
country locked down because of Covid-19, Wright published The End of October, a novel about 
an American disease fighter trying to control a global pandemic caused by a deadly virus.

“As a reporter, I feel a great responsibility to give a full accounting of what has hap-
pened—indeed is still happening—and to sort through the science, to address the political 
calamity, to gain an understanding of what has led to this moment, and to pay tribute to all 
the professionals who are putting their lives on the line,” Wright said of his forthcoming book.

The Plague Year is slated for publication on June 8.

Se e n  &  He a r d
Kenny Braun

MICHAEL LEWIS WRITING ABOUT CORONAVIRUS RESPONDERS
Michael Lewis will tackle the Covid-19 pandemic in a book coming out 

this spring, the New York Times reports.
The Moneyball author’s latest book, The Premonition, will be pub-

lished by W.W. Norton in May. The book follows a White House employee, 
a biochemist, and a public health worker, all of whom were among the 
responders to the coronavirus pandemic.

“Michael Lewis’s riveting nonfiction thriller pits a rogue band of vision-
aries, working under the radar, against the weight and disinterest of offi-
cialdom,” Norton says on a webpage for the book. “It is a race against 
time, and the deadline is now…or yesterday.”

The characters in Lewis’ book are concerned by 
the possibility for a worse future pandemic.

“When they see something like this coming, they see something else worse,” the author said. “If 
it doesn’t happen, my characters will play a really important role in it not happening.”

Lewis, whose last book, The Fifth Risk, explored government bureaucracies, told the Times that 
The Premonition won’t be a pessimistic book, saying, “It’s a superhero story where the superheroes 
seem to lose the war, but all they’ve lost is a battle. There’s a war they’re going to win.”

Michael Schaub is a Texas-based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.

By Michael Schaub

Tabitha Soren
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A curiosity: If you stick a bunch of crabs in a bucket, the ones on top will 
try to climb out only to be pulled back in by the ones below them. So it is in 
a little one-stoplight Maine town, a place that Miles Roby, the protagonist of 
Richard Russo’s Pulitzer Prize–winning novel Empire Falls, has been trying to 
leave for years.

Miles, “the nicest, saddest man in all of Empire Falls,” stays in part through 
sheer inertia, but also to be with his daughter, an artistically inclined teen-
ager nicknamed Tick. Miles had gone away to college 20-odd years before, 
but his mother’s terminal illness brought him back, though she pushed him 
away. “Your being here is killing me,” she tells him, and while Miles blames 
her death on her indifferent lover, he knows there’s something to it.

The late scion of the town’s first family had tried to go away, too, to become 
an artist. Called back to take over the family’s textile and lumber businesses, 

he builds an eccentric home, then kills himself. Miles wouldn’t mind if his soon-to-be-ex wife’s boyfriend fol-
lowed suit, but in the meantime he’s practically indentured to the suicide’s widow, a formidable woman with a 
Nietzschean streak: “People confuse power with will because so few of them have the foggiest idea what they 
want,” she tells Miles, who runs a diner that she owns, the last outpost of a once-mighty empire. She promises 
that one day it will be his, but she’s too stubborn to die, and all he can do is hope in a town where the mills are 
closed and few people have much to do or look forward to.

Then there are the Mintys, once “an entire family of poachers,” now the town’s 
scourges. One is a cop whom Miles, so mild-mannered as to be nearly passive, finally 
takes on in a fistfight. It doesn’t end well, although the dust-up, deeply overshadowed 
by a tragedy that shapes the book’s conclusion, is enough to propel him, finally, out of 
a town that will never love him back. About his only fan, in fact, is his father, Max—a 
ne’er-do-well who isn’t above stealing from the town’s Catholic church for beer money 
and whose motto would seem to be “So what?” Still, Max turns out to be more helpful, 
and even a touch smarter, than we might expect.

Published 20 years ago, Empire Falls is in a lineage of books that appreciate rural 
places for their virtues—including the wisdom of such waggish characters—as well 
as their sometimes-suffocating demerits. Max, Miles, and Tick are made whole when they can finally leave a 
place that normally allows one to depart only in a casket. Stephen King has written of such places, and so have 
Marilynne Robinson, Raymond Carver, Kent Haruf, and Russell Banks, whose Affliction is a dark mirror image 
of Russo’s novel. Understanding such places and their too often overlooked people is a central task of today’s 
politics, and Richard Russo’s empathetic, generous novel is a good place to start.

Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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